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PREFACE

The present translations are due to the desire to make the

sources of Syriac mysticism more accessible, in the first place

for its own sake, in the second place because of its intimate

connection with Muslim mysticism from its origin up to (vhazall.

Bar Hebraeus appears to have been largely recipient from

the side of Ghazali. I hope that a future translation of Isaac

of Ninive and an edition of the so-called John Saba may
show to how large an extent Muslim mystics are indebted to

the Syrians.

My thanks are due to the trustees of the de Goeje Fund

for giving this book a place among the publications of the

Fund, especially to Professor Snouck Hurgronje for the never-

failing kindness and never-failing acuteness with which he

read a proof.

I am much obliged to Mr. W. Rollo, M. A., who during

his involuntary stay at the Hague, kindly took upon him

to correct my English manuscript.

Where the pages of the Book of the Dove and the Ethikon

are quoted, those of Bedjan's Syriac text are meant. Quota-

tions from these books and the Ihya', no page being men-

tioned, refer to books, chapters and sections.
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INTRODUCTION

Bar Hcbraeus may perhaps be called the best known of "** "e

brai

Syriac authors in Europe. This popularity is due as well to a no

his agreeable style as to the variety of his vast knowledge;

nearly every Semitic scholar will find among his works one

or the other which is interesting to him. It has however hardly

been observed that this brilliant man with his brilliant career

has gone through a religious crisis which made him appear

before himself no longer as the high dignitary of the Jacobite

church, but as a poor and humble beggar for religious light,

a soul which on its way unto the union with God had only

reached the stage where light is still dim and shadows are

prevalent.

Yet this crisis has not to be concluded from scanty

biographical notes; it has been described by himself in plain

terms and the present translation of his Book of the Dove

will make this clear to every reader. In the introduction to

the one hundred sentences which form the fourth chapter, he

tells how he got wearied by theological and ecclesiastical

quarrels; how he was not satisfied cither by the science of

the Greeks, and how he passed into a spiritual abyss in which

he would have perished if God had not saved him. Gradually

and slowly he turned to the mystic authors and finally to

mystic life. The outcome of this concluding period of his bodily

and spiritual career are his mystic writings which hitherto

have not met with the recognition which they deserve: one
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of them, the commentary upon the Book of Hierotheos, has

even not yet been edited.

Mystic The other two, however, are accessible to readers since
works

some years. The book of the Dove has been twice edjted

:

by G. Cardahi *) and by Paulus Bedjan, by the latter together

with the Ethikon 2
); these texts may be called very satisfac-

tory as a basis for a translation. Besides these three works of

some extent there is still a small mystic tract edited by Bedjan

together with the Ethikon and the Book of the Dove :1

) entitled:

A Narrative on the youth of the Mind.

From a note in Codex Rich n° 1794 in the British Museum
it appears that the Ethikon has been written by Bar Hebraeus

in the year 1590 i.e. 1278 A. D., 8 years before his death.

It is probable that the Book of the Dove was composed after

the Ethikon, it has even been called an abridged edition of

it. I have objections against this qualification, as may be

seen further on, but so much is true, that nearly all the

materials out of which the first three chapters of the Book

of the Dove are composed, are to be found in the first three

chapters of the Ethikon. And the fourth chapter of the Book

of the Dove seems to betray in its personal tone something

of the approaching departure. So the work may have been

composed after A. D. 1278.

Now the author tells us in the introduction to the sentences

that he has devoted seven years to the study of mystic authors.

With this date we may combine a note in Cod. 7189 Rich

in the British Museum, in which a reader tells us, that he

has spent ten years in enquiries after the volume containing

the Book of Hierotheos with the commentary of Theodosius.

All researches were in vain till, by an act of Providence, the

Katholikos Bar Hebraeus, the light of the East, was gained

for the sake of research and then the present copy was found,

1) Rome 1898. 2) Paris 1898.

3) p. 600 sq.q.
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and, because it was well nigh uom out, bound together in

the year 1580 of the Greeks, A. D. 1268.

Now this Book of Hierotheos has been set into a clear light

by the researches of Frothingham ; and Merx has shown

how great its influence has been on Oriental mysticism '

. Bar

Hebraeus' acquaintance with it dates from [268 and this may

have been the year, in which his thoughts were directed

towards mysticism; probably it has been a mighty impulse to

the religious crisis he describes in the Book of the Dove. He

wrote a commentary or notes to it; it is not known in which

year; and, no doubt, it has also turned his attention to the

other mystic authors of which he quotes a good many in his

Ethikon and — some of which he does not quote.

Bar Hebraeus was perhaps too old to change his career and

adopt the way of life typical for the Eastern mystic. He

has felt this discrepancy between his conviction and his life.

one time he speaks of it, in the Book of the Dove, p. 548,

where he maintains that it is better for the mystic not to be

dependent upon others and to earn his bread by manual work,

as the Fathers have done. Then he goes on: Here the author

confesses his guilt, saying : I teach but I do not learn : 1 write-

but I have neglected ; I preach but I do not practise ; I ad-

monish but I have sinned.

In other passages he speaks very modestly about his mystical M
'

;

.

' 'of my>tics

career. In the introduction to the sentences he relates how concerning

the crisis has passed away and light is dawning; but he prays
(eri_nc<

constantly that the screen which impedes his sight may be

removed. And in sentence 79 he says that the sun of mystic

illumination has not yet risen above his horizon.

We may acknowledge the honest}- of such confessions but,

at the same- time, it has to be observed th.it they are not

seldom found in the works of the eminent leaders ^>\ mvsti-

1) [dee und Grundlinieti einer allgemeincn Geschichte '!<-r Mystik (Heidel-

berg, 1893
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cism. It is worth while to quote the following passage from

Isaac of Ninive, one of Bar Hebraeus' spiritual authorities:

This [viz. the preceding passage on mystical experience] I have

written, to the profit of myself and of every one who comes

across this book, as something which I have grasped from the

contemplative mysticism to be found in books and from the

month of veracious men ; but a small part of it is the fruit of

personal experience ').

And Porphyry in his Life of Plotinus says that this great

master has only four times reached the aim of all mystics,

the union with God, as long as he has known him ; he him-

self only one time 2
). This scarcity of mystical experience

even extends to whole generations. In the Introduction to the

Book of the Dove Bar Hebraeus complains of the fact that

the Syriac world in his time is without a mystic leader. Ghazall

says that the mystics of his time do not know how to be

familiar with God 3
) and that the countries are devoid of a

shaikh whose knowledge and works are to be taken as an

example 4
). Kushairi 5

) and Abu Talib al-Makkl °) speak in the

same way; Isaac of Ninive says that the entrance into the

divine mystery is scarcely accessible to one man in each

generation 7

)
; and Johannes Climacus thinks that the divine

gifts which were imparted to the ancients do not occur in his

i) Ed. Bedjan, p. 127: A_^.1C\ >1*.*1 ndii.iasA cHacVx^ ^Ac» Kfefl

K^lOrC'ch ^JSn ^i.lK'.l yaxsa vy-iK* r£lm Klrj^.a.3 .^^2kl

Klixflai ^n A.An a r«''"i*'ix..i r<lsac\& £na relict i

2) § 23.

3) II, p. 204: $\, UJ\ k
J_^£ ^

5) P- 3- 6) I, 161.

7) p- 167. [Kdu&a pc&cA^. p3.l]curS3 r&\*»n? r?\ii< ^* oorA

KfcrA rc'.T en h\cini^a
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time '). — Notwithstanding Bar Hebraeus' modesty concerning

his spiritual experience, the hundred sentences which form an

important part of his book, are styled by himself as being

founded upon revelations. Indeed they are the most original

part of the book, and they give it a serious counterweight against

the Ethikon. The number of these sentences seems to have

been chosen in accordance with a well known Eastern predi-

lection. Euagrius Ponticus, one of Bar Hebraeus' admired

spiritual teachers, has written a book, entitled Centuriae, con-

sisting of six times a hundred sentences. Zamakhsljaii's Golden

Necklaces are a hundred in number ; and on the authority of

C
A1I a collection of hundred sentences is current in Arabic

literature. — The other chapters of the Book of the Dove con- Influence

sist each often sections; here Bar Hebraeus seems to go back u *

s 'jins'

directly to (Thazali's example, whose Ihya' also consists of

four books, each containing ten chapters. The literary relation

between Gjiazali and Bar Hebraeus will be discussed further

on. Here some general remarks may find their place.

(ihazali seems to have been the first to divide the subject

of mystical ethics into four books, each of which has its distinct

aim. It is at least not known to me that any of his prede-

cessors has resorted to such a division; moreover he explains

his reason for doing so in his introduction : the usual division

of the fikh into four parts has been his example. So this is a

novum. Those four parts are: I ritual and corporeal acts;

II adab, social acts; III the purifying of the soul from vices;

IV the providing of the soul with excellent qualities. This is

exactly the same division as that of the Ethikon. The general

parallelism between Ihya' and Ethikon may further be shown

in a striking way by the juxtaposition of the chapters of the

third books:

i) p. 338: TMV Si %XptT(4XTUV XVTUV oilK x'^lCV [livy .
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Ihya' Ethikon

i On the heart i On the soul

2 On the training of the soul 2 On the training of the soul

3 On lasciviousness and sen- 3 On wantonness

suality 4 On lasciviousness

4 On the tongue 5 On the tongue

5 On anger, rancour and envy 6 On anger, rancour and envy

6 On the world 7 On worldly desires

7 On avarice 8 On covetousness

8 a On bluff 9 On ambition

8b On false appearance 10 On hypocrisy

9 On pride 1 1 On pride

10 On self-deception 12 On boast

This general parallelism appears in other cardinal points.

Every chapter in the Ihya' and the Ethikon opens with a section

containing the utterances of Scriptures and Tradition on the

subject treated in it. Both go on with a definition of the

subject, called jo or ajLJb- by Ghazali, rfj=acu»Ax by Bar

Hebraeus. Further Ghazali divides the works into three states

:

that of knowledge (^Ic), action (A^j and disposition (JW) ');

this division is also that of Bar Hebraeus who calls the states:

speculation (r^*ioK^), practice (pc^oio^J») and disposition

! 021.03on &(->£.v>
2
)- Both Ghazali and Bar Hebraeus maintain that

there is a__L> V*.l\ Ac , r^Aum^cva K&s^.i-* and i_oV<
xi\ )c

K$\jua.i^*ic\r<& K&^.ft* and both say expressly that they will

only treat of the former 3
).

From this parallelism in capital points it may already be

clear, that Bar Hebraeus, as to the general lines of his work,

was dependent upon Ghazali. This parallelism exists chiefly

between the Ihya' and the Ethikon. The Ethikon and the Book

of the Dove have really different aims.

The Ethikon, like the Ihya', has been written in order

I) Ihya' IV, p. 208. 2) Ethikon, p. 420. 3) Ihya' I, p. 4; Ethikon, 1.
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to regulate the ethical and mystical life of every Muslim and

every Christian, as they should be. They treat of the whole

domain of human life ; it is not only prayer and love which

are described in their forms and religious depth, but also

commerce and marriage, the daily meals and the education

of children. They are destined to be read by lay people and

by monks.

Not so the Book of the Dove. It says it is expressly ££&£*
destined for monks who are devoid of a spiritual leader; it of the

Dove
is a real directorium spirituale. This appears also in the dispo-

sition. The first chapter describes the office in the monastery;

the second that in the cell. The third deals with the conso-

lations the Dove imparts to the soul; and the fourth contains

specimens of the revelations imparted to those who are be-

coming initiated. This division may be compared with the

progressive chapters of the Imitatio Christi : I Admonitiones

ad spiritalem vitam utiles. II Admonitiones ad interna trahentes.

Ill Liber internae consolationis. IV Exhortatio ad sacram

communionem. The parallelism between the Book of the Dove

and the Imitatio in their outlines is striking enough; it is

easily to be seen that the place which by Bar Hebraeus is

given to revelation, is imparted to the sacrament by (Thomas

a Kempis.

In the introduction to the sentences Bar Hebraeus tells us,

that his acquaintance with mysticism is clue to the books of

Aba Euagrius and others, Western and Eastern. This means

that he has gone through his mystical career without the aid

of a guide; so the Book of the Dove has been written for

persons who are in the same condition as the author himself

has been. That this condition is not the one preferred by the

mystics, appears from nearly all mystic authors, also from

the works of Bar Hebraeus; as the Muslims say: He who has

no guide, his guide is Satan.

From the many quotations in the Ethikon we are able to Au
t̂

n"

see who were Bar Hebraeus' predilected authors in this domain, quoted
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Nearly all of them are to be identified with certainty. In-

deed, Euagrius Ponticus proves to be one of the most favou-

rite; very often he is called o^i^onf rclai, Evaypiog o yJyxg,

as Greek authors would say ') ; he is also called the father of

the Initiated, rili^o*^ KlrjK''
2
); or the master of the Initiated,

nf-'i^o.-u.-i rclai
3
); usually he is quoted as Father Euagrius,

<*2^W\rc' rdarS'
4
)- As far as I see none of his works is ever

mentioned by name.

Gregorius Theologus 5
) and the holy Basilius °) are also some-

times called rdrji ; Gregrorius of Nyssa is much less quoted 7
).

One of the oldest and most quoted authors is the man who

is usually called K^ax*! icurc', John the prior. His identity is

absolutely certain, for in the Ethikon, p. 41 3, his nciinflairt r£s&\&

or Liber Scalae is mentioned. This is of course the famous

Scala Paradisi and so John proves to be Johannes Climacus,

the abbot of the monastery of Raitun in the Sinaitic peninsula.

One time 8
) he is called r^m^.i K'mx*! >ia*r<' KS^iiSj, the

excellent prior of the monastery of Tar. Till the present day

the old Raitun is called Tur or Tor 9
).

Dionysius the Areopagite is quoted once in the Ethikon 10
),

once in the Book of the Dove n
).

These are the originally Greek authors; Syriac translations

of their works are preserved in the European libraries; that

of Euagrius' works has been edited by Frankenberg ,2
).

1) Ethikon, pp. 218, 223, 235, 309, 322, 325 sq., 327 sq., 349, 448, 481.

2) Ethikon, pp. 45, 105, 228.

3) Ethikon, pp. 29, 34.

4) e.g. Ethikon, pp. 19 sq., 28, 47, 102 sq., 183, 185, 241,246,250,255,272,

278, 285, 293, 304, 306, 312, 317, 324, 341 sq., 410, 419, 433, 447 sq., 468, 474.

5) Ethikon, pp. 227, 317, 366, 483.

6) Ethikon, pp. 250, 328, 330, 432, 451 sq., 474.

7) Ethikon, pp. 350, 452.

8) Ethikon, p. 511.

9) John is mentioned e.g. Ethikon, pp. 14, 19, 39, 43, 97, 102 sq., 142, 236,

246, 255 sq., 272, 286, 293, 305 sq., 354, 356, 364, 411, 413, 508. Book of

the Dove, p. 527.

10) p. 487. 11) p. 568,

12) In the Abhandlungen der Gottinger Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.
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Of originally Syriac authors the following are mentioned :

Hierotheos, whose book was sought in the Syriac libraries and

found A. D. 1268 and on which Bar Hebraeus wrote a com-

mentary, is quoted two times only; once in the Ethikon'),

where he is called r^laS ; and once in the Book of the Dove,

where he has the epithet of Initiated -). Frequently we find

Mar Isaac, ,the excellent Mar Isaac' 3
), ,the chaste Mar Isaac' 4

J.

That this is Isaac of Ninive appears from the quotation in

the Book of the Dove r
'), which is to be found in the works

of Isaac in Bedjan's edition °).

Finally another author is to be mentioned whose identity

is, as yet, not easily to be stated. I mean John de Dalyata 7

),

also called Saba de Dalyateh. In Syriac and Arabic manu-

scripts he is often called Kliwcn r£a.ao, ,j\>j^\ 7=i^'j so tnat

Wright e.g. always calls him John Saba. The works of John

Saba are preserved in the libraries of Cambridge, London,

Paris and Rome in Syriac, Karshuni and Arabic. Now the

question is: whether the spiritual Shaikh' is to be identified

with John de Dalyata, as is done in some mss. ; or with John

bar Pinkaye as is done in other mss. ; it seems to me that

this question cannot yet be answered.

A recension of the authors quoted by Bar Hebraeus would

be incomplete, without a class of persons who are not authors

in the literal sense of the word, but whose sayings and lives

were of an enormous influence upon Syriac asceticism: viz.

the Fathers of Scete, who are mentioned in every chapter of

the Ethikon. Their influence appears prominently in the ascetic

parts of Bar Hebraeus' works, but asceticism and mysticism

cannot be separated in mystics like Bar Hebraeus. His system

1) p. 449. 2) p. 56S.

3) Ethikon, p. 29.

4) Ethikon, pp. 99, 249. — Further he is mentioned c. g. : Ethikon, pp. S,

14, 19 sq., 27, 34, 102, 255, 279, 306, 321 sq., 332, 354, 377, 419, 448,

468 sq., 475, 490.

5) P- 527- 6) p. 499.

7) Ethikon, pp. 272, 305, 312, 332, 441, 448, 475, 490.
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or his ,way' begins with simple asceticism ; then, the mystic

light begins to dawn here and there, and finally, the reader

is in a mystic atmosphere, which sometimes comes near to

pantheism.

This statement may be verified by the lecture of the Book

of the Dove, the value of which lies chiefly therein, that it

means to be and is a handbook for the novice who wishes to

become a mystic, and which consequently describes the

methods, aims and spiritual experience of Bar Hebraeus; not

only of Bar Hebraeus however, but of the whole mystical

school to which he belongs,

s'mit'c
^n ^ne f°ll°wmg pages this mystical system will be de-

mysticism scribed in its outlines; then it will be found that Bar Hebraeus

is closely akin not only to his Syriac predecessors, but also

to Gkazall and Muslim mystics of his type. So we are brought

to the question of the origin of Semitic mysticism and asceticism.

This question has been asked and answered several times and

in different ways. It is of a very complicated nature and I do

not imagine that my small contribution to the solution will

be of a nature to answer the question in its entirety. I believe

however that I am in a better position in view of it than

many of my predecessors, because in the last years only the

religious elements of the Hellenistic world have been studied

and discussed in a thorough way. The name mysticism itself

points to that Hellenistic movement which found voice chiefly

in the many religions which are called the mystery-religions.

Different descriptions and liturgical documents belonging to

them have come down to us; their meaning and value have

only become clear after the researches of men like Albrecht

Dieterich, Reitzenstein and others.

We have a certain right to denote all these utterances

with the term Hellenism, perhaps the best comprehensive

denomination for these phenomena.

It can be compared with what Babylonian civilization has

been for Semitic antiquity and it has served as a basis for
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Christianity and for Islam as civilizing and also as religious

powers.

We can not however be content with such a general term.

And it may be said at the outset that we will find two other

spiritual movements, which — it is true — can be styled as

belonging to Hellenistic civilization — yet have their own very

definite meaning: Gnosticism and Nco-platonism, the former

being the theosophy, the latter the philosophy of Hellenism.

And at the side of these, there is a mighty practical tendency

which is found in Neo-pythagorean sects, among Neo-platonic

philosophers, and, much more developed, in large circles of

Christian society: asceticism, which tends in itself to mysticism,

but has only found its coronation in Christian and Muslim

mysticism.

So our study of Bar Hebraeus' mystical system will lead

us to Eastern syncretism — an other comprehensive term for

the spiritual attitude of those times. This is at the bottom of

the system, there can be not doubt of it. Still, it is to be

observed, that all that is wild in it and connected with magic

practice and heathen theory has been banished or purified,

so that neither Bar Hebraeus nor Ghazali have ever met with

serious objections on the part of Catholic or Muslim ortho-

doxy. And it may be conceded that both of them have raised

their system to an apotheosis of every-day practice and common
belief, which is far above all we know of Christian and

Muslim juristic, dogmatic and polemic literature. That this

spiritualizing process goes hand in hand with a tendency to-

wards esoteric religion, will be shown in due place.

Now, before we consider these mystic systems, one thing Specula-

is to be observed. Bar Hebraeus as well as Ghazali consider practiCe

their books as books for the practice of religious life, not as

speculative works. Bar Hebraeus says this in the introduction

to the Ethikon. He reasons thus: things to be grasped by

man are cither of a speculative nature, as for instance the

knowledge that God is one and that the world will be destroyed
;
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or they are mingled with practice, as for instance the knowledge

that on account of ascetical practice the soul becomes enlight-

ened, and, on account of giving way to the flesh the soul

becomes dark. The former kind is called speculative knowledge

r<£vinj.V* ,ior<& rC^Mw.t*, the latter practical knowledge. The

former is occupied with the distinction between truth and error,

the latter with the distinction between good and bad. Now
it is my aim — he says — to deal only with practical know-

ledge, K&oicuuto-

Here already Ghazali proves to be Bar Hebraeus' guide.

He says in the introduction to the Ihya': The knowledge

useful on the way to the coming world is divided into two

kinds: that of aIAjl* and that of Aii\5C». I mean with the know-

ledge of AJLi^C that from which is sought the revealing of the

recognized object only; I mean with knowledge of aLW* that

from which is sought, besides revelation, practice. The object

of this book is knowledge of aIA** only, not knowledge of

iii^C, which it is not allowed to trust to paper though it be

the utmost aim of the student ').

It is clear that here we are face to face with a distinction

which is thought to be important by our authors. In the

Ethikon it is discussed another time, in the chapter on soli-

tude 2
). Here Bar Hebraeus enumerates the profits of solitude,

of which the highest is the spiritual delight consisting in the

true knowledge concerning the nature of God, which is received

by revelation. The Fathers have said: we shut our selves up,

not in order to practise good works but to reach the aim of

excellency viz. lonely intercourse and quiet meditation of the

i, p. 4: *u&ll j&, aUU\ Jo d\ p-i*. s>^ J,] o a>f, ^\ u\ ^

2) P- 93-
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mind in God; whereas our steadfast brothers who live in a

coenobium practise good works.

Thus according to Bar Hebraeus speculative insight is only

to be acquired by revelation (rdiA^J. This is exactly Ghazali's

opinion; in a passage in the Ihya' he says: ...We will leave

these definitions for they lie beyond practical knowledge;

essential knowledge concerning them is only to be reached by

revelation which follows pure meditation '). And so revelation,

which gives speculative knowledge and direct insight into

divine things, is the last aim of these mystics, but we shall

not hear much of it in the Ethikon and the Ihya'. Happily

the sentences in the Book of the Dove, which pretend to be

founded on revelation (ctflliA^J fill this gap to some extent.

It is to be noted that what our authors call practical know-

ledge does not only mean the practice of good works, but

also, and chiefly, the practice of intercourse with God 2
).

Finally we may quote Hudjwlrl who also speaks of these

sorts of knowledge. He mentions three kinds: Knowledge of

God is the science of Gnosis (Ai/«1\ )c), whereby He is known

to all His prophets and saints. It cannot be acquired by ordi-

nary means, but is the result of Divine guidance and infor-

mation. Knowledge from God is the science of the sacred Law,

which He has commanded and made obligatory upon us.

Knowledge with God is the science of the .stations' and the

,Path' and the decrees of the saints 3
).

It is clear that the first and the last kind nearly correspond

with the ;LiM\ lc and the iUV*l\ Ac.

The distinction we have here before us points to widely

diverging tendencies in ascetical mysticism, though Bar

1) I, p. 279: \y5\j*. J\ Jo^.
N
J_, &a\A.\ Jc O1-

**J^>- V^ ^^ "-^ . •

2) Ihya' IV, p. 373:
<{J 0yj) _wT\ Cro jil il*\*U pic

3) P. «.
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Hebraeus and (Ihazali do not turn the differences to the

daylight in a polemical manner. But we have a series of evi-

dences showing two different tendencies. We are able to trace

them back from the time of our mystics to the early Christian

centuries; here and there the lines show bypaths.

Hudjwlrl still shows that in his time the difference was

deeply felt: Some regard knowledge as superior to action, while

others put action first, but both parties are wrong. Unless

action is combined with knowledge it is not deserving of

recompense. Similarly knowledge without action is not know-

ledge '). In Christianity however the distinction is more vivid.

We hear a good deal of it in Bar Hebraeus' authority Eua-

grius Ponticus. He equally praises theory (contemplation, specu-

lation, gnosis) and practice; their adherents however are on

a footing of enmity; God alone is their mediator: yvurrixbg xx)

7rpxxnxbg \jirv\vrwxv xXXvjkoig ' fte&og Ve xf/.Cporepav eforyxei xvpiog 2
).

He severely judges those who reject speculation: b yuvuv yvcotrtv

Ssov xx) X7rco$ov{/.evog Secopixv xvrov o/zoiog etrri tw Xoy%y vogvovti

tyiV xxplixv xvrov 3
). And he seeks to reconcile parties by a

sentence like the following: ex vrirpxg 7rvevpixTixvig x7roppel'7rorxf/.bg
•

^v%v\ Vs TvpxxTiKYi tistxi oai xvrov 4
). And he admits that practice

is useful for acquiring a7rx$eix, one of the most desired things

:

rrxpxeg %pturov 7rpxxrixx) xperx) ' b $e ecrSiccv xvrxg yevviaerxi a7rx$qg 5
).

And : Spovog Te oarx^eixg \pv%y 7rpxxrix>i
c
).

We have already seen from Bar Hebraeus' passage on the

profits of solitude, that the distinction between the adherents

of speculation and those of practice is, that the former used

to shut themselves up in their cell, whereas the latter lived

in monasteries and devoted themselves chiefly to good works;

and so these divergences go back to the divergence between

the anchorites and the coenobites. Or as Reitzenstein defines

it after a passage in Cassianus: Anachoret und Klostermonch

i) p. II sq. 2) Monchsspiegel § 121.

3) lb. § 109. 4) lb. § 64.

5) lb. § 118. 6) lb. § 31.
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streben nach ganz verschiedenen Zielen; jener nach yvurig,

dieser nach der Vollendung des Gehorsams, jener ist bsx:-/,-

7i'/,:;, dieser 7rpxz7ix.:; ').

Traces of the aversion against speculation which must have

spread through large circles, show themselves also outside the

world of monks. Usually speculation is taken here in the sense

of speculation concerning the divine Being. Striking is what

the commentator of Ibn 'Ata'llah adduces: It is said on the

authority of Ibn 'Abbas that the Apostle of God said to people

he met: what is the matter with you? They answered: we

meditate upon the Creator. He answered: meditate upon His

creatures, but not on the Creator, for you do not possess His

Power 2
). And even a speculative spirit like Dionysius the

Areopagite warns against this sort of speculation: m&oXov roi-

yxpcuv oO Tohfitiriov ehretv cjts (ikv ivvoij<rxt re xepi tv,: *r. ::.-...

kx) xpvCpixs SeoryTOg vrxpx rx Sewdug ijfAtv « rm tepuv /.:;

£X7T£$XTf/JvX
3
).

As we have seen, however, this is not the attitude of Bar Mystic

secrets

Hebraeus and Grhazali. But also these authors shrink from

publishing their most intimate mystical experiences, which it

is not allowed to trust to paper, as (Hiazall says 4
). This is

not his only utterance in this sense. In another passage he

says: When a man's heart is with God, the majesty of the

divine presence is revealed to him, the divine reality lies

open before him and to him appear divine things of such an

intimacy that it is not allowed to describe them, nay, which

absolutely can not be adequately described 5
). Later on he

i) Ilistoria Monachorum, p. 20.

2) 11, P . 74: y\y <\ v, J\i? \aJ -rfli\
<U\ J^ jj\ ^U. &\ <- tsjj

3) p. 155; Goldziher, Ma'ani al-Nafs, p. 54 s sqq.

4) Above p. 12.

5) in, p. 69: «* \*j Lj,J\ is*£\ J
v>> <\ Jtf*3 <M ^ <^i J^ V>\>
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speaks of the experience of the Initiated and goes on : Know-

ledge of the sort alluded to here, is not allowed to be the

common possession of mankind and he who has received

something of it by revelation, is not allowed to publish it

abroad to people who did not receive revelations; for if this

knowledge were the common possession of mankind, the world

would perish ').

Bar Hebraeus is of the same opinion as Gkazall; in his section

on freedom of speech he says that the Initiated utters words

in his intimacy with God which it is not allowed to write

down and to trust to paper 2
). In another passage of the Ethikon

he again adduces some examples of bold words uttered by

the Initiated, but he does not mention other examples, ,which

perhaps Hierotheos and his followers venture to describe. But

the Holy Spirit says concerning them : there is a secrecy

between me and my house-mates and it warns them not to

publish these things but to conceal them and it does not

allow the house-mates to scrutinize them, save only in oral

discussion' 3
).

This opinion is widely spread among Oriental mystics. Ibn

'Ata'llah considers the conversation between the saints and

the learned with God as being embroidered upon secrets which

have to be concealed 4
). Now these secrets are the real mystic

knowledge; they are for the Initiated; the terms used in this

regard by Dionysius the Areopagite speak for themselves:

These things are mystic and not to be spoken before the public 5
).

He warns that none of the not-Initiated may hear them G
).

i) II, P . 289: Vjj U-U\ Ajiij o\ jy~ V iJ&A \)\ J\ i_9jU^ oM jVul,

2) Ethikon, p. 494.

3) P- 499- See also the Book of the Dove III, 4. And sentence 80.

4) I, 2 : kyOA j\jj jc Jh^ «\}\, »U^ *U/^ £& ^1

5) P- ^2>'- pvPT'xz X&1 <*>? T°~ic, noXXois ccppyrx.

6) p. 272 : tovtm le opct oVw; [j-vidslt; twv xi-iu^ruv zTrccKovtry.
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We can trace this system back to the sphere where it origin-

ated. Plotinus also is acquainted with it : This is the purport

of the rule of the mysteries ordering not to publish these

things among the non-Initiated; it defends the divulgation

on the ground that it is impossible to communicate the Divine

to anyone to whom it was not granted to sec it himself ').

And Reitzenstcin communicates a defence to him who was

to undergo the act of initiation: I conjure you by Him who

is above all, the Good one, to keep the secret of these mys-

teries without telling them to anyone -). This secrecy is even

the cause of much of our ignorance concerning the ancient

mysteries. — In this case we have been able to trace back a

prominent feature of the Semitic mystical attitude down to the

Hellenistic mysteries. We shall find many similar cases, all of

them showing the intimate relation between mysticism and

mysteries, a relation to be expected a priori.

On account of all this, it is already clear that the mvstical '

' character

system of Bar Hebraeus and his spiritual cognates is an esoteric of mysti-

onc. They have experience which the ordinary believers have

never dreamt of; they do not describe it, but they make no

secret of possessing it. Bar Hebraeus is very explicit on this

point, especially in his sentences; he as well as Ghazali and

other mystics have heard what no ear has heard, they have

seen what no eye has seen and they are aware of what no

mind has experienced, as they express it with Paul '). We
must describe this esoteric character in a more detailed way,

as it appears in different acts and stages of the mystic path.

In the Introduction to the Book of the Dove. Bar Hebraeus

i) Enncadcs VI, 9 § 11 : tcvto $$ tyS*«Aa SyXcvv to rfiv jwoTyp/av r«v5« nr/raypa

to ti.ii ex^epctv eit; (/.if \i.tiJ.\jy\iivGv$ u; oIk exj>apcv ixt/vfl 8* x-r -

«AA0V TO ZiiOV OTIQ (lij XXI Xi/Titl lielv ll/TV %V,T XI

.

2) HeUenistische Mysterienreligionen, p. 96: 6pv6*

xyxSov, Typyo-xt tx ftwrfpia txCtx kxi i^eixelv (t)fitv(.

3) Isaac of Ninivc p. 12: 316; 519: Ihyfi' l,p.i;:!V. p. 27. Ethikon, p. 233.

Book of the Dove, p. 576: Sentence 26.
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says that the speech of the Dove, a denomination of esoteric

knowledge, touches every ear, but few hear her voice; she

calls every man by his name, but one of a thousand answers

her. This general statement is worked out in several other

passages of Bar Hebraeus' works.

In the Ethikon he says that the building of teachings is

either peculiar as in the Elect, or common to all Vocated.

Peculiar teachings are those of the solitary teachers in the desert,

who teach the purification of the table of the heart and

the polishing of the mirror of the soul. Common are the

teachings of the exquisite teachers of the church '). So it is

even the highly esteemed teachers of the church that do not

possess nor teach the esoteric knowledge. This is again said

in the sentences : True life is this, that the Perfect suck at the

breasts of supreme Providence. And in the teachers of the

Law and the Scriptures there is nothing of this life, excepted

the description and the name 2
).

This exoteric lore is concerned with the Scriptures and their

interpretation; esoteric lore with the purification of the heart 3
).

Industrious reciting of the scriptures does not make any

man a member of the kingdom 4
), and no part of prophetic

knowledge, i. e. knowledge founded on revelations, can be ac-

quired by reading the Scriptures 5
).

It is in harmony with this when the reading of the Scriptures

1) Ethikon, p. 317 sq.: Al^A\3EJS?3 r^.&r&KX.X ^»OQxi.^..l rdlxlaO

lAO.i.i ^cucn KiHa.1^3 p<1*.1a*x* Kii^Vsa.i n£i^\cu ><xjc\£\*r<'

K^i-Sh-.i K'-uojtrj rdi&Asan rriisAcv.. ><tjc\£uk' {.*."! t<i.ia\a

2) Sentence 64.

3) Ethikon, p. 328 : ^£33 i_*Au rC&nr<&t t&O.l.l Kxfcl^ rdisAcVxrs.i

4) Sentence 2157.

5) Sentence 51.
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is only considered as a praeparatory stage for the understanding

of the mystic writers ').

So Faith is for the mystic different from what it means for Faith

the common believer. Bar Hebraeus considers the well known

definition of faith in the Epistle to the Hebrews, Chap. 11,

as suiting to all belief; then he proceeds to give his own pecu-

liar definition a
). In the twentieth sentence he discerns between

the common belief which he calls the shadowy faith and the

faith founded on revelations; the latter is to be reached by

the solitaries by means of labour, efforts and apprenticeship.

All these utterances concerning the distinction between

common belief, even that of the Fathers and commentators,

and that of the Initiated, are again founded upon similar

distinctions in older mystics. Very explicit are e.g. the words

of Dionysius the Areopagite : Moreover this must be kept in

mind, that theological tradition is of a double nature : one

current is unspeakable and mystic, the other is clear and easy

to be recognized 3
). And so it comes to be that mystic utte-

rances in intimate intercourse with God, are considered by

the common believers to be heretic, as (ihazall says after

Djunaid 4
). Also Isaac of Ninive distinguishes simple belief

from the insight founded on revelations: If the small apple of

the eye of thy soul has not been purified, then venture not

to look into the sphere of the sun, lest thou be bereaved even

of the wonted visual power which is simple belief and hum-

bleness and the confession of the heart and the snfall work

which corresponds to thy strength "').

i) Book of the Dove, p. 558.

2) ib., p. 559.

3) P- 3°5 '• #**WS T£ XXI tovto ivvovirxi XP*I T° SiTTyjv slvxt rv,v t£v ie;\

•XXp&lo/TlV TVjV (ilv X-JTOfWTOV XXI IIVTTIKVJV TifV $£ S/i^Xvy) KXl
J VIC fl/iCtlTepxv .

4) Ihja
3 iv, p. 294: * 'U\ ^y> j ^WUj r/jC ^j Zy

: ^\ >

5) p. 16 sq.: relA <s\X^*.l K'icv^-X rdlCXnra >^:V73 r?\ ^^K*

£73 Anfo vi.\^A> rci^-Vi rtlXJSOX. Vi.a.flor^-3 0.1 ^fi\ *>V73^
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So sharp is the distinction made by Bar Hebraeus between

initiated knowledge and common belief, that he declares: He

who reckons himself among the Faithful without having looked

behind the door of the Holy of Holies, lies, even if he con-

fess with his tongue and believe with his heart '). Those who

have acquired true belief are baptised with fire and spirit,

not with water 2
).

Easting This distinction appears further in the religious practice of

the mystics. Fasting e.g., is of three kinds : common fasting,

peculiar fasting, which is the practice of the solitaries who not

only abstain from food but from every sinful emotion, and more

peculiar fasting, the practice of the Perfect who banish every

sinful thought ;!

). The number of ritual prayers is seven for

common believers; the Initiated however have an eighth prayer 4
).

Prayer Now prayer is, one of the mighty means towards the object

of all mysticism : the union with God. So it is described in

connection with various experiences and soon the term looses

its common meaning. Isaac of Ninive has developed a theory

of ,pure prayer' as he calls it, which, no doubt, has influenced

Bar Hebraeus. It is of importance therefore to translate one

of Isaac's most explicit passages on this subject. As all power —
he says — of the Law and the institutions which God has

laid down for mankind, have their limit in the purity of the

heart, according to the Fathers, so all sorts and habits of

prayer in which mankind prays unto God reach their limit in

pure prayer. Sighs and sobs, persuasion and imploration from

the heart, sweet tears and all the other habits which are

possible in prayer, as I have said, reach in pure prayer their

limit and their possibility of being set in motion. As soon as

the mind has passed the border of the purity of prayer there

I) Sentence 17. 2) Sentence 19.

3) Book of the Dove, p. 545; Ethikon, p. 80 sq.

4) Ethikon, p. 15.
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is no longer prayer, nor inclinations, nor tears, nor power, nor

liberty, nor persuasion, nor desire, nor longing after anything

which may be expected in this world or in the world to

come ').

So pure prayer is already a sort of union with God; it has

no longer anything to do, as Isaac declares, with the usual

forms of prayer. In another description he says that prayer

consists in the being dead of the inclinations of the will

regarding the life of the flesh -).

Bar Hebraeus has reproduced Isaac's theory of pure prayer

paraphrastically : Mar Isaac says: pure prayer is not knowledge

and words but the standing still of the intellect and a quiet mind

which is concentrated and brought to peace, in silence of the

inclinations and the senses. And he further says : the prayer

which lies beyond purity, is steadiness of mind, peace of the

heart, rest of the thoughts, quietness of deliberations, the con-

templation of the new world, hidden consolation, intercourse

i) p. 165: kIJIxjoCV-^O r^LflPCLSOia rd\.v»j crA^.l "U\^ ntiv^r*'

r^A>C\AA\A ocn r^JS*).!.^ r<lxJLm\ K'cn_\r<' ^Jtn 0&ll.a}b\b\^?^

K'orArfA rdxixin ^.A^tzn K&cA^n r£sa2k.& r<b nd^i\ ^j>orArwo

rC*A\.^ljj rdsna.M^ ^okjK' rC'Avx^.i K^<\_\_A rdjsa.i-ik.

r^Ax-jLi** rdVSO.IO ftlldi_\ r«^Ar.a^C\ p<lfla^O r'ijjt^icV.-^O

rtAo r<Lciua pdio K&oirc'<u rd.\c\ r<li\^\ CVX. ncAa r<LiL_t73i

rd»li»w=J rC'-2kA\flat?3.1 rdtrt J»> *X3.TS?3."Tjj.1 n^rjrc'a* r<Ac\ r<^v\j

.T»^Viwi rc^nl^rs Ore' rdion

2 ) P- 475- ^3 r<llxr3^i Ki^_0\H r<b\c\b\*273 crx-»A\_»f<' K*iia.i-
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with God, communion of the intellect with God through the

revelation of his mysteries ]

).

Further he alludes to a passage in Isaac and he also quotes

a remarkable utterance of Euagrius: The initiated Fathers say

:

pure prayer is the glorification of the heart, contemplation in

God and ecstasy in Him '-). Those who pray thus are the true

adorers in spirit. Those the Father loves, according to the

word of universal life. For Aba Euagrius says: strive to set

up your mind at the time of prayer, deaf, without speech;

so you will be able to pray 3
).

Pilgrimage This is the esoteric doctrine of prayer. In the Book of the

Dove 4
) and in the Ethikon 5

) we find also the mystic theory

of pilgrimage. The perfect solitaries reject it; they are on the

way to Jerusalem in heaven and recall the words of the

Gospel, which declare neither Jerusalem nor the Gerizim the

place of adoration, but acknowledge only the adoration in

truth and in spirit.

Such an esoteric theory is also found in Hudjwiri °), who cites

1) Ethikon, p. 14: aA K^Vx^.l K&ClA^l i^OPC' JlMfiOiK' >X?3C\

rdsocno Ki^-SJSa.t K&a,JD.*.a.flo kAt^ caj^urt' KllSJa ntfta*-**

.zac\b\ xzar>?(\ Kis^Jtcv «^.ot.t rcin^vxa ^.sjsao v*i^! r<A*ea=>

Kiixx. rcijocn.i nc&cvio^ ai*A\-*K' K&CUSk.i ^A\=3.i r<^a_\^.i

KltniSk-.T r<*"ior<& rtlni-CU^ r<&cA*ea:3 rtfu^is r<Wi Kln\i

.£k^c^\x.^3n r^2»-^»3 KtrAr^ )a^-s rcflxl^- r^fia2k KV<*a.=3 pC&.Iaj

2) Cf. Isaac, p. 166.

3) Ethikon, p. I3sq. : K&cA-.* ^»i^rS'r?liA\^.0.'%* .3di\ rf^raaKb

rx'.m^fl© »^CUt<' •^Vlc" t^*^5* rdi^co.l *Acno 00=3.1 rc'ca^s^O

. Am <<**» &\1=73 vyK* pa.**i rebK' ^^aerAo kVj01=3.1 nfi/ix.

w—joco aJiziiitA Jt-A\_*i^r<' .fla*i_^or<s' rdaK* i*^ i-S*"^

^viK' K'-SO A\o=\coc\ AAifcta r<A.i r<lx.i»* r^&aA^.i r<ii:u*=3

a.A -sa\

4) 11,8. 5) p. in sqq. 6) p. 327.
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Muhammed ibn al-Fadl: I wonder at those who seek His

temple in this world ; why do not they seek contemplation of

Him in their hearts? If they are bound to visit a

stone which is looked at only once a year, surely they are

more bound to visit the temple of the heart, where He may

be seen three hundred and sixty times in a day and a night.

But the mystic's every step is a symbol of the journey to

Mecca, and when he reaches the sanctuary he wins a robe of

honour for every step.

In sentences 30 and 31 Bar Hebraeus expounds his theory Trinity

of the Trinity: what the church calls Father, Son and Spirit

is really Cause or Essence, Word and Life. This theory goes

back to a Hellenistic system. In the Corpus Hermeticum we

read: ovtco yvz^r to iv tro) l3/J~ov ySi oatovov /.;'; c: nvpiou, 3f

vouq ttxtvip §eoc • oj yxp Ii"i7tx'jtxi ktt' xXXvjkav • svutriq yx: tovtuv

£7rh $i Zoo-/} '). Here the triad is : Mind, Word, Life. The NoD$

is also called ^yyoiovpyoc 2
).

There is further a difference between the common knowledge Know-
ledfre of

of God and the esoteric one. The former recognizes God from Go(i

the creatures; the Initiated go the inverse way: they first

know God; then, on account of this knowledge, they recog-

nize the creatures 3
).

It is important to find, that Isaac of Ninive also gives an Crucifixion

esoteric doctrine of the crucifixion in one of his sentences.

The ascension to the cross — he says — consists of two things :

firstly the crucifixion of the body, in the second place the

ascension unto contemplation ; the former is a matter of freedom,

the latter of influence 4
). -..

.

1 Object

Finally a good example of esoteric doctrine is given in of mystic

i) ed. Reitzenstein I § 6 (p. 329). 2) I $ 10.

3) Book of the Dove, p. 572; sentence 73; Ethikon, p. 484.

4) p. 223: pc'.Ta* . r*f 3 'J -^ ^ K'ovn.fla'SO.'l K'cScv.l-SO ^.xlr^ ^»cVncn

rd^K* . rdiarC^xA.T r?b\a.££tt ^^i^.io kS-^-^I cncWnA^

rc^CU.1.3^73.! K^ili"!^ K&air^uil r^aVktTJ.Ta
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the theory concerning the object of the mystic aims. While

the common Christian and Muslim doctrines are content with

the distinction between this world and the world to come,

the latter being declared the only worthy occupation for the

thoughts of man, Bar Hebraeus distinguishes three worlds:

the present one, the kingdom of heaven and the kingdom of

God. In sentence 58 he advises to cleanse the mirror of the

mind and to recognize the way towards the kingdom of Heaven

and then (r^l^r^) towards the kingdom of God. These three

realms correspond to three classes of men: the low ones seek

this world, the high ones the world to come, the highest seek

their Lord alone, Himself, not what is His '). This is more

sharply said in sentence 83: If you will possess the secret

mysteries, then hate the two worlds [i. e. this world and the

world to come] and let the dead bury their dead ; seek only

Him who lives eternally and if you shall eternally be anxious

to seek Him, you will live for ever and ever. — Consequently

Paradise and its enjoyments cannot be the object of the longing

of the mystics. This is said by them expressly. In his paragraph

Paradise on purity of deliberations Bar Hebraeus declares every deli-

beration of which the object is not familiarity with God and

divine things, not to be pure but troubled. Further he pro-

claims that the desire of the pleasures of Paradise rises from

troubled deliberations 2
). So Paradise does not really belong

to divine things. The same distinction is made in the section

on renunciation. Those who renounce the world are divided

into three ranks: the lowest, consisting of those who renounce

on account of fear from Hell ; the middle one comprising those

whose motive is desire of the enjoyment of Paradise; the

highest being formed by those who seek the Good one alone 3
).

This highest rank is that of the Initiated 4
).

1) Sentence 84.

2) Book of the Dove, p. 563.

3) Book of the Dove, p. 525; Ethikon, p. 412.

4) Ethikon, p. 413.
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Ghazali has the same appreciation of these sorts of renun-

ciation: He who turns away his desire from all besides God,

even from Paradise, without loving anything save God, he is

the absolute renouncer. And he who turns away his desire

from all luck which he may acquire in the world, without

renouncing the same kinds of luck in the world to come, longing

after the black-eyed girls and the castles, the rivers and the

fruits, he is also a renouncer, but he is lower than the first

one; and he who turns away from a part of the goods of the

world, but not from another part, as for instance he who

turns away from money but not from honour, or from plenty

of food but not from a beautiful apparel, he does not deserve

the name of a renouncer in its absolute sense ; his rank among

renouncers is like among repentants that of one who repents

some sins; still this is sound renunciation, like repentance of

some sins is sound repentance ').

Characteristic is also the following saying cited by (ihazali:

When Rabi'a was asked : what do you think of Paradise, she

answered : first the neighbour, then the house. So she expressed

that her heart did not seek Paradise but the Lord of Paradise 2
).

Kusliairi is of the same opinion : The sign characteristic of

the Initiated is that he does not care for this world nor for

the world to come 3
). And al-Rondl, the commentator of the

Hikam of Ibn 'Ata'allah says more explicitly: When I (viz.

Allah] find in the heart of a servant neither love of this world

nor of the world to come, I fill it with love of Me 4
).

So the esoteric nature of Bar Ilebraeus' mystic system may The

be called indubitable. This nature appears also in the term Illltiatecl

i) Ihya' IV, p. 1 86. Cf. p. 193.

2) IV, p. 268: «j\ ^j JiJS\ { JU\ *J\tf fe£\ J ,_r-U: U 5*,y Ji \1

3)Risala,p. 166: IjSfij VjjA\ . \fc,\i f>. O^ -^ Vk
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Initiated which I have used several times as a designation of

those who have gone through the different stages of the mystical

path and have reached the true spiritual state. The Syriac

form of the term is ndiAis^o** which could be rendered by

Gnostic. I have however preferred the translation Initiated,

because Gnostic reminds too vividly of those Oriental Systems

which are designated by the name of Gnosticism. As we shall

see below, the aim of the mystics is also called Gnosis, but

this Gnosis is of a nature different from what is usually under-

stood by the term,

The esoteric meaning of KlJ^-O.i* appears also in passages

where it is contrasted with other terms. In the Ethikon the

Initiated are contrasted with the non-Initiated who are called

r^'-ia ,those who stand aloof '), and with the common be-

lievers 2
). The term has not been invented by Bar Hebraeus;

it occurs already in the Syriac translation of Euagrius' works.

Euagrius gives the following definition : The p^ita^c*** is he,

who is like salt to those who are impure and like light to

those who are pure 3
). Further it is used by Isaac of Ninive 4

).

It corresponds to the t_ijlc in Muslim mysticism 3
) and is a

rendering of yvweTixog.

In the Ethikon Bar Hebraeus mentions four classes of Ini-

tiated corresponding to the four manners in which Gnosis can

be reached. i° the prophets and apostles who acquire know-

ledge by divine election. 2°
M the ascetics who acquire it by

practice. 3 the philosophers who acquire it by speculation.

4 the teachers of the church who acquire it by practice and

speculation.

1) p. 489- 2) p. 485.

3) Frankenberg, p. 546: KiAsa b\QZA ."1=3.1 OOO jCOO^UK' rA^VSk-O.T*

rtli^.iA r^icncu vyrcb rC'Klsa^A >cno^v*K'

4) PP- 162, 391, 573, 627.

5) e.g. Ihya' I, p. 54,278; II, p. 184; IV, p. 27, 136, 193, 206, 355, 389;
Abu Talib I 37, 81, 84 etc.; Ibn 'Ata'allah I 18, 391 61 sqq.
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Now it appears from many passages of Bar Hebraeus' works

that' the philosophers and the teachers of the church are con-

sidered by him as inferior to the prophets and the true

mystics. The latter possess knowledge founded on revelations

and this knowledge is of a prophetic nature ').

Within the mystic stages however the Initiated are con-

trasted in numerous passages with the novices Kic\'ix.> just as

the uJ.lc is contrasted with the Ju^.. Isaac of Xinive acknow-

ledges a stage which lies between the two 2
).

It is in concordance with the term kLjAuwO.t** that the Know-

whole mystic system is called that of k&<\i£\;wOT», of Gnosis.

In the Ethikon the education of the novices is treated. They

are admonished to be anxious about the higher knowledge

which by its possessors is called Gnosis s
). And in the Book

of the Dove the writings of the mystics are called books of

Gnosis 4
). The term is also used by Isaac of Xinive 5

).

I have already said, that the term Gnosis, though undoubt-

edly betraying the spiritual ties of mysticism with gnosticism,

does not give us a right to identify the mystic system with

any of the gnostic ones. It is not the aim of the mystics to

acquire knowledge of things which interested the gnostics

;

neither the origin of the world, nor astrology are mentioned

a single time in the literature we are dealing with as desirable

goods. We have already seen that Ghazali and Bar Hebraeus

distinguish two valuable kinds of knowledge: practical and

speculative knowledge. The former deals with the practice of

man in his relation to God or with ethical behaviour, the

latter with knowledge of what is true and false or with insight

into the spiritual world. When the system is called a system

of Gnosis, this term is applied only to the latter sort of

i) Sentence 50; 51. 2) p. 121 sq.

3) p. 320: K&CU^VSk-O.Y» ctx»V73 j.'Sno rdliJSO ,0m k^^TiI rC'ArC'

4) p. 558- 5) p. 483-
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knowledge : its object is chiefly knowledge of God. In the

Ethikon an example of prayer typical for the mystics is men-

tioned : Maker of all and Founder of all, Thou that superatest

all by Thy great power, tie the mouth of the Rebellious one '),

that he, the reprehensible, may not speak with the souls of

Thy servants against Thee and against Thy servants. And
elevate their mind unto the place of knowledge, where the

winds of doubt do not blow 2
). And in sentence 79 Bar Hebraeus

confesses that light has not yet dawned for him ; then he

formulates his mystical aim in this way: And I desire and

beseech, that somewhat of the true light of the Beautiful one

may dawn for me ; in order that I may no longer adore Him
that I know not, but Him, that I know in Spirit and Truth.

And in the Book of the Dove, in the section on the delight

of knowledge 3
), the author declares that the knowledge of

God is a delight greater than any other delight. In the corres-

ponding section of the Ethikon he says that by the delight

of this knowledge, God has made man the equal of the Angels 4
).

And Ibn 'Ata'allah calls the knowledge of God the utmost

aim of the mystic 5
).

Here again the consanguinity between the Hellenistic religions

and mysticism is evident. According to Reitzenstein in the

former the aim is everywhere yvoovxi Ssov °). And he cites

:

tcvto [jJvov (Tcoryipiov xv^paThi £<rrb, y yvavig rov Ssou 7
).

1) Satan.

2) p. 21: Kia.t rdsai vdijAS A.*.i Kli&^iflatoaa Aa.i K'.mn*-

3) HI, 6.
^

4) P- 481.

5) I, 9: ^UU i\c j> $\ iiju*

6) Hellenistische Mysterienreligionen, p. 113.

7) ib., p. 122.
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This knowledge — as it is to be expected — is not of an Non-intel-

intellectual nature. In a description of. the consolation of the
ch

e

a

°

ra

u

c

a

ter

mystic in God, Bar Hebraeus speaks of vision and knowledge of know-
ledge

of Him whose glory is exalted over the world, without visible

vision and without knowable knowledge '). Hudjwiri gives a

good description of it: Gnosis (ma'rifa) is the life of the heart

through God, and the turning away of one's inmost thoughts

from all that is not God. The worth of every one is in pro-

portion to gnosis and he who is without gnosis is worth nothing.

Theologians, lawyers and other classes of men give the name

of gnosis to right cognition ('ilm) of God, but the Sufi Shaikhs

call right feeling (hal) towards God by that name 2
).

This is also the point of view from which Hellenistic reli-

gions consider knowledge. I may again quote Reitzenstein

:

Denn die yvuviq 2rscv urn welche Christ und Heide betet, ist

weit weniger ein Wissen als ein inneres Schauen oder Fuhlen n
).

And further: Und diese hochste Schau ($sx) heisst yvuvai Seou.

Die yvSxriq ist unmittelbares Erleben und Erfahren, ist eine

Gnadengabe Gottes {%x:itij.x)
4
).

A further proof of the non-intellectual character of the

knowledge of God, lies in the small value attached by Bar

Hebraeus to dogmatics and his rejection of dogmatic disputes.

In the Ethikon he relates that of the Fathers some thought

that disputes could have the same value as venemous medicines

when prescribed by a physician. But others rejected dogmatics

wholly. When Aba Poman was visited by a famous recluse

who came from a far distant place and asked him concerning

spiritual and heavenly things, he answered : I am earthly and

I speak of earthly things. When he asked concerning the

TrecSnt of the soul, he rejoiced and said : this is a good subject '). —

i) Ethikon, p. 492.

2) p. 267.

3) Poimandres, p. 158.

4) Mystcricnrcligionen, p. 38.

5) P- 345 sq.
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Bar Hebraeus' opinion is that, all Christians adhering to the

Nicene credo, the mystics have to stick to it, without fur-

ther entering into this subject '). They attain the depth and

the abundance of God's wisdom without the intermediary of

complicated deliberations 2
). He warns against trying to under-

stand God by syllogisms 3
) : For as long as you think to know

God from information, signs and testimonies, you are forging

cold iron and as yet even no faith like a grain of mustard is

in you 4
). Partly this aversion from dogmatics may have been

influenced by the old dissension between the practical and

the speculative method, which we have discussed above.

Love So Gnosis, though one of the designations of the mystic

system, proves to be a term which has to be understood in

a special sense. And it is not surprising, after these investiga-

tions, to find that it is practically nearly synonymous with a

term that, at first sight, seems to have a very different sense;

I mean love. Yet the intimate connection between knowledge

and love of God is clearly indicated by the mystics. The

knowledge of God — says Bar Hebraeus — in the pure soul

-resembles the pure seed thrown in good ground. And from

the seed of knowledge love is born and grows up 5
). And in

another passage he says that, the knowledge of God being

the cause of love unto Him, in accordance with knowledge

being more or less, love is more or less G
).

Bar Hebraeus, in this conception, proves anew to be Ghazali's

pupil; this appears from the fact that the comparison between

knowledge and seed thrown into the soul is to be found in

i) Ethikon, p. 342 sqq.5 Book of the Dove, Introduction to the sentences.

2) Sentence 12.

3) Sentence 905 95.

4) Sentence 9.

5) Ethikon, p. 484.

6) p. 485: a*-^ fc-sa cn&xsaui Aus*. >co r^ooAK'.i cn&v^.:i».i
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the Ihya' in a passage parallel to that in the Ethikon : The

second cause of the power of love is the power of the know-

ledge of God, its spread and its dominion over the heart;

and this, when the heart has been purified from all the occu-

pations of and ties with the world, is parallel to the throwing

of the seed in the ground after its having been purified from

weeds . . . then, from this seed is born the tree of love and

knowledge !

).

And also in other passages of the Ihya' love and knowledge

are closely connected 2
); he only loves God peculiarly, who

knows Him :!

). Here again Bar Hebraeus and (jhazall prove

to be dependent upon old-Christian lore : Euagrius has already

connected love and knowledge : reXoq Vs y.yy-v; ; vSxriq §eov 4

J.

And Isaac of Ninive is very explicit concerning knowledge

and love: Love is sweeter than life. And knowledge concerning

God, from which love is born, is sweeter than honey and

honey-comb. What is the sweetness of love which is sweeter

than life?

Love is not sorry to suffer ten thousand deaths for the sake

of its lovers. Love is the child of knowledge. Knowledge is

the child of health of soul. Health of soul is the power which

is born from patience during a long time. What is knowledge?

Perceiving immortal life. What is immortal life ? Apperception

in God. Knowledge concerning God is the king of desirable

things. And the heart that has received it, possesses the highest

sweetness of all things on the earth. Because with the swcet-

i) ihya
D
iv, p. 271: Uy>LJ, V^vj ^ <Jj~ sy i^\ s^ »i^ t-*~^

2 ) IV, p. 315: ljj^\ &jA\ *fa <L^\j cf. p. 252

3) IV, p. 193: uj. ^ \\ (J&. &\ _4 'J ^J and III, p. 55: $] ^Jj, ^
4) Mdnchsspiegcl § 3.
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ness of knowledge concerning God nothing can be compared 1

).
—

Here all the essential thoughts of Ghazall and Bar Hebraeus

concerning knowledge and love are already united.

Now, as regards love, our mystics are very extensive; their

relation with God can be styled as a relation of love; and it

is to be remarked, that in the long chapter on love in the

Ethikon, nearly the summa of mystic experience, inclusive

knowledge, is expounded. Five causes of natural love are

enumerated and it is shown that these are to be considered,

all of them, as grounds for a man's loving God. Who once

has tasted the real love of God, will forget the whole world,

without ever returning to it; he who is accomplished in love,

will be as a drunken man, he does not see the world, but

his thoughts abide constantly in heaven. But this can only be

reached by loosening every tie with the world.

All this may be read explicitly in the present translations.

Erotic Here it is to be remarked, that the descriptions of love are

terms
ften gjVen in erotic terms or images, a practice common

among Eastern mystics, chiefly among poets; examples of

Persian mystic poems in erotic language are even known through

translations in West-European literature. Dionysius the Areo-

i) p. 431: KLlA&Oflo kA**C\ . rdLw ^JS3 V*&\» nCtaCU* KlVw

r
.."=^C\ Klxa.i ^Jso i_»cK_.» al* chrc* t<L=3G,a* carsq.i rt'onAK' As*.i

. r£jLu ^n i_*^\.*i Klacv.*>.i K$\c\A*i >cra rdusa . rc'cVv_*i^A

cxai cvlnnJSiA »cnc\.-iaL*x,»i •&!** cnA rtl.i.^ r<A rd=CV,jjA

>cn rt'lA-. rC^\^-%.» K^v^.i*.! Geo rC.iA-* ntlaCU* . ^_*'cV\g,J»)

r<^C\.lia.AfiaiO ^.i oco kAa*» rCx^i c^asaAjj . Klt£k.l ^atsaAw.i

rcA rdxM.i rc'cW.x.^Ji K'eks..*.. ,co r£.yzaa K'i^aia n^.tLctaa

r<&G,lX_\i_rzi r<&CU-°=*> rtflA KlLw ^CX-IK* rCll_5*) rC&CUJSO

. <.\*\H A^.i oco Kl^.V»3 reta_\rc* As^.i rc'cHs^** K'oaArt'-s.l

r^.^irds.'i A^.t ^aAjj on_A >co r^&v&i-* aiinoi Klalu
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pagite already cites ipurmo) vfivot ascribed to Hierotheos ').

Christian mystics find points of connection here and there

in Biblical literature, in the Song of Songs in the first place,

but also in the symbolic language of the New Testament,

where the bridegroom and the bride are designations for

Christ and the soul.

The relation between the mystic and God is described very

often in erotic terms. The true mystics, who reveal their secrets

to the Dove, are said to be burning with love and sick with

affection -j. (xhazali compares the state of those who travel

unto God and who long after meeting Him, with the state of

those who are in love :1

). The concentration of the thoughts

of the mystic upon God alone can only take place when

accompanied by sincerity of will and by the dominion of love

of God over the heart, so that he resembles the devoted lover,

who has only one object, for which he cares 4
).

So God is called by Bar Hebraeus simply the Beloved one 5
), Beauty

the mystic the lover ,;

). Equally common is the epithet of the

Beautiful one and often His beauty is spoken of 7
). And Abu

Talib mentions a prayer, beginning with the words: O light

of the heavens and of the earth, o beauty of the heavens and

of the earth s
). The beauty of God is not simply a symbolic

expression. This may be seen from the passages in the Book

of the Dove and in the Ethikon where it is demonstrated

i) p. 201 sq.

2) Book of the Dove, Introduction.

3) Ihya° IV, p. 369: j>U rfU ^ ^*iUdk ^ <$ ixA-H Jo u - : -

4) Ihya
3

III, p. 68: Jc aU\ ~> '^U-\j lz\jA JAo ^ M Ju*4
V
J ^>:

\ *i»j

5) Ethikon, pp. 488, 495, 499, 505. Sentence 53.

6) e. g. Sentence 96.

7) Ethikon, pp. 253, 488 sq., 498, 504 sq. Sentence 15, 79, 84, 99.

8) I, 8 : j,^ \j*J1 JW \ J>Si\j ^\y^\jy \
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that one of the causes of love, outward beauty, is also a motive

for the love of God; for God himself is supreme beauty. He

shows himself to the pure in heart in a habit shining like snow,

with hair like pure wool, sitting on his flaming throne with

radiating wheels and the carriage with four sides ').

The description as well as the idea of God being supreme

beauty go back to Hellenism. Reitzenstein quotes from Ber-

thelot's work La chimie au moyen age III, 44 a description of

Hermes Trismegistos : Un vieillard, le plus beau des hommes,

assis dans une chaire; il etait vetu de vetements blancs . . .

2
).

And Dieterich quotes from a Paris papyrus a description of

Helios: When you have done this, you will see a young,

good-looking god, with hair like fire in a white chiton and a

purple chlamys, with a crown of fire
3
). It goes without saying

that here is the example (though not the direct example) of

Bar Hebraeus' description, which proves to be a description

of Helios. Bar Hebraeus himself would probably have been

astonished if he had known this.

Hellenistic religions, in this point, have their philosophic

counterpart in the Neoplatonic writers, especially Plotinus.

According to him the world is beautiful because it resembles

the beauty of its creator 4
). And the highest sort of men

striving to reach the place which is becoming to them, are

those who are by nature ipccrixol and, like lovers, passionately

desire to reach the beautiful 5
). And Jamblichus says that

beauty itself belongs to the gods G
).

Now these lovers, that are the mystics, speak the language

of mystical love, borrowed from earthly love. So the aim of

1) Book of the Dove, p. 569. Ethikon, p. 479.

2) Poimandres, p. 361.

3) Mithrasliturgie, p. 10: b'rxv oiiv tovto Troiyiryt; 'o^ei Seov vsurspov eletdvj xvpi-

vorpi^x sv %/xww tevy.Vp xxi xh.uiJ.vli xoKxfvy e%ovrx Tvptvov (TTetyxvov.

4) 5th Enneas, 8th book: On intelligible beauty, passim.

5) Enneads, V, 9 § 2, ... xfyixoiro \j.\v xv 6 tyvosi spurixoQ wSivm \j.\j

xre epwrinot; 7rsp) to kxAov.

6) De Mysteriis, p. 22. See also p. 70 sqq.
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the mystic, his becoming united with God, is described like

the union of love. Bar Hebraeus describes the two kinds of

the mystic's longing after God: the former is the longing after

seeing Him; the latter after attaining His divine perfections.

The latter never ends; the former is quenched when the Ini-

tiated and his Beloved meet '). One of the Initiated exclaims:

O, for Thy unspeakable beauty, let me enter Thy chamber,

o King, that I may rejoice and exult with Thee '-). In the

fourteenth section of the chapter on Love in the Ethikon the

varying states of the mystics are described from their first

reaching the apartment till their definite entering the bride-

room and their lying with the Beloved in the room.

The heavenly brideroom is already mentioned by Johannes

Climacus 3
) and Euagrius says that the mouth of the virgins

will kiss the bridegroom 4
). — The fulfilling of mystic desire

is also compared with a banquet and the drinking of wine 5
).

And (ihazall speaks of the goblet of love drunk from the

sea of affection ,;

).

When Christian mystics use Biblical terms, it is to be noticed

that the Bible does not know anything of an erotic union of

man with his God ; whereas Gnosticism and Hellenism are

well acquainted with this idea. Reitzenstein mentions that the

Valentinians made a real brideroom where the mystics were

thought to meet with the Beloved '). Wetter quotes from a

Hellenistic prayer: evrpiiriffov trsavrifv :':- rjy.Zv, exBsxOfievy tov

vvfitpiov eotvrijg, ox ?<tjj s iyu kx) sj w ; TV, K0&i$pv<rov h rx wfi-

(pavi tov 7; 7~:-:
t

ux tov Cpocroc (p. 9). It will be sufficient here to

refer further to the well known works of Reitzenstein
s

) and

Dieterich °).

1) Ethikon, p. 488. 2) ib., p. 505.

3) 6 ovpxvio$ vv(jl$wv^ p. 24 and 32 1.

4) Nonnenspiegel, § 55: Trxfiivuiv o-ro/ix $i*J7Ei wp^/ov xlrzV.

5) Ethikon, p. 503. 6) IhyS' IV. p. 367.

7) Mysterienreligionen, p. 22.

8) Poimandies, p. 226 s<\. : Wundererzahlungeo, p. 33, [37, 142.

9) Mithrasliturgie, p. 121 sqq.
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We have hitherto found the aim of the mystics described

in a twofold way which proved to be one: the system is

one of Gnosis and of Love, but both coincide, one is the

immediate consequence of the other. Now there is a third

qualification of the ultimate term the Initiated can reach : sight

of spiritual things and — finally — sight of God Himself.

Sight In the beginning of the second chapter of the Book of the

Dove, Bar Hebraeus says that the solitary, when beginning

his abiding in the cell, has to put before his eyes his aim.

This aim consists in expecting the divine charisma, which is

illumination of mind and the aptitude to see spiritual things

in their nature and to have communion with them. In the

Ethikon he says that this takes place in the middle stage of

love and here he mentions also receiving revelations as equal

with the sight of spiritual things '). Generally speaking the

difference between the Initiated and the non-Initiated concer-

ning spiritual things is a difference as between seeing and

hearing. This is stated plainly in sentence 68 : Some of the

teachers who are perfectly trained in the holy scriptures and

their explanation are not willing to learn the way of the

kingdom from the Initiated who are not trained in their pro-

fessional knowledge. They do not understand, that their know-

ledge, however clever they may be, is one of hearing; that

of the Initiated, however rustic they may be, one of seeing.

At the end of the Book of the Dove Bar Hebraeus declares

his sentences only profitable for him who is trained in the

knowledge of divine and human practice, longing to see in reve-

lations those things which his contemplation has understood 2
).

This sentence brings us again to contemplation, of which

I have already spoken. It is here the place to give a close

definition of it and to see what the mystics themselves say

of it. Isaac of Ninive mentions it several times. The delibe-

i) p. 497.

2) Sentence
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rations having been set at peace, the soul is elevated unto

purity of intellect. And by a pure intellect man reaches the

sight of hidden things '). Contemplation indeed is spiritual

sight 2
). Or, according to another definition he gives, contem-

plation is the apperception of the divine mysteries that are

hidden in the spoken things 3
). Again he says that the kingdom

of heaven is defined as spiritual contemplation 4
). Euagrius

also gives a definition of contemplation : It is spiritual know-

ledge of all that was and will be, a knowledge that educates

the mind and brings it near unto the accomplishment of the

image in which it was created ').

So, according to these Christian mystics, their system is

one of sight. This is not only the case with Christian mysticism.

Ghazali cites the following verses, which show that Muslim

mystics make the same distinction between the ordinary know-

ledge which is caused by hearing and the knowledge of the

Initiated which is caused by seeing: Take what you see and

leave the lore which you hear only ; the rise of the sun makes

you feel no want of the light of Saturn °). — We may here

also recur to the ttitfft Ac, the Muslim b<x:ix. We have seen

i) p. 128: rdi»-:U33 ^Oi^A r^A^^sn frlaiL<\«n rcf-ixx. ^nc\

K&'i»£\a> K'v** Kbcn.i >ctA xiK' rtfW KiAx. rd^:\=a=)C\

2) p. 260: jjcn.1 K&V*> Kinx^tart.l >cn r<*ic\r<&

3) p. 17
r
* :U»x\.T rt^crAr* r?\'ir<* K^vx^i cn^AuK' r^ion^

4) p. 5 2S *->\jzar< rtf&vi.i*jc\i Kiicvnc& vf-L'snx.x rc&cv^ls*)

5) p. 218: ^o.vsA^n K&viljjoi K$\;»-l~» co-j&L-.r*' rcl»ic\r<&

*i=i^r^."i vyrC* cr«A<-:i ncA»)ax\

6) I, p. 21: «_. o-»A- Vt-i ?o_j <>\j L-« Ji»



that it is considered by (xkazall as that higher insight, con-

cerning which it is not allowed to speak, (lliazali gives a defi-

nition of it that contains a new proof of the value he attaches

to sight : We mean by ii.i,M\ .\c , that the cover is lifted up

so as to make appear the revelation of divine reality in these

things with a distinctness that takes the same place as sight

that cannot be doubted l

).

Abu Talib al-Makki, one of (xhazali's predecessors, has

already made the distinction between the knowledge of hearing

and that of seeing: Gnosis has two stages; that of hearing

and that of seeing, he says 2
). This knowledge of sight he defines

more exactly : The most constant sight for the heart is that

which happens through the eye; the sight of the heart is cer-

tainty 3
). And further: If the cover of the eye is retected it

witnesses the nature of the qualities in its light ; and this

is an increase of the light of certainty which is the accom-

plishment of belief 4
).

This seeing of spiritual things reaches its summit in the

God"
8 ° seemS °f God; as mystic gnosis is a gnosis concerning God,

so mystic sight, as the aim of the system, is seeing God. Thus

knowledge, love and sight of God are a chain of mystic

acquirements, or as Isaac of Ninive says : If you know not

God, it is not possible that his love be awakened in you. It

is not possible that you love God, if you see Him not. You
see God as soon as you know Him. Sight of Him is not

precedent to knowledge of Him 5
).

i) Ihya
D

I, p. 17: 3 j^\ Uc. 4J ^.U J* 'VUii\ -Bj, J\ iLi^TU J*j frii

<U9 dlij ^ t
^3i\ ^\^\ iSjr tSj$z WLail j_y.*Y\ oift

2) I) *35 :

Cr-f- a.^haj *.c Ai^jw Cr-oU* Ac Ai_,*U ^J\

3) I, 157: Ca^\ y> ~A"^ C3J C*J\, Jiil h*yj\ ^J,\j

4) ^ i 5 i: CaiJ> jy -hj* jtoj^Aj]^'\ ^jVk^sJi 3I** oi^ uywi *VW«- ^JiiS li\i

5) p. 222: .2».»\&$\_j.i Ki^t33 Kl\ rc'caArc'A ,oncv*i-.i^\ Kl^K'
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The importance of seeing God is indicated by Bar Hebraeus

in several ways. If true life — he says — is acquired by the

sight of God, it is clear that not seeing Him brings about bitter

death '). Seeing God is the aim and summit of ascetical training :

One of the rules for those who are learning is, to acquire a

great deal of esoteric knowledge consisting in the purification

of the heart, of which the accomplishment is the seeing of

God 2
). Purification of the inner being may also be called

shutting the senses; in one of the sentences this is called the

means to acquire the happiness of seeing God : Beholding

God takes place by shutting the senses, by opening the windows

of the heart and by withdrawing the veil from the inward eyes 3
).

The seeing of God can only take place in the highest stage

of intimacy with God, which is called by Bar Hebraeus

and other mystics the cloud : The mind in the cloud has un-

speakable delight in beholding the Beautiful one. This happens

also out of the cloud, but only as to one who hears [the

description of the] beauty of the Beautiful one, not as to one

who beholds it
4
). Here again the difference between seeing

and hearing; we find it also in another sentence, together

with the opinion that even the Initiated cannot see God as

He is: As the bat does not see the sun at all, and man, though

he sees it, does not see it as it is, so he hears theories con-

cerning the Highest one, but he does not see Him. The Ini-

»ca»&\*v*> rcArC* KfcrArdX »cdCU3lu^.i K*-SO rdi 00=30.43 v^p

1) Ethikon, p. 30: KilnSa K'ctAk'.I K&V** r^H-»V. fcC*-*» *J^

r£.\zavsa n?\>xy3 ^c\53 cn^V*» r<\* n&l^

2) Ethikon, p. 323 : K&irtfh ^O.l.l nCifla=* r£l^\<\* jSM rd^gaiCV

caAzaar. rcta\r<'.i 000 k&va>i c\cn

3) Sentence 11.

4) Sentence 15.
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tiated, however, sees, but only some of His beauties; not all

of them, for they are unlimited *).

Sight and Whether seeing God as He is may ever take place, is a
Death ... . ... T

question that is not always answered in the same sense. In

one of the sentences Bar Hebraeus says that it is an error

to think that the mind freed from the body, will see the

Adorable Highest as He is
2
). But on the other hand he says

that, true sight of God only happening after departure, it is

necessary that, like Paul, the mystic longs after death 3
). And

in another passage he maintains that, when God said to Moses,

Thou canst not not see my face, He meant to say that this

was impossible during his life, but that he would see Him
after his death 4

).

In another passage of the Ethikon Bar Hebraeus gives an

explication of this discrepancy. Longing of love can be of two

kinds; the first after seeing the beloved one who is not present

;

the other after seeing wholly the beloved, who is present, but

seen only partly. So is the longing of the soul after God. It

consists of longing after seeing Him; and this desire will be

fulfilled in the spiritual world, after death ; for there the lover

and the Beloved meet. And it consists of longing after pene-

trating into God's being; and this desire can never be fulfilled

wholly; for there always remains a distance between the

limited capacity of the human mind, even after death, and

God's unlimited essence and qualities 5
).

Ghazali in his Ihya' speaks repeatedly of the seeing of God,

which he usually calls the seeing of God's face. So he declares

the pleasures of Paradise not to be an object of desire on

the part of the true mystics; they only seek the pleasure of

i) Sentence 89. 2) Sentence 88.

3) Ethikon, p. 489: rtfiSCtX. i&\-3 r^^_»Av_A» r<&V-*>.l A,_\^JSao

iA^S?a\ -^x^i KtocnJ cn^CVArtb

4) Ethikon, p. 482 sq. 5) IV, 15,9.
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looking towards the face of God, for this is the highest hap-

piness and the greatest pleasure '). In another passage he

even declares it impossible to harmonize the pleasure of the

delights of Paradise with that of looking towards the face

of God 2
).

But (jhazall has given a whole section of his work to this

subject, a section that, being too lengthy to be translated, may-

follow here in a succinct form 3
). It bears a heading that is

already significant of the nature of the sight of God, showing

sight and knowledge or gnosis to be closely akin one to the

other. This heading runs: On the reason why sight, among

the delights of the world to come, increases on account of

gnosis [acquired] in this world. — This means that gnosis in

this world is only a preparation for sight, its complement in

the other world. The reasoning of the section is this. Things

grasped by the human mind are of two kinds: i° things caught

by apperception and preserved in imagination or memory, as

animals and plants. 2° things known but not by apperception

and imagination or memory as God's being, knowledge, will etc.

The difference betwreen the apperception of the first kind

of things and memory or imagination is a gradual one only,

not an essential one. But also the second kind of things can

be grasped in a higher and a lower way. Bodily nature is an

impediment for plain sight. Therefore God says unto Moses:

Thou canst not see me. This means: in this world.

Now when the soul departs the body, it is stained with dirt.

In the other world, before resurrection, it is cleansed, and

being purified sufficiently, it will behold God, according to

i) Ihya IV, p. 27: i\i ^ f£\ &\ *_rj> £\ Ja&\ jiJ ^ Oj^- ^j

^M iV^ o^U-H

2) Ihya* IV p. 193:^ (_p ^ ^\ J&\ Bi! ^j, Ji\ ^ ^ dX>&

>il V^ ^* % ^jC*« ji. . . . . Ov& jX\ »uA »jJ c>yj I'M dlk Ciy £-^ o^

3) Ihya' IV, p. 267 sqq.
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the degree of its purity, as a mirror will reflect things more

clearly in accordance with its state of purity. This revelation is

called sight (h\j), but it is exalted above direction (40.) and

place (jK*). So knowledge acquired in this world will be

completed in the world to come : between knowledge and sight

is only a gradual difference. And, equally, the delights of man

in the world to come will be different according to his present

nature and preference. Whosoever longs after meeting God,

longs after death ; but he has not to forget, that the true

preparation for meeting God is a life of obedience; here lies

the value of life.

This short resume may be given not only as an exposition

of (lliazairs thoughts concerning our special subject, but at

the same time as a specimen of his lofty way of seeing things

worldly and spiritual. It is, however, not to be forgotten, that

Grhazali is not the first to think this way of thoughts. According

to the exposition in the Theology of pseudo-Aristoteles the soul

that has not been stained by the stains of the body will, after

death, at once return to its pure state; but the soul, that has

been tied with strong bonds to the body and its sensual nature,

has to bestow much trouble upon the task of cleansing itself

in order to be able to return unto its original sphere ').

The thoughts of Isaac of Ninive, Grhazali and Bar Hebraeus,

reproduced here, are to be found in cognate forms in several

other mystic authors, Christian and Muslim. Al-Kushairl answers

on the question whether man in this world can already behold

God, in the way of a charisma, that the idjma' thinks not, but

that al-Ash'arl has given two different answers in his book

on sight 2
).

Ibn 'Ata'allah thinks, like Ghazali and Bar Hebraeus, that

1) p. 6 sq.

2) p. 188: i^\£\ ^ jt Voi\ J f̂
\ J^i\ aH\ Ljj h< ^ Jj U

j&\ h 3)\^ J o^y dAli J JVi *\ lSj*^ o~^ ] ^ ct- & ^jS O'.
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the true mystic longs after death : One of the signs of love is

longing after meeting the Beloved one face to face, and after

revelation in the abode of salute, the place of being near

[God] '). And the completion of delight consists in looking

towards His benignant face 2
). In this world the sufi's see God

in the created things, but afterwards they will behold Him

face to face '). He also reproduces a tradition on the authority

of the Apostle of God on the authority of Djibrll who received

it from Allah Himself. Allah asked the angel: O Djibril, what

is the reward of him whose eyes I take away? Djibrll ans-

wered: Beware, we only know what Thou teachest us. Allah:

His reward is the eternal abode in my habitation and looking

towards my face 4
).

These evidences may suffice for our purpose. It is however

to be remarked, that the idea of seeing God as the aim of

the mystic, goes back to Hellenism just as the other ideas

we have discussed above, to Hellenism in its religious and in

its philosophical expression. Jamblichus says, that the soul by

seeing the divine visions acquires new life: h yxp rx Seupeiv

rx pxKxpix Ssxy.xrx vj '•I'Jy'J/, xP./.yv Z:cv
t
v x?,?.xTT£Txi 5

). And in the

Theology of pseudo-Aristoteles it is argued that the soul,

when in its own intelligible world, does not act nor speak,

because it has only to gaze at the things in that world °).

Nay, it is already in this sensual world, that the soul is able

2) II, 41 :

f̂ \ ^ J,] J±\\ p£\
f
\x\

3) I, 86.

4) I, 78: JV; Uc UM U ^ V
J dfcW- J\S iMf^X* . >\j>. U J,^r I

5) De mysteriis, p. 41.
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to contemplate the spiritual one '). Plotinus has a wonderful

passage dealing with the sight of God, happening when the

bodily bonds have been dissolved : So that we must make haste

to depart from here and be angry because of our being bound

to some extent, that we may embrace Him wholly, without

any part that does not participate in God. There it will be

given to us to behold Him and ourselves, as it is becoming to

behold; ourselves radiant, full of intelligible light, or better,

as pure light itself, without weight, agile, having become God

or being God, burning, but, if we should become heavy again,

extinguished.

Why does not man remain there ? Because he has not wholly

left [this earth]. But there will be a time that he may behold

continually, no longer impeded by any of the impediments

of the body 2
).

What Plotinus says in his philosophic way, is, in a popular

form, also the aim of the religions of mystery 3
). The highest

moment of the initiation is that in which the seeing of God

takes place; and the ,way' of these Hellenistic mystics is only

the means to reach this moment. ,Erst das Schauen des hochsten

Gottes macht der Bedrangnis ein Ende, und von Lust und

Freude des Anblicks gehoben steigt sein Geist zum Lichte

empor, zu Helios und Mithras' 4
). And xxStxptrig and £7ro7rrsia,

are ,offizielle Stufen jeder antiken Einweihung' 5
). According to

Reitzenstein the initiated acquires a pneumatic body, ,nur als

7rv£v[tx kann man Gott schauen' °).

i) p. 97.

2) Enneades, VI, 9 § 9 sq. : ooTre e^e/\^e7v o-nevhetv evTevSev kxI xyxvxnTelv

ex/ BxTepx <Jehe[j,ivovc, 'tvx tm oAw xutuv 7repi7TTv'^oi)(j,eBx xxi (jl^Ssv \J.ipoc, s%oi[ji.£v Si

\j.v\ e(px7TTdiJ.eBx Seov, bpxv Sii etrriv IvtxvSx k£ke7vov xxt exvTov w$ opxv Se(J.it;,

sxvtov fj.lv yy/\xi<j(/.£vov cpwTOt; 7r/\vjpy voyrov nxXXov he (put; xvto xxSxpbv, xfixpvj,

Kovipov, Sebv yevo\J.evov, \xxXXov he ovra, xvxcpSrevTX (J.ev tots el he ttxXiv fixpuvoiTO

ojvxep iJ.xpxiv6iJ.evov. nw* oZv oh fjevei eael; vj oti /j^ttm e^eX^XvSrev oKiac; e<TTXt he oTe

kxi to o~\)ve%ic, 'io-TXt tv\z Srext; ouxeTt evoxXov(j.evca oxjhe\J.ixv ev6%/\yQ-iv tov vwij-xtoc,.

3) Reitzenstein, Mysterienreligionen, p. 97.

4) Dieterich, Mithrasliturgie, p. 165.

5) ib., p. 210. 6) Mysterienreligionen, p. 33.
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So the Christian and Muslim mystics appear to depend sight in

upon the Hellenistic ideas of beholding God. But it is not to the old
Testament

be forgotten that the question whether man may behold God,

here or in the world to come, has a history within Semitic

religions themselves. The Old Testament has a remarkable

passage on the subject, a passage that is reflected by G nazal 1

and by Bar Hebraeus. Before departing from Sinai Moses

expresses his desire to see God. But the answer is : Man cannot

see Me and live, and this is the general answer of the Old

Testament on the fervent desire of man to behold God. Yet,

Yahwe makes a concession to His great servant. Moses has

to place himself upon the rock. While he is there, the god-

head passes before his eyes, but Yahwe places His hand upon

Moses' face, so that he cannot see. Only when He has passed,

the hand is lifted up and Moses beholds Yahwe from behind.

His desire is fulfilled partly. Even the man who is nearest

unto God of all human beings, may not see His face, only

His back ').

But this is not the only answer given in the Old Testament.

When the covenant between Yahwe and His people has been

made on Sinai, the law has been read and accepted, Moses,

Aaron, Nadab, Abihu and seventy of the elders ascend the

mountain: And they saw the God of Israel: and there was

under his feet as it were a paved work of a sapphire stone,

and as it were the body of heaven in its clearness. And upon

the nobles of the children of Israel he laid not his hand

:

also they saw God, and did eat and drink 2
).

When Miriam and Aaron are jealous, Jahwe explains Moses'

extraordinary position in this way: If there be a prophet

among you, I the lord will make myself known unto him in

a vision, and will speak unto him in a dream. My servant

Moses is not so, who is faithful in all mine house. With him

1) Exodus 33.

2) Ex. 24, 10 sq.
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I speak mouth to mouth, by sight and not in dark speeches;

and the similitude of Yahwe he beholds '). And Jesajah, in

his vision, beholds the Lord sitting on His throne 2
).

Further the common expression in the Old Testament for

the Israelites' regular appearance in the sanctuary is ,to see

Yahwe's face'. This expression is either borrowed from and

founded upon the practice of the heathen Semites who visited

their sanctuaries in order to behold the face of the gods i. e.

their images; or it is a reminiscence from an early period in

the Israelitic religion itself. At any rate it does not suit the

Old Testament practice; and the Masora is so far right in

changing this expression into ,appearing before the face of

Yahwe' in many places. In the Jewish religion the expression

was nearly incomprehensible, all anthropomorphism was ba-

nished there.

In early Christianity there have been disputes concerning

the question whether the blessed in Paradise will behold God

;

the Mesalleyane taught so, but they were contradicted by

Euagrius 3
).

in early Islam in its early period affirmed the question ; characteristic

is for instance a tradition told by Bukhari. People asked the

Apostle of God : Shall we behold our Lord on the day of

resurrection ? He answered : Do you dispute concerning the

full moon in a cloudless night ? They answered : No. He said

:

Do you dispute concerning the sun when there is no cloud

• in the sky? They answered: No. Then he said: You will see

Him in the same way, when He gathers mankind on the day

of resurrection 4
). In this tradition the beholding of Allah is

1) Numbers 12, 6 sqq.: wforO JHiriH 1"6« lUflCS DD3 JOS} DTP D8

n^iDD id -din no b& no »in pto vra to rwn "nay p ab "O "trw

(corrected text) &ty\ HIIT rWm niTrD Ufa
2) Is. 6, 1.

3) Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum, p. 198 sq.

4) Adhan, b. 129 (cf. Mawakit al-Salat, b. 16, 26) : \^ V L!\i ,-\ii^ &\ . ..
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already a cause of dispute. Bukharl's tradition is the answer

of ancient orthodoxy; opposition came from the side of the

Mu'tazilites, as was to be expected in a sect that even went

so far as to deny the existence of Allah's qualities. Orthodoxy

could not remain content with a simple affirmation as it is

given in tradition, implying a rather crude solution of the

question. The solution of orthodox dogmatics may be seen

e.g. from Kastallanl's commentary. He explains the words 'you

will see Him in the same way', thus: Without dispute, clearly

and openly, the Most High will reveal Himself to His servants,

in this way that the relation between this revelation and His

peculiar being is the same as that between sight and these

material objects of sight. Yet He is exempt from a descrip-

tion of His contemplated image and from being reached by

the rays, and from juxtaposition, direction and place; for though

these things are implicated in usual sight, yet intellect makes

an exception in this case ').

The attitude of mysticism in this question has been given

above and may be called characteristic not only for this ques-

tion, but also for its aptitude to answer religious questions in

a religious way.

After these general ideas concerning Semitic mysticism, we Man

have to give a survey of the system. In the first place we according

have to ask, for this is a principal question, what our mystics mystics

think of the subject of mysticism, man. It will be observed,

that in the translation of the Book of the Dove the spiritual

y\5 ^w «y, ^ j±s\ aj jj\ j 0J>> > jv* ai\ p, ^j isj > ^
<jjj f\i j« i y\i «.w \& ^ „j*\ j c^vs & > «m j^y \ ^

i) II, 130: dili *_~J ^jf- >L~4 oAJ JU ^JSC, \^t> \^\t hy. %

^ VM &\,^ sfetM & JJ\ £A\ JM ^ j>^ ijr*
r
uj
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part of man is denoted in several ways : viz. by the terms

soul, spirit, heart, mind, to take the most frequent. Bar

Hebraeus' Ethikon, in imitation of Gkazali, has a chapter on

this subject '). We shall see that his division of the spiritual

faculties of man is not only more or less in accordance with

that of Ghazali but also with that of other mystics; all of them

are consequently more or less dependent upon a general sy-

stem ; and this system is that of Eastern philosophers in gene-

ral ; these in their turn go back to Greek examples.

Bar Hebraeus, however, opens his chapter with pointing to

the Holy Scriptures, where the terms soul, spirit, heart and

mind are used synonymously; he justly remarks that this

synonymity denotes equality as well as difference?

The word soul denotes three ideas. i° the power that regulates

and accomplishes nutrition. This power is of two kinds; either

it is administering, or it is being administered. The adminis-

tering power either attracts the feeding elements, or it regu-

lates them, or it digests them, or it drives out their rests.

The administered power is either productive, or feeding or

causing growth. The soul, constituted of these powers, is called

the vegetative one. 2° the power by which animal beings

perceive and by which they are set into motion by their free

will. The soul constituted of these powers, is called the animal

one. 3 the power by which we discern between truth and

falsehood and between good and bad. The soul constituted

of these powers is called the rational one 2
).

The word spirit denotes three ideas. i° the subtle, ethereal

body that originates in the blood of the left chamber of the

heart and, by the pulse of the arteries, imparts life, apper-

ception and motion to the whole body 3
).

2° the rational soul,

i) III, i.

2) The vegetative, animal and rational soul occur in so many Semitic philo-

sophical systems, that I think it superfluous to give examples.

3) According to de Boer, Philosophic im Islam, p. 25, this is already taught

in a treatise on the -^, by Kusta b. Liika; further (p. 52) by the Mu'tazilite Nazzam.
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when it begins to be purified and seeks and meditates things

above. 3 one of the adorable persons of the holy trinity.

The word heart signifies two ideas. i° the principal organ

that has the shape of a cone and is turned towards the left

side of the breast. 2° the rational soul especially when the

apperception of the divine things begins in it. The divine

psalmist mysteriously denotes the kinship between the ideas

heart and spirit when he asks his Lord to create in him a

pure heart and to renew in him a steady spirit ').

The word mind (rdioco) comprehends four ideas. i° the apti-

tude of acquiring natural knowledge, as it is found in children.

2° the presence of this natural knowledge as, for instance,

that the whole is greater than a part. 3 the knowledge acquired

by experience and training in worldly intercourse. 4 knowledge

that attains intellectual things exalted above sensual apper-

ception. This happens to the soul, not in the beginning of its

purification, but when it has been wholly purified from the

disturbance of earthly deliberations. In this sense also angels

are called rc'-iocn. The first and the second idea belong to

nature. The third and the fourth are acquired by learning. The

first idea is the root, the second the branch that sprouts by

nature, not by learning. The third and the fourth are branches

of the second, rising from learning, not from nature.

The consequence of this is, that the denominations spirit

or heart are superior to that of soul. But that of mind is

superior to all three 2
).

Bar Hebraeus' theory is, to a large extent, parallel to that of

Ghazali. The section
:t

) of the latter on the subject may be given

here in extract. He begins with stating that the terms soul, spirit,

heart and mind (Jip) are synonyms. Heart he explains in

accordance with the subject of his book in two senses: i° the

organ in the left side of the breast, that has a conic form.

2° a principal, spiritual substance (iijai) connected with the

i) Ps. 51. 2) Ethikon, j>. 203 sqq. 3) ".lv -> m
- ; -
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bodily heart and denoting the essence (iLi?-) of man, viz. his

attaining, knowing and understanding part. The connection

between these two senses is the same as that between the

attributes and the subject of the attributes, between the sub-

strate and the accidens, between the instrument and him

that uses it.

Spirit is also used in two senses: i° that of a subtle body

originating in the hollow part of the heart and spreading by

the pulse of the veins through the different parts of the body.

It diffuses the light of life and of the senses and this func-

tion is to be compared with the burning of a lamp. Life is

analogous to the light of the lamp, spirit to the lamp itself.

2° that of the knowing, attaining part of man.

Of the different meanings of soul Ghazali mentions the

following: i° the force of anger and desire or the principle

that unites all blamable human qualities. 2° the substance (iLkl)

forming the being (cAi, iLw*-) of man.

Of mind (J.5P-) Ghazali gives two meanings: i° knowledge

concerning the being of things. 2° the power that attains

knowledge; then it is synonymous with , heart' in the sense

of substance (aaJ&\).

It is obvious that Ghazali and Bar Hebraeus use, generally

speaking, the same system. For the sake of clearness I will

cite two other Muslim mystics who discuss the composite

character of man: Kushairl and Tmad al-Din al-Umawi. The

former speaks of soul and spirit: Probably the soul is a sub-

stance localised in this utensil (the body), and the seat of the

unsound properties, as the spirit is a substance localised in

this utensil, and the seat of the laudable properties .... the

fact that spirit and soul have the form of subtle bodies is to

be compared with the fact that angels and devils are also

described as subtle beings ').

i) P . 52: j^y\ y ^ _j\i\ uft j i^^ Uvy ^\ op \ v^
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Concerning the importance of mind Tmad al-Din says: The

.shaikhs say that mind is the light of the heart and by the

light of the heart the servant of God looks towards the world

to come, in the darkness of passion ; then the servant remains

stupefied and his limbs become relaxated and desirous after

lust and they hasten to tread the path of fatal sins. But when

the light of mind grows strong, it radiates and becomes bril-

liant and then the fire of passion is quenched and its dark-

ness disappears ').

These quotations may sufficiently characterize the anthropo-

logy of these mystics; it is beside my aim and above ray

powers to work out their relation with the different theological

and philosophical views of the Christian, Jewish and Muslim

thinkers; I will only point to the mass of materials on the

subject adduced by Goldziher in the notes to his edition of

the Kitab Ma'ani '1-Nafs; the relation of this lore with Greek

philosophy is clearly indicated there. It is however to be

observed that this relation seems to be closer with the Stoa

than with any other Greek system of philosophy. According Relation

to the Stoic philosophers the soul of the embryo is a vegeta-
theories

tive one, after birth it becomes an ,animal' nature 2
).

Further one of the most remarkable features in the quota-

tions given above is the material nature of the soul. Perhaps

this is also to be explained by Stoic influences ; for, as Zeller

says in his exposition of the Stoic theories concerning the

soul, ,dass die Seele korperlicher Natur war, ergab sich fur

i) ii, 279: J\ sJ\ >. ^M jj^j ^li\ jy _>i\ g\iX\ Jto «

2) Zeller, HI. 1, p. 200.
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die Stoiker schon aus den allgemeinen Voraussetzungen ihres

Materialismus' ').

Bar Hebraeus maintains that the soul discerns between truth

and falsehood; according to the Stoa it is ,die Seele selbst . .

.

welche sich der Wahrheit oder dem Irrtum zuwendet' 2
). Of

course this parallelism does not imply a direct dependency

on the part of our mystics; but as we shall also meet with

other parallel features beneath, the relation can scarcely be

of a nature to be overlooked.

Ethical Mysticism has a very distinct view concerning the ethical

the soul nature of the soul, or, of man's inner being in general. Bar

Hebraeus expresses his thoughts concerning this point in his

usual clear way: Stains in the soul are to be compared with

clouds before the sun ; likewise they hinder man from looking

into the sun of righteousness and they do not allow him to

hide himself in the light of His face. But it is clear, that

when the darkening object has been removed, illumination

necessarily must follow 3
). And in sentence 85 he says : Every

pure soul seeks its original country and turns towards it on

the right way that is the shortest. — And in the description

of the bridechamber he says that there to the soul is revealed

its natural beauty; then it sees itself as it is, viz. in the like-

ness of its creator 4
).

So the heart is often called a treasury 5
)

; and the light that

dawns before man in a high spiritual state is really his own

1) 111, 1, P . 197.

2) Zeller, III, 1, p. 205.

3) Ethikon, p. 356: rtlii^. vyr** Kt.x^i ,x^r<l3 K'Avsa^OAj tcaa

r^a.o.ai\.i rdai KLxJSttXa O.l^SaAo r<ita*.fl Kllx^ .A2kr*i=3

4) Ethikon, p. 489; cf. Isaac of Ninive, p. 169.

5) Isaac <if Ninive, p. 528; Book of the Dove, p. 542.
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inner light. As Euagrius says: those who, at the time

of prayer, behold the rays of the light of their mind dawning

before them ').

Isaac of Ninive's theories concerning the soul arc closely

akin to the foregoing. It is certain to me, he says, that our

mind on account of its nature is inclined towards good, even

without the intermediary action of the holy angels, also without

teachings. Without the intermediary action of demons or of

the senses, our mind is not able to acquire the knowledge of

evil things or to be inclined towards them on account of it-

nature. In our nature good is implanted; evil not. And all

that is foreign and enters from without wants a mediator in

order to be learned. That which is implanted within, comes to

light by nature, even without teachings, albeit dimly 2
).

The identity of the treasures of the soul with those of the

kingdom of God, is also taught by Isaac: Make peace with

your soul, then heaven and earth will be on peaceful terms

with you. Strive to enter the treasury that is within you

and you will behold that which is in heaven. For the former

and the latter are one and by the same entering you will

behold both. The ladder towards the kingdom is hidden within

i) p. 552. K'icncu.t r^.iisa^ ^»V« r<^c\\-.i r<ll=jv=>l *Acn . .

2) p. 197: ^J50 .v*A.=30 ^-locn.i >._\ n^\_*A\u K'.icno ^_».l vA

.cnA'k. Or^ Cvl3xi'S>a_\ r<lx_\j OrC* rClrdt-.l tx£\ C\a2w. -..^O
s-

r^Artl^. i.n\ J=nc\ >co nc'Av.'UkCU.l A^o rd\ ^1 r<lxx= rc'.n^-J

r<Lzi-»^i CV^.i ^..1 ,co .jlxIOd Kl^^Sfl A^- crUSAa^.l r^buxi^x.

Av.rc'-iocaa ^^' r<ll*A Ooa A\^i rci\aACU r<l\r» AK1

. Cf. also p. 21.
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you. Dive into your soul, [purified] from sin and there you

will find steps by which you can ascend ').

So the human soul, according to Isaac, is originally and after

its true nature, free from affections: No soul, that does not

allow her natural being to be invaded by an increase of

anxiousness concerning the gathering of goods, will want much

care in order to- find in itself motions of wisdom concerning

God. For its being free from the world, will naturally arouse

in it the motion of ideas from which it is abje to be exalted

towards God and to remain in ecstasy. When waters from

without have no access to the fountain of the soul, its own

natural waters will spring up, namely those wonderful ideas

that are moving towards God at all times. So every time that

the soul finds itself without this state, either it will find a point

of connectien in foreign recollections, or the senses will cause

it to be moved by trouble, on account of its meeting with

things [without]. When the senses have been shut off by solitude

without break and the recollections have grown dim thereby,

then you will see what the nature of the deliberations of

the soul is, and what the nature of the soul is and which

treasures are hidden in it. The treasures are incorporeal ideas

which emerge from their soul without care or trouble being

bestowed thereon, concerning which man even does not know

that such deliberations are moving in human nature, nor does

he know who has been his teacher, or how he knows things

of such a kind that he even could not tell his companion

i) p. 12: KiJbfcx. vC*i2»- ^x1*^\xj»jo vocas pas*- Avirs' ^.»£\x.r*

»ctx»&\»v.uO vs-i-tzj cv-^.i K'v-i-^ A2^»\ .^m&K' rds^iKb

M%T?yi j-jso^o K&u^*» ^J53 vy=» bv.\r< .isa^. v\x-&.3 c\.^=ja
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what he knows, or who has been his guide towards that which

he has not learned from any other. This is the nature of the

soul. Therefore the affections are something additional, present

in the soul on account of [outside] causes. But naturally the

soul is not subject to affections ').

Muslim theory concerning the soul is in accordance with

these Christian views. The heart, says Grhazall, was created in

a state of integrity originally; and every child is born a Muslim
;

but the integrity disappears by the dirt that covers its surface

on account of the dust of the sins and their darkness 2
). And

a tradition runs: He of you who knows best his own soul,

also knows best his Lord n
). And Johannes Climacus says

:

Ko&xpx (pv<rig tyu%W
4
).

This theory is also that of Neo-platonic philosophy: v.x. re

(th cvyo&ov t9, tpv%# tatat ev overly, <rv(&@e@ijxb<; $i n to kcocov ').

According to Jamblichus the soul participates in the beauty

of the gods °). The author of the Theology of pseudo-Aristoteles

describes how, at times, he is able to strip off the body and

to be alone with his soul; then he perceives in his being

,beauty, splendour and brilliancy to an amazing extent' '').

And, before, it had been defended by the Stoics: ,und mag

auch die Tugcnd cin Wissen genannt werden, so wird sie

doch zugleich wesentlich als Gcsundheit und Starke des Geistes,

als die richtige, mit ihrcr Natur ubereinstimmende Beschaffen-

heit der Seele beschrieben' s
). On the contrary the bad state

1) p. 20 sq.

2) IhyS
3 IV, p. 12: jJaiM Jp J,L >)y J^ JoV\ J \,.,L jk ^M\ J ••

3) Goldziher, Kitab MaHtai'l-Nafs. p. 3: 4,^, S'.-' -wi-o >jj^ or: —'_/- \j*

^ j t, jii \~^i
c
Ali's hundred Sentences, N°. 6.

4) P- 304-

5) Tlotinus, Enneads I, 8 $ 12.

6) De mysteriis, p. 22.

7) p- 8: W \^a J j.1 \* »WVV^ o-A O* S<> J iSJ>. Cf. p. 51.

8) Zeller III. 1. 241.
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of the soul is called illness. Pythagoras is said to have driven

away the diseases of body and soul by teaching music and

rythmic songs ').

Health The purity of the soul is called here health. The influence

an i ness
f stoic philosophy, be it a direct or an indirect one, on

of the soul t L J >

Semitic mysticism may again be demonstrated by the fact that

the whole mystic way could be called a process of healing

the soul that, originally sound and pure, has become ill and

troubled. Isaac of Ninive, again, is very clear on this point:

If excellency is the natural health of the soul, the affections,

however, illnesses that have become wonted to obtrude them-

selves on nature and to deflect it from its healthy state, it is

obvious that health is anterior in nature to the vicissitudes of

illness 2
).

The Book of the Dove is compared by its author in the

introduction to a medical treatise destined for those patients

who have no access to a physician ; and the Initiated are the

physicians 3
). Cognate ideas occur several times 4

), likewise in

the Ethikon 5
) and in Isaac G

). Euagrius compares the sinner

who repents to a patient who is on the way of recovering "').

And according to Johannes Climacus the abbot of a convent

resembles a physician s
). Jamblichus says that Pythagoras xttc

tovtcov ol7TO!,vtocv dxiftoviuc Ixto xxi X7rsxd&t»ips TY,V \pv%iiv °).

i) Jamblichus, Vita Pythagorae, p. 50.

2) p. 24: Klx-^i.i rf*x*.*k got r^v^Aau K&aiAi.AJW ^_*^jr^

-iihJsaA r<^A.»A As*. ^_».iu^33 ^^a-irtf' nf-jorncvA ^-..n r£.T.s»

3) P- 534-

4) PP. 53 8 i 55° sqq-; sentence 4.

5) PP. 45 «!-, 223, 228 sq., 251, 363.

6) pp. 16, 18, 46, 113, 115, 314, 343, 414, 433, 455, 472.

7) P- 588.

8) p. 466; cf. p. 385.

9) Vita Pythagorae, p. 58. Cf. De mysteriis, p. 40.
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As is to be expected, the same comparisons are current

among Muslim mystics. (JJiazali calls the fruit of the know-

ledge of
,
practice' the medicine of hearts and spirits by which

life everlasting is acquired '). And he compares his advices

concerning the correction of morals with the practice of medi-

cine 2
). Ibn 'Ata'allah's commentator calls the healing of the

diseases of the heart a duty of the novice 3
).

Now what are the diseases of the soul that have to be healed ? Affections

They may be called by a general term Klx**, a translation

of wuSy. The Syriac word, like the Greek one, has the general

meaning of passion; in mystic terminology it means affections.

Porphyry says: rrxSy 5e voffyjf^otrav ap%cti' ipv%ij<; Ts vot^i/.x xxxix 4
).

And : xevbq sks'ivov (piXotrotpou Xoyoq 63)" oil pufih ttxZoc oa&pmrov

$£px7rsu£Txi 5
). Jamblichus says that Pythagoras by teaching

music accustomed people to subdue their Trxb-/, °). This is again

a Stoic terminology: Die Affekte sind Storungen der

geistigen Gesundheit und, wenn sie habituell werden, form-

liche Seelenkrankheiten '').

So the combating of the affections was the aim of the Stoic

sage; it was likewise the aim of the mystic. Bar Hebraeus cites

a passage from Euagrius: The work of asceticism is this: not

to indulge in the use of meat, water or sleep. To combate

steadfastly all affections with vigour and wisdom and with

beseeching of God. To be constant in reciting and service and

prayers; to be occupied with recollection of the word of God.

Then apathy will dawn for you and you will see during

prayer the mind shining like a star
s
).

i) Ihya
3

I, p. 4: pjc sL> j\ «_, \-^y\\ r\jjV\j ^J^\ —A= J-i\ ^Aa 8^
AM ±\

2) Ihya' III, p. 44, 53.

3) I, 14: -V^U Jt i*\j ^\ ^j^ »^-X-

4) Ad Marecllam, IX. 5) ib., XXXI.

6) Vita Pythagorae, p. 50.

7) Zeller III, I, 226 sq.

8) Ethikon, p. 20: ndAjsa.^..! i_*50rrt\ Qa_*i_\
>
orC' KlarC' >CU*
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Bar Hebraeus himself has a section in his Ethikon entitled :

On the apathy of the Perfect. It opens thus: The mind of

the Perfect delights in the sea of life and, swimming in the

waves of light, it rejoices in the rays of its splendours and

exults and burns with love and is changed into the likeness

of its wonderful radiance and stupefied by the sight of the

Beautiful one and captivated by the love of the High one

and all, even his own being, becomes to him as not existing.

He that acquires this divine apperception, he it is that is

resurrected before the general resurrection in apathy and in-

corruptibility ').

Isaac of Ninive likewise considers apathy as the highest

state a mystic may reach on earth. This appears from the title

of one of his tracts, running thus : On true knowledge and on

temptations and on the necessity of knowing exactly that not

only weak and mean and not-trained people but also those

who have been deemed worthy of temporary apathy and have

.±.nsob\ K&ir. r?\a riliLssj rtAa rd^a*A r<l\.i cxicn re&cuais^.t

^_*.1_»ct3 vwS.icncv.^. K'caAr^.i r<^\l^a.i (<La.il2k.so r<&a._\-»G

«La*ia& vy_.»K' js'is.m.i KLjgotg «&a.x.a,x*> r<A vA m.j.i&a

v\^a\ -*S «* \.u&\

i) p. 253: r<l\^-^ovso r€.*.&x «Lssus r^vsa^Ji ^-za reLaocn

tcnoi-A'icnt .Isa^c^s .s*.2k%S^^V»i r^'icna.-i .iAA^s r&xto x-^c\

(<S*<xj^ oaCUl.i rcdiaSBll .aA*»£\x_'5aG rtfktzujis jj^io tcio

r^isoii cnscw^s rsisAx-XJsaa rC'i.A^x.a cra^v-ws KfcaAsAvsao

a*^ ocn }cno&vA vv-aK* crA».i cn^u Ai<* A^ co\ >cno&i*r<h

^S-o.l cv._*ocra rcii_n r<$\*co\f<' r<&\a.ix^isa r^.ico vyr^.i!.!

ya.a (<Li\.s,.m£v5*j (<l\g r<Lx.ax»» r<A pC&ujcx^ r&LSnia
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reached perfection of mind and are near to the stage of partial

purity, in so far as it is compatible with mortality, and have

reached the state of being elevated above affections, in so far

as this is allowed in this world by God in respect of the con-

junction of life with flesh that is subject to affections — have

their struggle and are assailed by affections because of the body ').

Euagrius has the following sentence : vtx.py.eq %purTdv 7rfxx.Tix.x1

xperx) Vs e&ioov xvrx: ys'jy,7crxi xTrxbv^ -). And z-zhv,: is he

who subdues the flesh 3
). So without apathy the heart cannot

be elevated : xysu yxhxxroq ov rpxcpfaerxi 7rx3lov, xx) %<api$ x~xbsixq

ov% v'^icvs^xi xxp^ix *).

That the neo-Platonic philosophers highly esteemed apathy

may be seen from Jamblichus' Life of Pythagoras: xv rs s/.x/.si

q s7rpxrTsy evSicf. xx) xfiipiyTcp rivt yotXyvy '^ts bpyy ttots (jl-^ts

ysKccri (ivira Kvi?.x pyre Cpi/.cvsixU (tyre xK/.y TxpxyJ/, v, ~pz77£7six

XXlGKOpCEVOq 5
).

The mystics make use of a term that in many respects Emotions,

impulses

may be called synonymous with that of affections; it is that

of emotions, inclinations, impulses, p^l^ot. It may be charac-

terized by some quotations. Peculiar fasting, according to Bar -

Hebraeus, is fasting during which not only the stomach but

also the senses abstain from sinful motions c
). In a paragraph

on lasciviousness he says that the Perfect, whose heart is not

2) p. 494: J3.1M ,CT3 A.2k.O KilCUOU Aik_C\ K'iix.i k£\^..i* As*.

r^'ii-ao rtliMjCsa rdx.irx' .icuAa CV_\.l ^\_»K^v.A\*> .2^.T_^iA

K&O.X.CIX** r<Ll\ CUO&IX.K'.I ^a\.*K' AK" KllrC' f<lx-llSO r<l\o

2) Monclisspicgcl § 118. 3) § 6. 4) § 66.

5) p. 7. 6) Book of the Dove, p. 545.
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affected by passionate deliberations (W_*lx*» nda.5L.cu*) on

account of the sight of the splendid luminaries in heaven or

the glorious flowers on the earth, are not scorched in their

heart by exciting emotions (r<Lii&u>^cu> rd^.o\) on account

of the sight of a desirable face either ').

Sentence 25 runs thus: As cleansing iron from a foreign

substance, as gold, silver, brass and lead, is more difficult than

delivering it from the grip of a hand and other outward in-

peding influences, which do not cohere with its substance, so

it is more difficult to purify the mind from brutish customs and

animal inclinations, which are cohesive with its nature, than

to loosen the ties with wife and children, talents and mine's.

The term already occurs frequently in the works of Isaac

of Ninive. The inward motions, he says, are bound up with

their apperceptive power by means of the senses that admi-

nister them 2
). And : From the motions of your mind unto the

thing unto which it divagates by its emotions, you can under-

stand the stage of your behaviour, viz. towards which things

nature inclines without trouble, and which are the constant

motions and which are those that are set in motion by accident

and whether the mind is wholly captivated by uncorporeal emo-

tions or whether it moves wholly in the material sphere ;1

).

1) ib., p. 552.

2) p. 4. jura ^acn^aix^i^aa cO^A.i r<1^.0\ ^ajn^ ^'ixflorc

3) p. 19: t<fcn& ^oqA^i K&CV3- As*- vvlj.^"i.i K'aria.a ^J5?3

rt&CUjJsar^ r^crm.} ^^CUr^ ^A*Kto relLSliw pe'A.i r<Xx^ *»<\££>

Kllx^-i\ r^lLinX. ^K'jO ^OorA .^.»v^9 r^lx-li^l ^CUrC* ^Air^G

iur^-Aocn orAsk OK* r^sils-^ r«i\ rtLi^on K'Axx^j ctAiw A*
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In these quotations, which could be augmented, kL^.o\ and

rtcniii are the motions and emotions in malam partem. The

terms, especially Kl^.a\, have however a wider meaning. Bar

Hebraeus has three sections on the inclinations of perfection ');

Isaac of Ninive speaks of rdi^x^o** rei^ot ") and Bar He-

braeus discusses which emotions are sinful, which not 3
).

But at any rate, the desirable state for the mystic is that

of being without emotions, and the opposite of Kl^cw is Kilx..

solitude and rest. In the first state of love, joy imparts to

the mystic silence and rest, enabling him to cut off the pas-

sionate emotions in his heart 4
). Bar Hebraeus cites a pas-

sage from John de Dalyata on prayer: By prayer the mystic

is deemed worthy of the sight of His glory and of abiding

in the cloud of His majestic light, in the place of spiritual

beings, in stupefaction and silence, freed from emotions, in

ecstasy, while he is stupefied by the splendour of the light of

many rays that dawns on him , which is the life and the en-

joyment of the spiritual beings
r>

).

So the emotions are akin to the affections, but they are of

a less vehement nature and not always to be condemned ; but

the ideal state is to be without them.

Syriac terminology is parallel to that of the Muslim mystics.

Emotions are naturally inherent in the soul, says Abu Talib

al-Makki, but it has the duty to be in rest ''). The connection

between the emotions and the passions is tested by 'I mad

al-Din al-Umawi : .Things which move the hearts by the emotions

unto the passions' ''). And the ,soul in rest' (AjyaM i*»cji) '" a

Koranic term frequently found in Muslim mystics.

1) Book of the Dove ill, i— 3.

2) p. 18.

3) Ethikon, p. 219 sq.

4) Ethikon, p. 496.

5) Ethikon, p. II.

6) I, 84: _£j\, l^y\ jij i£/.\ jc . -' j^\j

7) In Abu TSlib II. 98: ^^--i-'\ ^\ ^jCj£\> >r*J&\ ~-v v J' j^\ o*
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The connection between the motions and the affections is

already to be met with in Plotinus who speaks of rxg xpoq

to tout%eiv ttxvxc Kivyveu;
x

) ; and motus in this technical sense

is found in Seneca as well as in Thomas a Kempis.

The soul The nature of the heart is also characterized by a symbolic

expression occurring throughout Eastern mysticism, an ex-

pression that compares the heart with a mirror. The Ethikon

contains a section, important not only for the mystic theory

of the human heart but also for that of its relation with the

world. It bears the title : On the relation between the logical

soul and the recognizable things.

,The relation between the rational soul and recognizable things

is the same as that between a mirror and things seen in it.

As the images of things seen are reflected in the mirror, not

these things themselves, so the images of recognizable things

are depicted in the soul, not recognizable things themselves.

If this were not the case, it would be becoming that anyone

who knew fire would be burned by its fervour. And this is not so.

Of material things, consequently, the soul attains intellec-

tual images. Further: on account of four causes a mirror does

not reflect the images of things to be seen. i° on account of

their form being not apt to be reflected, as for instance iron

before it has been modelled. 2° on account of dirt with

which they are besmeared. 3 on account of a screen being

between them and the mirror. 4 on account of their forms being

perverted. In the same way on account of these four things

the images of recognizable things are not reflected in the soul

:

i° the soul being not apt, as for instance the soul of a boy.

2° its stains which are gathered in it on account of desires

and render it dirty. 3 the presence of a screen, consisting in

a heresy that is before it and hinders the orthodox confession

from revealing itself to it. 4 its nature being perverted on

account of ignorance concerning the way leading towards the

1) Enneads VI, 1 § 18.
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thing to be recognized. For instance: He who does not know

that the world is to be dissolved and passing, may attain

this knowledge by arranging two truths: 1° that this world

is of a composed nature. 2° that all which is composed will

be dissolved. From these it is inferred that the world will be

dissolved. It is clear that, such a fundamental scheme being

perverted, the necessary conclusion is not to be arrived at.

But if such impeding causes as we have enumerated, were

absent, every human soul would attain all existing things as

they really are. For it has been created in the likeness of

the creator and it was made in the image of its maker' ').

Generally speaking it is the corporeal desires and their con-

sequences that render the mirror of the heart dirty and prevent

man from seeing God. In his section on fasting Bar Hebraeus

says that copious food prevents the soul from seeing spiritual

things, but abstinence renders the mirror of the heart shining

so that it acquires the aptitude of reflecting spiritual images 2
).

Two of the sentences are also very instructive: As a mirror

is in itself devoid of all images and reflexes, but accordin

its purity and clearness images of things outside appear in it,

so the mind is devoid of images, and according to its being

purified from the stains of matter, immaterial perceptions are

reflected in it
3
). And sentence 58: How long will you seek

a guide in order to open in the wall of your mind a window

towards the kingdom? Cleanse the mirror of your mind from

stains, then it will show you the images of the two kingdoms

and the ways that will lead you towards that of heaven and

further towards that of God.

The Muslim mystics are also acquainted with the expres-

sion and its significance. Like Bar Hebraeus. GrhazSli considers

fasting as a means to purity the mirror of the heart: As to

1) Ethikon, p. 211 jq.

2) Book of the I tove, p. 545.

3) Sentence 36.
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waking it cleanses the heart and purifies and enlightens it;

this is to be coordinated with the lucidity springing from hunger;

so the heart becomes like a shining star and a cleansed mirror

in which the beauty of God is reflected ').

Ibn 'Ata'allah has nearly the same expressions: Your shaikh

is he who does not cease to cleanse the mirror of your heart

till the lights of your Lord are reflected in it
2
).

The comparison seems to go back to early mystics as may
be seen from a quotation from Euagrius in the Ethikon : As

man is not able to behold his likeness in water set into motion,

so the mind cannot behold our Lord in its self as in a mirror,

if it does not purify the inner soul from the affections caused

by the things [of the world] 3
). It is also used by mediaeval

philosophers, e.g. Ibn Gabirol, Mekor Hayyim, ed. Munk, Memar

5 § 65 : -roy axyi npnn -raw hdid rimon rfenw (
sc> - ws:n) nnvn

• nosy raym mia ~ayw iy

Body and Mysticism is again in accordance with Greek philosophy in

its views regarding the relation of body and soul. It is worth

while to translate a passage in the Ethikon on this subject:

,The soul is confined in the body as in a tent that is shut.

As the [cloth of] the tent is sometimes lifted up by a strong

blow of the wind so that all that is in it and without it is

beheld eye to eye; and sometimes, when its pores are extended

on account of the cloth being thin and worn out, light is

shining in it, though dimly; and sometimes, when the cloth

is not lifted up nor the pores are extended, man helps him-

self and opens a window towards every visible object he will

attain, — in the same way for the prophets and also for the

apostles by the blowing of the Holy Ghost, that blows where

1) Ihya III, p. 67: Jj diii i_iUtJ s^jij \JuHj ^J$\ _j\aS 4_;U ^Jt\ \_-\_,

a„J 7-j.U SjU-1 e\Jk\_5 iSj-&\ ^I'T Jill^ 9-yiL\ •,* J^~ iS^ *\ju&\

^\ JV • Cf- also I, p. 17; IV, p. 268.

2) II, 65 : di.^
J\y\

*J c-lf dp- diAi l\j> Jg J\j
U tfjH j* SdT

3) P- 278.
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it likes, the cloud of the body is lifted up that screens the

soul; and in the solitaries, by the worn out state of their body

and by its weakness, a steady spirit is renewed in their inner

being; and the philosophers, by the schematic windows of

syllogisms attain what they wish to attain. And the teachers

of the church, by opening the windows of the intellect and by

submitting the body to hard labours, acquire veracious know-

ledge of the spiritual world' ').

So the body is often called the riding animal of the soul 2
);

or the shoe of the soul n
), or its yoke 4

j.

We have already seen that the mystics consequently l<>ng Purifica-

tion

after the moment that will deliver them from the body; and

that the value of life lies in the opportunity it gives to prepare

the soul for meeting its Lord. This preparing of the soul may

be called, in connection with the mystic theory concerning

its nature, a process of bringing it back to its original purity

and a continual purification. That which it has to be purified

from are chiefly the affections.

Bar Ilebracus when enumerating the means that may corro-

borate the love of God, mentions as the second one: that man

stretches himself forward and becomes strong in the knowledge

of God and becomes enlightened when the heart has

been purified from evil passions 5
). And Euagrius says: Purity

is the apathic state of the logical soul '').

In this point mysticism is again in accordance with Helle-

nism: ,so wird cs also deutlich, dass die Siinde (denn das be-

deutet rrxbiy.xTx) als etwas der Materie zugehoriges, dem g5tt-

lichen Menschcn nicht zieme. Er muss ,rein" sein; urn das

Gottliche empfangen zu konnen, muss er sich ,reinigen\ So

i ) r . 215 sq.

2) Kihikun. p. 209; sentence 4. 7": Goldziher, Streitschrift des Ghazali, p. 92.

;i Book "f the Dove, p. 567; sentence 14. 70.

4) Sentence 88.

5) Ethikon, p. .ps ;.

6) p. 604: k'AvLA'^ rdx^U ,co K*cV>c\I-C\Iaj rc'A V»\^ K'cVicv.^.l
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kommt leicht auch die Askese hinein' '). It is curious to see

that this theory, already a central point in Hellenism, is cal-

led the nucleus of the esoteric doctrine by the mystics. One

of the rules the mystic pupil has to keep according to Bar

Hebraeiis is to acquire a good deal of the hidden doctrine of

the purification of the inner being, of which the accomplish-

ment is the beholding of God 2
). Likewise the sufi is called

he that keeps a pure heart towards God 3
).

As in Hellenism, so in the mystic system asceticism is the

way in which the soul is to be purified. This is said very

clearly in the seventy fourth sentence of the Book of the Dove

:

The Initiated possess another more peculiar knowledge, which

is acquired by purity of deliberations, by subjecting the body

to asceticism, by shutting the senses and by cutting the bonds.

How difficult this way is, is also said by Bar Hebraeus

:

Know that the heart cannot be purified easily ; but by diffi-

cult struggle and by troublesome work evil is eradicated from

the soul 4
). And the pure mind is defined as that, which by

exercises and training has been cultivated and has become

enlightened and made clear and purified 5
).

Isaac of Ninive makes a subtle discrimination between the

purity of the mind (r^hvi) and the purity of the heart: The

purity of the mind is something different from the purity of

the heart, just as there is a difference between a member of

the whole body and the whole body itself. The mind (r<Lix^.i)

is one of the senses of the soul. The heart dominates the

inward senses, it is the sense of the senses, viz. their root.

And if the root is holy, then also all the branches are holy.

Not so, if one of the branches is sanctified. By a short inter-

course with the scriptures and small work consisting in fasting

i) Wetter, *£$, p. 92.

2) Ethikcn, p. 323; cf. 317.

3) Nicholson in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 1906, p. 331.

4) Ethikon, p. 226.

5) 'b., p. 465-
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and solitude, the mind forgets its former occupations and is

purified when it refrains from intercourse with foreign thil

but easily it becomes stained again.

The heart is only purified by much painstaking and by

deprivation from ever)- intercourse with the world, combined

with becoming dead in regard to everything. And when it

has been purified, its pure state is not stained by superficial

meeting with |wordly] things; this means that it does not fear

hard strife, for it possesses a sound stomach, that easily

digests all sorts of food, that arc difficult for others who-,

interior is sick ').

In the works of the Muslim mystics the terms purification

of the heart, pure soul and the like abound 2
). Mow high the

state of purity is estimated may appear from a saying in Abu

Talib al-Makkl: Purity of the heart promotes the mystic some

degrees in the domain of sight 3
), so that only thoughts of

truth rise in his heart 4
).

Likewise Euagrius and Johannes Climacus often speak of

the y.xbx:x i//u%»|, y.xbxzx Kctfiicc and vovq y.xbx::; ').

The terms and their meaning as we have found them explained

in the Syriac mystics appear to have been already in vogue

among Neo-platonic philosophers. Plotinus says that to purify

means to banish anger, desire, sorrow etc '). Pythagoras is

described as having acquired purity of soul by means of small

food and waking: r>j yap tuv heirruv y.x) evavaBoruv t^xoy 7-ju.-

[j.srpv,bi: 'i: y.xy. TOVTOV ;"/.;; OVTTVIXV y.x) brxyplav X r-/,Tx

y.ty
i
7x{j.vjo; ''). And he who lives as it is becoming fzdvtp 5«

i) p. 29.

2) lhyS' I, p. 64, 109. 2S7: Ilm Ata'alhih I, 51.

3) Sight in the meaning discussed above.

4) I, 80: j>. Jo\> M Oi jjaatf 'J^ • 1 '-> j o.«l. <a'^ __li!

5) Scala, p. 454: Mdnchsspiegel § § 8, 44. 65, 1 ; 133; ed. Frankenberg, p.

152, 460.

6) Enneads I. 2 § 4 sq.; III. 6 $ 5.

7) Jamhlichus, Vita Pythagorae, p. 10.
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lftieTou ra xxbxpeveiv tv[v ^ixvoixv '). And in a remarkable form

such advices are found in the Corpus Hermeticum: xaSxpxi

(TSXVTOV X7T0 TCCV XAOyCCV TVjq VktfG TtfiCOpiCCV
2
j.

Asceticism So it is not only several doctrines that Christian and Muslim

mystics have taken over from Neo-platonic philosophers, but

also their whole way of life, their ascetic exercises. And again

Neo-platonic philosophy appears to be akin to the religion of

the mysteries: Die Askese hat oft ihren Platz auch in den

Mysterien. Sie ist dabei ein vorbereitendes Moment 3
). Por-

phyry's De Abstinentia and his Ad Marcellam are really

ascetic treatises; and fasting and waking are practices which

are reckoned as virtues among Neo-platonic philosophers 4
) as

well as among Christian and Muslim mystics.

These facts are of some importance for the genesis of Semitic

mysticism. It cannot be maintained that it consists of two

parts: asceticism and the esoteric doctrine with its very com-

plicated mystic experience. It has, in other words, not melted

these two elements into one system: it has found this system

already comprising the two elements; it has not created, it

has only continued the work begun by Hellenism. Viewed in

this light, early Christian asceticism appears also as an element

of Hellenism. This conclusion may be tested in particular

points by those who are acquainted with the works of

Reitzenstein.

We must leave this subject here and try to sum up the

general features of asceticism as it is described by the mystics.

The variety of ascetic exercises is reduced to four units by

Bar Hebraeus. It is worth while to translate his words: The

novice wants to provide himself with four kinds of proviand

on his way: solitude, silence, hunger, waking. By solitude all

meeting with troubling influences is cut off. By silence all

1) Porphyrius, Ad Marcellam, XXIII.

2) ed. Reitzenstein, XIV § 7.

3) Wetter, <$>SJc^ p. 40.

4) Porphyrius, Vita Plotini, § 7 sq.
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inane occupations arc banished from the memory. By hunger

the mind is purified. By waking the stains that screen the

eyes of the soul are cleansed. And when he has acquired

these things, he will be steadfast on the way of his Lord and

merely direct his gaze towards heaven and expect help from

there, while constantly reciting the words of Jeremiah the

prophet, saying: I have not become weary in following Thee,

and the rejoicings of man I have not desired, o Lord ').

All these ascetic practices are often symbolically expressed

in a sentence that has been widely spread among the mystics:

Shut the windows, that the room may be lighted '-).

In this sentence the illumination of the inner man is called Illumina-

thc fruit of asceticism. A similar connection is often assumed

by the mystics. ,The aim of the abode in the cell is the expec-

tation of the gift of God consisting in the illumination of the

mind and the aptitude to behold spiritual things in their

- nature and becoming familiar with them' ''). According to

(
iliazall fasting and waking effectuate illumination of the heart ')

Here we touch one of the essential points of mysticism : it

could be styled ,the doctrine of illumination'. This is true

already for Isaac of Ninive. The works of asceticism he con-

siders as the ways towards illumination : If you give your-

self to the service of prayer that makes the spirit shine, and

to constant waking during the night, in order to acquire a

mind clad with light, you must hide yourself from seeing [the

things] of the world and cut off intercourse by speech '). —

i) Ethikon, p. 231.

2) Sentence 1 1 and the note on it.

3) Book of the Dove, p. 537.

4) Ihya' III, p. 67.

5) p. 52. K$u.l*ct>V53 rc&CV._\^ ^..uAcxsA v*»x£o <k=jca.» ^_j^

rdJL-nAvi VS-jK* K&oAAl r^ionx.1 cC&CU.xtZln^O r<A\xi^"i^.l

rd^ll^ ,OV-jj J.J5*) v^-X_S^J rdi.^ni' r^ODO-l 2k.x\^ rdioon

6
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And: Those who on account of their behaviour are guided

by Grace so as to become illuminated, will constantly perceive

as it were an intellectual ray running between the words [of

the Scriptures] ').

This illumination of the heart or the sight is also a central

point in Muslim mysticism. It is called the inner light ~), the

light of insight 3
), the illumination of the heart 4

). And before

the Muslims early Christian mystics have known the terms

skXoi(/.'<pu;
5
) and Cpccriaixoc. Euagrius says : xx) 7>ovXsvs cx-hry xx)

(peons! rvjV Xtxp^iocv crou
6
).

That this theory is of cardinal importance may be seen

from those passages that call this light the light of gnosis
;

for gnosis is the chief characteristic of the mystic system. I

recall again Bar Hebraeus' seventy fourth sentence: ,The Initi-

ated possess another, more peculiar knowledge, which is acquired

by purity of deliberations, by subjecting the body to asceticism,

by shutting the senses, and by cutting the bonds. And when

the tabernacle of their hearts is illuminated by it, the king-

dom of God is represented in them and it becomes existing

within them and it is not sought on this mountain, nor in

Jerusalem'. (ihazall also uses the term light of gnosis 7

) and its

nature is defined in his saying : When the light of knowledge

shines, it will envelop all and the veil will be lifted up s
).

Abu Talib also sees the connection between gnosis and light

:

i) p. 6: c\icna&\2*A ^_*.icn^\^53 p^aa.*.^ ^Jta ^_oca*'i=»o^rj.i

2) Ihya^ I, p. 64: J^\ jy)\

3) Ihya
3

I, pp. 108, 274: ij^aAS jy

4) Ibn
cAta D

allah I, 16: ^J&\ ^J\ ;
Ihya

1

III, p. 67: _ii\\ ^.y;

5) Johannes Climacus, pp. 309, 336.

6) Nonnenspiegcl § 1.

7) Ihya
1

IV, p. 368.

8) Ihya
3

II, p. 197: -VWJ\ ^i^ J.<iV. Uo\ ^ \>\ U\jJ*
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Knowledge is a light that God casts into the heart 1

). And:

The servant of God cannot reach direct communion with the

knowledge of unity save only by the knowledge of gnosis

which is the light of certainty '-).

Having stated that the soul of the Initiated is enlightened

by the light of knowledge, as soon as it has been purified

by asceticism, we may ask for a further definition of this light.

The evidence of mystic literature will give the answer. Bar

Ilebraeus describes the highest state of love the mystic can

reach. The inhabitants of that place, he says, are enlightened

by the sight of the beauty of the king with a light not mingled

with a reminiscence of darkness. There to the soul its na-

tural beauty is revealed and it sees itself as it is, namely

in the likeness of its creator. And from sight to sight it is

changed and by the essential light with which the Universe is

clad and that penetrates it, it beholds without impediment all

the ends of the creation and farther and is elevated above all

heavens. And as the bodily eye sees the bodily objects by the

created light, so the eye of the mind sees the angels in their

nature by the non-created light 3
). In the further description

of the ascension of the mind he says: By the divine light

with which the mind is clad it sees itself as the likeness of

God 4
). — Very clear is also his description of the eighth

state, one of the states the Perfect have to go through: The

eighth change is that of likeness, in which the mind is brought

to silence, when it beholds eye to eye the True one. and is

illuminated by His light and is changed into Mis likeness. And

as the elegant and dense cloud, when it is near the sun, i

ves its light and form and appears like it. so the pure mind.

2) Aim Tali!. I. ii'i: ^&; ^., ,. ..

-

3) Ethikon, p. 49S.

4) ib., p. 499.
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though tied in the dense body, will become as the essential

light, when it has become familiar with it ').

This essential light is sometimes described as the divine

light itself: Love makes the body and the senses silent and

elevates the mind, so as to gaze on the inaccessible light of

the beauty of the Desired 2
).

So the light by which the mind is enlightened is on the

one hand the inner light, for, as in many philosophical systems,

the soul itself is light, on the other hand the light of God,

the inaccessible, essential light. Finally these two are one.

God as Merc we have arrived at another important idea of the

J'ght mystics: God is conceived of as light. This idea was widely

spread in Asia. It can be treated here only succinctly, because

a complete history would fill a whole volume. So I will make

mention only of the gods of light in Babylonia; of Jahwe

who in the oldest poetic passages* of the Old Testament is

described with the epithets of a god of light; of Jahwe's illu-

minated face, an expression so common in the Psalms; of

light as a religious expression in the New Testament.

In Hellenism the idea of God, conceived of as light, has a

large place. I can give only a few examples out of many. In

the Theology of pseudo-Aristoteles man is said to be able to

ascend till he recognizes the light and the beauty of the mind

and the value of that which is above the mind, viz. the

light of lights, the beauty of all beauty and the splendour

of all splendour 3
). Wetter in his book entitled pug cites from

a Christian papyrus a prayer containing the words: b pug ex.

purbg Ssbg xXySivlg %ctpi(rov ips 4
). Here God is called light from

light; it is to be remarked that the same epithet, lumen

i) Ethikon, p. 501.

2) ib., p. 505.
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luminum, occurs in Pistis Sophia '), the Syriac father of the

church Afrahat, K'ncncu <.» rc'icocu
2
), and in the works of

John Saba (Cambridge, Add. 2012, fol. 140^); in the

Kor'an God is called the light of heaven and earth ;,

j. In

the Life of Adam and Eve, God is called the true light glea-

ming above all lights, the living life
4
). As here, light and

life are often combined in Hellenistic texts : pooq y.x\ %u$ forty

Sebq kxi 7rx,T-/}p "'). Porphyry writes in his Ad Marcellam

:

yxhKoc yxp ixeivov [sc. $scu] to ctKqpocTOV, y.x) Cx~ r: o;r;x.;> x/.-/r

§six <>ixhx[/.7rov °). And Wetter cites from a Parisian papyrus:

£7nxx?.cvf£xi its tov Ssbv tov ^SivTot irvptQeyyvi xopa/rov parrot ; ev-

r/jrcpx ''). Even the Universe has been created by divine light,

kx) rx (pari tx ivSia kti*uv tov wo"(jlov
s
). And numerous arc

the divine epithets composed with (pug; in Dieterich's Mithras-

liturgie in a prayer the following are to be found : (parrot;

ktittx, 7rv6VfiMT0(pag, puToy.px.Txp, PxtoIotx pXTOJOtS, pXTOKlviJTX,

pXTOq y.Xscq °).

We have found that the illumination of the heart in the

Christian and Muslim mystics is often mentioned in connec-

tion with gnosis. This thought is also of Hellenistic origin.

Wetter cites from Clemens Alexandrinus : spxTioSy /xsv yxp •

to Vs fortv STTiyvuvott tov 9"£0v; and: :c7ts vj (aev yvaxriq iv t.v parri<r-

{xxti '"). And Reitzenstein quotes the expression to Cx- Ttjq

yvxvex: "). He even says: Und diese hochste Schau (Sex) heisst

yvuvott §sdv. Die yv&aiq ist unmittelbares Erleben und Erfahren,

ist eine Gnadengabe Gottes (%xpi7px), sie erleuchtet den Men-

schen (pxTi&i) '-). And: Das Bild fur die yvang ist immer

das Licht ,3
).

PP- 4, 35 sq-i clc - -0 I, 788.

3) 24, 35- 4) S 28.

5) Corpus rlermeticum 1, § 21; cf. XIII § o, iS. [9

6) XIII. 7) p. 12.

s; Dieterich, Abraxas, p. 4.

9) p. 8. Cl. also Abraxas, j>. 48 sq.

10) p. 46. 11) Mysterienreligionen, pp. [13, [19.

12) p. 38. 1 J) p. 119.
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Like Hellenistic religions, neo-Platonic philosophy has its

theory of illumination and the identity of the inner light of

man and that of the deity. I have already cited the following

passage from Plotinus: There it will be given to us to behold

Him and ourselves as it is becoming to behold ; ourselves

radiant, full of intelligible light, or better as pure light itself

without weight and agile, having become God or being God,

burning, but, if we should become heavy again, extinguished ').

Of the light, of divine things he speaks also : When anyone

beholds this light, then he will direct himself towards these

things, and, longing after the light that shines in them, he

will rejoice 2
). In the Theology of pseudo-Aristoteles the first

being is called the first light, the light of lights, that does

not cease to fill the intelligible world with its splendour :1

).

Such passages could be augmented; but the evidences will

suffice to prove the truth of what Wetter says concerning this

point in Hellenism : Die Seele des Menschen .... wird er-

leuchtet, wird zum Licht. Das ist das Thema, das in mannich-

facher Weise variiert, doch stets in alien diesen verschiedenen

Gedanken wiederkehrt 4
).

It will not be astonishing that Johannes Climacus also often

speaks in the same terms as we have met with: (purl&iv 5
),

(parifyv Cpoj-;
G
). Dionysius the Areopagite considers the dawning

of the divine light as the highest good for the mystic : xx)

ykp ov^s Suvxtov erspccq v,yuv Imh&yutyou ryv Ssocpxixyv ixktIvx ').

God himself is called by him Qyg vovitov
h
).

Muslim mystics again prove to be in accordance with the

Syrians and with Hellenism. God is called He who makes

i) above, p. LVI.

2) Enneades VI, 7 § 22 : b'rxv oi/v to <f>ffig tovto to; 'iSy tots 5ij xxi hivsHtxi

sv xvtx Kxi tov tpwTOt; tov £7TiSsovTot; ex" xvtoIq yXi%6\Asvoc, SvtypXlVSTUl

.

3) P. US: Al, % ,\ l\, V^Y^ j> JjV\^\> J> *Jt\ \ J>;
vu ;u\ }\«w -^ ^ j\j. %

4) p. 16. 5) Scala, p. 456.

6
) P- 43S. 7) P- 2. 8) p. 190.
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lights shine in the hearts of His saints, till they know Him ').

The cardinal importance of the theory of illumination appears

from a prayer like this: O God, give me light in my heart,

light in my grave, light in my ear, light in my eye, light in

my hair, light in my skin, light in my flesh, light in my
blood, light in my bones, light before me and light behind

me, light at my right hand , light at my left hand, light above

me, light beneath me. O God augment my light and give

me light and procure me light. These are the lights the Apostle

of God asked for every one of his parts. This is the conti-

nuous glance from the Light of Light 2
). — That God is

conceived as light appeared already above; it appears here

again; moreover we have such expressions as: the light of

the rays of the Essence's face 3
). And that the light with

which the mystics are illuminated, is heavenly light itself, is

e. g. said by Ibn 'Ata'allah : A light is deposited in the hearts

which borrows its force from the light descending from the

treasuries of mysteries 4
).

Finally I will draw attention towards an explanation of the

importance of the theory of light given by those who have

studied the Hellenistic mysteries. According to them the cul-

minating point in the rites of the religions of mystery was

the real appearance of light, symbolising or representing the

deity revealing itself to the Initiated 5
).

i) Ibn 'Ata'allah II, 95 : Ajj. j* >il
BU^ ^»Ji J j)y>A ^i_,o\ i$JA\ ^

2) Abu Talib I, 6: \Jyi ^r- J \jyj tf^rJ <j \jj} J& j \jj d J*^ ^

£ j9*\j?& >" (V * - * > $ J

3) Abu TSlib I, 120: ^\&\ *:>_> p-\»i jy

4) I, 104: ^j$\ ^> & >j\J\ jjtt O* •**- ^' <* t^" ->*

5) c. g. Wetter, p. 30.
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It must also be observed that the signification attached to

light is also imparted to fire ; and light and fire, illumination

and burning with fire are interchangeable expressions in the

literature of the mystics of the type we are dealing with.

Bodily ex- Before describing the culminating points in the spiritual

(

P
fth

DCeS
career °f *he mystics, it will be suitable to hear what they

mystics say concerning the phenomena accompanying their spiritual

growth
;
yet, I must warn at the outset, that the reader should

not expect here — if anywhere at all — an explanation,

psychological or rational or of whatever kind it might be, of

these phenomena. The following quotations are only meant

to be a contribution to the descriptive materials; this work

has to be done first, if the rest shall follow ever.

Bar Hebraeus has in his Ethikon a section ') entitled : On
the joy happening to the Perfect during prayer. It is worth

translation here ; I must observe that a part of it is almost

literally identical with a passage in Isaac of Ninive 2
), though

this author is not mentioned here by Bar Hebraeus. The

section opens thus.

,Concerning the joy effectuated by Grace in the pure heart

at the time of prayer, and the wonderful visions and the large

gifts, the Initiated say that no man is able to speak in adequate

terms. For sometimes it will sprout from the heart by the

Spirit without any apparent cause and make man exult. So

that anyone, not knowing the perfect solitary, on seeing him

or hearing his voice, would think him mad. Sometimes 3
) when

a man is kneeling in preparation for prayer, his hands stretched

out towards heaven, his eyes fixed on the cross, and, so to

say, his whole motion tended towards God in supplication, —
then of a sudden a fountain of delight will be moved forth

from his heart, his limbs will be relaxed and his eyes will

be obscurated; his face is bent down and his deliberations

I) p. 9 sqq. 2) p. 58.

3) Here commences the quotation from Isaac.
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are altered. So that even his knees are not able to lean on

the earth from exultant joy on account of this gift rising

in his heart. Take heed, o man, to what you are reading:

Can these things be attained on account of written documents r

Or can recitation cause the gust of honey on the palate of

him who recites? If you do not strive, you will not find

and if you do not knock fervently and you do not wake on

earth in long vigils, you will not receive answer'.

The state of the mystic in the second stage of love is de-

scribed in the following way by Bar Hebraeus: Sight will

often break off his service and stupefy him. Then his spirit is

tormented continually by hot inclinations and the love of

his Lord burns in his heart as the fire in a furnace

seven times fiercer than is wont; so that his soul is enflamed,

his limbs are relaxed and he falls down on the ground.

Then he rises again and prepares himself for vision and it is

not withheld from him ').

Of the same nature is what Bar Hebraeus relates in sen-

tences 80 en 81 : A blessed Initiated told me, saying: when I

was a novice, it happened to me that I imagined that I was in

the inaccessible light. My limbs relaxed and my wits vanished.

And I resembled a man who is riding on a skittish stallion

that is running as fast as it can, and who flys through the

air without knowing whether he is in the body or without. And

when the emotion abated, my wits came back to me and my
tongue began to stammer saying: there has passed what passed,

but I do not say what has passed. Hear me, hear me and

be silent. And do not say to me: explain and describe. The

same said: When I became stronger, the love of my Lord

burned more vehemently in me. And often it did not let me
finish my service. But as dead I would fall on my face while

my body burned and my sighs were multiplied. And my

1 Ethikon,
i>

|i>;
: Cf. Book of the Dove, p. 566
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heart said unto me: till how long will this folly and this

torment of my spirit last ?

The ninth change of the Perfect is described as that of be-

coming fire. Here the mystic burns with fire from the sole

of his foot till his brain and his body is made glowing like

iron in fire. For the blessed Palladius says concerning Aba

Arsenius that while he stood praying in his cell a brother,

looking through the window saw him, being wholly like fire ').

States like this are also described as madness 2
) and drunken-

ness 3
). The sight of God feeds the heart and the food of the

heart renders that of the body superfluous 4
).

Drunken- The state of drunkenness is very often mentioned. Isaac of
ncss

Ninive describes it in the following way : [By the wondrous

workings of the Holy Ghost during prayer, prayer itself is cut

off] and the mind is absorbed in ecstasy and the desire of

what the mystic prayed for is forgotten. His motions are im-

merged in a deep drunkenness and he is no longer in this

world. Further there is no discrimination of the body, nor of

the soul nor remembrance of anything 5
).

Grhazali cites a line by al-Shibli : The love of the compas-

sionate one has made me drunk: have you ever seen a lover

who was not drunk ?' ;

). And Kusliairl defines it thus: Drunken-

ness is a state of unconsciousness by a strong z^ '')
; it has

i ) Ethikon, p. 502.

2) Ethikon, pp. 503, 75; Isaac, p. 59. _

3) Book of the Dove, p. 567; Ethikon. pp. 74, 475, 505; Isaac of Ninive,

pp. 174, 202, 220, 333, 337, 504.

4) Ethikon, p. 500.

5) p. 174: cnta^ai K^\_^io .^Aa&v-^a rSlioco rt'icn^urjG

>cno&u\o (Cna^ot ^_.»:i^a^, K'&uu.tash. K&cuoiaa r^lx-iAca

. ^31233.1 P-dl.TCraa.:*. f^Aa Kix&lS . Further: p. 202.

6) Ihyr IV, p. 301: JjO ^^J K-£\ o^

7) p. 44: tsy *j\j> ifi. jCj'i^
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three stages: nipping, drinking, being drunk |). The terminology

of Muslims and Christians has been prepared by the neo-Pla-

tonists: Itx-j xC:x> yivifT&i (i&U(r$£)<; r:i/ ve%TOtpoq r:n

yiyjaxxi .... Kct) hriy xurop psbveiv
t
j£/.ri:y i) trepvOTspq) eivou toi-

guirm [J.sby,: '). Dionysius the Areopagite even goes so far as

to describe the drunkenness of God himself: y.xtx returitv 5«

r^v Upkv tv,: 6va%ietg x'jx~z-j'S,vj ax) x-jt:: : -x^rxy iyoam x.-..-

bilr fieSveiv /Aysrxi ^ix r-?,v -j-£ :-/./,:'/, y.x) vvep vowiv rife evu
.

...-

y\ Kvpiarepov sIttsTv eve%iot4 rev §sov rrx.'/rs/.y, y.x) xZx~:-; ifierpixv ').

This state of drunkenness is described by the mystics in Sleeping

r 1 11 alv ' ' Jt
-'' n -

sevcral forms, all denoting the absence from the world, un- awake

consciousness regarding material things combined with the

spirit's being receptive of spiritual impressions. Here sleep is

praised as the state of spiritual life, whereas being awake is

called sleeping. In the Ethikon this saying is mentioned : When

the Initiated sleeps, his soul does not rest from praise 4
).
—

In the section on the progress of the inclinations of perfection,

Bar Hebraeus describes how prayer may be cut ott by a

sudden experience, so that the solitary falls down. Then he-

rises again and prepares himself for vision and gradually the

cloud is removed and the eye becomes enlightened. In this

stage the Perfect, when awake, becomes as if sleeping; and

when sleeping he is reckoned as if he were awake '). A Muslim

saying runs: It may be that while the gnostic sleeps on his

bed, God will reveal to him the mystery and will make luminous

that which He never will reveal to one standing in prayer °).

And Ibn 'Ata'allah says somewhere: It was said to me in a

state of sleep that resembled a state of waking or in a state

of waking that was like sleep ').

i) Ku>h.iirl. p. 45: gj] f ^j$ f jjji' jJ,o J^
2) Plotinus, Enneads VI, 7 $ 35.

3) P- 3io. 4) p. 43-

5) Book of the 1 tove, p. 566.

i> Nicholson in |. k. A. S. 1906. p. 30S.

7) II, 27 : ^\$" &L j .. -- j J
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The idea can be traced back further. Abu Talib appears

also to be acquainted with it. The sleep of the Initiated is a

state of being awake, because, his inward being is life '). Isaac of

Ninive says: How many times he, to whom a vision happens,

does not know whether it takes place in a state of being

awake or during sleep? 2
). The above quotation from the

Ethikon, p. 43, is followed in the text by an explanation

borrowed from Johannes Climacus. Nay, already in Hellenistic

literature the idea is found. In the Corpus Hermeticum it is

expressed in a very distinct way : b/kvsro yocp tov <tu(jux,toc

V7rvoq rijg tyv%YjC vijiptc, xa) vj kz[a(jLV(jIc ruv oQ§xX[/.5>v xXv^ivvj opxtxiq
3
).

And in another chapter the god says to the initiandus : elSe cc

rk%vov xx) av 7£xvrbv ^i£^£X>iXv^xq ccq 01 h vwvq cv£ipo7rohov(Ji£vci,

%ap)q uxvov 4
). And Jamblichus asserts that the soul lives its

real life not in the state of waking, but when asleep 5
).

This state of unconsciousness- regarding sensual things is

called by a technical term K&ciUE\iaa kA; it is to be com-

Unconsci- pared with what the Muslims call ky$> , absence'. Isaac of Ni-

nive describing the nature and the circumstances accompa-

nying revelations says that he to whom a revelation is im-

parted, at that time does not perceive any deliberation of the

soul nor any sensual apperception G
). — In another passage

he describes the state of him who is overwhelmed by a

divine working: As long as this working lays hold on the

mind, man is elevated above emotions caused by psychic de-

ousness

1, p. 83: ;L» .Ji ^J iV«, uijU\ p; jjCs

2) p. 249: r<A riia\ r^sari rcbvu en At©A rcbcbi ocn ocn .ia

r<^vs.x3 or*' K'v-w.l ocn r<d\oi*^3 ^J<^1 ^-.T»

3) I § 3°-

4) XIII § 4.

5) De mysteriis, p. 106.

6) p. 155: reU.v^a caa rtliA^ cncV\o,_\ Ktocnn ocn ocn x*

%\Xtt rcA r<ix^i ^a.ua.T ,.A*p^L=30 r<jax£.i relnx.©.** po.tsaa ocn
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liberations, by the union with the Holy Ghost 1

). — In har-

mony with tin's description is the definition of i_i- given

by Kushairl: Absence is the absence of the heart from con-

sciousness regarding worldly circumstances, because the powers

of apperception are absorbed by what happens to the heart

;

then the apperception of his own being and that of others dis-

appears sometimes-). Kushairl says that k^s- may pass into Zxis-.

Again it is to be observed that Hellenistic religions have

known the same state. The sight of God here is accompanied

by a state of unconsciousness regarding the apperception of

sensual things: —xvecy ; x: tuv (raftotrncav xl<r$y<r£uv re kxi Kiviiveuv

^-t/.xvbc >/.£•;:; txrp£/xsT
A
).

Such trances are brought about in several ways. Bar Hebraeus
Invoca-

gives a description worth translation here. When the solitary tion

in his cell has performed his prayers and his spiritual exer-

cises, he will only murmur: O Lord, o Lord, even so long

that, though he docs not move his lips, the word remains on

his tongue. In this state he remains till this name disappears

from his tongue and only in his heart its remembrance remains.

Then also the image of the name will disappear from his

heart and in his mind only the composition of the letters and

its idea will reside. And while this idea is fixed in his soul

as it were with nails, the soul will begin to burn with the

desire of its Lord infinitely and it will give itself to Him

wholly, so that it does not think of any other thing, from

that time onward the openings of its door are gradually dis-

r<ixiVD »<TJO.Av.»rC' T<ljLlxa.i pdiLCUil K'^CU.^^M^Axm J» -VsA

2) p. 43: Vc ^J\ JV^aN jkA J\yJ ^y sjk '« Jc & T-kN K4- -

3) Reitzenstein
1
Mysterienreligionen p. 116
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closed '), and the windows of its intellect are opened and God

will rise unto it in a radiant appearance, at first like a light-

ning that passes swiftly and then returns ; sometimes, however,

its return is retarded. And when it returns, sometimes it will

last, sometimes it does not remain. And when it lasts, some-

times its lasting will be long, sometimes not. For God does

not give the Spirit in one measure, but every one receives

it according to his aptitude 2
). — With this apotheose of invo-

cation we may compare a sentence in Ibn 'Ata'allah (I, 39),

that on account of the many technical terms, may be given

here without a translation : <ci 4.U\ *.* Ajj«&>- *-X*3 J>SS\ AjZ N

^y?j ?•*_/*-* lV? *&*i ->_r?" 3 7-" J* ^ C>* A^- ->

_J-?" ? 7* J^ -* i>* *-"^l/-

The commentator to this passage says, that in this highest

state the invocation itself has vanished.

Lightning The appearance of God like a flash of lightning is the

prelude of a constant communion with Him. In the stage of

accomplishment of love, the mystic enters the brideroom and

has intercourse with Him who before appeared - to the eye

like lightning, and here the mind beholds Him in peace 3
).

Muslim mystics use the same expression 4
) and Kushairi has

very subtle discriminations, which are to be compared with

Bar Hebraeus' utterances concerning the shorter or longer

periods of the endurance of divine light. He says: The first

state is that of ^\J; they are to be compared to flashes of

lightning which disappear as soon as they appear. The ^\J

are more distinct than the <\A and they do not disappear

i)
r
*^in£vsz)

2) Ethikon, p. 232 sq.

3) Ethikon, p. 489; cf. Book of the Dove, pp. 564, 566, 579; sentence 78.

4) J R A S 1906, p. 344; Ihya' IV, pp. 269, 374.

as
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x ex-

fast as these do. The *]\J» remain longer and have more force

and endurance; they are more apt to elucidate the darkness

and to banish presumption ').

Such varying states arc called by the Syrians rc^Uxxx. ')> Varyini

by the Muslims JW or j&. Isaac of Ninive gives a description

of them, from which I translate the following passage: Varying

states happen to every man, resembling [the variations of]

the air. Notice this well: to every man; for nature is one;

lest you should think that he [viz. Macarius] says: to a few

men only, as if the Perfect were exempt from varying states

and. as if they were standing in one and the same attitude,

without deviation and without passionate emotions, as the

Mesalleyane say. Therefore he says: to every man. How is

this now, o Blessed Macarius r He says: sometimes they are

states of chill; and soon after: of heat, sometimes of hail, and

soon after: of serenity. And notwithstanding our training this is

so: strife and the help of Grace. Sometimes the soul is in a

storm and difficult waves assault it ; and then there is a varia-

tion and it is visited by Grace and joy fills the heart and

peace from God and chaste deliberations giving rest, etc.
:1

).

So these varying states though inherent in the human nature,

are not the placidity every mystic longs after; Ibn 'Atfi'allah

has many sayings regarding their inferior value. In a prayer

he says: Thou art He who makes to disappear the j\s\ from

the hearts of Thy Beloved, so that they do not love anything

except Thee and do not take refuge in anything without Thee 4
).

o p. 47: i$- ^v> — 3jj^ ^y^ £_-
n> '

:

r-- • £y ^ u£>

i-j, j.1 jjy^\, .... i^jj\ a wj ^j £yu o- >\ ^yii, ^^.
iW(JJ j,\* il'aii ^-AJ>'_y -i-C *j>\j - - -

2) Ethikon IV, 15, 14; Book of the Dove III, 9.

3) P- 495 s,
l-

4) H, 95: I^Ju
}} ilfc- \yJs } J- 4W ^> yyj&A ^J *& ^
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Kushairi also acknowledges the inevitability of these changes:

variation is the property of those who are subject to .states',

but ij^Ki is the property of those who have reached the stage

of reality ; but as long as man is on his way he remains subject

to variations because he ascends from state to state ').

Finally there are a few words to be said concerning the

experience of the mystics in their highest state. Their con-

catenation may be read in the translation of the Book of the

Dove; here it is only necessary to discuss some prominent

features and to compare them with the utterances of other

authors, Christian and non-Christian.

Ecstasy In the first place ecstasy is to be mentioned ; it may be ex-

pressed in two ways: it is designated by a term that has a close

analogy in modern languages; rapture, vervoering e.g., the

English and Dutch terms, are derivations from roots meaning

to drag away; so the rapture of the mind, its being loosened

from its earthly environs and its being taken up into the divine

sphere, is called in Syriac .a^*»^>r^ or .t.^j&k'. The state of

ecstasy itself is expressed by jcrAa^p^ ,to be stupefied' and by

rc'oiso^ and K'ncn^i ,wonder, admiration'.

I may refer here to a passage from an anonymous mystic

quoted by Bar Hebraeus, a passage already referred to above:

When paternal mercy dawned unto me and took my mind

from me (^joctA oA »Vt«). it was, before being swallowed

up in ecstasis and stupefaction, swimming in a sea of light and

plunging into and emerging from its waves, ascending and

lying down, rejoicing and exulting at the floods of its great-

ness. It beheld there radiating angels who were glorifying

and it became familiar with them and sanctified. And again

the mind was taken (.oA^A^) and it penetrated into the light

of many rays and was stupefied (KfcrAa^ca) by the sight
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of the Beautiful and captivated by the love of the High one

and all, even itself, became as not existing ').

Isaac of Ninive has many utterances concerning ecstasy. He

usually describes it as proceeding from prayer, or from pure

prayer, that as we have pointed out, is already a form of

ecstasy. When Antonius was praying the prayer of the ninth

hour he felt that his mind was taken upwards. And another

saint was found in ecstasy during four days, while his hands

were stretched out and he was standing in prayer 2
). Isaac

tells that he has read of many saints whose mind was dragged

away in ecstasy while they stood praying 3
). The closing sen-

tences of his chapter on prayer run thus: The mind ascends

there [viz. in spiritual prayer] above prayer. And by finding

that which is more exellent, prayer leaves it. And further on

it does not pray any longer, but it is beholding in ecstasy those

unattainable things that do not belong to the world of mortals,

and it is in rest ignoring all that is on this earth. This is

what is styled [by the mystics] as ignorance and concerning

which Euagrius says : Blessed he who reaches ignorance that

cannot be passed, which is in prayer 4
).

Finally I may cite the following passage: Then your eyes

are opened to sec the creating power of God and the beauty

of the creatures, in accordance with the degree of your purity.

And when the mind is taken away in ecstasy on account of

this sight, night and day become one, in ecstasy on account

of the glory of God's works. Then, from the soul is taken

away the apperception of the passions (nc£*») by the delight

of this sight. And by it the soul enters the two degrees of

intelligible revelations which are next in rank, from purity

onwards 5
). — Muslim mystics express the idea of ecstasy by

i) Kthikon, p. 503 sq.

2) p. 260 sq.

3) P. '71-

4) p. 175. Further: iS. 43, 125, 155, 164, 166, 174, 250.

5) p. 471 sq.
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Jjk. iifc^ oJ\>- . Kushairi considers it as the utmost aim of

gnosis: The akme of gnosis are two things: obstupefaction

and ecstasy l

). And : The man who knows God best is he

who is most lost in ecstasy 2
). Further : According to the

people of true insight love is being lost in delight and gnosis

is being present in ecstasy 3
).

We have seen that the Syriac terms for ecstasy are kSco^

or r&rtyab\, both meaning ,wonder\ The Arabic s^v>- has exactly

the same meaning and has also taken the technical sense of

ecstasy. Probably this fact justifies the conclusion that Muslim

mystic terminology depends upon that of the Syrians. Still,

it is to be remembered that £x<ttx<ti$ may also have the meaning

of ,wonder'.

In regard to the Syriac terms expressing the idea of ecstasy,

another point is to be remarked : a\*>^K' ,to be taken away'

is nearly synonymous with ^jjo- and with the renowned *Vi

of the Muslims, that has so often been compared with the Indian

nirwana. The fact that Isaac of Ninive is already thoroughly

acquainted with the term, proves that it was not borrowed by

Islam from the East: it was in Asia Citerior already before, or

contemporaneously with Islam. And its intimate connection with

£x<rTX<ns points to a Hellenistic source. The question whether

Hellenism itself may be dependent in this and other points

on Indian influences may be left here out of discussion.

Revela- Ecstasy, in so far as it is a state in which the ordinary
tIons

functions of body and mind have ceased, is closely akin to

the state during which the mystics say that revelations are

received. This state is expressly distinguished from that ac-

quired by conscious application of the usual mystical methods.

This is said by Isaac of Ninive himself in the following pas-

i) p. 166: tn^b -J-*^ u^ V-^ *V^
2) ib. : *J \Jj fxz.\ &\, ^U\ tijA

3) P- J 72: ljy> j jk^i OjJt\j 5Ji J 4%^~.\ (<k\ C^\ *x>j
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sage: The state of revelation is distinct from a man's ma-

king deep his emotions by means of philosophic training and

intellectual work, unto some insight or [the mastering of] a

question or the theory of a matter, on account of mental

exertions. For it is said : revelation is the state in which

the intellect is silent. And it is impossible for a man, by means

of zealous efforts and human contrivances, to invent a means

of acquiring gnosis; this takes place only by spiritual workings;

in such a way that he, to whom a revelation is imparted, does

not perceive, nor makes use of or even is acquainted during

the time of revelation, with any psychic deliberation or with

those things that are perceived by the senses ').

The origin of this theory of revelation may be shown by

citing the following statement from Reitzenstein's book Helle-

nistische Mysterienreligionen : Denn die hellenistische Theologie

denkt spater, dass der niedersteigende Gottesgeist die Sinnes-

organe fur alles Irdische verschliesst 2
).

The difference between the insight into divine things ac-

quired by man in general, and the revealed knowledge of the

mystics is also elucidated by Isaac in the following passage

:

Also this is necessary to know. All revelations granted by

God, serving to instruct mankind concerning [divine] things,

happen by means of similitudes, especially those imparted to

the simple in knowledge and small in understanding of the truth.

But those, which serve for the delight and instruction of man,

and the consolation and instruction happening to solitary

persons, take place without similitudes by means of intelligible

apperception How much are these mysteries concerning

every divine thing elevated above other revelations. They are

perfectness of gnosis 3
).

Bar Hebraeus often speaks of these revelations, happening

in the highest stage of initiation. In one of his last sentences

he declares that they are only profitable for him who is trained

I) p. 154 sq. 2) p. 32. 3) 1>. 159 sq.



in the knowledge of divine and human practice, longing to

see in revelations those things which his contemplation has

attained ').

Here we have arrived at a subject already treated above:

that of , sight'. Things revealed are seen by the mystic; divine

sight, says Isaac, is the revelation to the mind of things not

to be attained by sensual apperception 2
). The mystic is face

to face with divine things. The Muslim mystics have here

again subtle discriminations; Kushairl e. g. mentions this

sequence: \&\-) o^\^\ UiAxU, ixfcl.il \
3
). Such discriminations

are also found in the Book of the Dove 4
) where the growth of the

revelations is compared with i° a flash of lightning 2° a star

behind a cloud 3 the dove in her nest. Kushairl 5
)
gives the

following explanation of the last three stages: ,_-.\l\\ jr&>- S^^Vs

^c jji\ J^ ^-^ \j>\j 4.^; ,\i, jj, ^ ^s£\ jy^x>-
y £_j

£Xft>lii\ }

t_9j.-i.u -rj\ ^ 43^.^0 .i^-i.n ^^.C^9 ^ruJl myS-

Johannes Climacus speaks of the belx iZTOKxKvxpig imparted

to the solitaries c
). And though Isaac of Ninive has long dis-

cussions concerning the identical nature of these revelations

with those of the prophets of Israel, yet it is to be observed

that terms like s^Vtf and e^U..* have their exact equivalent in

neo-Platonic nomenclature. Plotinus e. g. maintains that God
is not to be known by vo^tis, ocXKoc kxtoc TTtxpovtr'axv sTrifrrviiAviq

4
).

It goes without saying that lyAsS. and txa>V^ are both renderings

01 vrxpovo-tx.

Familia- Revelations and being face to face with divine things, im-

parts to the mystics a feeling of kinship and familiarity with

1) Sentence 98.

2) P . 161: Kli_x_\iAvsa k!A »co rdiA^ kA\_*co_\k' rtffov*>

3) P- 46. 4) III, 1—3. 5) p. 46. 6) p. 218.

7) Enneads VI, 9 § 4.

rity
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God and the mystic world, expressed by them with a technical

term. Out of the many passages in Bar Hebraeus' works, the

following may be cited here, which continues the description

of how the mystic, during prayer, sometimes is hit by a flash

of divine lightning so that he falls down on the earth. Then

he rises again, says the author, and prepares himself for

vision, and it is not withheld from him; but he begins to

lengthen the duration [of this state] from day to day and his

mind is enlightened so as to see hidden things and gradually

he becomes familiar with hidden mysteries and unspeakable

visions '). Familiarity is the translation of f^&cud\*=9, which

means litterally being a housemate. This is what the Muslims

call (jJ 1

!. Grhazali gives the following definition of it: When

the mystic is overcome with joy on account of ,being near' and

of seeing face to face that which proceeds from revelation,

and his gaze is strictly limited to the beholding of the revealed

beauty being present, without being turned towards what he

has not yet attained, the heart is gladdened by what it beholds
;

this gladness is called familiarity 2
).

Further he expounds how this familiarity with God and

divine things has its counterpart in and is effectuated by being

far from intercourse with men. When Ibrahim ibn Adham, a

famous mystic, descended from the mountain, he was asked

:

whence come you ? He answered : from familiar conversation with

God. And when Rabi'a was asked : How have you reached

your high state? she answered: by leaving aside what does not

concern me and by becoming familiar with the Eternal one :l

).

And Ibn 'Ata'allah communicates this prayer: O Thou who

i) Eth'tkon, p. 497. Cf. also Book of the Dove. pp. 563, 566: sentence 16.

2) Ihya' IV, p. 292: VoW _y» \it jy^ 3-XaU-._, -r>jb\ ?"J^ ^ ~-^ ^\s

3) ib.
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makest Thy beloved taste the sweetness of being familiar

with Thee ').

The terms f<&a_»&ua and
Lyj\ correspond with the Greek

<rvvov<ri<x, found in Johannes Climacus 2
) and Plotinus 3

) and with

the latin familiaritas, occurring in the Imitatio Christi 4
).

There is another term in Syriac mysticism denoting nearly

the same idea as k^cu^vas, viz. rc'crAnda pCWiaa, consolation in

God. Bar Hebraeus' definition of it is parallel to (Ihazall's

definition of ^ \ as cited above. He says: The joy and

gladness which happens to the Initiated on account of the

multitude of divine revelations and the frequency of spiritual

visions, is called consolation in God. When this consolation

has taken hold of the enviable, the blessed friend of God, he

is only content with quiet solitude 5
).

The state of consolation or familiarity is closely akin to
Freedom
ofspeech that of freedom of speech. Bar Hebraeus describes it in the

same section, without concealing that not all mystics declare

it allowed: From the thus called consolation freedom of speech

is born. Though it is bad, because of the boldness which

accompanies it, and by the sages called a scorching wind,

still, when it is practised by those who are experienced in

paracletic consolations in God, it is not to be rejected. —
The continuation of the passage may be read in the translation.

This state of freedom is called by Bar Hebraeus by the

term f<i._oocn ,i2k borrowed from the Greek; not by himself,

however; for it is already used in the Syriac translation of

Euagrius, who speaks of freedom of speech at the time of

prayer °).

These theories concerning familiarity or consolation in God
and freedom of speech in their mutual relation and their
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importance, are already found in Ghazall's Ihya': Know, that

if the state of familiarity lasts and becomes strong and con-

solidated without being troubled by the emotion of desire or

interrupted by fear of alteration or of being screened, it gives

birth to a kind of boldness in words and actions and intimacy

with God. This is of a disapproved aspect, on account of the

audaciousness and the lack of respect that is in it; notwith-

standing this, it is tolerated on the part of those who have

obtained their place in the state of familiarity; but he who

is not in this state, and yet imitates those who are in it, in

action and speech, perishes by it and comes near to a state

of unbelief). — Ibn 'Ata'allah also warns against it: Ac , ii

U-u^ iiVsi, U«J\ 2
).

The state of familiarity is closely akin to what is the

highest aim of our mystics : the union with God, which they

call indescribable 3
), yet is described by them by various sym-

bolic expressions. One of the most frequent in Syriac mysti-

cism is that of ,entering into the cloud'. The Cloud

In his introduction to the Book of the Dove Bar Hebraeus

says that the third chapter treats of the spiritual rest which

the consoling Dove imparts to the Perfect, elevating them to

royal rank and introducing them into the divine cloud where

the Lord is said to abide. In another passage he calls it the

cloud of inaccessible light where God abides *).

Those who have entered the cloud have full insight into

divine things and do not want the ordinary forms of religion :

As hunger is not satisfied by v/ater, nor thirst by bread, so

the Initiated, who wishes to look within the Sinaitic cloud,

i) IV, p. 293: ^ ^ jyj\ j\j liyj ^ <jr\j ^Jl fb \j>\ _iM ^
f
W\

&\ « sVUl, JU»^ J\^Y\ j U_uY\ ^ \cji j& «l« ~»W^ j&&\ -^
Al» ti oil ^v-« A*-*-*

2 CrA, k~X\ Aji_j s ''_/f' i>» *^ h 'ojj~3.^ _£-" Cjj^-i -^j tiV«J

>-<J\ jo d>j\ *> dll*
f
A^^ JjN J (c KtLL.j

f
\il\ dl* J

f

L
\ ^ ^\\

2) I, 63. 3) Ethikon, p. 502.

4) Ethikon, pp. 487, 498.
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gains small profit by hearing the scriptures being read '). And:

Those who enter the cloud attain the depth and the abundance

of God's wisdom without the intermediary of complicated

deliberations 2
). In the Ethikon Bar Hebraeus cites an anony-

mous author: When the solitary reaches the divine cloud and

enters the harbour of all service and sees with his mind, face

to face, the glory of the Lord and is made radiating by it,

and is transformed into His likeness — then his mercy is

poured out over all, like that of God 3
).

Isaac of Ninive is also acquainted with this term. In a pas-

sage on the effects of divine revelation on human nature, so

that it looses its liability towards deviations, he says that this

state of likeness with God is called by some the cloud 4
). He

also uses the term himself: . . . you will find the wings of the

mind, germinating from the womb of chastity, the wings on

which the mind is elevated unto divine Love, by which it

ventures to approach unto the cloud 5
).

Further John de Dalyata has been intimately acquainted

with the term, as appears from two quotations from his writings

in the Ethikon. It may be permitted to translate them here.

The first runs: Who wishes to taste the sweetness of Christ,

has to strive after becoming familiar with prayer, which, more

than any other of the works, brings near unto God. For during

prayer the mind may be mingled with God and become the

image of its creator and the receiver of His gifts. By prayer

the mind opens the gate of the treasures of the Lord and

becomes His treasurer and the divider of His precious things.

By prayer the mind is made worthy to see His glory and to

abide in the cloud of the light of His majesty, within the

i) Sentence 7. 2) Sentence 12.

3) P. 5°5- 4) P- 193-

5) p. 217: aa^aijsaa.i rtljocn.i r«i£i_^ ^.JSO ^V-IK* a».^..x.^3

cna.i oco r^ioalK' r<l=>cv.»jA r£.Ys*.Avsa ^oonrj.T **!*.* r<^a^^.3.t
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place where the spiritual beings abide, in obstupefaction and

silence, freed from the motions, in ecstasy; there it gazes in

wonder at the shining of the light of many rays that dawns

over it, which is the life and the delight of the spiritual beings ').

The second passage is this : So we will strive to enter into

ourselves in order to find our kingdom that is concealed in

our heart, this means: to see our God who is hidden in vapours

and in clouds of light, that are the glory of His person, the

glory by which He is hidden from the sight of all eyes 2
).

It is to be remarked that in all these passages cloud is a

translation of the Syriac KiY^i^- which could also be rendered

by gloom, whereas the usual Syriac expression for cloud is

Kin**.. This peculiar term and the peculiar sense in which it

is used prove that it is a technical term of the mystics. Its

origin is found in the writings of Dionysius the Areopagite. The

first chapter of his De mystica theologia bears the title : rh b

$s7og yvoCpog; and in the fifth of his letters, he says: the divine

gloom is the inaccessible light in which God is said to abide 3
).

In our discussion concerning ecstasy we have seen that the Transition

transition of the mind into that state is expressed by the

Syrians by derivations from the root a\^*j, to drag away,

and that this transition corresponds to what the Muslims call

e Vj. Usually k&CVA.x5l*» and \j do not denote the transition

into ecstasy but into a cognate state, viz. that of union with God.

In the first place it is to be observed that K&o.a.x^M and

\j are described in the same way. Some passages describing

the state of transition may follow here in translation. In the

Ethikon the entrance of the soul into the cloud is continued

in this way: While the face of the Lord is detected before

it, it becomes stupefied and is made radiant by the rays of

His beauty. And there takes place transition (k&o^^jj)

i) Ethikon, p. 10 sq. 2) p. 103 sq.

3) p. 283: 6 Se7o; yvoQot; ea-ri to xTpotriTOv 4"^? £" '•> kxtoiks7v 6 5eo? heytrzi.

Cf. I Timothy 6, 16.
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which is described by our holy fathers, so that it is impos-

sible for the soul to return from its delight. And if its Lord

loosened it not from union, it would forget its partner, the

body And when the mind returns again to the Lord, the

body is almost borne along with it and the soul can scarcely

shake it off when it is elevated. And so it rises from glory

to glory by the Lord the Spirit and it forgets not only what

is here, but also its self. And because of the divine light with

which it is clad, it sees itself as the likeness of God 1

).

In the section on the varying states the Perfect have to go

through, transition is mentioned in the first place : The first

[statej is that of the baptism of the mind. For as soon as

transition takes place, the mind is baptized in the heart and

deliberation stands motionless, even without stammering glori-

fications, but silence rules over the motions of the soul and

the body 2
).

That this theory has not been borrowed by Bar Hebraeus

from Muslim examples appears from the fact that it was

already known to Isaac of Ninive and expressed by him in

a parallel way : As the saints in the world to be do not pray

when the mind has been swallowed up by the Spirit, but

abide in ecstasy in that delightful glory, likewise the mind,

when it has been deemed worthy to perceive that future blessed-

ness, forgets itself and all that is on this earth and further

it is not set in motion by the care of anything, therefore one

may venture to say with confidence: all excellency, whatever

it be, and all orders of prayer whatever they may be, of a

bodily or of a spiritual nature, are governed and set in motion

by free will, they as well as the mind that reigns over the senses.

But when the influence of the spirit reigns over the mind

that governs the senses and the deliberations, freedom is taken

away from nature and further on it is governed, not governing 3
).

i) Ethikon, p. 498 sq.

2) Ethikon, p. 499 sq. 3) p. 170.
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And from another description of the highest state by Isaac

the following is taken: In truth, my brethren, another feature

of this state is sometimes, that the mystic does not remember

that he himself is clad with a body, and that he does not

know that he is in the world ').

These utterances of Christian mystics are exactly parallel to

those of the Muslims concerning m\ii. I take two out of many:

When it is said he looses consciousness of his self and of

creatures, then his self subsists and creatures subsist; but he

does not possess knowledge concerning them nor concerning

himself, nor apperception, nor communication . . . but he is

unconscious concerning his self and the whole of mankind; he

does not perceive neither his self nor mankind 2
). And this

from Ibn 'Ata'allah: Abu Sa'Id ibn al A'rabI was asked con-

cerning transition. He said: Transition consists therein, that

[divine] greatness and majesty overcome the mystic and make

him forget this world and the world to come and all states

and ranks and stages; and dhikr's render him unconscious

concerning all things, concerning his mind and concerning

his soul 3
).

Now the Christian theory concerning transition is already

found in Plotinus in. exactly the same terms. Describing the

moment of the soul's union with God, he continues: Then the

soul does no longer perceive that it is in the body, nor does

it claim to be any other thing, neither man, nor animal, nor

i) p. 338: rcllj ^a\ H3 ^3 p^*1^ r^.icra-li .mK* £\_»K'i._»i.r.

,cnct&\»f<' r£y&±.z^^ .±.*» Kl\c\ T*.rA r^i^Skl crt=K)C\An 1&.1&CA

2) Kushairl, p. 43: jl^ '^JTj* ^-^ Cr^ vl^J *"* d~ & iV \}

- ii o5- y*> «A> J&-
Vj

-> lT^ ^J *! ^h (< ^ r*- * *A* O '

3) Ibn 'Ata'allah I, 18: *Vi\ J\_j»i «U\ ^p ti^V\ JS ±*~ >-»J J2- J*J

o\.&\, oW,ji\j J\f-% &% W^ **-«* ^ c> J^'.- >
- ^ d

4._i; J^j «&. J-j 'J- j> J- v .
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being, nor all '). Further the term ^ft^Ajj goes back to

the Greek xpirx^siv; a3l*» and xp%x^cc have exactly the same

meaning. It is again Plotinus who uses the term : xXK" coo-yrsp

xpirxv^eiq y evSovnixTotq WV%y £v spVfiV xxTXTTxtrei yeykwiTXi xTps-

[ASl TVJ XVTOV OVG'IX
2
).

Again Plotinus appears to express favourite ideas of Helle-

nistic religions. From Dieterich's Mithrasliturgie I cite : Sxtts

X7rb rijg rod §£X[jlxtoc vjdovyjg xx) rijg %xpxg to 7rvsu(&x gov <rvvTps-

%siv xx) xvxfixivsiv
3
). And, following Wetter, from the Corpus

Hermeticum : 7repi}.x(/.ipxv Vs ttxvtx tov vovv xx) tv\v cXyv ipv%yv

XVXKX(/,7T£l Xx) XvkXXSl X7T0 TOV (TCCftXTOC Xx) OhOV XVTOV sic OIKTIXV

$£0V (tSTXpXhtel 4
).

Union Here we are already in the centre of the union of man and

God, the aim of Syriac and Muslim mysticism, and of a great

many other mystic systems. The chief feature in the descrip-

tions of the union is this, that the mystic is said to have

become the likeness of God ; that he describes his relation

with God in the same terms as the relation between Christ

and God are described in the Gospel; that he acquires the

likeness of the light without quality; that he mingles with

the godhead and that in this union there is no longer two but

one; it is even said that he has become God. A few quota-

tions may illustrate this statement.

In the section on the conclusive inclinations of perfection

the elevation of the mind unto the divine sphere and its be-

holding the angels is described. ,And while it is established

in the sight of them, their magnificence and their joy, it

becomes like them' 5
).

In his Ethikon, Bar Hebraeus cites a passage describing the

union : And when the solitary reaches the divine cloud and

i) Enneads VI, 7 § 34: xxl ovrs (tw{j.xtoc, sti xiaSxveTxi b'rt svtiv ev xuriZ

ovts eavrijv #AAo ti Aeyet ova xv%pcv7rov ov ^iiov own 'ov ov$e nxv.

2) Enneads VI, 9 § 11. 3) p. 10.

4) Wetter, *(«, p. 77 cites Corpus Hermeticum 10, 6.

5) Book of the Dove, p. 567.
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enters the harbour of all service, and sees with his mind, face

to face, the glory of the Lord and is made radiating by it

and is transformed into His likeness, then his mercy is poured

out over all, like that of God '). Then the mystic may say

with Christ: I am in my Father and my Father is in me

and I and the Father are one 2
).

One of the varying states is that of likeness, -while the mind

is illuminated by the light without quality and is changed

into its likeness
:1

). And the tenth state does not leave room

for two or three, but one is solved and two is' subtilized and

the sustenance of the two becomes one 4
).

It has been said : Look at the fire which becomes one

with the iron in the furnace. The iron alone is not to be

recognized there, because it has assumed the likeness of the

fire, in the union. So you see not two images but one, no

discerning being possible though the two substances remain

separated. In the same way the children of God see themselves

as the image of God ; so they become, all of them, gods, by

the grace of their creator 5
). — Bar Hebraeus expresses the state

of union with two terms ^Au and «&cu:u*, corresponding

respectively with Ju>^ and ^W\.

This theory is already found in the book of Ilierotheos.

This appears from the passage from it preserved in the Book

of the Dove, in which it is said that in the state of union

the lover and the beloved have become one and that this

union is to be compared with the unity of the sunlight and

the air °). But that this theory has not originated with Stephen

bar Sud Aile appears from the fact that the hx7i; xvSpuirov

xx) Ssou occurs already in the work of Johannes Climacus 7
) and

that for the neo-Platonic philosophers as well as for the Helle-

nistic religions the union with the godhead is the zenith ol

i) above, p. CIV. 2) Ethikon, p. 499-

3) p. 574 sq. 4 Ethikon, p. 502.

5) Ethikon, p. 506. 6) Book <>f the Dove, p. 5 68 - 7) P- 4 2 9-
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human life. Porphyry relates that he himself reached this state

only once in his life, and the venerated Master Plotinus four

times during the period of their acquaintance 1
). And the Theo-

logy of pseudo-Aristoteles contains descriptions of the unifi-

cation and the separation, that, mutatis mutandis, could have

been written by Bar Hebraeus 2
).

Concerning the initiation into the mysteries of Mithra

Dieterich insists: Die Vereinigung mit dem Gotte ist das Ziel

der ganzen Aktion, darauf ist alles gerichtet 3
). And in a prayer

unto Hermes it is said : <rb yap si iyu x<x) iyoo <7u-
4
).

So the cardinal features of Christian and Muslim mysticism

appear to be closely akin to Hellenistic flourishing spiritual

civilization. It may be hoped, that the above discussions will

prove able to show that the chief points of Muslim mys-

ticism like that of Ghazali are already found in Christian

authors of a much earlier date and that these in their turn

depend upon Hellenistic currents of thought.

None of these features seems to be foreign to Hellenism.

So Ghazali and his cognates have in the first place been influ-

enced from the West side. This statement does not deny that

Eastern influences may also have been at work; but all car-

dinal points are plainly Hellenistic. This is the ultimate stage

I can reach in this question. The roots of Hellenism itself are

•still in the way of being laid bare by such scholars as Reit-

zenstein, Wetter and others. They will go on to show what

this civilization owes to the Semitic Orient and — perhaps

also — to Persia and India.

i) Vita Plotini § 23. 2) p. 114 sqq.

3) Mithrasliturgie, p. 179.

4) Reitzenstein, Poimandres, p. 17.
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BAR HEBRAEUS AND GHAZALI

As the relation between Bar Hebraeus and Uhazall wants

a detailed inquiry it will be useful to compare parallel sections

in their works, chiefly those passages in the Book of the

Dove and the Ethikon which seem to go back to Grhazali's

disposition and insights. We can follow the sequence of the

sections in the Book of the Dove; it will not be necessary to

treat also those sections of the Ethikon that have no parallels

in the Book of the Dove; the materials given in the sub-

sequent pages seem sufficient in order to settle the question.

Repentance (I, 2).

1. The Ethikon (IV, 4, 2) enumerates three elements of

repentance : knowledge, will and practice, connected respecti-

vely with the three stages of time: past, present, and future.

On account of knowledge of trespasses committed, man deter-

mines to throw them away and to refrain from them in future.

This is also Ghazall's disposition (Ihya' IV, p. 3): Repen-

tance is composed of three elements: knowledge (Ac), a state

(
Jls>) and practice (A*i)- Knowledge is insight into the obnoxi-

ousness of sins and their being a screen between the servant

and every beloved one. This knowledge causes pain and pain

causes the will (s^A) to perform actions connected with the

present, the past and the future. As regards the present this

action consists in throwing away the wonted sin ; as to the

future it consists in the determination not to commit sin further

on; as to the past, in seeking to repair the previous loss.

2. Ethikon (IV, 4, 3) and Ihya' (IV, p. 12) contain a section

to the purport that true repentance is always accepted by

God. Both Bar Hebraeus and Grhazali support this theory with

the argument that sins arc only a screen between the soul

and God; the screen being taken away, the soul will again

look into the sun of righteousness, as Bar Hebraeus says. -
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It is to be remarked that the Paradisus Patrum already con-

tains a. chapter entitled: On conversion being accepted (ed.

Budge, pp. 670—678). Jehuda Chasid says: rfolpD 'mi^m ^D ').

3. The classification of sins given in this section is to be

compared with that given in the Ethikon (IV, 4, 4) and in

the Ihya' (IV, p. 14). In the Ethikon four kinds are enumerated:

nd'^rfAsa, rdu.irdx. , rd'-u^a and nC*H* ,V^=> . This classifi-

cation is the same as that of Ghazali who discerns i^y,, ajIUjJL.

4-.^- and i^xw. In order to facilitate a survey of the different

sins belonging to these classes I give the enumeration of both

authors in juxtaposition:

I I

J?

l\

iS*-'\? 3* l5 *^l? -r^S >!-> rtfx»ia? rescue.

«\ju1\ ^^ tLs*

II

III

1) fol. l8<7.

r^A^l K'JSlSkJtorC'
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IV

4\Jd» ^ V

IV

It is to be observed that Grhazali's classification is already

found, with small deviations, in Abu Talib al-Makki I, 85 sq.

Ghazali gives two further classifications of sins. The first

divides sins into those against God, those against one's fellow-

men, those against the own person (IV, p. 15). Exactly the

same division is to be found in the Ethikon (p. 357).

The second division deals with heavy and light sins; it is

also in the Ethikon (p. 357 sq.).

How closely the Ethikon follows the disposition of the Ihya'

may be seen from the subsequent survey:

Ethikon

IV, 4, 5 : On the causes

making sins heavy.

§ 6. On the apartments

of the exorcised.

§ 7. On the classes of

repentants.

§ 8. What a repentant

has to do when he has fallen.

§ 9. On the causes that

make the faithful trespass.

I h y a'

IV, p. 28: On the causes

making light sins heavy.

p. 38. On the classes of

men regarding the duration

of repentance.

p. 41. What a repentant

has to do immediately after

he has fallen.

be it on account of inten-

tion, lust or on account of

a peccadilly.

8
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§ 10. On remedies useful p. 43. On healing repen-

to the repentant. tance.

§ 11. On the means by

which the leader edificates

the repentant.

§ 12. On the excellence

of confession.

4. In the Ethikon it is said that the repentant has to efface

his trespass with three instruments : the heart, the tongue and

the other limbs (IV, 4,8). Cf. Ihya' IV, p. 41 : sj£L\ oVu^Vs

.£,kA U, U3V> L-\ ^ixll L-\ cAfLU

Further: s^uU J\^- J J>V*I <m\ <J,\ s^ailV. yJxJi e-iiW. VAi

AjiM ^..VJ AiaJ lL^ a}j o^l? J'-^ -^ J^ J^j y^]}

Renunciation (I,
3J

I. The distinction of three classes of renunciators is worked

out in the Ethikon (IV, 10, 3) and this scheme concords with

that of the Ihya' (IV, p. 193). Grhazall calls the lowest class

that of those who fear. The second class, that of those who

renunciate in view of the pleasures of Paradise, is, like that

of Bar Hebraeus, also by (xhazall considered as much inferior

to the highest class, that comprises those who seek God alone ').

Those who belong to this class are called
(
Lh>- Jc»y.

It is of importance to state that this classification, occur-

ring in Bar Hebraeus and in Ghazali, goes back to an old-

Christian example. Bar Hebraeus cites a passage from

Johannes Climacus, that may follow here : All those who

have gladly renunciated the world, have done so either

because of their many sins, or because of the Kingdom

to come, or from love of God. Every turning away from the

I) Cf. above, p. XXXVI.
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world that does not spring from one of these three motives,

is irrational. Renunciation of the first stage is called idle by

the Initiated; for they say: Where there is no sin, there does

not originate fear of torment. The like is said concerning the

second stage of renunciation. For the Initiated say : He who

turns his back to pleasures in view of remuneration, is the

mill of the ass '), which is always set into motion on account

of the same motive. But he who turns away [from the world]

on account of love of God, will at once, even in the be-

ginning, acquire warmth like fire. And when his fire is thrown

on the fuel, it will gradually become strong and blazing -).

2. The categories of things renunciated are in the Ethikon

(IV, io, 3): food, habits, dwellingplace, furniture, money. In

the Ihya' (IV, p. 196 sqq.): food, habits, dwellingplace, furni-

ture, marriage, money, honour (ol>).

3. As to the rejection of the possession of money, Bar

Hebraeus does not speak in such a categoric manner in the

.Ethikon (IV, 10, 8). Here he adds: If a man be not able

to perform manual work, and so is compelled to practise

commerce, it is allowed to him to gather money for the

wants of one year, without falling thereby from the rank of

a renunciator.

(jhazali (Ihya' IV, p. 203) states that money, i. e. a little

of it, is necessary for life. But renunciators have to abstain from

gain, if they are in the possession of what is wanted for one

day. If they seek to acquire a store for more than one year,

they have left the rank of renunciators, of weak as well as

of strong ones. This is a sufficient explanation of Bar Hebraeus'

view and terminology. It is further to be remarked, that

(jhazali in the end of his section on money (IV, 204) adduces

the story of the rich man who wished to follow Jesus, but

had to sell his possession before being allowed to do so. Perhaps

1) Ibn 'Ata'allah I, 35 has also this comparison.

2) This passage is in the works of Johannes, ed. Rnderus, p. 7 sq.
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this is one of the many symptoms of Grhazall's dependence

upon Christian examples.

4. Concerning the wearing of garments, minute details are

given in the Ethikon (IV, 10, 5). They regard the quantity

(k&cusoa) and the quality (k&cui*pc'). The same distinction

is made in the Ihya' (IV, p. 197 : Lri^V?
^UlU). As to the

quality both authors hold the view that the lowest (or highest)

dress consists of hides (Wv*-*», hJ^-\ ?-y*W); the middle one

of wool, the third one of rough cotton (ttlaa^ itash.

,

5. Food. Ethikon (IV, 10, 4) and Ihya' (IV, p. 196) open

the section concerning the abstention from food with the remark,

that food has length and breadth. Length, Ghazali continues,

as regards the length of life, in so far as food for one day is

not sufficient for it; breadth regarding the possibility of dimi-

nishing the quantity, the quality and the frequency of meals.

The same distinctions are made in the Ethikon (p. 414).

As regards the diminishing of length there are, according

to both authors, three classes of renunciators. The highest

one is, according to Bar Hebraeus, that of people who provide

themselves with food for one day only ; according to Ghazali,

that of people who take food only if they are very hungry

and wish to avoid illness; having taken breakfast they do not

provide for supper. Ghazall's second class consists of people

who take a supply for a month or forty days. The former of

these terms is taken over in the Book of the Dove, the latter

in the Ethikon.

The lowest class consists, according to both authors, of

people who provide themselves with food for a year.

Regarding the quantity of food, renunciators are again

divided into three ranks by both authors: i° those who take

half a rati or half a manya every day ;
2° those who take

one rati or one manya
;
j° those who take a mudd, respectively

one manya and a half.
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The further classifications of both authors are also, more or

less, in accordance one with the other.

6. Dwellingplace. As to the classification of renunciators in

the matter of dwellingplace, the Ethikon and the Ihya' (IV,

p. 200) draw the same lines. The highest class is that of people

who have no fixed dwellingplace but reside in churches or

mosques; the middle one that of people who abide in a hut

or a cavern ; the lowest, that of people who possess a cell,

which may not surpass, according to Bar Hebraeus, 12 spans,

according to (jjiazall 6 cubits, in the three dimensions.

7. The relation between the Ethikon and the Ihya' is elu-

cidated strikingly by the sections concerning furniture. Bar

Hebraeus tells (p. 416), that an Initiated who possessed only

a comb and a water bottle, once saw a man who combed his

beard with his fingers; immediately he threw away his comb.

Then, seeing a man who drew water from the river in his

hand, he threw away his water bottle. Exactly the same story

is told in the Ihya' (IV, p. 201), where Jesus is its hero.

But, according to Bar Hebraeus, such persons do no longer

exist in his times. Therefore the highest class of renunciators

of this species consists of those who use earthenware only. So

thinks Grhazali.

The middle class is formed by those who use furniture that

is not fragile, Grhazali places here people who confine the use

of utensils to one solid piece. According to both authors the

lowest class consists of people who possess utensils for several

purposes.

Patience (I, 5)

Ethikon (IV, 5) and Ihya' (IV, p. 53) have an analogous

division of sections, as may appear from the subsequent survey :

Ethikon I by a"

§ 1. Traditions concerning p. 53. Traditions concer-

the excellence of patience. ning the excellence of pa-

tience.
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§2. Definition of patience.

§ 3. The different deno-

minations of patience.

§ 4. The stages of pa-

tience.

a) The stage of those who

are constant.

b) Those who sometimes

are steadfast, sometimes are

vanquished by temptations.

c) Those who never report

a decisive victory.

§ 5. On the kinds of things

to be suffered.

§ 6. On the kinds of temp-

tations.

§ 7. On the medicines cor-

roborating patience.

p. 54. The essence and

meaning of patience.

p. 58. The different deno-

minations of patience re-

garding its object.

p. 59. The kinds of pa-

tience regarding strength

and weakness.

a) The kind of those who

are constant.

b) Those who sometimes

are victors, sometimes are

vanquished by passions.

c) The negligent.

p. 60. On the necessity of

patience under all circum-

stances. Circumstances are

either in accordance with

or contrary to pleasure and

will.

p. 65. On the medicines

of patience.

The parallelism is obvious. It may be called striking in the

disposition of the paragraph on the medicines corroborating

patience. Ghazali (IV, p. 66) begins with repeating his definition

of patience: a name for the struggle between the religious

and the carnal impulse. Therefore, if we wish one of the two

to become prevalent, we have to strengthen it and to weaken

its opposite. — Compare with this Bar Hebraeus' opening sen-

tence (p. 375): A cure that has in view to corroborate patience,

consists in weakening corporeal desires and in corroborating

spiritual ones.
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Weakening the carnal desires takes place, according to. both

authors, in three ways:

a) by abstention from delicious food, one of the causes of

sensuality; b) by avoiding the aspect of exciting things; c) by

appeasing desires by giving way to them, in so far as they tend

towards an object permitted by the law, e. g. matrimony.

This is (ihazall's terminology; Bar Hebraeus translates it in

his Christian way: extinguishing the excited state of the spirit

by the canonical order and the apostolical command, if he

who burns with desire belongs to the class of virgins ; by

thinking of his own wife, if he, who glows for a foreign woman,

is married.

Corroborating spiritual desires takes place in two ways:

a) by thinking often of the adduced stories proving the

excellence of patience and its good consequences in this world

and in the world to come, says Ghazall (IV, p. 66). Bar

Hebraeus translates these words in this way : ,by often medi-

tating on the virtues of patience and the life promised to

those who endure unto the end', b) by training the inward

faculties in the strife with carnal desires, as both authors say.

Love of the Brethren (I, 6)

I. The properties which are considered as conditions of love

are discussed in the Ethikon (IV, 12, 3) in a section bearing

the title: On the properties which necessarily must be found

in every friend, (ihazall's corresponding section (II, p. 141) is

entitled: The qualities which necessarily must be found in

him whose company is chosen.

These properties are according to the Ethikon the follow Jul;:

i° mind, 2° chastity, 3° orthodoxy, ^° being not covetous,

5 suavity. According to the Ihya' they are (II, p. 142):

i° intelligence 2° goodness of character, ?° good morals,

4 orthodoxy, j° being not covetous. That the Book of the

Dove does not mention orthodox)' has its cause in the fact,
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that this book was not written for lay people, but for

monks.

Further it is to be remarked that in the section of the

Ethikon (p. 435) the term pJcuU occurring in the corresponding

section of the Ihya', being a usual Muslim term meaning

litterally ,those who proclaim novel theories', is rendered by

K&^iHm .^asao Kl^axonOT rt'A.i i. e. : he shall not be a

heretic nor one who proclaims novel theories.

2. As to the various estimation of friends, Uhazall's section

on the subject is easily to be recognized as Bar Hebraeus'

example (Ihya' II, p. 144): The lowest degree is that of

placing your friend on the same level with your slave or

your servant and to supply his want from what is abundant

to yourself. If, at a certain moment, he wants anything

and if you possess more than you want you give him at

once without obliging him to ask; if, however, you oblige

him to ask, this is the utmost limit of scantiness among

brethren.

The second degree is that of placing your friend on the same

level with yourself and of letting him share with yourself in

your possessions and have the same place as you have, so as
.

to grant him equal share with you. Hasan [al-Basri] says : One
used to share his izar with the other.

The third and the highest degree is that of placing your

friend above yourself and to reckon his want before yours. This

is the stage of true friends and the limit of the ranks of those

who love each other. And to the fruits of this degree belongs

even to offer one's life.

3. Regarding not concealing the qualities of a friend, the

Ethikon and the Ihya' have each two sections (Ethikon, p. 438,

Ihya' II, p. 47 and 150. Bar Hebraeus again agrees with

Grhazali in minute details.

4. No to be burdensome unto a friend. The corresponding

section in the Ethikon (p. 441, § 11) bears the title: The duties

of a friend as regarding removing annoyant things. That in
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the Ihya' (II, p. 157) is entitled : On making light and omitting

annoyant things and annoying.

Further the Ethikon has a section (p. 440, § 9) on duties

of friends regarding prayer, which is parallel to Grhazali's

paragraph (II, p. 155): 4^ V* J.C <c\f JW, <oU>» £ 4.^15 ,\&A\

Further the Ethikon has a section (p. 440, § 10) on the duty

of loyal feelings between friends, corresponding with Ghazali's

u^Y^ *\sj\ d (II, p. 155 sq.).

The Book of the Dove naturally does not contain anything

concerning the duties of Christians regarding their fellow-

Christians. But the Ethikon (p. 442 sqq.) treats the subject in

a way parallel to that of the Ihya' in its sections concerning

the rights and duties of Muslims (II, p. 161 sqq.):

Ethikon

§ 13. On the duties of the

Faithful among themselves.

§ 14. On the duties of

neighbourhood.

§ 15. On family duties.

§ 16. On the duties of

slaves and handmaids.

§ 17. On the ornaments of

those who desire to be loved

by others.

Ihya'.

p. 161. The duties of the

Muslim.

p. 173. The duties of neigh-

bourhood (.U-).

p. 175. The duties of kin-

dred and relatives.

p. 176. The duties of pa-

rents and children.

p. 177. The duties of

slaves.

Offences of the Tongue (I, 7)

Ihya' 111,4: Ui\ &\*\ ^>\S. Ethikon III, 15.

After a section containing sayings of the Fathers, the Ethikon
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continues with the excellence of silence, which is also the

title of Grhazali's second section.

Bar Hebraeus' opening sentence (p. 256): Small in quantity,

but great in strength is the tongue among the other members,

has been taken from the Ihya' (III, p. 95): Jap. 4./^ j^.-£> A.".\i

In order to facilitate a survey of the parallelism between

the Ethikon and the Ihya' I give the subsequent juxtaposition

of the titles of the paragraphs:

Ethikon

§ 2. On silence.

§ 3. On vain speech.

§ 4. On multiloquy.

§ 5. Speech that is indi-

rectly sinful.

§ 6. On quarrelling.

§ 7. On litigation.

8 8. On scorn.

§ 9. On curse and male-

diction.

§ 10. On singing and

poetry.

Ihya'

III, p. 96. On the danger

of the tongue and the excel-

lence of silence.

p. 98. Speech concerning

things that do not regard

you.

p. 100. On superfluous

speech.

p. 101. Inquiring into idle

things.

p. 101. On fighting with

words.

p. 103. On litigation.

p. 104. On rhetorics and

the like.

p. 105. On impure speech,

slander and scorn.

p. 106. On curse.

p. 108. On singing and

poetry.
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§ n. On jest.

§ 12. On ridicule.

§13. On falsehood.

§ 14. On backbiting.

§ 15. On sycophancy.

§ 16. Double dealing.

§ 17. Flattery.

§ 18. Rudeness of speech.

§ 19. Unprofitable inqui-

ries.

In his section on silence

speech of four kinds: i°

2° that which is entirely

p. 109. On jest,

p. in. On satires.

p. 112. On divulgating

secrets.

p. 112. On false promises.

p. 1 13. On lie.

p. 115. On permitted lies.

p. 1 17. Precautions against

lies by ambiguous expres-

sions.

p. 119. On backbiting.

p. 120. Definition.

p. 121. Not confined to the

tongue.

p. 122. Causes.

p. 124. Remedies.

p. 126. Defence of think-

ing evil.

p. 127. Excuses.

p. 128. Expiation.

p. 129. On sycophancy.

p. 130. Definition.

p. 132. Double dealing.

p. 133. Flattery.

p. 134. Inadvertent

speech.

p. 135. Unprofitable theo-

logical inquiries.

(p. 256) Bar Hebraeus distinguishes

that which is entirely profitable,

obnoxious, f that which is partly
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profitable, partly obnoxious, _/° that which is neither profitable

nor obnoxious. Ghazali (III, p. 98) has the same division:

2. The causes of vain speech are enumerated in the Ethikon

(p. 257) in the same way as in the Ihya' (III, p. 99): i° the

tendency to mingle with the affairs of other people under the

pretext of affection ;
2° the desire of filling up time.

3. Speech which is indirectly sinful. Though Ghazali's deno-

mination of his corresponding section (Ihya' III, p. 101) deviates

from that in the Ethikon (III, 5, 5), both treat the subject in

the same way.

4. Litigation. In the Ethikon the following definition is given

(p. 260): Fighting with words, set up for the sake of the

retribution of money or other things indebted. Compare with

this Ihya' III, p. 103: Litigation is fighting with words in

order to effectuate the repair of money or some other right

intended.

Neither Bar Hebraeus nor Ghazali condemn every litigation,

but only that which is set up unjustly.

5. Curse and malediction. Bar Hebraeus' definition is also

that of Ghazali (III, p. 106): ^\ ^ A*fi\ ±J^\ j^ lj\s- q*^-
According to the Ethikon (p. 262) the Fathers of the church

have declared malediction allowed against three kinds of people:

infidels, heretics and evil-doers. It is remarkable that this

theory, ascribed to the Fathers of the church, is exactly that of

Ghazali (III, p. 107): j*iJ^ 4cjJ^&S ii^j a*\l! <L*aijU o\.Ui^.

The holy solitaries, adds Bar Hebraeus, declare malediction

only allowed against demons, for the three classes of persons

mentioned may be converted to truth or a better life.

That such an opinion is rather sympathetic to Ghazali may
be seen from his further treatment of the subject.

6. Jest. Cf. Ihya III, p. 109: djjyj ^Juiil ^J. dW^\ lj^
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Like the Ethikon the Ihya' does not condemn jest of an

innocent nature.

Regarding the relation between Bar Hebraeus and Ghazall

it is important to observe that in the Ethikon (p. 264) as an

example of innocent jest, it is told that a man said to some

one : there is white in your eyes. But the other denied it. Ghazall

(III, p. no) tells the following anecdote: Zaid b. Aslam says,

that a woman, called Umm Ayman, came to the Prophet,

saying: My husband calls you. The prophet answered: Who
is he ? Is he in whose eyes there is white ? She said : By Allah,

there is no white in his eyes. The Prophet answered : Aye,

there is. She said : No, by Allah, there is not. Then the Pro-

phet said: But there is nobody in whose eyes there is no white.

7. Falsehood for the sake of profit. Ghazall has a section

on the cases in which it is allowed : ^5 J>^.»-s£ $y<aA*
(
Jxi

-X^aii\ lilli ,J~ia£ O^O^1 r^9 *^ sJ-^^ 3-X^aJl jj-i >-j &j\» *^\

Wl? *j~a&\ J^O^ ^JJ ^V-
7. Backbiting. In the Ethikon (p. 266) and in the Ihya'

the causes of backbiting are enumerated. I give them in

juxtaposition

:

Ethikon

7. Procuring an outlet for

anger.

2. The inclination to please

others by joining in their

prattle.

J. Caution against him who

wishes to slander.

./. Desire of indicating the

perpetrator of some trespass

mentioned.

Ihya' (III, p. 119)

1. Procuring an outlet for

anger.

2. The inclination to please

companions by joining in

their prattle.

?. Seeking to prevent

others who whish to slander.

./. Desire of indicating the

perpetrator of some trespass

in order to free yourself.
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5. The opinion that by ac-

cusing others one appears in

a good light.

6. Zeal to detect the defects

of others out of jealousy.

7. Desire to ridicule others.

8. The appearance ofwon-

dering at the trespasses of

other people.

p. Sorrow on account of

the fall of others.

10. Zeal against evildoers.

5. Desire of appearing in a

good light by accusing

others.

6. Jealousy.

7. Desire of making ridi-

cule of other people. 8. Sati-

rizing other people.

p. Wondering at the tres-

passes of other people.

10. Compassion with the

trespasses of other people.

11. Religious zeal (,ui ^*ajh\)

8. Sycophancy. The same definition in Ethikon (p. 268) and

Ihya' (III, p. 130).

The duties of him to whom the sycophant communicates

his reports are enumerated in the Ethikon (p. 268) and in the

Ihya' (III, p. 130) in rather the same way.

9. Double dealing. ,The Lord will confound double dealing'.

It is remarkable that this quotation occurs also in Ghazali's

section (III, p. 132) on this vice: ^ Cj\^5 jl;p ^ dilU J\ij

**,_ J,V*> Aii\ vill^ t^cA^sS O^xio 4.->-U? *.* ^=>y\j 4.>v.«Y\ iJi-.Ua> o\jjj\

10. Flattery. The four evils are also in the Ihya' (III, p. 133).

11. Rudeness of speech. Ghazall in the corresponding sec-

tion treats of inaccurate expressions, especially religious ones.

Solitude (11,2)

1. The profits of intercourse are enumerated in the Ethikon

(p. 96—99) and in the Iljya' (II, p. 191— 196). I give them

again in juxtaposition

:
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E thikon

7. Instruction.

Ihya'

i. Teaching and instruc-

tion.

2. Utility and Profit.

j. Getting accustomed to

enduring disagreeable peo-

ple.

4. Sociability.

5. Reward on account of

helping others.

6. Humbleness.

7. Experience.

2. Knowledge.

j. Help from others.

4. Helping the weak.

j. Training and exercise

in intercourse with dis-

agreeable people.

6. Guidance and being

guided.

7. Consolation.

8. Reward on account of

good works.

p. Humbleness.

70. Wisdom on account of

of experience.

Reciting of Psalms and Vigils (II, 5)

1. The causes helpful towards remaining wake are treated

elaborately in the Ethikon (I, 3) and in the Ihya' (I, p. 295).

Apparently Bar Hebraeus is here also dependent upon (jhazali.

Both begin with stating that the causes strengthening the

power of waking are to be divided into outward and inward

causes. The outward ones are, . according to both authors:

7° lessening food; 2° avoiding fatigue; j° sleep during noon-

time. Concerning the fourth cause they differ; according to

Ghazali it is avoiding sins; according to Bar Hebraeus, praying

with the community.

Concerning the inward ones they agree entirely: i° The

heart being free from wrath ;
2° fear of future things; J° knowing

the excellence of vigils and the damages of sleep ; 7. love of

God, and this is the principal cause.
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The concordance between both authors holds even true in

details. This may be seen from the fact that they support

their defence of much food with the argument that eating

much causes thirst and drinking much causes sleep.

The concordance further appears strikingly in the fact, that

they even adduce the same anecdotic saying of one of the

ascetics in praise of vigils (Ethikon, p. 40; Ihya' I, 295) : When
one of the Initiated was asked: what is your relation with

night?, he answered: it shows me its face only; then it dis-

appears without staying with me.

Fasting (II, 6)

I. The precepts for peculiar fasting are in the same sequence

enumerated in the Ihya' (I, p. 201). Ethikon (p. 82—84) and

Ihya' give however some other ones:

Ethikon Ihya'

4. Retaining hands and 4. Retaining hands, feet

feet from sin. and other limbs from sin.

5. Complete refraining 5. Avoiding much food

from food of unjustness. during the permitted time.

6. Accompanying fasting 6. Being between hope

with mercy, in the case of and fear, concerning the fast-

rich people who fast. ing being accepted by God.

7. Avoiding to make a

show of fasting.

Manual Work (II, 7)

Ethikon and Ihya' begin with enumerating the different

forms of commerce. Then (Ethikon, p. 188; Ihya' II, p. 57)

they warn against bad practices in commerce as speculating in

corn, using false money. Further they give rules for honest

commerce : i° not to praise the merchandise ; 2 to show the

defects of the merchandise; j° to give full weight and measure;

4 to be honest in fixing the prices and not to lie concerning

the price for which one has bought the wares himself.
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Abiding abroad (II, 8)

i. The two kinds of travelling are thus described by Ghazali

(II, p. 199): bodily travelling from the usual abode towards

steppe's and deserts; travelling of the heart from this lowest

of places towards the kingdom of heaven. In his Ethikon (p. 103)

Bar Hebraeus quotes a saying by John de Dalyata: Happy
is the soul that at every moment travels from this country

towards the country to come etc. So Ghazali in his turn seems

to be dependent upon Christian thought.

2. In the Ethikon Bar Hebraeus enumerates eight rules for

travellers (p. 106). They concord largely with those given in

the Ihya' (II, p. 205)

:

Ethikon

/. Settling pecuniary af-

fairs and paying deposits and

debts before departure.

2. Choosing pious compa-

nions.

3. Saying farewell to fa-

mily and relations.

^. To pray the prayer for

travels in the church.

j. To say eulogies when

leaving home.

6. To travel during the

morning and to make halt

when the day becomes hot.

7. To have compassion

with the riding animal.

<y. To give presents when

returning.

Ihya'

/. The same.

2. The same.

j. The same.

4.. To perform the salat in

view of the travel.

5. The same.

6. To travel during the

morning.

7. Not to make halt before

the day is hot.

<?. The same.

//. To practise several

things when returning.

9
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8. Not to leave the ca-

ravan.

io. To take five or six

enumerated things with him.

3. The invocation on the way is also prescribed in the

Ihya' II, p. 209.

4. Concerning the rules for the intercourse with the holy

persons visited, Bar Hebraeus is in accordance with Ghazall,

II, p. 209: djk« oj^iy. £;\ SjVij <5y« r^ J-iii.' ^ ^ ,J<>^
ViSj

<v.\V« (jVa aJV-j j\ V\ dj.A, q% JXi ^j d.Ac L-i u-ol> o\ »JuJ ^p-

Evil Passions (II, 9)

1. The profits of hunger are enumerated in the Ethikon

(p. 237) and in the Ihya' (III, p. 74). The lists are identical

in both authors: i° purity of the soul and illumination of the

mind; 2° the faculty to enjoy spiritual pleasures; j° hum-

bleness; 4 remembrance of the poor; j° being liberated from

every sinful desire; 6° repulsion of sleepiness; 7 leisure for

the ritual service; 8° health; p° lessening expenses; io° the

opportunity to feed the poor.

It is further to be observed that in the Ethikon six sections

concerning hunger are inserted into the chapter on wantonness.

This is also to be traced back to Ghazali's influence who, in

the Ihya', combines the discussions on wantonness and on

gluttony (Ihya' III, 3).

2. Lessening the quantity of food gradually. The same

method is recommended in the Ihya' (III, p. 78).

3. Anger. In the Ethikon (p. 272) the nature of anger js

explained thus: As the creator has created man, like the other
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animals, susceptible of damage, He has given him anger as a

weapon, that he should be able to ward off all that would

do him harm. This sentence has been taken from the Ihya'

(III, p. 138): Know, that when God created the animals sus-

ceptible of damage and corruption in consequence of inward

and outward causes, He graciously provided them with a means

to protect themselves against corruption and to remove them

from destruction, unto a certain point defined in His Book. —
Further (Ihazali also mentions anger as a means of protection.

4. The causes strengthening anger. Some more are enume-

rated in the Ethikon (p. 273) and the Ihya' (III, p. 143).

5. The healing of anger is treated in the Ethikon (p. 273)

and the Ihya' (III, p. 144) in a parallel way.

6. ,If he is not able to attain his oppressor' etc. The whole

of the following passage is in the Ihya' (III, p. 140).

7. Praiseworthy zeal is discussed in the Ethikon (p. 276)

and the Ihya' (III, p. 156) in the same way.

8. ,A man envies' etc. The passage is also in the Ethikon

(p. 276) and in the Ihya' (III, p. 159).

9. The relation of man towards the world is treated in the

Ethikon (p. 279) and the Ihya' (III, p. 178). Bar Hebraeus

compares the world with:

i° a passing shadow; also in (jhazall.

2° a man who dreams etc.; also in (jhazall.

3 a woman who makes herself attractive, but after marriage

spends her husband's possessions; also in Qhazall.

^° as sickness prevents desire of delicious food, so lusts

prevent love of knowledge.

5 as delicious food becomes stinking in the end, so it is

with desires; also in Ghazali.

6° the lifetime of man is, compared with eternity, not more

than a moment; also in Gthazali.

7 man is like people who travel in a plain without water,

not knowing whether they have ahead)' reached the middle

of the way ; also in (ihazali.
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10. The dangers of wealth are enumerated in the Ethikon

(p. 208) in a more systematic way, concording with Grhazali's

treatment of the subject (Ihya' III, p. 197). The first danger

consists in the opportunity of trespasses, afforded by wealth.

The second, that a man, accustomed to the profits of wealth,

cannot live without them ; and, being bereft of his treasures,

he is inclined to procure himself their benefits by theft and

falsehood. The third danger consists in wealth preventing its

owner from occupying himself with spiritual affairs.

11. The profits of wealth described in the Ethikon (p. 287)

and the Ihya' (III, p. 196) are:

i° wealth may be used in order to gain personal religious

excellence.

2 it may be spent on special categories of people.

j° it may be spent on behalf of mankind in general.

12. Healing of covetousness is treated in the Ethikon (p. 288)

and the Ihya' (III, p. 201). It happens by:

Ethikon
7° Being moderate in ex-

penses.

2° Being content with the

provisions for to-day without

.

caring for those for to-

morrow.

3 Thinking of the low

state of him who desires to

gather wealth and ofthe high

state of him who is content

with little.

4° Comparing the scanty

pleasures of the rich in this

world with the honour of

the prophets, apostles and

ascetics.

Ihya'

i° Reducing expenses.

2° Being content with the

present state of sufficience,

without thinking of the

future.

3 Thinking of the high

value of being content, and

of the meanness of desire.

4 Comparing the agree-

able life of Jews, Christians

and Beduins with the po-

verty of the prophets, the

saints, the companions of

the^ Prophet etc.
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j° Thinking ofthe troubles j° Thinking of the dangers

of those who gather money. ofgathering money and look-

6° Looking at one's infe- inS at one
'

s inferiors, not at

riors, not at one's superiors. ones superiors.

13. The Ethikon (p. 293) and the Ihya' (III, p. 231) com-

pare the love of vain glory with the love of money, stating

that glory is more beloved than money, for three reasons:

i° it is easier to get money on account of glory than glory

on account of money; 2 money is sooner lost than glory;

j° glory is acquired without danger; acquiring money is

often dangerous.

14. Deceitful attitude. In the Ethikon (p. 299) and the Ihya'

(III, p. 248) five kinds of deceitful attitude are discerned:

i° the attitude of the body (in religious things); 2° the attitude

in dress; j° the attitude in speech; ./ in actions; j° in inter-

course with flatterers.

15. Haughtiness. Qhazali (III, p. 289) cites also the example

of Pharao. To the causes of haughtiness in the Ethikon

(p. 307) a fourth one is added, rc&cuAviziaka3r<'. These four

are also enumerated in the Ihya' (III, p. 296). Nearly all the

signs of haughtiness in the text are also enumerated in the

Ihya' (III, p. 297 sq).

16. The motives of boast are, nearly all of them, in the

Ihya' (III, p. 311 and 315).

In the Ethikon the section on the healing of boast (p. 314)

opens with this sentence: The healing of every illness is effec-

tuated by the opposite of its cause; the only cause of boast

is ignorance. This has been taken litterally from the Ihya' III.

p. 312: v^JP\ aIcj CX-*i> \r^ aLvL y «> Olc ^ -r-^t j\ ic\

The sentence in the text that whosoever boasts shall boast

in the Lord, is to be compared with the words of liha/.ali

(III, p. 312): j^, j>, j& ^ Uc «ri &* i& d33.> ajsr- jf jVi
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Good Qualities (II, 10)

i. Teachings. In the Ethikon (p. 322) the following condi-

tions necessary for him who wishes to learn, are enumerated:

i° purifying the soul from stains. Also in the Ihya' I, p. 43'

2° being free from care of worldly things and relations.

Also in the Ihya' I, p. 44.

j" not placing one's self above the teacher. Also in the

Ihya' I, p. 44.

^° abstaining from questions and uncertain things. Also in

the Ihya' I, p. 45.

5 looking into all branches of science and then choosing

of what is profitable. Also in the Ihya' I, p. 46.

6° life being short, it is useful to study principal things,

especially the hidden teaching concerning the purification of

the heart. Often literally in Uhazali I, p. 46.

7 recognizing the profits of one branch of knowledge above

the other. Cf. Ihya' I, p. 47.

8° adorning the soul with excellence. Also in the Ihya' I, p. 47.

2. The duties of a teacher. Ethikon (p. 324) and Ihya' (I, p. 49)

say that" in knowledge there are four stages: i° that of

gathering; 2° that of preserving; j° that of profiting; 4 that

of spending.

The eight duties of a teacher are, according to both authors:

i° to be with the pupils as meek as if they were his own
children.

2 to teach gratuitously.

3° to give good advices.

4 to admonish the pupils meakly.

j° not to disdain other branches of science than those taught

by him.

6° to teach every pupil what is apt for him.
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7° not to point towards subtle questions.

8° to practise his own teachings.

Some of these precepts are already found in Basilius (Opp.

II, 390 and 395).

In the Ethikon, seven qualities of a good teacher are enu-

merated (IV, I, 8):

7° that he does not seek worldly glory. Also in the Ihya'

I, p. 52 sq.

2 that he is not subject to desire of luxury. Also in the

Ihya' I, p. 59.

f that he does not visit governors. Ihya' I, p. 61.

.4° that he is not quick in answering. Ihya' I, p. 62.

>~° that he meditates more upon the hidden science of the puri-

fication of the heart than upon exoteric knowledge. Ihya' I, p. 63.

6° that his only aim is the consolidation of faith. Ihya' I, 64.

7° that he meditates upon hell and is mournful and is

emaciated. Ihya' I, p. 6y.

3. Grace. In the Ethikon (IV, 6, 3) five signs of grace are

enumerated

:

i° things profitable in this and in the other world. Ihya'

IV, p. 87.

2° things profitable in this world only. Ihya' IV, p. 88.

3 desired possessions. Ihya' IV, p. 88.

./ things desired are either profitable or beautiful or deli-

cious. Ihya' IV, p. 89.

j° things not profitable in themselves. Cf. Ihya' IV, p. 89

and 91.

4. Asking. Ethikon and Ihya' mention the question whether

asking is allowed or not. They consider asking only allowed

in case of want (Ethikon IV, 8, 5; Ihya' IV, p. 180). For:

i° Asking usually implies accusations of God who causes

poverty; 2 he who asks confides in man or humiliates him-

self before man
; J° he who is asked, is usually morally damaged.

5. Confidence. Ethikon (IV, tl',8) and Ihya' (IV, p. 24 1 sqq.)

speak of the rules for confidence :
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/° who confides in God has to shut his door. Also in the

Ihya' IV, p. 241.

2° he has to remove from his house objects of value. Also

in the Ihya' IV, p. 241.

j° if this be impossible, he shall console himself with the

thought that, his things being stolen, those of others will be

preserved. Also in the Ihya' IV, p. 241.

/f if his possessions are stolen he shall bear this gladly.

Also in the Ihya' IV, p. 241.

5 . he shall not curse the thief, but pray for him. Also in

the Ihya' IV, p. 242.

6° he shall mourn at the fact that the thief has excited God's

anger. Also in the Ihya' IV, p. 242.

Further the Ethikon (IV, 11, 10) and the Ihya' (IV, p. 244)

enumerate the motives of those who reject being healed in

case of illness:

7° the fact that man's end has been destined by God. Also

in the Ihya' IV, p. 245.

2° the sick is occupied with the stains of his soul. Also in

the Ihya' IV, p. 245.

j° often the sick confides in the medicines. Also in the

Ihya' IV, p. 245.

^° the just often expect a remuneration for a long illness;

so they do not wish to be healed. Also in the Ihya' IV, p. 245.

5 the sick hopes to pay for his sins by sickness. Also in

the Ihya' IV, p. 246.

6° passions are lessened during sickness. Also in the Ihya'

IV, p. 247.

The question whether healing is allowed is already treated

by Basilius II, 397.

6. Remembrance of death. In the Ethikon (p. 509) two causes

are mentioned that make man forget death ; love of the world

12nd ignorance. Ghazali mentions them also, Ihya' IV, p. 395 :
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ixTRonrcnox

In the same way as we find, o my ') brother, in bodily

medicine books describing the behaviour of patients not at-

tended by a physician, it is becoming, in psychic medicine,

to give instructions concerning the behaviour of those pa-

tients who are without or far from a leader'-); especially in

this our age, in which the Syriac world is bereft of an 522

Initiated, who has personally experienced the straitness of

the way leading to the kingdom and the narrowness of the

gate giving entrance to it
n
). It is, therefore, our aim to give

this sort of clear and simple instruction.

Into four chapters this book is divided, which is small in

extent but great in power. The first [contains] instruction con-

cerning the bodily labour accomplished in the monastery. The

second [describes] the quality of psychic labour performed in

the cell. The third explains the spiritual rest which the con-

soling Dove imparts to the Perfect, elevating them to royal

rank and introducing them into the divine cloud 4
) where

the Lord is said to abide. The fourth is a tale of the author's

gradual progress in teachings and some sentences commu-

nicated to him in revelations 5
).

These four kinds [of states] are represented by the four peri-

1) Litterally : our.

2) Introduction, p. I.Will sq.

3) Introduction, p. XVI.

4) Introduction, p. CHI sqq. And Glossary, s. r. rclV2i\

5) Introduction, p. X » \ III sqq.



ods of Noah's life : the first, that of the works of his right-

eousness which made him pleasant unto God. The second, that

of his entering the ark, which saved him from the destruction

of the deluge. The third, that of his leaving the ark, when the

dove had announced to him that the waters had disappeared

from the surface of the earth. The fourth, that of the reve-

lations he received and the covenant established with him ; the

planting of the vineyard, his drinking wine and his getting

drunk.

However — Noah's dove was irrational and mortal; but

523 this dove is rational and immortal. She even gives reason

to the rational ') and life to the living. She flies without leav-

ing her nest above, the church of the firstborn 2
) in hea-

ven. She reaches all quarters without stirring from her place.

All images are represented in her without her possessing co-

lour herself. She abides in the East, yet the West is full of

her. Her food is fire, and who is crowned by her with wings

will breathe forth flames from his mouth. All those who are

burning from love and sick from affection reveal their secrets

to her and she slakes their thirst. Her speech touches every

ear, but few hear her voice. She calls every man by his

name , but one of a thousand answers her. Her cooing is

much sweeter than the sound of the organ. As the poet de-

scribes her:

She 's very pure and- full of shame

No mouth can put on her a blame.

She bears no sign of things material

Being spiritual, incorporeal.

1) r^YA-aA rib^sn

2) Plural.



CHAPTER THE FIRST

ON THE BODILY SERVICE IN THE MONASTERY

SECTION THE FIRST

On Man's Alienation from the World 1

)

Man becomes alien to the world and its desires by two

causes. One is essential and veracious 2
), occurring very

seldom. It is a divine impulse moving in the mind of man, 5 24

awaking him from his sleepiness to meditate night and day

on the torture threatened against the sinners in the world

to come and on the enjoyment promised to the righteous in

the kingdom of God. This cause is only found among a few

people, at long intervals and in some countries only.

The other cause is fortuitous and secondary. It is love

of vain glory, which makes man long after becoming famous,

to such a degree, that he submits to the hard labours of as-

ceticism in order to acquire glory; thus rich people have tried

to acquire it by suffering great hardship. This cause is found

among many people, at all times and everywhere. Though it

be simple :t

), it is not wholly to be rejected. For often the

i) Johannes Climacus' Scala and the Imitatio Christi open with a section on

the same subject.

2) rC$V&3 i-ta ,
see Glossary.

3) Reading of Pj the text has: despisablc



seed is cast on the earth unintentionally, yet brings forth many

fruits. Whereas many a seed is treated carefully by the hus-

bandman, yet proves to be unproductive ').

SECTION THE SECOND

On Repentance 2
)

As soon as an intelligent man understands the noxiousness

of sin, he repents of the trespasses committed by him. Those

to which he is accustomed, he throws from him and he deter-

mines not to trespass again 3
), consoling himself with [the

thought], that repentance whenever it is offered [to God], is

accepted 4
); as in the case of the inhabitants of Ninive, and

in that of Simon, the head of the Apostles.

525 Sins 5
) spring either from reason, as haughtiness, vain glory,

envy and sycophancy ; or from choler, as anger, hot temper

or rancour; or from desire, as covetousness, wantonness and

lasciviousness. Extremely great is the sin of those who know,

small though it may be G
).

A repentant who trespasses has to implore God's forgiveness

with mournful sighs, confessing his sins, as also those did

who were baptized by John 7
). And to the Apostles came

those who believed, and told their faults ; and Peter the Apostle

says: Confess your faults one to the other 8
). And John the

1) The passage has been borrowed from Johannes Climacus, Scala, p. 9:

slSov a-iropov hv yy ccnoucrit/ic, EX7re<rovTX, not) y.cep7rov wo^i/v xxi sviuA.% TreTroiyKorx.

Ghazall does not reckon such persons among renouncers, Ihya 1

IV, p. 188 and 205.

2) Scala, Gradus V; Paradisus Patrum, p. 670—678; Abu Talib al-Makki I,

179; Ihya' IV, 1 ; Ethikon IV, 4.

3) This description of repentance is found in many mystic works: Kushairl,

p. 53; Abu Talib al-Makki I, 179; Ihya' IV, p. 3; Ethikon, p. 355; Sefer

Chasidim, fol. 10b.

4) Introduction, p. CXI sq.

5) Introduction p. CXII.

6) Ihya' IV, p. 28: H j,U\ & U.U a'jj\*. S jf\ 3 ^U ac J^Uj,

^iiliU iiyu jJIj j$L i«i\ikV, i^ii^

7) Introduction, p. CXIV. 8) James 5, 16.



Apostle says: If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just

to forgive us our sins ').

SECTION THE THIRD

On Renunciation-)

When true repentance has been established in a man's soul

and he sees that worldly possessions exceeding necessary want

are sought for the sake of sinful passion, he rejects them and

it pleases him to renounce them.

There are three ranks of ren'ouncers : the lowest, the middle

and the highest one n
).

The lowest [consists] of those who leave luxury from fear

of future torments 4
). The middle one of those who hate tem-

porary enjoyment in view of that of Paradise. The highest of

those who, because they seek the Good one alone, turn away

their faces from all beside Him. This aim is praised by the 526

Initiated.

The objects of renunciation 5
) are money, dress, food, dwel-

ling-place and furniture. Money, in so far as the renouncer

does not possess it at all °). Dress, in so far as he is clad in

a mean garment of wool or hair, covering the body down to

the knees, girding his loins with a belt. If he likes it, he adds

a mantle, a coil and shoes 7
). Food, in so far as he prepares

for a year, a month or a day, bread of wheat, barley or

millet, which he moistens with grease, oil or salt water J
). His

dwelling-place is in a small cell, a cave or a hut. Or he will

1) 1 John 1, 9.

2) Scala, Gradus I; Paradisus Patrum, p. 495— 504; Abn Talib I, 242: Ku

shain, p. 64; Ihya' IV, p. 163; Kthikon IV, 10.

3) Introduction, p. CXIV. •

4) Ibn c
Ata'allah 1, 67 : iiyu&\ 5jj} *sfr\iaj *ijJi j\ <u* *y^j. £5^ »JL«* ^

5) Introduction, p. CXV.

6) Introduction, I.e. J) Introduction, p. C'XVI.

O .0 1 \ ;i r J J •u.t.
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have no fixed place at all, as also our Lord had none; but

in any corner which presents itself, he will sit down and sleep ').

Furniture, in so far as he uses utensils of clay, wood or gourd 2
).

SECTION THE FOURTH

On Humbleness 3
)

As many people practise renunciation involuntarily, the sign

of essential renunciation is obedience 4
). But humbleness has

also other signs; for instance that one sits down in the as-

sembly beneath him who is lower in rank 5
); that, at the time

527 of prayer, he stands behind without bearing it difficultly; that

he gladly will have intercourse with the poor and the needy

and will go with them when they invite him G
)

; that he puts

on despisable garments without shame 7
).

Mar Isaac 8
) says: Humbleness, without labour, indemnifies

many sins 9
). Johannes the Prior 10

) says: If haughtiness, without

other evils, has made Satan fall from" heaven, humbleness,

without other virtues, carries up to heaven n
). When man is

1) Introduction, p. CXVII.

2) Introduction, I.e. Renunciating the use of furniture is not a specially Christian

or Mohammedan trait of asceticism : Porphyry relates it concerning the senator

Rogatianus, a friend of Plotinus (Vita Plotini § 7).

3) Scala, Gradus XXV; Paradisus Patrum, p. 615—654; Kushairi, p. 79;
Ihya' III, p. 285 sqq., 296 sqq. ; Imitatio Christi II, p. 7, 377.

4) Paradisus Patrum, p. 525—531; Imitatio Christi I, 9; Scala, p. 80: ex i)t-

axoij? tkttsivcotic;.

5) Ihya' III, p. 309: (HS92^a^J\ j ^U_,

6) Ihya' III, p. 309:^1^ •\SiJi\ ^W j Of^ ^ U}J$M \f* •*£ u^

7) Ihya' III, p. 298.

8) Introduction, p. XXL The quotation is in Bedjan's edition, p. 499.

9) Ihya' III, p. 286: ^\ jg ^ ^J\ Jjj ^ U_\ ^^ j\i

10) Introduction, p. XX.

11) Ihya' III, p. 285: ^U\ >\J\ J\ 41J \ ^ j^\ ^ \±\ m \ j^ JV5 -
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sick from haughtiness, he is healed by knowledge of his self):

having been created in his beginning from a sordid drop, [in]

his end [he] becomes the foetid food of worms. One of the

Initiated has said : How should he exalt himself, who two

times has come forth from an urethra ?
2
1

SECTION THE FIFTH

On Patience 11

)

As humbleness is joined to obedience, so obedience is neces-

sarily joined to patience in trouble. Trouble 4
) is either of a

temporal or of an eternal nature. So is rest. Because temporal

trouble is the cause of eternal rest, and temporal rest that of

eternal trouble, the Initiated, who possess the mind of Christ,

patiently bear temporal trouble for the sake of eternal rest.

The troubles 5
) which it is becoming to bear patiently are:

strife against the passions of gluttony and carnal desire '"'), vo-

luntary labours of asceticism, involuntary temptations which, 528

by divine permission, serve to try the solitary — as annoying

and impeding accidents, coming across evil and ungodly men,

falling from rocks, disdain and contempt which superiors and

fellowbrethren lay on the shoulders of the novices serving

in the monastery, even if they have committed no fault,

i) Scala, p. 317: 6 exvrbv zxiyvovs kv t«<7v; eclri*JTei \l>v%%$ cti ty,v yyv ieV-

7reipev olx. erri yxp (/.if oVrut; a-Ts/pxvTxt; rx-^sivo^puTuv^v xviyrxt. Iliya' III. p.

287: ^jj ^jo j*. j^\ ££>\y, *j . Cf. Ill, p. 300.

2) 1'irkc Abot III, 1; Ihya' III, p. 288: 3 ji ialai ^ o-ili- ji>J oV^ J'^*

iuo> iL;=. j>y-l f .
And III, p. 303: V_ji J^ ^y> ^A> jp\ Si_,ji\ ^ 0"'>'

wj J^ O* J>\
~o*j-A\ Cr* "-V^-

1 -climaiin and Pedersen, Dei [slam V, 54 sqq.

3) Introduction, p. CXVII sqq.; Paraolisus Patrum, p. 504—525 : Aim I Slib I. 193.

4) Ethikon, p. 369.

5) Ethikon, p. 372.

6) t^1Qq»jl"?30 rctoi^ d\^i • !
jbarfilTs ^JV, ry^ *Ls>\ OkY*' ,1I

> P- 7°).

10
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so that they fall into annoying maladies: aversion, bo-

dily weariness, mental confusion, despondency, darkness of

deliberations, deprivation of human help. All [these evils] are

healed by the word of the Lord: He that shall endure unto

the end, the same shall be saved l

) ; and by the sayings of

the holy Fathers on the excellency of patience.

In short: he who does not burn from love of God, resembles

the tile of limestome which is used as a foundation-stone on

the bank of a river and endures not for one hour. If, however,

it is baked, it endures like a rock.

SECTION THE SIXTH

On the Love of the Brethren 2
)

Love of the brethren is the sign of essential patience, ap-

pearing not in offence, but in gladness of mind and goodness

of will. A true friend is he who is loved on account of his

self, because his friend delights in his intercourse. The cause

of this delight, in truth, is not in outward nor in inward

beauty, but in the hidden consanguinity of two persons 3
). For

many love those who are of a simple disposition and narrow-

minded. But man loves also him, who aids him towards some

corporeal aim, or conducts him towards some psychic profit

5 2 9 as a teacher of true 4
) contemplation and profitable practice 5

).

Loved ) is he who has a mind, not a fool; who is chaste,

neither greedy nor covetous; whose intercourse is agreeable,

not being irascible. Some friends 7
) reckon their friend as their

i) Matthew 24, 13.

2) Paradisus Patrum p. 588—614; Ih.ya' II, p. 130; Abu Talib II, 213;
Imitatio Christi II, p. 363. Ethikon IV, 12.

3) Ihya' II, p. 133: Love between two persons becomes consolidated without

a handsome appearance and without corporeal or moral beauty, but on account

of inward consanguinity causing sympathy and harmony.

4) In Cardahi's text only.

5) Introduction, p. XXIII sqq. 6) Introduction, p. CXIX.

7) Introduction, p. CXX.
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1

relative and give him what is abundant to themselves. Others

estimate him like themselves. Others seek their friend's profit

more than their own. And others expose themselves to temp-

tations on behalf of their friend.

A friend has the duty to aid his friend, not after a demand
pressing or not pressing, but before being asked he shall give.

He shall destroy his enemies and forgive his faults without

recollecting his stains. He shall not conceal his good qualities '),

nor be burdensome to him ')• He shall not listen to the tales

of his neighbour. He shall not ogle him through a crevice,

nor spy upon him through fissures. If any provide not for his

own faithful kindred, he is worse than the infidels, as Paul the

blessed says 2
).

SECTION THE SEVENTH

On the Offences of the Tongue 3
)

After these things it is necessary for us to speak of the

offences of this strait way, because he who is not acquainted

with their noxiousness, is not on his guard against them. They

are the following.

Vain speech 4

)
is that which, being spoken, is not meri-

torious, nor being restrained, is sinful. Usually its cause is

idleness. It is healed by solitude and by accustoming the

tongue to silence "'). Some put a smooth stone into their mouth,

thereby shutting off their babbling °). 530

1) Introduction, p. CXX.

2) 1 Timothy 5,8.

3) Una' 111, 4: Ethikon III, 5.

4) Basilios II, 527 A. [mitatio Christi, I, 10 (opp. II. p. 17 tab faction, p.

CXXI1 sqq. Pythagoras i-> ^:i

i

<l t" have accustomed his pupils to silence (Jam-

blichus, Vita Pythagorae, p. 56).

5) Solitude and silence, r<LooVX.O f<U T. , »J&, o-t° . i—JjS- arc often

combined, [mitatio Christi L jo: De amore solitndinis et silentii.

6) Ihya
-

III, p. 97: f)£l\ « ^ V,
(

- ^u j sLw- *-aj JjXfl . ,
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Chattering 1

) is abundance of speech. Its cause is natural

aptitude for outbursts of the tongue and exercise in telling

the tales of the Ancients. It is healed in the same way as

the preceding [fault |.

Speech which is indirectly sinful 2

)
consists of tales

concerning the glory, the prevalence and the opulency of

wicked people. For when the simple hear these [tales], their

heart falls into sickness and their faith diminishes. They are

healed by: The end of the wicked shall be destruction 3
), in

this world and in the world to come.

Quarrelling consists of setting upright the will, and

disobedience. Its cause is haughtiness, which induces man to

extol his self, and hatred which brings him to reject his fellow.

It is healed by breaking these two impure passions.

Litigation 4
)

is fighting with words, set up by the oppres-

sor or the oppressed. The former is healed by : Do violence

to no man 5
); the latter by: If any man will sue thee at the

law and take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also G
).

Scorn. It has two causes. The first, that a man seeks to

oppress the object of his scorn. The second consisting in a

bad habit fixing its dominion in a man, on account of his

intercourse with fools. It is healed by : Whosoever shall say

to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council : but

whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell

fire 7
). He who is treated scornfully, shall ascribe it to his

own fault and not impute it to him who treats him scornfully;

531 so he evitates to hate him.

Curse and malediction -). The former is declaring a

i) Scala, Gracilis XI: irspi 7ro^v^oy/ctt; y.x) <rtwTri[c,.

2) Introduction, p. CXXIV.

3) Psalm 37,38.

4) Introduction, ib.

5) Luke 3, 14.

6) Matthew
£, 40.

7) Matthew 5, 22.

8) Introduction, ib.
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thing alien to God. The latter, a man's praying for the evil

of an other one. The Initiated, hearing: Bless and maledict

not '), will neither curse nor maledict.

Singing is composed of words which excite lascivious

emotions; the passion of fornication is hidden in it. Therefore

it is reprehensible. He who is sick by singing is healed by its

opposite: the reciting of Psalms.

Jest 2
)

is a word which excites laughter s
) deadly for the

heart and defiling honesty. Its cause is frankness of speech,

which by the Initiated is called the scorching wind damaging

the vegetation during harvest. It is healed by: Woe unto you

that laugh now ! for ye shall mourn and weep 4
).

Ridicule is showing a man's stains mockingly, in the way

of disdain and disregard. It is healed by : Take heed that ye

despise not one of these little ones ').

Detraction
)
and taunt is showing stains in the way of

hatred and rancour 7
), they are healed by: Blessed is he who

sittcth not in the seat of the scornful
s
).

Falsehood •') is affirming what is not, as if it were; and

that which is, as if it were not. It is healed by: Thou shalt

destroy those who speak falsehood "'). Know, that it is not

sinful if it be the cause of psychic profit 2
); as it was n<>t in ;;.

the case of Rahab when she hid the spies and said: they are

not with me. Therefore one of the Fathers") has said: It is

possible to make use of it, but cautiously.

i) Romans 12, 14.

2) Introduction, y. CXXIV.

3) Cf. section X.

4) l.ukc 6, 25.

5) Matthew 18, 10.

6) Scala, Grades X: -rep) kxtx>,x

7) Scala. p. 186: kxtx\x>Jx (7tiv xTcxvynx n:?ov;.

s
) Psalm 1,1.

9) Introduction, p, CXXV; Scala, Gradus Mi. 101 1'-. 5,7.

II) Scala |'. l<)<<: ry; Vxx,2 p<p*rifv exvrcv TfK,ux.{f7')xi if.! :~r Kx-rv; x.vp kxi

Ol' XTMhSl'x' CIKCIX; TVJV {TifXV <TWTV,fixV hiyti T f X~ fU7 ( I f 7 Jjtl .T.TJ. .

x^xj Kxixpevruinev Tore xi/rb (arx Q6(iov xxi KXipcC xxloC.r - ^ev.
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Backbiting 1

)
is mentioning the trespasses of others unto

others, the calumniated not being present. Its cause is usually

this that the backbiter, by detecting the faults of others, means

to be estimated blameless. Backbiting happens also in the

way of amazement or compassion, when one says: I wonder

at the mind of so and so, how has he fallen into adultery.

And : I am sorry for so and so, that he has been entangled

in theft. This sickness is healed by enumerating the virtues

of him that trespasses; afterwards the backbiter will not ca-

lumniate again if he be intelligent.

Sycophancy 2
)

is mentioning evil unto him concerning

whom it has been said or done.' Its cause is the tendency to

denigrate him who has said the evil, or to flatter him con-

cerning whom it has been said. If the latter be honest, he

will not believe the sycophant, but despise and reprimand him

and not go far with him into these things ; then the syco-

phant will go away ashamed.

Double dealing 3
). The wretch who practises it will

praise either of two litigants to his face and detract him be-

hind his back. It is healed by: The Lord shall destroy double

dealing 4
).

Flattery 5
). The flatterer falls into four evils. Into false-

533 hood when he calls bitter sweet. Into hypocrisy when he often

flatters. Into error when he says what he does not know
exactly. Into guiltiness ) when he gladdens the unjust.

He who is flattered falls into two damages: into boasting

and into haughtiness. Either of them is healed by silence.

Rudeness of speech 7
). If for instance one says: But

for so and so, the wolf would have eaten me. Whereas he

i) Introduction, p. CXXV.
2) Introduction, p. CXXVI.

3) Litterally : divided lips. Introduction, I.e.

4) Ps. 12,4. 5) Introduction, I.e.

6) Reading with Cardahi and Ethikon, p. 269 r<ln*Ct»* instead of r«!
/
*iT ,Q a

7) Introduction, p. I.e.
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should have said: But for the Lord, who sent to my help

so and so, the wolf would have eaten me.

Vain investigation. If for instance one investigates that

which to know does not profit, and which not to know does

not harm; for instance: to investigate after the name of Mel-

chisedek's father.

From all these things ') the novice is purified in the furnace

of the monastery, as silver is purified from refuse 2
).

SECTION THE EIGHTH

On the Novice's turning backwards 3

)

When the novice fulfills the duties of the monastery accor-

ding to his power and proves steadfast in those [duties of]

behaviour, which suit to the state of his position and he knows

that the time of his entering the ark of the cell draws near,

hard deliberations of fear will rise in his heart and he will

begin to say to himself: I am not able to bear constant

reclusion ; this is too great a thing for me; it suits me not

to disparage it. Having entered, I shall perhaps not be able

to bear it patiently and, leaving it, become an object of

laughter for the demons and a spectacle for the angels and

man. So it will be better for me to be in the world and, if

it be necessary for me to practise righteousness, to practise it

there. Or 4
) have not the ancient just, Abraham, Isaac and 534

Jacob, possessed wives and sons and daughters and various

possessions, and yet pleased God better than all solitaries '1
:

1) Reading of P.

2) The same expression infra II, 3.

3) Cf. Iliya' III, p. 66sqq. j Ethikon II, 10,10. [bn Ata'allSh's commentatoi

II, 63 quotes from Ku-hain: ^» ^ *< "J _ .

4) The following examples seem to have been the usual ones f<>r tln> sul

see Reitzenstcin. Historia M machorum, p. 207, who cites '">. Ficker, Amphilo-

chiana I, 63.

5) Ethikon II, 2.
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Just so Moses, the head of the prophets, who spoke with God

face to face; and David, the king and prophet, who has been

surnamed the heart of God. The head of the apostles, Peter,

had a mother in law, yet was entrusted with the keys of

heaven. And also others were at the head of shops, as Pris-

cilla and Aquila, yet were just.

Aba Macarius was sent towards two married women in the

town in order to learn from them righteousness. On marriage

there is a divine command, as: Be fruitful and multiply, and

replenish the earth and subdue it ') ; but concerning virginity

there is none at all. As the blessed Paul says: Concerning

virginity I have no commandment of God: yet I give my
judgment 2

).

When the novice often meditates upon such thoughts, or

better : When he is overwhelmed by carnal desire, he is pre-

paring to return to the world and on the way of falling from

spiritual behaviour into dwelling with matter, if the eyes of

his mind are not opened by a physician 3
), who is an Initiated.

SECTION THE NINTH

On directing the Novice in his Course 4
)

When the master and leader of the novice has secretly

become aware of the latter's halting between two opinions 5
),

535 he says to him mournfully: Woe unto me, my son, woe!

because I see that you intend to choose the evil part of Lot's

wife, who turned backwards and became a pillar of salt. Have

you not heard [the word of] the Lord who says: No man,

having put his hand to the plough, and looking back, is fit

i) Gen. i, 28.

2) 1 Cor. 7, 25.

3) Introduction, p. LXVIII sq.

4) Ihya' III, p. 66:
1^{,J\ J^. AJ^ j J^U £,Xj

5) Littcrally: halting on his two knee-joints, the translation of 1 Kings 18, 21

in the Syriac Bible.
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for the kingdom of God '). Verily you are to be wondered

at, comparing yourself with the holy fathers, with the prophets

and the apostles! Is a fly able to do what a lion does? Or

can a thorn reach the measure of a cedar ? No, my son, err

not. But know, that lawful marriage is to be preferred to false,

double-hearted virginity, which intends to serve God and the

world; but not to true virginity, which is not divided between

Christ and an earthly king, nor subject to a double-hearted

law, but has devoted its love to God alone 2
). It is of a beau-

tiful life, it carries its head upright, it is lightfooted, enlight-

ened, exalted above matter, far from the flesh. It has been

said rightly :{

): A married layman's hands are bound, his feet

are tied together. An unmarried layman's hands are only

impeded. But the true solitary, though being on the earth, is

elevated unto heaven on his spiritual wings. Usually, when a

layman is not able to fulfill the wants of his wife and children

he is likely to fall into robbery and theft. For who is able 53 6

to bear the bad character of a woman or to fulfill all her

needs? Verily such a man will by this vexation be brought

to seek the end of his life.

The ways by which sin enters [people who arc in] the world

are many: envy, rancour, hatred, desire, love of finery, love

of money, covetousness, avarice, criticism of God's unintelli-

gible judgments, as: Why are the wicked, my enemies, opulent,

whereas the good, my friends, are starving? And many other

things, which the Elect may evitate.

By such [admonitions] the novice is edificated and he will

return unto his place, if care takes his hand.

i) Luke 9, 62.

2) Ethikon, p. 139.

3) By Johannes Climacus, Scala, p. 10: 7 ip xyx/xot; h tm xos-fzw ^o'vo/c to7«

Trpxyfixvt SsSs/zsvoi, riZ iv x t P'Tt TX **<"* irtQtKetflivtp 'hike, $10 re ore fioxiXiTxi

$px(ielv irpbt; tqv (iovvjm fi/ov oil xu^Cerxi, 6 5e yy/ixi; t<3 tv X ( Pa'' KX ' *<>?i tov$

Sst/zovi; 7repiKeii/.ev(>i.



SECTION THE TENTH

On the Tokens of [good] Direction

Of the steadfastness of the novice there are certain tokens.

They are the following: a quiet gait, a demure voice, a sweet

speech, a chaste appearance, modest looks, concealed glad-

ness, mean habits, inconsiderable food, perfect love, the

reciting of psalms with understanding, love of strangers, purity

of deliberations. For every brother, who is steadfast in these

things, will bear his struggle gladly and pray that his enemy

may repent. He will listen to words of wisdom and not wonder

greatly at the narrative of a thing which he has never seen,

nor at a tale which he has never heard. He will not ask him

whom he meets : Whereto or for which reason do you go ?

His lips will not tell laughable stories !

). He will not love finery

537 like a woman. He will not cast looks here and there on his

body and his habits, nor twist his fingers, nor play with the

hairs of his beard, nor with his tandstick, save only secretly.

Being hungry he will not yawn ; nor, awake, will he gape

;

nor form spittle, as it occurs to him. He will not gesticulate

during conversation. At meals he will take a low place, not

a high one. He will not have intercourse with magistrates.

By these inclinations 2
) the steadfast novice is to be recog-

nized ; in order to acquire them he serves in the monastery.

i) Cf. supra I, 7; Basilius II, 359 D; 425 E; 529 D: si tic, surpxTs^x a«A5jv

vj xpyohoyicv yevefSw xtt' euhoytxt;. — The neo-Pythagoraeans also condemn

laughing, Jamblichus, Vita Pythagorae, p. 58. Bar Hebraeus has written a collec-

tion of laughable stories himself.

2) r^^.O\ ,
Introduction, p. LXXI sqq.



CHAPTER THE SECOND

ON THE PSYCHIC SERVICE WHICH IS ACCOMPLISHED

IN THE CELL

SECTION THE FIRST

On the Duties of the Cell

The habitation of the cell has to take place with distinc-

tion, not in the way of a groove, as is the case with many

persons who become recluses without having fixed an aim,

towards which the labour of their behaviour shall be directed ').

This aim consists in expecting from the Lord the gift of the

illumination -) of the mind and the aptitude to behold the

spiritual things in their nature and to have communion with

them; together with many other things which are effectuated

unto [the recluse].

When he has fulfilled this, the duties of the cell are given

him. They are: solitude, true asceticism, which is accomplished

by prayer, invocation, reciting and meditation; definite ritual

prayers at fixed times; vigils; weeping; fasting; manual labour;

abiding abroad; guarding the heart against evil passions, which ?> s

are ;1

) : dejectedness, wantonness, lasciviousiiess, anger, rancour.

i) Quoted in iIk' Ethikon. p. 99. from Isaac of Ninive. Cf. Basilius H, 341 343.

2) Introduction, ]>. LXXX1 sqq.

3) The same sequence in the Ethikon, Book III and IV. and in th> ll.iy.i ".

It seems to go back to Hellenistic examples. In Chapter XII! (XIV § 7 sqq.

of the Corpus Hermeticum twelve vices have t>» be banished before grace will

till man with godly things.
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envy, desires, covetousness, vain glory, [assuming] a false appea-

rance, haughtiness, boast, reprehension.

When the heart is purified from such evil passions, it has

necessarily to be adorned with good qualities, as patients *),

besides evitating things which cause harm, have also to make

use of remedies. They are: love of teachings, faith, thanks-

giving, hope, fear of God, poverty, confidence, purity of deli-

berations, remembrance of death.

This is the behaviour of the pure in heart, which shall

see God 2
).

We shall describe each of these [qualities] peculiarly.

SECTION THE SECOND

On Solitude 3

)

Solitude, in the intellectual eyes of the Initiated, is [of] so

great [a value], that, even if being bare and devoid of all

other excellency, they have praised it higher than intercourse

accompanied by virtuous [practice]. For the blessed Palladius

says: I asked Aba Sarmata saying to him: What shall I do?

I do not practise the works of monks, but I am eating and

sleeping; and my deliberations are disturbed. He answered me

:

Stay in your cell and do what you are able to do, without

being troubled; then I trust, that you will be praised like

Antonius.

Many are the profits of solitude. The first, which is much

more elevated and exalted than all the others, is spiritual

539 enjoyment, which you will acquire by the true knowledge of

the divine nature 4
). Further, liberation from worldly care which

i) Introduction, p. LXVIII sqq. 2) Matthew 5, 8.

3) Scala, Gradus XXVII; Ihya' II, 6; Ethikon I, 7; Thomas a Kempis: De
custodia cellae (Opp. II, p. 430); Introduction, p. XXIV sqq.

4) Ethikon p. 93; Ihya' II, p. 183 gives the following definition of this profit:

^j\dUJ\j jWi^J\ ^-L] o\o\u> tf> jUi <&\ sWU? ^Vl^YY, jxii\ 5^V«^ tJ^

j>S^ ^y*X\
^->jA*j> ~>J-% WjM j'\ i ^ j\r-\
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impedes spiritual service, from the backbiting of the fellow

brethren, from the reprehension of the unrighteous, from

seeking to please, for those who are pleasant unto men, will

be confounded, because God rejects them; from seeing and

hearing ugly things which easily adhere to [human] nature,

but leave it only with difficulty. For man is more swift in

retaining of small evil much, than of great excellence little
#

On account of the violence of wicked mankind, as it has been

said, it is impossible to tame J

) the beasts of the field, nor do

the gazelles on the mountains stretch themselves before the

shearer. If the beasts of pray come near, man will strip them

of their hides near the walls. If the eagle inhabits the town,

smoke will blind its eyes 2
). [Lastly solitude] liberates the

fellow brethren from the recluse's obtrusion ').

Intercourse, however, has also profits 4
) : teachings, supporting

the weak, exercise and training; bearing the obtrusion of

narrow-minded and angry people; prudence springing from

experience.

Therefore, when the novice has acquired these things in

the monastery, in which he is put to the test as gold in the

furnace 5
), he has to choose solitude and reclusion in the cell.

It is, however, the duty of the recluse to cut off intercourse

with other people by a strong constraint and to get accus-

tomed to the constant quiet of the cell.

During the whole year he shall not meet with anyone

excepted when partaking of the sacraments on Sundays. And,

without necessity, nobody shall visit him. For many have

commenced with hard labours and ended with a reprehensible 540

life, on account of their constant intercourse with lay people,

1) Litterally: to lay the staff on.

2) Verses of 7 syllables.

3) The profits <>i solitude are also enumerated in the Ethikon, i>. 93 —96 ami

the lli\ a' II, p. 183 Sqq.

4) Introduction, p. (XXVI sq.

5) Cf. I, 7 and Abu Talib I, 9: ^y\, ^3 SjbJ ^jj.
$' '^\ Out- ~>j< *a\ J\
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the sight of rich women and their instruction, promising the

knowledge of the future ') and the examination of hidden

things. Finally their cells beame the meeting-places of the

inhabitants of towns and villages, and so they fell from an

enlightened life into the behaviour of blindness 2
).

SECTION THE THIRD

On fourfold Asceticism: Prayer, Invocation,

Recitation, Meditation 3

)

Prayer. Forgiving the faults of him who has sinned against

him, turning eastward, elevating his hands, and looking to the

earth as if being ashamed before his Lord, the solitary shall

begin his prayer by saying several times : O God, be mer-

ciful to me, a sinner 4
). My Lord, have mercy upon me. My

Lord, endow me with those things which Thou knowest to

be profitable to me. Then God will give him that of which

he has no idea to ask.

Invocation 5
)
of God consists in repeating ten sentences G

)

from the glorifications of the blessed children 7
), six of those

beginning with Blessed be thou, and four beginning with Bless

ye. The smallest number of repetitions is three; the middle,

seven ; the complete, forty, according to time and wise 8
).

i) Reading with Cardahi's text Kot.V* O^^. .1 instead of f<ij\T»dV^.T

2) Cf. Ibn c
Ata'allah's commentator 11,64 who cites Suhrawardi: cAj£\ W^ <-,«

3) This sequence is already in the Ihya' I, p. 279: ^.\ i*)jY\ *Jg\}e>J\ »_vj

>J2 ^j> (J J; £^a}\ o_jlo 0«.; \J<\ A.utj tjj>5 ij\ juJj JksJJj, °'^1? J*"^l? *<C.ji\

1^jujY\ o-Xa (5^- <uAp iJla\ -X*i ^Aj S_jLaJ\ 4^_su}&j ^y> 9-\j&\ A*i • Further

Ethikon I, 2.

4) Luke 18, 13. 5) Introduction, p. XCIII sq.

6) Ghazali also reckons the vj> as consisting of ten sentences (Ihya' I, p. 277).

7) Daniel 3, 52—90.

8) The last restriction is also added by Ghazali I, p. 276.
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As to the reciting of the New Testament, though the

soul may not perceive the delight it gives, in the beginning,

yet it traces in the mind spiritual meditations instead of carnal

phantasies, and so, gradually, the mind aquircs purity '). It 54*

is becoming to recite every day seven chapters: from the

Gospels, one from every one of them, one from the Acts, one

from the catholic epistles, one from the epistles of the blessed

Paul. At the end of every chapter the reciter has to kneel

three times before the cross, which is the symbol of our Lord,

The book has to be laid on a chair. He who is not a reciter,

shall meditate upon the works of God.

Meditation is of three kinds. The first, that one medi-

tates his sins, for if man does not demolish his soul, it cannot

be built. The second, that man meditates upon the justness

of God's judgments and the torments destined for the wicked.

So the fear of God will become strong in his heart. The third,

that one meditates upon the effusions of God's mercy and

the goods promised to the good; then thanksgivings will

be multiplied in his mouth and his thoughts will be mgde to

abide in the spiritual world and he will have spiritual inter-

course with the Angels of light and the souls of the just.

SFXTION THE FOURTH

On ritual Prayer and the Division of T i m e s -)

If Moses, the Great, could not draw near the thorn-bush

before having put off his shoes from his feet, [in order to meet]

Him who is outside all sensual apperception, how could it

be possible for the mind to speak in prayer, if it had not

been concentrated from divagation? Though in tin: beginning

the mind is not easily concentrated, yet, after steady exercise

and after receiving the sweetness of prayer it i> easily con- .

i) Introduction, p. LXXVII.

2) lhya' 1. 4: Ethikon I, 1.
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ducted towards the treasury of the heart '), abiding with God

in ecstasy 2
).

Pure prayer ;l

) is inconsistent with a multitude of words, for

when ye pray, use not vain repetitions as the heathen do,

for they think that they shall be heard for their much speaking 4
).

Obligatory prayer is this: to stand, the face turned eastward,

the hands folded, to concentrate the mind and to say three

times the prayer of Holy art thou, o God. Every time he

who prays shall prostrate .himself and make the sign of the

cross on his face. Then he shall say three times : Our Lord,

have mercy upon me. Every time he shall kneel down. Then

he shall say: Glory to thee, our Lord, glory to thee, our Lord,

glory to thee, our hope for ever. Then, standing upright he

shall proceed with Our father which art in heaven. Then

prayer is finished.

The fixed ritual prayers are seven. The first, morning prayer,

at sunrise. After it the solitary shall recite four chapters from

the Gospels. Until the completion of the third hour he shall

be occupied with prayer 5
) and meditation. Then he shall pray

the second ritual prayer, that of the third hour, and until the

completion of the sixth hour he shall fatigate himself with

manual work ; if he has not such work, he shall be occupied

with meditation. Then he shall pray the third ritual prayer,

that of noon, and sleep a little, because this short sleep is

helpful for vigils G
) and because it frustrates the strife of the

demon of weariness 7

)
(who at this time of the day forces the

i) Introduction, p. LXIV.

2) Introduction, p. XCVI. 3) Introduction, p. XXXII.

4) Matthew 6, 7.

5) K^^i^ra

6) Litterally so in Ghazali I, p. 280: JJj\ Aj \c V^ ,^\wu- *•'•— J'J ^J^
7) Basilius II, 383 : E/ sv re ry 'ixry apx xxrx [/.ifivyjo-tv rcSv xyi'uv xvxyxxt'xv

slvxi T'ijv 7rpoTev%>iv exxpivxpev, twv Aeyo'vT«v io-xspxv xxi TrpcZi xxi \Li<rvnj.$pixc,

<JtyyviGO(j.xt xxi xT?xyys\u xxi uaxxovnxi t{)? (puiviii; [J.ov xx) tarre pv<r%v\vxi xtto

<TVix.7TTODiJ.xroi; xxi Sxi/J,oviov i/.£<TyiJ.fipivov x(J.x xxi rov ^xApov rov evvevixotrTov teyo-

ixevov. Cf. Houtsma in Verslagen en Mededeelingen IVe Reeks, 2e deel, p. 22

sqq.; further Theol. Tijdschrift 191 3, p. 258 sqq.
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solitary to look perpetually into the sunrays) as the solitary

assumes an immovable or nearly immovable attitude.

Then again he shall do manual work until the completion 54:

of nine hours. Then he shall pray the fourth ritual prayer,

that of the ninth hour, and recite the other three chapters

and until sunset be occupied with prayer '). Thereupon he-

shall pray the fifth ritual prayer, evening prayer, and until

the completion of two hours of the night be occupied with

prayer ') and meditation. Thereupon he shall pray the sixth

ritual prayer, that of compline. Having slept until midnight

he shall pray the seventh ritual prayer. If he is overwhelmed

by sleep, he shall indulge in it by stealth -), sitting '), until

the completion of the tenth hour of the night. Then he shall

sleep no more, but repeat invocations.

SECTION THE FIFTH

On the Reciting of Psalms and Vigils 4
)

Before every one of the four ritual prayers of the day and

that of the evening, the solitary shall regularly recite two of

the fifteen parts of the Psalter; before compline one: before

nightprayer four.

Vigils are to be lengthened and shortened according to the

state of the solitary '

. For many watch during a third part

of the night, two hours in its beginning and two in its end.;

during two thirds they lie down to sleep. Others watch during

1) r<A>(\^:3

2) Cf. Ihyii' I,
i>.

2S4: ,_' J& ', ^ . _j. Ana llm al- Ar.il.i. Flkunhn

bttdd lilmuii'l minliu. p. 44: .... y , , J

3) Jamblichus^ Vita Pythagorae, p. 13: A< Ax™ b **< Jc«Ai

4) Also combined in Scala, p. mas .1 Kempia, Opp. II. 4--J-

further IbyS' I, 10: Etbikon I. ;, and 4.

5) Jamblichns, Vita Pythagorae, p. 13: t$ M< n <*< r.-c j

hifunt Suo vt/'xT*; xxl TfiJ; y/^efx; h^ti Tfc±Z; pffri r.-reC p*rm*%h\* 1*4** I
'

Cf. p. 5".

1 1
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half the night and lie down to sleep during the other half.

The perfect, as Aba Arsenius, in the evening preceding Sun-

day turn their back to the sun and stand till it rises before them.

544 Helpful ') towards vigils are spare food and small labour

and a short sleep at noon. Therefore the body shall be bur-

dened with labours only with measure for we are ordered to

destroy passions, not life
2
). So, whosoever has got an indi-

gestion by labours, shall give rest to the body and its powers,

then return to his labours. Some perform forty kneelings

after the prayer of compline; others forty more after morning

prayer.

The reciting of Psalms has to take place with weeping.

The cause of weeping is the contrition of the heart and the

burning of the soul with love of God. A certain solitary dreamt

that he was reciting Psalms before David the son of Isai,

who said to him: I wonder at you; how have you learnt to

recite Psalms without having learnt to weep ?

Weeping cannot be without distinction. Therefore it has

been said : it is very necessary to shorten the recitation of

Psalms somewhat, that the soul may stick to distinction,

remaining lucid. On account of this some solitaries absolve

the Psalter one time every week; others every month. The

weak, however, do not shorten their reciting of Psalms for

the sake of increased distinction, but by the influence of the

demon of dejectedness, who makes strife against them. For

the like it is sufficient to recite only the short Psalm O, Praise

the Lord, all ye nations; praise him, all ye people 3
). For

the Lord of the vineyard regards only the readiness of the

545 will, not the quantity of the work and he pays the hire to

the labourers of the eleventh hour as well as to the first ones

i) Introduction, p. CXXVII.

2) Cf. Kor'an 4,33: \ca,J C jC «u>\ J\ $li\ ]^sZ % and Bukhaii, Tayam-

mm, b. 7. (ihazali I, p. 284 has the same argument on behalf of sleep: j^.

3) Psalm 117, 1.

\ ^jJJ \JA
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who have borne the burden and the heat of the day. Some
solitaries who do not belong to the exquisite, reckon the

offering of the eucharist in solitude as belonging to the labours.

But they do not take into consideration that sayings from

the anaphora as : As often as you are assembled in my name,
and

:
To thee thy servants bow their heads, and many other

sayings are only applicable to the community.

SECTION THE SIXTH

On Fasting 1

)

If a multitude of stinking viands, by the vapours they cause,

obscure the eyes of the soul without giving it the opportunity

to see any spiritual thing — by refraining from them the mirror

of the mind -) becomes enlightened and it acquires the apti-

tude to reflect spiritual images n
).

In fasting there are three ranks: the common, the peculiar

and the more peculiar 4
j.

The common one is this: absolutely not to eat nor to drink

during the day, as is the custom of the Easterns. Or: only

not to eat animals or what is related to them, during the

day, as is the custom of the Westerns. They take vegetables

and herbs, the former in the evening, the latter by day also.

This first, common way of fasting has several ritual precepts:

the faster, from morning-time onwards, shall have the inten-

tion to fast; for many do not eat accidentally, yet they are

not reckoned as fasters. He shall beware from any food or

i) lhya' I, 6; Ethikon I, 6: Paradisus patrum. p. 465—479.

2) Introduction, p. I.XXIV sqq.

3) The sentence is in its essential points in Porphyry, De abstinentia ab

animantium I § 47: rtlt ^ T °t> aroAAfiv ZetT'Sxt ip^tfrtu ctJrfat kxi tcv -

eto-xyopevwv ei$ to <t&{j.x xepixipeiivTwv tov ts fixpev; Tiiv xvxiiSo/ievwv >..

Bevruv, tKevlepov to '6(j.(ix kxtvoC kxi xu/ixtos tcv <tuhxtix;v txra; kx .

ytyviTcu. Jamblichus, Vita Pythagorae, p. 10: rfj ;x; rfl» KijttSv kxi eixvx-

Sotoiv eSuiSr, o-u/z^fT/jv-rfT; kxk toCtcu bKtyovirvtm Kaliiraypfen y.xi l-jyv^Kx'ix.

xTyrxpcvoc.

4) Introduction, p. CXXVIII.
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546 drink passing through his throat. He shall not use his spittle 1

),

except in case of sickness.

Peculiar fasting 2
) is that of the solitaries, fasting in which

not only the stomach but also the senses refrain from culpable

inclinations. It has also ritual precepts: shutting the eyes

from unchaste looking; binding the tongue against all sinful

speech ; occluding the ear against listening to impure words.

More peculiar fasting is that of the Perfect; fasting in which

not only the stomach and the senses but also the soul refrains

from impure deliberations. It has one ritual precept: to era-

dicate all worldly meditations from the depth of the heart.

The elevation unto this rank, though difficult, becomes easy

by training. As it has been said : Nature is easy and giving

an opportunity to all sorts of change. It has the power of

receptivity according to the measure in which you force it
3
).

The Apostolic constitutions command: If any member of

the clergy be found to fast on Sunday or Sabbath, excepted

on the Sabbath preceding Passover, he shall be dismissed 4
).

In the same way the Fathers who were assembled at Gangra

have said : If anyone on account of pretended asceticism shall

fast on Sunday, he shall be anathemised. Therefore the soli-

tary shall break his fasting on Sunday and Sabbath at the

third hour, albeit by a crumb; further he shall take food in

the evening hours in order to comply with the commandment,

not because food is meritorious.

547 SECTION THE SEVENTH

On manual Work 5
)

That manual work is excellent is affirmed by the Initiated.

i) Also a Muslim precept.

2) Introduction, p. CXXVIII; Abu Talib I, 74; II, 113.

3) Verses of 12 syllables.

4) The Jewish law also forbids fasting on the Sabbath, Islam at official,

religious feasts.

5) Basilius II, 381 sqq.; Ihya' II, 3; Ethikon II, 5; Introduction, I.e.
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When Aba Antonius was stricken with dejectedness there

appeared unto him an angel who sat and spun threads; then

the angel rose from his work and prayed
; again he sat down

and worked , and again rose and prayed. Then he said

:

do the same, Antonius, and be saved. Aba Atir said to Aba
Anbistion : make small your stomach and increase your manual

work. An other has said : accept no favour from anyone ; but

let your hands be sufficient for your sustenance.

To those who say: it is not becoming to work ') because

our Lord has commanded us to become as the fowls of the

air, which sow not, nor do they reap, and because he praised

Mary who did not work, above Martha who was anxious about

work — we give the answer: these commandments are apt

for the Perfect, who have acquired spiritual work. And the

solitary who has not yet acquired this, would not be able to

bear [the abode] in the cell on account of the passions and

desires idleness awakes in him. And though Paul, the blessed,

would have been entitled to be sustained by the people,

because he was their head, yet he would not even eat the

bread of the Thessalonicians gratuitously, but day and night

he toiled at saddlery, lest he should become burdensome to

any of them. And the other apostles were fishermen. Some

brethren of the desert used to reap with the husbandmen;

others braided baskets and mats.

It is however the duty of the solitary not to praise that

which he sells and not to conceal but to show its stains. He 54s

shall not ask an immodest price and he shall sell to the needy

and indigent.

To the members of the clergy it is allowed not to work

;

for those who work in the sanctuary are sustained by the

sanctuary. And they which wait at the altar are partakers with

the altar 2
). And though it be allowed to the Fathers to supply

1) As, for instance, Isaac of Ninive, p. 566 sqq. ; cf. Reitzenstein, rlistoria

Monachorum, p. 195.

2) I Corinthians 9, 1 ;.
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their wants at the cost of their flocks, yet is it more profitable

for them to work without accepting anything from anyone.

Here the author confesses his guilt, saying: I teach but I do

not learn ; I write but I have neglected ; I preach but I do

not practise; I admonish but I have sinned.

SECTION THE EIGHTH

On Abiding abroad 1

)

Abiding abroad is divided into two kinds: the bodily and

the spiritual one 2
).

The bodily one is bodily departure from paternal home to

a foreign place. The spiritual is intellectual departure from the

corruptible world towards the kingdom of heaven in which

the angels dwell. Bodily abiding abroad which does not take

place on account of psychic need and the desire to acquire

spiritual profit, is to be rejected.

Psychic need consists of four kinds: the first, persecution on

account of one's confession 3
); the second, offence on the part

of the brethren, when he who is the stumbling block is not

able to justify himself 4
) before them; the third, immoderate

praise being spent on the solitary in the place where he has

549 become renowned 3
), as Aba Euagrius says: If your cell becomes

a trodden soil, flee from it ; the fourth, the strife of fornication

in the place where the brother dwells G
).

Spiritual profit [to be gained by abiding abroad] is of three

i) Scala, Gradus III; Kushain, p. 152 sqq.; Ihya' II, 7; Ethikon I, 8; cf.

Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum, p. 50 sqq., 196.

2) Introduction, p. CXXIX.

3) Ihya' II, p. 200: \jj ^ Jo J,\ j.Ju &£.
4) Litterally : to cleanse his heart.

5) Scala, p. 33: i\ tcZv toVwv i)(j.Siv xvaxaipyetc, serca slq ra z7rapzxhiiTtxciiTep%

xxi inevoSo^oTspa! xctl Tec7cstv6TSfct pipy. Ihya' II, p. 200: o\.tf oi> J \^>\ Cj^
and II, p. 240.

6) Scala, p. 30; Ihya' II, p. 200: ^-J> ^, £iy. J m
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kinds: the first, necessary teachings '); the second, seeing ex-

cellent men; the third, the beneficial influence ofholyplac^

These are the meritorious motives of abiding abroad. If it

has other motives — pleasure, fleeing from the trouble of

reclusion or from need, or the solitary being disdained in his

place — it is to be blamed 3
) and its cause is the demon which

makes man wander about 4
). For this demon instigates the

mind of the solitary to wander from place to place. At first

he soothes him by making his intercourse with others bear a

harmless character; afterwards he causes him to fall into the

hands of the demon of fornication, or of anger, or of distress

and despondency.

It is the duty of him who goes to visit one of the Fathers,

to occupy himself with the invocation of God on his way 5
)(

and not to neglect any of the ritual prayers. At any village

or town he reaches, he has first to present himself at the

church G
). He shall not remain longer than three days in the

same village or town 7
). And when he has reached the cell

of the Father s

)
[he wishes to visit], he shall not knock at his

door, but sit down till he will perceive and call him. Then

he shall draw near humbly and greet him becomingly, without

speaking before he is asked. In accordance with the question

he shall give his answer, quietly, without adding anything.

1) Ihya' II, P . 200: U1 _X, j jj J,\\ J$ .

2) Also in Ihyif II, p. 200.

3) (ihazali distinguishes three categories of travels: that which is blamable.

that wich is praised and that which is allowed (Ihyri
1

II, p. 203).

4) Scala, p. 30: ^svitsvmv x7-+z?..'^ov riv "vfeuTv;-/ v.z. ictfpovet, ? yitf

ZfjtTeix xjjOpiJ.i<v eei/Tii $i$uiTi. The passage in the text has been borrowed from

Euagrius, see Ethikon, p. 105.

5) Introduction, p. CXXX.

6) Cf. Kushain, p. 153: J^.] Jj L
j.o_

?
\ '\yi\ ,^c_ <\ ^ J JJ_j J i

7) Cihazali II, p. 20Q says that the traveller shall not remain linger than a

week or ten days in any place; if he visits a brother, not longer than three days.

8) Introduction, I.e.
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When he asks for a commandment, he shall request modestly.

55° He shall not stay with him longer than one day. Being asked

after the state of his place, he shall tell the stories of its just

and excellent men. He shall not mention its many gardens

and trees nor the opulence of its fruits and products, lest he

be blamed for love of pleasure and gluttony.

The Initiated reckon the third kind of profit to be [of]

secondary [importance], saying: the divine power inhabiting

the bones of saints reaches all places. When to a certain Master

his disciple said: I wish to go to Jerusalem, he said to him:

You err greatly; for every man strives to ascend unto Jeru-

salem on high, and you unto Jerusalem beneath ? For the

hour cometh, when ye shall neither in this mountain, nor yet

at Jerusalem, worship the Father. For God is spirit; and they

that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth ').

Stay therefore in your cell and strive to see in yourself Him
who is near to all.

SECTION THE NINTH

On evil Passions

Now it is becoming to speak of the impure passions attacking

the solitary in the cell from which he has necessarily to be

purified. They are, as we have said above :

Dej ecte dn e ss 2
). At times when the solitary is not able

to perform the usual service, the demons compel him to per-

form it, and, though his body is weary, to rise and to recite

Psalms. At these times the solitary who vexes himself with

labours, resembles a man who draws water and empties it

into a leaky bucket. Therefore it is profitable for him to give

55 1 his body some rest and to interchange his bodily labours with

spiritual ones. For many have performed great labours, but

because they have not laboured with distinction they have

not attained the way of God.

i) John 4, 21, 24. 2) Scala, Gradus XIII: 7repi xxti$iccq.
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Wantonness') is healed by hunger 2
) by which the mind

is purified and spiritual enjoyments are attained and by which

the spirit is made humble, the desires are quenched and the

weariness of sleep lightened 3
). Lessening the quantity of food

has to take place progressively 4
) : he who is accustomed to

take one crust of bread daily, shall diminish this quantity

with one sixtieth of a crust every day ; so after a month he

will have reached half a crust without being damaged. Some

solitaries take one pound of bread every day; others two

thirds, others half a pound. The majority take food only once

a day; some every second evening; others from Sunday to Sun-

day.The Naziraeans abstain from eggs, milk, grease, cheese and

fish. They are subject to two passions: desire of delicious food,

which urges the Naziraean to break his vows of abstention

;

and vain glory advising him to extol his virtues. If he is van-

quished by these two [passions], he falls into eating secretly

that which he does not eat publicly. -They are both healed by

his breaking the vow of abstention without fulfilling his want

wholly.

Lasciviousness 5
). The demon of fornication causes the

solitary to see disdainful phantasma's, to utter impudent words

and to listen to the answers, and to imagine that these things

really happen to him. He explores carnal desire and excites 55 2

it and seduces the solitary to relax and give way to impu-

dence full of impurity. This passion is healed by constant starving

and abstinence from intercourse with women and boys, and

from looking at them °). For Aba Anion says: when I came

into the desert, I was a boy. And Aba Paphnutius the simple

1) Ihya' III, 3; Ethikon III, 3.

2) Introduction, p. CXXX.

3) Abu Tftlib I, 98: U£"\,jS/i \j£'\i,JJi l^yTt -j

4) Introduction, I.e.

5) Ethikon III, 4.

6) Ghazall III, p. 92—94 recommends abstention from marriage to then. .

he relates many stories warning against the intercourse with women and boys

and looking at them. Cf. Ibn 'Atfi'all&b I, 55 and Ku-di.iin, p, 216.
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turned me away saying: I do not permit the face of a boy

resembling that of a woman to inhabit Skete. And the holy

Basilius says: if a man says he cannot be damaged by the

intercourse with women, he is either not a man or he is not

aware of his passion, like one who is drunk, yet pretends to

be master of his senses. Excepted are the Perfect who, in the

same way as they are not affected by passionate deliberation

when seeing the magnificent luminaries in the sky or the

glorious flowers on the earth, so they are not scorched in

their hearts by exciting inclinations when seeing a desirable

face and elegant beauty.

He ') who is healed from this passion, at first will be tor-

mented by natural inclination and impulse whithout phantastic

representations of copulation. In the middle stage he will

perceive natural inclination whithout phantasies and impulse.

When he is being completely healed even natural inclination

will cease, because passionate deliberation has ceased.

Anger 2
). When a man's enemy 3

) is weaker than himself,

the fire of his anger will be kindled, his heart blood will

become hot and his face red. When he is stronger than

himself his blood will flow back to the depth of his heart,

553 his colour will become pale and his choler will be changed

into fear 4
). The causes"') which strengthen anger are spiritual

haughtiness, quarrelsomeness and covetousness. It is healed

by 5
) : Learn from me, for I am week and lowly in heart °).

And by: Let not the sun go down upon your wrath 7
), and

by detesting the madness of the will which happens together

i) Scala, p. 217: xfXV t^v xyvetxi; xrvyxxrxiETOt; Aoyto-fzbs tuii xveiSwhct Six

Xpdvuv eK/.p/reii; . iMSTOTyt; ccyveix$ QtHrncect xivjeeic exi tA-^e; ^piti(j.xTuv xxi //.ovuv

xseiow>.u$ <rvvi<TTxiievxi xcei pevaews X7ryhhxytz.evxt. rs\o$ $£ vexpuxriQ <ru>//,XT0$ 7rpo-

ixvovraiv Xoy IT (iiiv.

2) Ihya 111,5: Ethikon III, 6,3; Introduction, p. CXXX sq.

; laterally: he who does him harm.

4) Ethikon, p. 273. Almost litlerally in Ihya' III, p. 139.

5) Introduction, p. CXXXI.
6) Matthew 1 1. 29.

7) Ephesians 4, 26.
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not love teachings or asceticism, but is sorry when perceiving

an other who is being taught or practising asceticism.

Envy ') is healed thereby, that a man knows that to be

envious is troublesome for himself, and to be envied makes

glad on account of the good possessed peculiarly.

Desires 2

)
make temporal life pleasant for man, but do

not give the opportunity to prepare oneself for eternal life.

They are divided into desire of necessary things, as food and

covering, wife and home; of natural things, as family and

affinity; of acquirable things, as dominion, wealth, slaves and

handmaids, gardens and estates. As Aba Poman has said:

even wisdom without behaviour belongs to them. Likewise

teachings of teachers who do not care for the salvation of their

hearers, but for stealing their money. In short: as a man is

not able to see his likeness in troubled water, so the mind

cannot see its Lord within itself, if its mirror be not purified

555 from desires 3
). In truth, man in the world 4

) is like him who

dreams of desire and lust; but, awaking, does not find any-

thing of them.

Co vetousness 5
). If man knew the damages ) of wealth

he would not be very desirous of gathering it. They are

:

artifices and ambushes prepared for him by governors, thieves

and robbers, envy of fellow brethren ; the impure things

perpetrated by means of it, as wantonness, adultery and vain

glory ; and those by means of which wealth is effectuated, as

falsehood, oppression and forsaking spiritual service. For no

servant can serve two masters 7
). If a man inquires for what

purpose gold has been created, the angelic deliberation ans-

i) Ihya' III, p. 162 sq.

2) Ihya' III, p. 166 sqq. ; Ethikon, III, 7.

3) Taken from Euagrius, as appears in the Ethikon, p. 278.

4) Introduction, p. CXXXI.

5) Scala, Gradus XVI; Ihya' III, 7; Ethikon III, 8.

6) Introduction, p. CXXXII.

7) Matthew 6, 24.
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wers ') : for the sake of necessary maintenance; the demoniacal:

for the sake of luxury and pleasure.

Covetousness is healed ') by lessening the expenses, by being

content with little '-), and by comparing the second hand

enjoyments of the rich with the great honour of the renouncers

and by looking at his inferiors, not at his superiors.

Vain glory 3
). Love of vain glory is the desire of honour 4

)

on account of one's excellence being extolled '). Hypocrites

seek to get praises on account of the hard labours of a false

asceticism ''). Some do not seek praise, but they rejoice at

being praised. Others are troubled by praise T

), but they are

silent without declining it. Others flee from the place where

they are praised. But the Perfect become angry 8
) and declare

those who praise them to be liars. Some people are troubled 556

when being disdained (''and guard rancour in their heart against

him who disdains them. Others are only troubled ') without

guarding rancour. Others reckon disdain as praise. Others love

him who disdains them because he reveals to them their stains

and becomes the cause of their being healed ;

The love of glory is healed by practising those things

which render man simple and lessen his [outward] honour and

1) Introduction, p. CXXXII.

2) Litterally: obsonia.

3) EhyS' II!, 8; Ethikon 111, 9; Thomas a Kempis, Opp. II, 362: De on-

temptu vanae gloriae.

4) Introduction, p. CXXXI1I.

5) Scala, p. 276. The sentence has found its way into the IhyTi' II. p.

4il\ X*£ «Ji }* -U\ -V^ ^^-j
}

:
in 'his form it occurs in the Scala and the

Ethikon, p. 293.

6) Scala, p. 278.

7) Urn
c

Ata*allah I, 101: \j Juaji <Jc ^ J\ *n\ ^p Vi~\ £-A* \*\ ^-.

8) Scala, p. 277: eliov -rtv-tovvrx; (T^vfhvTi; xx, el; ir, v - ^tu^'-t.rx- xxl

w$ iv xxvyyvpii nx-ret irxzos tuvx>.\x~xvtx;.

(9—9) Only in ("ardahi's text

10) Scala, p. 277: otxv *<:;-: . r. 6 rAjfr/bv it;:

SfKOVTX \f TXfOVTX TOTC T - rAt'^Xl '( TXIVi 7XI xL T Z' . Willi tllC ."ll>OVC p.l^-

sage cf. Ethikon, p. 295 >q.: Ihy;V III, p. 242.
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by being like the dead, who do not rejoice at praise nor are

spiteful on account of disdain l

)
; by working in secret and

by appearing in public like every man. An excellent man

said to one who praised him : if you knew me, as I know

myself, you would not praise me 2
).

Deceitful attitude 3
). Assuming an attitude is deception

by concealing evil inward qualities and by showing outward

virtues, as is done by those who make hard their callosity,

taking the appearance of having become thus by frequent

kneeling. They bind their hips with a rope, make their voices

mournful, their tongues silent, while they plan evil in their

heart. They procure themselves many flatterers, who draw

the simple towards them in order to acquire their blessing and

their soothsayings.

Its motive is to acquire honour or wealth. It is healed by

hate of praise, by the solitary's rejoicing at detraction and

by his despairing of the profits of men. For Aba Daniel says:

L looked through the door of Aba Poman's cell and saw him

557 sitting on the earth. When he perceived me, he hurried to

sit down on his mat. — Sometimes the excellent reveal their

labours, but only if they know, that their hearers will imitate

them. As Aba Macarius said to Aba Euagrius: for twenty

years I have not known satiety of bread, water and sleep.

Haughtiness 4
)

is a psychic state, in which man considers

himself as being elevated above others. Pharao 3
) elevated

himself above God, saying: The Nile is mine, I have made
it. The persecutors [of Israel] elevated themselves above

his servants. People, blind of mind, elevate themselves above

1) Cf. the story in the Etikon, p. 291.

2) Ihya' III, p. 229: JVw ,^\ ^Jui\* UA- **c\j> a]jU o* \*jl •>>*-* ^ Tj-

u"^=*_; f^ J-*^ V* d\ A^c J^i\ \a ^Lo Ji <uj\y <J^*j1" *^c . AndIbn c
Ata'allah

I, 100: ^ OnJ VI dLiJ Oi ^\ ^ dU 4^.1 VI &j*M ^UW.

3) Introduction, p. CXXXIII.

4) Ethikon III, 11; Ihya' III, 9.
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their fellows, thinking their own exellence to be the deficiency

of others.

The causes of haughtiness are boast, rancour and envy; for

these do not permit a man to humble himself before his

fellow, nor to be his equal in rank.

Its signs are '): love of finery and driving, of being saluted

in the streets, of sitting in a high place at meals ;
dislike of

going alone, of visiting a more excellent man; entertaining

an aversion to lepers, dropsical and ulcerous people; not to

do a thing with one's own hands; not to carry one's things,

but to have them carried.

Its healing has been mentioned in the section on humbleness.

Boast 2
)

is man's self-exaltation on account of a good that he

possesses, be it knowledge, good works, beauty, wealth, strength,

affinity, righteousness, the pretended true confession. Haughti-

ness is distinguished from boast thereby, that the former is 55 s

caused by man's comparing himself with others, the latter not.

The relation between boast and haughtiness is like that

between boy and man.

The inclination to boast is healed by knowing that whatever

accomplishment a man may possess it comes from the Lord

and not from himself. Therefore he shall not boast and, if so,

he shall boast in the Lord 3
). When Aba Poman heard a

brother saying: since how many years have I not entered the

village, he said to him: if I had dwelled in its neighbourhood,

I would have entered and circumambulated it during the night,

in order to prevent my deliberations to boast: I do not enter it_

Reprehension 4
). Directing others is the work of the

shepherds, not of the solitaries who have only to be charged

with the care of themselves. For Aba Poman said: when I

see a brother sinning, I do not vituperate him. And when

i) Introduction, p. CXXX11I.

2) Kthikon III, 12; Ihya' III, 10: Introduction, /..'.

3) 1 Cor. 1,31.

4) BthikoD IV, 2 this feature is considered in Imnam partem.
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my Lord vituperates me, I say to him: thou hast taught me:

first cast out the beam out of thine eye, then shalt thou see

clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye ').

SECTION THE TENTH

On good Qualities

Those ornaments by which the rational soul is made worthy

of the spiritual festival on which dawn rises and the Beauti-

ful 2
) spreads his rays, are the following as we have enume-

rated them above :

Teachings 3
). There is nothing so sufficient to banish bad

customs from the soul, as burning with love of teachings 4
).

He who is instructed shall begin with the Psalms, then

he shall train himself in the books of initiated knowledge, the

559 aim of which we have described here briefly. These will teach

him to limit the care for the maintenance of his body, and

to subdue it by strict exercises; to eradicate from the roots

of his soul defiling stains and to supplant them by adorning

customs.

If he wants a teacher, he shall be a good one 5
). His signs

are: that he is not subject to desires ); that he does not visit

governors 7
); that he is not quick to answer; that he teaches

more by actions than by words 8
j

; that he teaches first what

should not be done; then what should be done.

i) Matthew 7, 5 ; Luke 6, 42.

2) Introduction, p. XLV sqq.

3) Ethikon IV, 1; Ihya' I, 1.

4) Introduction, p. CXXXIV.

5) Introduction, I.e.

6) Johannes Climacus, Opp., p. 470: rete/ax; xvrct hfysiXsi tx naSii 6 Ixrpbt;

sx$v<rcifT$cci. Ibn 'Ata'allah II, 64: jbs ^i. l^P
^j_^

a iL_
/
U\ o-Xa <j Ju^Ai Ju^_j

7) Ihya' I, p. 61; Ibn al 'Arabi, Kunh ma la budda minhu lilmurld, p. 48.

8) Already in Basilius II, 389 E.; Ihya' I. p. 53, 56.
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Faith ') is, according to Paul the blessed, conviction con-

cerning things hoped for, as if they existed really and the

evidence of things not seen -). It is clear that this definition

applies to all faith. If we intend to define our faith peculiarly,

we say: Faith is the concordance of the mind with the tea-

chings of the Gospel, which is accomplished by oral confession

and the observance of the commandments. Because all Chris-

tians of this our time concord with the orthodox faith as it

has been established in the Nicene confession, the solitary

has to stick to it and to abstain from the quarrels concerning

the natures and the hypostases. The true solitaries speak

about behaviour only, without ever scrutinizing faith.

Thanksgivings 3
)

are thanks for grace shown or ex-

pected *). Their cause consists therein that man recognizes

its quantity and quality, in order to thank its giver accor-

dingly.

Grace is either essential or secondary. Essential grace is 560

either sought for its own sake, as the indestructible enjoyment

in the spiritual world; or for the sake of some other thin-,

as true knowledge and excellent practice which are sought

for the sake of indestructible enjoyment.

In the same way secondary grace is either sought for its

own sake, as life, strength, health and beaut)'; or for the sake

of some other thing, as honour, wealth, kindred, servants

which are sought for the practice of life.

As the knowledge of grace is the cause of thanksgivin

so ignorance of grace is the cause of lack of thanksgiving!

just as many people who do not perceive the good air,

not give thanks on account of it. If it is withdrawn from them

1) Ethikon IV, 3.

2) Hebrews 11, 1.

3) Ethikon IV, 6: Iliy.i' IV, zb.

4) Introduction, p. CXXXV.

5) Abu Tulil. I, 20S: -^ yt .
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they are suffocated ') ; when it returns to them they recognize

the gift of grace and give thanks on account of it.

The excellent 2
) thank God, even in trouble, because they

know that every trouble could have been a different, a greater

one. So they thank God because he has not exposed them to

a greater trouble. They thank God further, because by tempo-

rary trouble they are saved from eternal trouble.

Hope 3
)

is the longing of the soul after acquiring the pos-

session of what it loves. And because the divine Beloved 4
) is

never-ceasing joy, we have first to prepare its conditions

which are: being content with little
5
), ascetical subduing of

the body, purification of the heart, adornment of the soul;

then we may expect it.

Hope is strengthened by man's deliberating and thinking:

if God has bestowed endless acts of grace upon the main-

561 tenance of the body, which becomes worn out and is to be

destroyed, how should He withdraw His acts of grace from the

soul which is excellent ?

Fear of God ) is the sorrow of the heart on account of

the consciousness of the trouble to come T
). Its cause is the

knowledge of faults. Its signs are, corporeal : a pale face and

emaciation ; or psychical : hate of sin, as trouble is either cor-

poreal or psychic. Fear of the former is rejected by the Ini-

tiated 8
) who say: we have not received a spirit of fear 9

), and

1) Even this example has been taken from the Ihya' IV, p. 109. In the

Ethikon, p. 390, concerning this point an anecdote is told, that is also found

in the Ihya' IV, p. no.

2) Ethikon, p. 391; Ihya' IV, p. 112 sqq.

3) Ethikon, IV, 7; Ihya' IV. 3; Abu Talib I, 213 sqq.

4) Introduction, p. XLV.

5) Litterally: obsonia.

6) Ethikon IV, 8; Ihya' IV, 3; Abu Talib I, 225 sqq.

7) Ihya' IV, p. 134: ^£ ^ __, *\j±), ^\i\\ }\ ^ IJls. Li^ ^ ^
jVi-Y\ j. The Ethikon (IV, 8,3) and the Ihya' (IV, p. 136) have parallel

sections on the degrees of fear.

8) Scala, Gradus XXI.

9) Cf. Romans 8, 15.
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therefore we are not to be afraid even if heaven should cover

the earth. But fear of the latter trouble is praised by them;

they say : he who does not fear God, often fears his own

shadow. If fear gets strong it even withholds man from many

actions which are not worthy of blame.

Poverty 1

)
with patience is honoured by the Initiated

above opulence with compassion. They say: the rank of the

solitaries is higher than that of almsgivers. Lay people judge

contrarily. The poor man who is worthy of the beatification

of the Gospel bears his poverty without grudging '-). He is

magnanimous, not a flatterer '). If he gets his want without

asking, he will not ask 4
); if it is more than he wants, he will

give the indigent of it
5
). He does not accept from evildoers

and boasters 3
). And on seeing one more indigent than him-

self, he lets him accept. If he is able to work, he does not accept '').

If anyone gives alms ') he shall bestow them before being 562

asked. As far as is possible for him, he shall conceal his aim B
),

by putting it into the hands of a blind man, or by throwing

it in the way of the poor, or by binding it in his garment.

He shall take it from [what he has earned by] honest work.

He shall give it to those who have no strength to go out and ask.

Asking ) is sin, because he who asks docs not trust in

God but in man; usually he is a cause of harm to other people.

Confidence'
)

is trusting the Creator's government with

the provision for human wants. Man's confidence in his Lord

1) Scala, Gracilis XVII; Ethikon IV, 9: Ihya' IV, 4.

2) Ihya' IV, p. 176; AbU Talib II, 193.

3) iiy5' IV, p. 177.

4) AbO Talib II, 193.

5) Cf. Ihyft' IV, p. 177.

6) cf. ihys' iv, p. 181: y y\ j\j\ j^j jvlj ... ,_iC\ ^.jJd\ J*

7) Ethikon II. 6; Ihyft
1

I, 5.

8) Ihya* I, p. 195 sqq.: UyV^l? **•>•* ^-

9) Introduction, p. CXXXV.
10) Introduction, p. CXXXV sq.
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either resembles a youth's confidence in his tutor, as when

the heir, being still a boy, is under tutorship until the time

fixed by his father ; or a boy's confidence in his mother, as

in the case of him who has said : Thou art my confidence from

the womb, and my hope from my mother's breasts'); or the

cattle's confidence in their master, as in the case of him who has

said : foolish was I and ignorant : I was a beast before Thee 2
).

The first sort of confidence is weak ; for the youth knows

that when he shall grow up, he shall no longer confide in his

tutor. The second is stronger than the first ; for the boy does not

know that he shall no longer confide in his mother when growing

up. The third is stronger than the second ; for there comes

no time that cattle confide in themselves and not in their lord.

The just confide in the Lord not under circumstances which

necessarily will harm, but under circumstances which possibly

may do harm, being things which sometimes are noxious,

sometimes not; therefore God has commanded: make battle-

563 ments for thy roof 3
). The elect alone, however, confide in

God their saviour under the former circumstances, as Daniel

in the lions' pit and Hananya with his companions in the

blazing furnace.

Purity of deliberations 4
). Every deliberation the object

of which is not familiarity rj

) with God and divine things, is

not pure but troubled. To such a degree that if he, whose

deliberation is pure, deliberates on the purity of his delibera-

tion, it does not remain pure. So desire of the pleasures of

Eden rises from troubled deliberations °). Aba Poman has said

:

as flies do not come near to a boiling kettle, so impure deli-

berations 7

) do not come near to the heart that is fervent with

1) Psalm 22, 10.

2) Psalm 73, 22.

3) Deut. 22,8. 4) Ethikon IV, 14; Ihya' IV, -j/>.

5) Introduction, p. C sqq. 6) Introduction, p. XXXVI sqq.

7) In the Ethikon, p. 470 sq. the following evil deliberations are enumerated:

wantonness, fornication, love of money, trouble, anger, tediousness, vain glory,

haughtiness. Euagrius, p. 472 gives saturation instead of wantonness. Some
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the love of God. The same has said : Does the axe chop without

one who chops with it? Do not minister unto deliberations,

then they will vanish. Further he has said: if you throw evil

deliberations, as if they were a snake or scorpion, into the

vessel of the heart and then shut it, the)' will die immediately.

To Aba Arsenius a certain brother said : why do you, who

are wise, ask this villager, namely Aba Macarius, concerning

deliberations? He answered: I know the lore of Greeks and

Romans, but the alphabet of this villager I have nut yet learnt.

Remembrance of death 1

). No one who is acquainted

with the remembrance of death, will easily sin 2
). A certain

Father has said : when I let down the spindle, I put my death

before my eyes before pulling it up 3
). The cause on account

of which a man docs not bethink him of his death, is the

love of temporary life; for he who loves a thing, whatever it

be, hates its opposite and does not like to meditate upon it. 5 64

This sickness is healed thereby that a man bethinks him

of the fact, that man in this] world resembles a dream and

the flight of a bird, whose way leaves no trace in the air; and

a ship which- makes no furrow in the water; and the morning

dew which vanishes and is exsiccated before the noon ; and

the flower which, scarcely open, withers. So the love of tem-

porary life decays, but death does not vanish from the memory

and so sin is rejected.

Fathers of the church give seven principal sins: the discrepancy is mentioned

by Johannes Climacus, Scala, p. 275. He speaks of the cktm hoyt<T>ioi\ this is

the origin of the Syriac term nC^X-CV**. The subject has penetrated into

Islam; cf. Muslim, Sahili, Kitab al-Iman, tradd. 141— 149.

1) Ethikon IV, 16; Ihya' IV, 10; Scala, Gradus VI: Imitatio Christ! I. 23

(Opp., II p. 44): De meditatione mortis. Introduction, p. CXXXVI.

2) Jesus Sirach 7, 36.

3) Kushairi, p. 161: \\j^ jjJJ Jc* £>\jb\ j<& j£ jjl\ Ju*- *\ j JuJl

\Aj±\ K>SJ jjbi \ —.*=' jC ). And Ibn Ata'allal, II, p. 66 : $£ A. _., , .

J..' »U eO Viji V'-^ J ,....<:. Introduction, p. l.II sqq.



CHAPTER THE THIRD

ON THE SPIRITUAL REST OF THE PERFECT

SECTION THE FIRST

On the Beginnings of the Inclinations 1

)

of Pe rfecti on

When, by the hard labours of asceticism, the body has been

cleansed and the mind purified 2
), the windows of the senses

have been shut and the room, the heart, is enlightened 3
),

then the dove will show herself to the mind, not lastingly

however, but as a flash of lightning 4
) which appears and

vanishes, she shows her beauty, making sweet her fruit to the

palate. So [the mind] is stupefied by her appearance and

captivated by desire of her, and everything, even itself becomes

to it as if not existing 5
). And the soul, on account of the

burning fire of love towards her, thinks to perish. When it

has reached this stage, great humbleness is sown in it.' Here

the solitary estimates himself to be dust and ashes and he

sheds tears of joy and pain: of joy, because of the gift; of

pain, from fear. Therefore he will be zealous in frequent reci-

565 ting of Psalms and in kneelings. During his long service, great

delight will happen to him and the recollection of the saints

1) Introduction, p. LXXI sqq.

2) Introduction, p. LXXVII sqq.

3) Introduction, p. LXXXI sqq. Beneath, sentence 11.

4) Introduction, p. CIV.

5) Introduction, p. CVI sq.
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will occur to him and he will be anxious to imitate them.

He will bestow care on comforting the troubled and nursing

the ill. Because these offices fall to his lot on account of his

intercourse with the dove, he will afterwards return unto

solitude and silence. If he is questioned without necessity, he

will not answer. The speech of mortals he will hate like-

intercourse with enemies.

While he is practising these things, the youthful dove, which

is older than generations and families, will again visit him.

And if he does not give himself wholly to her, she will scold

him severely '). Then, according to his warmth or coldness, she

will remain with him or withdraw from him.

For also youths who are in love with worldly girls, know

a token resembling this fact, which is poetically described

thus: if the beloved perceives true love, this is the token:

she comes on her head, not on her feet 2
).

SECTION THE SECOND

On the Progress of the Inclinations')

of Per fc ct io n 4

)

After the inclinations of the initial actions of perfection,

the dove changes her workings on the mind and makes it apt

to behold what every contemplative soul beholds and to the

receiving of revelations 5
). So she begins with illuminating

)

the intellect by the distinction of the created things, in this

way, that, as sensual things 7
) become visible to the bodily

eye by the medium of the visible sun, so intellectual things

i) Ibn
cAta'allahII,6o: ^i diu dii J- \i J.~

^-~'
J* dXf*

21 Verses of 12 syllables.

3) Introduction, p. I.XXI sqq.

4) Ethikon IV, 15, 13.

5) Introduction, p. Will sqq.

6) Introduction, p. I.XXXI sqq.

7) Laterally : nature-.
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are discerned by the psychic eye by the medium of the spiri-

566 tual ') dove. Then, the mind abhors the environing things and

turns its face away from all that is in heaven and on the

earth 2
). It burns with love of the dove and desires to become

familiar 3
) with her alone. And she, perceiving its burning love

and its being tried like gold in fire
4
), will no longer appear

unto it as lightning, vanishing quickly, but as a star, [a star],

however, hidden in a cloud ; especially at the time of prayer,

which vision cuts off, enflaming the soul and stupefying the

mind, so that the solitary falls on the ground as dead. Then

he will rise again and prepare himself for vision and little by

little the cloud will be removed and the eye become enlight-

ened. At this stage the perfect, when awake, becomes as if he

were sleeping; when sleeping, he is reckoned as being awake 5
).

SECTION THE THIRD

On the conclusive Inclinations of Perfection
)

When, by the things mentioned, the soul has become cul-

tivated and accustomed, the mind acquires perfect freedom of

speech T
) with the dove and placidly gazes at her and has

intercourse with her. And she does no longer appear momen-

tarily like lightning 8
), nor dimly, in a cloud, but as abiding

in her nest, the heart. And as what she is, namely life, the

cause of all causes °), she shows her self to the mind and wonder-

ful mysteries she speaks in it. Then the mind acquires also

knowledge of the word (which was in the beginning, and all

1) r<&\xucvcn&\£73

2) Enneades VI, 7 § 34: xWx y.xt rx xKKx 7txvtx o'iq 7rpiv ijSsro, xp%x7!; jj

Suvx/isa-tv ij kKoiitoic, 5j xxAtea-tv >j h7ri<TTiiiiJ.xi$ txvtx VTrspiSov/rx hiyei.

3) Introduction, p. C sqq.

4) Cf. above p. 21.

5) Introduction, p. XCI.

6) Ethikon IV, 15, 13.

7) Introduction, p. CII.

8) Introduction, p. XCIV.

9) The Cause that spreads life is also iu the Theology of Aristoteles, p. 104.
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has come into existence by it), namely of essential wisdom

and of all the angels of God, who are ministering spirits, that 567

prostrate themselves before Him and praise Him. And while

the mind is established in the sight of them, their magnifi-

cence and their joy, it becomes like them. And when the

dove spreads her wings together with the angels and the souls

of the just administering her, the mind accompanies them in

their flight ') and in a moment it reaches with them the cloud 3
)

of inaccessible light, enters it, is hidden in it and dignified

with the state of Moses, being made radiant 3
) in stupefaction,

by the beauty of the Lord, the Lord of the Universe.

On account of the delight it possesses, it cannot return to

its former place, save only if its Lord loosens it from its

union with Him 4
). And when it returns it baptizes the

members of the body with the fire of the Divinity, which has

remained in it. When it desires to ascend again, the body is

near to be dragged along with it, so that it can scarcely be

shaken off like a shoe 5
).

SECTION THE FOURTH

On the Unification of the Mind

When G
) the mind becomes united 7

) with the Good one it

1) Cf. Corpus Hermcticum I § 26 (cf. XIII § 17) where the voyage of the

soul is described : kx! tots yv/tvuSeiG xto tZv tv\z ipftovleti evepyyipxTuv yivsTxt

67T/ ty\v oyioxotKVjv <pviriv t^v iS/xv ovvxfitv e%wv kxi v/j.ve7 rvv re7{ ovtri tc-j Trxrifa.

auy%xi'pov(ri $e 01 vrxpovTSt; Tjj tovtov Txpova-ix kxi 6fioiU$Eie to7$ <ruvoC<rtv xkovsi

y.xi Ttvuv §vvx//,ecvv vxsp Tyv dySoxSty.ijv <pOa-tv oinrcSv {puvy tivi ioi'x vnvovaiov tov

Bedv, kxi totb TX^et xvep%ovTXi xpo? tov xxTtpx kxi xutoi sit; ovvx/zei; iacuToii

vxpxhooxo-i kxi Svvxpeii; yevopevoi iv StS) y/vovrxi. The parallelism i> evident.

2) Introduction, p. CHI.

3) Introduction, p. LXXXI.

4) Dieterich , Mithrasliturgie, p. 10: oJo-ts xto tJJ; tov bsx/zxTo: ifdovifc kxi

t%q xxP*s T° wtEvftx tov o-wTpexe'v **< &va(3ctfvatv. And Enneades \ 1. 9 67:-...

el hzeAe; [/.etetv xvoi, oirep kx) tm zoki/ ioovti yivoir xj -rxivfix.

5) Introduction, p. LXXV] sq.

6) Ethikon, p. 499,

7) Introduction, p. ('VI II sqq.
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ascends from glory to glory by the Lord the Spirit, forgetting

not only the things of the world, but also its self J

), and in

the light, with which it is clad in that apartment, it sees itself

in the likeness of God 2
). And on account of the full cups it

drinks in that room, it looses its senses and in this drunkenness 3
)

it says : I and my Father are one, and my Father is in me
and I am in him, with other things which the Dove warns

to conceal 4
), saying concerning them : there is a mystery

5 6§ between me and my housemates 5
). When the blessed apostle

became acquainted with these mysteries, he said that Ke had

heard unspeakable words which it is not lawful for a man to

utter °). And his disciple Hierotheos has transmitted to his

disciple Dionysios: When the mind becomes united with the

Good one, it drops the name of love and affection, for here

the lover and the friend become the same person as the

Beloved and the Comrade. So it is with all terms denoting

dualism, as fathership and sonship, praiser and praised, for

at this stage the mind is not praising nor being praised.

The unification of the mind has been proved by the same

Initiated with examples from the material world : As water is

collected in a number of vessels and the sunrays in a number

of windows and fire in different fuel in which it is enclosed,

and the air in a number of pouches in which it is retained —
and when these containing things are taken away their contents

again become the one substance of water, sunrays and so on—

1) Introduction, p. CVI sqq.

2) Introduction, p. CVIIIsqq. Cf. the Theology of Aristoteles, p. 8 : ^xi,\ \Xs

3) Introduction, p. XC.

4) Introduction, p. XXVII.

5) Abu Talib II, 59: J.\tV, ^_jj ^\ ^V-<T Uj <gY\.o JJS U ^ A*; ^j

6) 2 Cor. 12, 4.
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so the minds, when the bodies are taken away, all of them

become one. And as the body has its origin in the elements

and returns to them, so the mind, which has its origin in the

divine being, returns to it, that God may be all in all '), as

our teacher and our leader on the way has taught us.

SECTION THE FIFTH

On the Causes of Love 2
)

The causes of all love are five 3
) : the maintenance of the 569

person; practising a good thing; outward beauty; inward beauty 4

);

a hidden likeness. That In view of all these, the Love of God
is justified 5

), appears from the following. If man naturally

loves the maintenance of his person °), he necessarily loves

Him who maintains him, namely God in whom we live and

move and have our being ''). And if man ,;

) loves his benefactor

without expecting remuneration, how much more must he love

God the adorable who provides him with innumerable good

things, I mean the rise of the sun, the moon and the stars,

the variety of air, the water of clouds, rivers and fountains,

the fruits of the field, the animals and cattle and other things

without end. And if outward beauty s
) is loved, how should

not He '') be loved who shows himself to the pure in heart in

a habit shining like snow, with hair like pure wool, sitting on

a flaming throne with radiating wheels, a carriage with four

sides? In truth, every one who is deemed worthy to behold

him, will reject the love of every creature, and his desire will

be unto Him alone.

1) 1 Cur. 15. 28.

2) Ethikon IV, 15,2; Ihya' IV, 6.

3) Also in the Ihya' IV, p. 253— 256.

4) On outward and inward beauty cf. the Theology of Alistoteles, p 49 sqq.

5) Ethikon IV, 15, 3.

6) Ihya' IV, p. 257.

7) Acts 17, 28.

8) Ihya' IV, p. 258. 9) Introduction, p. XI. \ I.
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And if inward beauty '), which is caused by the knowledge

of hidden mysteries and by alienation from sinful passions and

by communion with the works of righteousness, is worthy of

love, who should not love Him who sanctifies the saints, who

purifies the defiled, compared with whose knowledge the

57°' knowledge of all creatures is ignorance?

And if a hidden likeness 2
) is a cause of love, then that man

would be a wretch who did not love his Lord who has made

him in His image and after His likeness.

SECTION THE SIXTH

On the Delight of Knowledge 3
)

As peculiar delight happens to man in concordance with

the powers which make him attain sensual things — namely

touch, taste, sight, hearing and smell — so in concordance

with the mind which makes him attain intellectual things, pecu-

liar delight happens to him. And because in all intellectual

things there is nothing more wonderful, amazing, stupefying

and perfect than the Lord and God of beings, the delight

caused by knowledge of Him surpasses all other delight 4
).

And he who has not tasted it, will not desire it, as the deaf>

who has never heard the sound of the cither, will not long

after hearing it. In the same way many persons will not

suffer from the annoyance of their not knowing God, though

this ignorance causes more suffering than any painful sorrow,

just as a torpid member is not affected by fire or cold.

i) Ihya' IV, p. 259.

2) Ihya' IV, p. 262.

3) Ethikon IV, 15,4.

4) Ihya' IV, p. 263: <k-<Z%j 4_"Vio_5 <m\< U\ S_j)6 ^ill, y$\* )«V> IJ& ^j

^% O^ o/l^. And p. 264: JijJ jc £)M o^ i ^ lj\ J*-. *
^U\ ^y\ ^ y> ^b^U _l£ sJU^ sJM jyM ^yi

r
U\, ^jj\

A<J*\, l*X oV9M,
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Therefore no man whose mind has been captivated by the

desire of his Lord, can further be captivated by the desire

of anything in the world. And nobody who has found God,

will not wholly forget the world '). When the mind has been

salted by the love of God, it will not be troubled any more.

He who serves the service of the Lord, will quickly put off

the habit of servants.

This delight will eminently happen to the mind when it

has separated itself wholly from matter. As the blessed Paul,

the apostle, says: for we now see through a glass, darkly, 57 1

but then face to face 2
). And the holy Gregorius says: every

good, God loving soul will enjoy a wonderful delight and exult

when it is separated from the body, because what caused

darkness has been purified.

SECTION THE SEVENTH

On the Augmentation o f t h e Love :l

)
of God 4

)

The love of God is augmented in the soul, when man pro-

ceeds in faith, hope and love and is strengthened in his state

of abstention ; when he meditates upon the wonderful works

of the Creator; when his mind beholds the divine power that

penetrates the universe; when, without impediment, it per-

vades all the ends of the earth "') and farther, above all heavens

and seas and oceans and all that is in them °), without attaching

itself to them, without abiding in the darkness '') of matter,

on the contrary, hating every desire, seeking and desiring the

1) lliya' IV, p. 265: j^ AfcAj ^ >\*\ 4« O' <i ]J^ uU-^ ^ ^
4«\ ^ U_ii\ <-^-j wi^T» <J?\ *^>j

V
J_? J~\ ^y- **\

2) 1 Cor. 13, 12.

3) Read : ov^i3jii

4) IhyS' IV. p. 270 sqq.

5) Reading of P.

b) Cf. several parallel passages in the Corpus Hermeticutn XI II XIV |zi and 15.

7) P. reads: love.
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Good one alone, purifying its inner heart from all beside Him,

in order to behold, albeit dimly, something of the rays of the

Essence. And by this glance, short like lightning '), the

small spark of love will become a mighty flame, making the

soul blaze.

The friend of God thirsts to behold Him 2
), longing after

[the time] when he shall come and see His face 3
). And neither

death, nor life, nor things present, nor things to come, nor

572 any other creature shall be able to separate him from the

love of his Lord 4
). He fulfills His will and his lips administer

His name perpetually. He consoles himself by solitude and

by sitting in the narrow cell and enjoys the labours of

asceticism. He is meek towards the good and the evil. He

prays constantly that his love may not abate ; he conceals

his love as much as possible and he loves nothing but Him.

It is said 5
) that the Egyptian woman, who loved Joseph,

when her husband had died, believed in God. And when Joseph

desired to marry her, she did not consent, for she said

:

before I knew his Lord, I loved him ; but now that I know

his Lord, I love Him and not His servant.

SECTION THE EIGHTH

On the Knowledge of God G
)

That the knowing knows the Creator from the creatures,

is the trodden way that has been levelled by many with labours.

The elect, however, who have been chosen by God before

to be the vocated and the saints, know the creatures from

1) Introduction, p. XCIV.

2) Introduction, p. L sqq.

3) Ps. 42, 2.

4) Romans 8, 38.

5) See Ethikon, p. 489.

6) Ethikon IV, 15,6 and Sentence J':
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the Creator '). As one of them has said : By the knowledge

of my God I know my self and the world -). The divine

Psalmist describes the former knowledge by: the heavens

declare the glory of God n
)

; the latter he symbolically indi-

cates with: in Thy light we see light
4
).

The exoteric sages exalt the latter kind above the former.

And because the knowledge of God is the cause of loving Him 5
),

and some people know Him not as He is, consequently their

love has no foundation. Other people, however, confess Him

as He is, but only in the way of tradition and audience '). 57;

Their love, though it has a foundation, is built as upon sand,

and shaken by small trouble.

The Initiated know His divinity by essential knowledge

and the foundation of their love is placed as upon a rock;

neither trouble, nor persecutions, nor sword, nor fire can

overpower it.

And "') though all beings in heaven and earth bear the sign

of their maker s
), and there is no speech nor language where

their voice is not heard '•'), many do not know Him
;
not on

account of His being hidden, but on account of His being so

manifest, the mind becomes dull in His light which is not to

be perceived by the senses I0
). For the relation between the

1) The two kinds of knowledge also Ihya' IV, p. 271: lzj>\ _ifl> J,\ (j.A^lrb

jc.u\ <i\ Vp jU f S<*% r^s"-
And cf

'
Abri !slib n

'
3: ^~ A^

Ail .=> i^n» £* ^l*. \ ^i^*9 iX~>-y
[̂

a)c>j <CiuS-

2) See Ethikon, p. 484.

3) Ps. 19, 1. 4) Ps. 36, 6.

5) Introduction, p. XLII. <>) Introduction, p. XLVII1 -q.

7) Ethikon IV, 15,8.

8) Una' IV. p 275: V> 3,^-aiV» ^ ^Ly <w _^^-.j <ic_. CjJJ* <^\ .i .-- . .

Uj u\y^j j?l ^J> j^j J? O* ^^\j 5^VaU cAA &JXJ ^'^ '-*

9) I's. 19, 3.

10) Ihn 'Alaallah II, 9: 0j> , WJ j^u\\ ^j, J*j tj +£> SJJlS w-*H \i\
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human mind and essential light is the same as that between

the bat and the light of the sun. Therefore, as the bat, if it

possessed the visual strength of man, would be able to see in the

sunlight, so the human mind, if it possessed the mental strength

of the angels, would be able to see in the essential light ').

SECTION THE NINTH

On the varying States the Perfect have

to go through 2
)

From their first reaching the state of perfection until the

loosening of their tie, the Perfect have usually to go through

twelve varying states.

The first is that of the mind's being baptized in the heart.

Here deliberation is standing motionless; even the tongue

does not murmur praise and man is not able to bear even

574 the sound of a leaf, but silence dominates the inclinations- 3

)

of soul and body. The second is that of distinction, the mind

recognizing the height of its rank and its being the offspring

of God. Here too it guards solitude and silence. And if dis-

traction overwhelms it, it is concentrated by reciting the

Scriptures and by obeisances. The third is that of love of

reciting Psalms, so, that the Perfect is changed with the mur-

muring of every sentence. And while the words of the Psalms

are retained in the memory so as to become the propriety

of the reciter 4
), even when silent it is as if the divine Psalmist

1) Ihya IV, p. 275: j\^\ *l£ ^ j\^\> je* % ^JJi\, j*» jhsft ^ ^

*ix*u* Ujis. dl! JvS3 ojj& wUvij, S#&\ . The same idea is expressed by Jani-

blichus (De mysteriis, p. 86) : xcei fztiv rqv ye hsTtror^TX rov (purbi; 01 (J.sv Seo/

TOTxvTyv S7Tihti.(£7rov<Tiv w? [j.ij Suvxa-Sat ^wpeTv ix.ijtv\v rove, o-cojzxtixovs o^xX\j.qvc,.

2) Ethikon IV, 15, 14. Introduction, p. XCV.

3) Introduction, p. LXXI sqq. 4) Av.rdjaaxfla^K'
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speaks to his ears, whilst he hears him playing on the cither.

Thereupon the words are retracted from the ear, but the thoughts

remain behind in the intellect ').

The fourth is that of outbursts of tears, without compul-

sion and involuntarily. But the fire of love warms the heart

and makes tears flow from the eyes. The fifth is that of the

knowledge of Judgment. And here the love of mankind is born

in the soul, which has the same regards for all. Here is

neither righteous nor sinner, neither slave nor free man, neither

circumcision nor foreskin, neither man nor woman, but it asks

mercy for all and concerning all. The sixth is that of the

mind's becoming radiant 2
) with the rays of the angels, rays

composed of light and fire. The mind burns with desire to

be united with their hosts and to be mingled with their orders.

The seventh is that of hearing the sanctifications of the

Seraphs, which can not be embodied in spoken 3
) words, but

are defined in intellectual sounds. The eighth is that of

likeness, while the mind is illuminated by the light without 575

quality 4
) and is changed into its likeness, as the elegant

and dense cloud near the sun is transformed into the likeness of

the sun. The ninth, that of becoming like fire, while the

whole body is plunged into fire. In this likeness Aba Arsenius

was seen, while he stood [praying inj his cell. The tenth,

that of unification 5
), is called undescribable by the Initiated,

all numbers vanish in it. Here no human weakness remains,

nor prayer, nor beseeching; no remembrance of what is on the

earth nor of future things, because the mind has become here

as receiving all prayers, no longer praying itself; as granting

questions, no longer asking itself. The eleventh is that of

joy without being conscious of its motive. The mind only

knows that it rejoices here, not why it rejoices. The twelfth

i) Cf. Introduction, p. XCIII sq.

2) Introduction, p. I.XXXI sqqi

3) Litterally : breathed forth.

4) Introduction, p. LXXXIV. 5) Introduction, p. CVIII sqq.

' i
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is that of outbursts of speech, of explaining hidden things, of

searching the things to come which are written in the archbook

which is the book of the knowledge of God.

SECTION THE TENTH

On the Fall of the Perfect

Though the body is sanctified, the heart purified and the

mind made bright in the rank of perfection, still, if the perfect

is not cautious against the snares laid by the Evil one, he

will quickly fall from that height of elevation, as also Beliar

has fallen. He is however drawn away from evil ') deliberations,

576 as soon as he, beatified by wonderful revelations 2
), rejoices

at himself and desires to reveal those gifts which no eye has

seen, which no ear has heard 3
) and of which he has been

deemed worthy. So 4
) he is zealous to go to towns and villages

as a teacher and a redeemer of souls, as an edification and

an example to be imitated by many. And he imagines demons

which howl and complain of him, saying : What have we to

do with you, servant of God, that you are come hither to

torment us 5
) ? And further his imagination sees people being

healed and a crowd pressing near to touch his garments. And
he places at his door those who seek him, and if he is not

willing to go with them, drag him along with ropes.

If he is allured thus, he is on the way to return to the world.

Th^n, if he sees one of his colleagues, whose speeches are

in better favour than his and whose teaching is more beloved,

he envies him and begins to hate him, as for instance Heron

of Alexandria, the punctual in behaviour, who used to take

1) Litterally: left-hand.

2) Introduction, p. XCVIII sqq.

3) I Cor. 2, 9 ; cf. Introduction, p. XXVII.

4) Cf. with the following passage the description by Ghazali, Ihya' IV, p. 327.

5) Matthew 8, 29.
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food once every three days. When he was captivated by self-

exaltation, his intellect was blinded and he began to disdain

Aba Euagrius, saying: Those who follow your teaching, err;

for they want no teacher besides Christ. For He has said:

Call no man your master on the earth ').

And when Satan incited him to go to Alexandria and he had

come there, he immersed himself in the mud of fornication

so that his genitals became rotten and had to be resccated.

And when he was healed, being without those members, he 577

returned anew unto steadiness of mind.

Therefore, even if a man reaches perfection, he has con-

stantly to beseech his Lord: Cast me not away from Tin-

presence ; and take not Thy holy spirit from me 2
).

1) Cf. Matth. 23, 8 sq.

2) Psalm 51, 11.



CHAPTER IV

A TALE OF THE AUTHOR'S PROGRESS IN TEACHINGS AND
SOME SENTENCES COMMUNICATED TO HIM IN REVELATIONS

From my first youth ') burning with love of teachings, I

was taught the holy scriptures with the necessary explanation,

and from an exquisite teacher I heard the mysteries contained

in the writings of the holy doctors. When I had reached the

age of twenty, the then living patriarch compelled me to receive

the dignity of a bishop. Then it was inevitable for me to engage

myself in disquisitions and disputations with the heads of

other confessions, interior and exterior. And when I had given

my thoughts and meditations to this business during some

time, I became convinced, that these quarrels of Christians

among themselves are not a matter of facts but of words and

denominations. For all of them confess Christ, our Lord, to

be wholly God and wholly man, without mixture, nivellation

578 or mutation of natures. This bilateral likeness is called by

some nature, by others person, by others hypostasis. So I saw

all Christian peoples, notwithstanding these differences, pos-

sessing one unvarying equality 2
). And I wholly eradicated the

root of hatred from the depth of my heart and I absolutely

forsook disputation with anyone concerning confession. So I

zealously turned to attain the power of Greek wisdom, viz.

1) Laterally : from tender nails. The following tale of Bar Hebraeus' con-

version has a strong likeness with Ghazalfs religious experiences as told in his

Munkidh.

2) Bedjan says in a note: this theory is not true.
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logic, physics and metaphysics, algebra and geometry, science

of the spheres and of the stars. And because life is

short and teachings long and broad, I read concerning every

branch of science what was the most necessary.

During my studies in these teachings, I resembled a man

who is immersed in the ocean and stretches forth his hands

towards all sides in order to be saved. And because in all

teachings, interior and exterior, I found not that which I sought,

I almost fell into complete destruction.

I feel not justified to describe the snares and nets in which

I was entangled, because hearing this might do harm unto

many feeble ones. In short, if the Lord had not sustained my
little faith in those dangerous times, and if He had not led

me to look in the writings of the Initiated, as Aba Euagrius

and others, occidental and oriental, and if He had not picked

me up from the gulf of destruction and ruin, I would ere long

have despaired of psychical, if not of bodily life.

I meditated on these works for seven years, during which 579

I hated other sorts of knowledge, though I had to occupy

my thoughts superficially with some of them, not for my own

sake, but for the sake of others who wished to profit by me.

During this space of time, many offences made me miserable

and caused me to stumble. Sometimes I fell into unbelief,

saying: How loud is the sound of the bells of these solitaries,

and how is their mill devoid of meal, viz. their words contain

simple thoughts, remaining without effect. But sometimes my

mind reprehended me, saying: Do not speak idle words and

think not that all what you know not, docs not exist. 1

what you know is much less than what you know not.

During this dubitation I halted between two opinions '

. till

some of the rays of the light without quality-, in the way

of lightning 3
) which does not remain, enlightened me, and

i) Cf. above, p. 16, note 5. 2) Introduction, p. I XXXIV

3) Introduction, p. XCIV.
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some of the scales which covered my eyes, fell off and they

were opened, so that I saw, although partly. But without a

break I pray, that I may see more, while I hope, that the screen

which impedes my sight, may be destroyed wholly, that, no

longer as in darkness, but eye to eye I may behold the un-

seen Beloved 1

).

The following few sentences, which I arrange here, are a part

of what the flash of lightning revealed unto me in the nightly

darkness.

i. The pure soul 2
) inquires into knowledge, not for the sake

580 of glory which the knowing acquire in the world, but that

its longing after the face of the Lord 3
) of the universe may

be augmented, and that it may be able to enter and to be

hidden within the divine cloud 4
).

2. Those, who penetrate into exoteric and esoteric teachings 5
),

without caring for the purification °) of the heart 7
), and think

to have reached the rank of perfection — err. For what is

the profit of the wonderful structure of a mirror s
), which is

encompassed with pearls and jewels, if it is not cleansed from

dirt? But the mirror which is cleansed, will perform its service

well, even if it is of a simple structure.

3. He who knows by hearsay 9
) the quality of the structure

of the Solomonic temple, how could he be compared with

him, thas has entered it himself, and has beheld it with his

own eye, and has counted its winding stairs, its barred windows

and its windows of narrow lights, its narrowed rests, its

chambers in the walls, its carved work, its nets of checker

i) Introduction, p. XL1V sq.

2) Introduction, p. LXXVII sqq.

3) Muslim expression.

4) Introduction, p. CIII.

5) Introduction, p. XXIX sqq.

6) Introduction, p. LXXVII sqq.

7) rrihireftt

8) Introduction, p. LXXIV.

9) Introduction, p. XLV1II sq.
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work, the wings of its Cherubs, the covering of its porches? 1

)

4. Many teachers and Fathers have occupied themselves

with gathering riches and other desirable things, saying: We
provide the cattle with straw, i. e., the body, which is the

animal ridden by the soul 2
), with food 3

). These things cause

no damage to people like them, as those who have a sound

constitution are not harmed by food which is obnoxious to

patients, especially those whose fever has become hectic and

whose [pathological] diagnostics are caused by badness of con-

stitution and who, moreover, are not aware of their suffering.

5. He who thinks that the various colours of the rainbow 5S1

are the various rays of the sun, errs. They are only caused

by the various parts of the cloud : density and rarefaction,

compactness and transparency.

6. He who thinks that the sun rises over the lightless things

and illuminates them, in order to be glorified, praised and

elevated, his opinion is false. For the illuminated acquires

glory, praise and elevation by the illuminating, not the illu-

minating by the illuminated.

7. As hunger is not satisfied by water, nor thirst by bread,

so the Initiated, who wishes to look within the Sinaitic cloud,

gains small profit by hearing the Scriptures being read.

8. The relation between God's knowledge and ours is the

same as that between His strength and ours 4
).

9. God is the all-governing, how could He be comprehended

by the mind ? For the included comprehends only a part of

the including, not the whole.

10. As long as you think to know God from information,

1) Most of these terms are borrowed from the description of the temple in

the first book of Kings.

2) Introduction, p. LXXVI sq.

3) A similar expression occurs in the Jewish philosopher Abraham ilm Dfi'ud

as cited by Husik, Medieval Jewish Philosophy, p. 203.

4) Cf. Corpus Ilermeticum I §31: xyio; el 6 xis-vj; ovjxiumz irxuforipoi, and

the tradition in the Introduction, p. XXVII, where it is defended t.. meditate

upon God, because we do not pos - His power.
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signs and testimonies, you are forging cold iron *) and as yet

even no faith like a grain of mustard is in you.

n. Beholding God takes place by shutting the senses, by

opening the windows of the heart and by withdrawing the

veil from the inward eyes. This is what has been said: shut

the windows, that the room may be lighted 2
).

12. Those who enter the cloud 3
) attain the depth and the

abundance of God's wisdom, without the intermediary of com-

plicated deliberations.

582 13. As the mind necessarily attains elementary knowledge

here — that the whole is greater than a part, and that one

is the half of two — so, when having penetrated into the divine

cloud, with the same necessity it will know the hidden and

incomprehensible judgments of the divinity 4
).

14. As the senses are not able to attain immaterial images,

so the mind, as long as it has not yet loosened the shoes of

the body from its feet 5
) is not able to attain the images

hidden in the cloud, but only dimly and pervertedly.

15. The mind in the cloud has unspeakable delight in be-

holding the Beautiful one. This happens also out of the cloud,

but only as to one who hears the [description of the] beauty

of the Beautiful one, not as to one who beholds it °).

16. When the eyes of the mind are opened, according to

its aptitude grace is poured out on it; it is illuminated 7
) by

the glorious and angelic rays, it becomes familiar 8
) with the

1) The expression is also in Abu Talib I, 100: j, 9, ;>Y\ ^y \\z ^J&j

2j\j JuJo (j ^ l-J^oJ d\\j\ \i V^S- ^-i^oj V^.c ^^ajA

2) Corpus Hermeticurn XIII § 7 : KXTocpyyirov toV o-w/z«to$ tocq tzitrSnjtreis xoci

'earut v\ yeveo-it; rviq Beot^toq. Cf. Introduction, p. LXXXI.

3) Introduction, p. OIL
4) Imitatio Christi III, 14 (Opera II, p. 170): de occultis Dei judiciis consi-

derandis ne extollamur in bonis. Cf. Ill, 58 (Opp. II, p. 256): de altioribus rebus

et occultis judiciis Dei non scrutandis.

5) Introduction, p. LXXVI sq.

6) Introduction, p. XLVIII sq.

7) Introduction, p. LXXXI.
8) Introduction, p. C sqq.
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members of the kingdom, it is ranged among their conspi-

cuous hosts, and it rejoices and glorifies with them and it is

alienated from the world and all that is in it.

17. He who reckons himself among the faithful without

having looked behind the door of the Holy of Holies of the

cloud '), lies; even if he confesses with his tongue and believes

with his heart.

18. If the blindborn affirms that there exist colours — white,

black, green, red — and if the deaf believes that the ear

rejoices at the sound of concording strings and harmonious

songs — yet their belief is nearer to unbelief than to belief.

19. If you possess not, o brother, the faith founded on

revelations 2
), do not give sleep to your eyes, nor slumber to

your eyelids, until you have found the place of the Lord ; from

there you will receive faith and you will be baptized with

fire and spirit, not with water.

20. The faith founded on revelations is found by the prophets

and the apostles in the way of the day-spring from on high .

without labour or searching; by the solitaries however by

searching, labour, efforts and apprenticeship. So they proceed

from shadowy faith towards faith founded on revelations.

21. Be cautious against stamping yourself with the coinage

of the members of the kingdom, on account of your industrious

reciting of the scriptures and steady labour. For many have

laboured strenuously, but because they have not laboured with

intelligence, they have not attained the way of truth, nor

reached the harbour of life.

22. Not by bodily labours alone, but by strife and struggle

of the sound mind 4
)
perfection is acquired. Vary therefore your

bodily service with spiritual intelligence, that you .may under-

stand that you work witli your body and your mind.

23. Love is the lover's seeking the beloved. Essential seeking

1) Introduction, p. ('III.

2) Introduction, p. XCVIII.

3) Luke 1,78. 4) Introduction, p. I.Will sq.
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is turning the gaze wholly towards the side of the sought.

And then seeking and rinding will become twins, viz. finding

will follow seeking immediately. He who seeks thus, finds;

who asks thus, receives.

584 24. As pure iron, no hindrance presenting itself, is attracted

by a magnet, but when a foreign substance adheres to it,

the attraction diminishes, so the pure mind is in its entirety

attracted by the supreme Essence ; but when the passions of

the flesh adhere to it, the attraction is impeded.

25. As cleansing iron from a foreign substance — as gold,

silver, brass and lead — is more difficult than delivering it

from the grip of a hand and other outward impeding influences,

which do not cohere with its substance, so it is more diffi-

cult to purify the mind from brutish customs and from animal

inclinations, which are cohesive with its nature, than to loosen

the ties with wife, children, talents and mina's.

26. When the mind understands that there are words which it

is not able to utter, and actions the like of which no eye has

seen, no ear has heard, neither have they entered into the

heart of man '), then it ascends above the highest rank out-

side the cloud 2
) and it has set its foot upon the lowest stage

within it.

27. When the mind hears unspeakable words which no

mouth is able to explain, and when it sees things, the like

of which no eye has seen, it rests already in the tabernacle

of the Lord and it abides on His holy mountain.

28. One in three and three in one, says the church. Not

in such a way that one, in so far as it is one, becomes three;

nor so, that three, in so far as it is three, is one. For this

is impossible.

29. What is three in itself possesses a unique, essential

585 idea, which is not liable to be divided into many triads ; and

in this intelligence it is one. And because the unique supreme

1) 1 Cor. 2,9. 2) Introduction, p. CIII.
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being possesses essence and word and life, it is three. So it

is one in nature and three in hypostases ').

30. The cause of the word and the life of the essence cannot

be outside the essence, otherwise that which were foreign -)

to the essence would have undergone the influence of an

other being. Therefore theology calls the cause the Father;

and the word and the life, produced by this cause, Son and Spirit.

31. Now the word, being hidden in the rational, is revealed

as it were by being born from a womb. Life however reveals

itself in the living as long as it lives. Therefore the Son is

born but not emanated; the Spirit is emanated, but not born.

32. If God, the creator of the universe, acts according to

His will, it is not impossible for the creatures to investigate

Him by the intermediary of any [created] body, whatever it be.

33. If it is not denied that God has revealed Himself unto

Moses in the bush at Sinai, and that He has handed down

to him laws and institutions 3
) apt for Israel, how can it be

denied, that He has revealed himself unto the world in the

complete son of man, who has become soul in the rational

and recognizing initiated soul ?

34. He, whose essence is not derived from himself, but from

his cause, can not be the cause of the essence of an other,

perhaps he can be a mediator. So God alone is the cause of

all and He worketh all in all
4
).

35. As the moon receives its light from the sun. and over

the earth rises light during the night from the moon, how

can the moon, which does not possess light in itself, be tlu

cause of the light of the earth? Indeed, it is not the cause,

but rather the intermediary between the cause and the caused.

36. As a mirror •"') is in itself devoid of all images ami

1) With sentence 29—31 cf. Theology of Aristoteles, pp. . 104:

Introduction, p. XXXV.

2) rX'i.a^.X.j litterally: impure.

3) Kll!»'.l ! 1 dr. 12, ".

5) Introduction, i>.
LXXIV.
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reflexes, but, according to its purity and cleanness images of

things outside it appear in it — so the mind is devoid of

images, and according to its being purified ') from the stains

of matter, immaterial perceptions are reflected in it.

^"J. The two kingdoms, that of heaven and that of earth

are, compared with the king of kings, the god of gods, the

lord of lords, as the figures in a mirror compared with those

without it.

38. As the reflexes of a mirror have no real essence in them-

selves, but their essence depends upon the essence of the

things reflected, so the tVo kingdoms — that of corporeal

and that of uncorporeal things — have no true essence in

themselves, but their essence depends upon the first essence,

their cause 2
).

39. The real, first essence is not subject to the category

of time, so that it could be said : It was, nothing being with

it. But when this is said, it is said by uncultivated minds 3
).

40. He who sucks milk like a babe, shall not use the food

of the perfect. And he who sees in the wise of a bat 4
), shall

not look in the sun. He must leave the foregoing section,

he shall not reject nor accept it. Or he may preserve it in

his heart, till his time be fulfilled.

587 41. When the window of your heart is opened, you will

fly towards the kingdom of God. There you will behold all

these things eye to eye, without feeling the need of hearing

1) Introduction, p. LXXXVI.

2) This theory which considers the universe as a reflex of God is already

found in the Corpus Hermeticum I §31: xyiac, el oil txo-x (p6<rit; sixwv s<pv. And
XVIII : Tec ev role, eo-oTrpoit; <pxiv6/J.svx o-6nJ.ot.Ttx. ocaiijiXTX oh Soks7 gqi elvxi

5 Abu

Talib says (II, 14) : VLVi <is\ ^i> U "[_$"" y H\ and Ibn Gabirol, Fountain of

Life (ed. Munk, Memar 5 § 64) has the following passage: p)T "'DD "ilDTI "O

~no^n nvw vtao pyon rrmb n*n»n b)np iimnn rrosn b^ bwvn
rroan tod hspw d^ bipn

3) This sentence seems to contain a polemical tendency against a Muslim

tradition: ^ o^i Nj^
4JJ\ J^

4) Cf. above, p. 56.
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them described; and you will no longer be unbelieving, but

believing.

42. In accordance with the different positions of the moon

regarding the sun, its radiance varies. And according to the

duration of the position the light of the moon continues. But

if the former vanishes, the latter vanishes too.

43. As the position of the moon regarding the sun does

not continually remain the same, but varies at every moment,

so the radiance of the mind augments or diminishes according

to the various states it is subjected to ').

44. Though, in the two worlds, the essences of the beings

are subjected to various states, yet the more the mind lias

intercourse with matter, the more its variations will be aug-

mented on account of its manifold sensibility. But when it

has been made free from its dependency upon matter, its various

states will diminish and its radiance will not diminish but be

augmented by the great sun of righteousness-'.

45. The essence which before appeared unto heaven, earth

and all that is in them, is different from that, which appears

now; the latter, from that which is expected to be. For

the first has vanished; the present is renewed, the future one

will be renewed :!

).

46. In view of the fact that all essences which manifest

themselves in time, participate, all of them, of ideas 4
), it is

falsely thought, that they have a personal identity. As when 588

anybody, seeing John and afterwards James, would think James

to be the same as John whom he had seen before, because

they participate of the common human nature.

1) Cf. Ibn 'AtS'allah I, 104: irJfci\ ^ lT j]y^ £-* t^ o*5j Vc^,

Ai-V\ wiV^C and Introduction, p. XCV.

2) Malachi 4, 2.

, 3) Cf. the diverging sentence of Ibn 'AtS'allah (I, p. 32): »^i Sj «SM Jb

4) r£L*r* = W«
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47- Those who have a puerile intellect, when seeing the

uniform flame of a lamp, think that the flame has one essence,

from the beginning until the end. But the manly mind knows,

that with every atom of oil which is extinguished, the essence

is annihilated ; and that with every atom which is attracted,

the essence is renewed ').

48. It is very difficult for the mind to conceive the anni-

hilation and renovation 2
) of the essences. And after frequent

exercise and steady study, it is scarcely able to attain these

things, but only dimly. The Initiated however, on account of

their glorious revelations 3
), see manifestly and know clearly,

that at every moment the creator is creating a new essence

for all creatures.

49. Those who with their spiritual eyes behold the annihi-

lation and the renovation of essences, cry with a voice like

thunder : It is one God, which works all in all
4
). And in Him

we live, and move, and have our being 5
). In Him and through

Him are all standing still and motion, all life of mind and

soul and that of all beings.

50. The knowledge of the perfect is founded on revelations 3
).

All revealed knowledge is of a prophetic nature.

51. The knowledge of the perfect is of a prophetic nature.

And no part of prophetic knowledge can be learned and

acquired by reading the Scriptures.

52. The receiver of revelations 3
) is sometimes of blunt speech

and of difficult tongue; sometimes however he is a herold

with a loud voice, who makes streams of living water flow

1) This and the following sentences as well as sentence 45 seem to have been

written under the influence of Muslim atomistic doctrine.

2) Cf. ^V~ii\, <\$\, a term frequently found in Muslim philosophers and

going back to the Greek yevetris xcci (pSoptx.

3) Introduction, p. XCVIII.

4) I Cor. 12,6.

5) Acts 17, 28.
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from mouth; all along with the various states to which he 5S9

is subjected.

53. Who has not tasted the sweetness of the love of his

Lord, cannot discern the power of the words of the Beloved '),

because they are of a designating nature. And spiritual w<

cannot be uttered but in mysterious designations.

54. Who writes the mysteries of the spirit, without the

spirit's dictating them to him, is a sounding brass or a tinkling

cymbal 2
), because the spirit does r.ot mix its sweetness into

his words.

55. Who learns the mysteries of the spirit from the spirit,

his audience will gather all enjoyments from his words; and

his utterances will eradicate all passions from their heart-.

56. For the seeking, who wishes to knock at the gate of

the kingdom, it will be sufficient to take with him a small

portion of the words of the Initiated, in order to distinguish

the marks on his way. On these he must frequently meditate

and these he must constantly repeat in his mind. But with

books of broad instructions and of long contents he shall not

spend his days, nor waste his time.

57. If he who has provided himself with a small portion

of the instructions of the perfect, meets an Initiated, he shall

let himself be guided on his way by his words. Else he must

cleanse his inward pupil by asceticism, and it will see all ways,

the smooth and the rough ones.

58. How long will you seek a guide, in order to open in

the wall of your heart the window towards the kingdom r Cleanse

the mirror of your mind ri

) from stains, then it will shew you

the images of the two kingdoms and the ways that will lead

you towards that of heaven and, further, towards that of <
i

59. As long as the thirsty is not able to go towards the ^

1) Introduction, p. XLIV.

2) 1 Cor. 13, 1.

3) Introduction, p. LXXIV.
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fountain, the guide has no strength to lead him, nor to carry

him. He can only teach him the nature of his pilgrimage

and his way of proceeding.

60. As a leaky ship does not profit by the wind even if it

be propitious, so the heart, which is subjected to desires, does

not profit by a guide, even if he be of a high quality.

61. Water cannot be gathered in a bottle of which the

opening is directed towards the ground. And in the soul

whose thought ') is directed towards earthly things, the heavenly

gift will not endure.

62. To be occupied with ministering unto the pure in heart 2
),

is highly profitable for him who wishes to resemble them.

They are those who have purified their inward man from all

stains and who have received every good and perfect gift

which cometh down from above, from the father of lights 3
).

63. Blessed and worthy of all blessedness is he who has

found an Initiated, the rays of whose sun rise over the flame

of his lamp and whose light has been annihilated by the light

of his Lord, who is dead to the world and living in his God.

64. True life is this, that the perfect suck at the breasts

of supreme providence. And in the teachers of the law and

the scriptures there is nothing of this life, except the de-

scription and the name.

65. If the Lord had not supported me and made me to

concentrate my attention on meditating the writings of the

Initiated during these seven years 4
), away from the divaga-

tions of manifold teachings and various occupations, the bad

customs which I see adhering to many, would have adhered

to me also.

66. Perhaps you will say : Is there then a sign distinguishing

591 the veritable Initiated from the deceiving hypocrite? I answer

:

1) In Bedjan's text Cft^vu follows, which is not Cardahi's text.

2) Introduction, p. LXXVII.

3) James 1, 17.

4) Cf. above, p. 61.
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These signs are many in number. But at the first glance

they begin with being dim. And in course of time, having

been observed sufficiently long, they are revealed.

67. Who has not tasted, does not know. Who has not eaten

is not satisfied by conversation with him that lias eaten. Who
has not drunk, his thirst is not quenched by the narration

of him that has drunk. Who has not experienced, the expe-

rience of an other does not profit him.

68. Some of the teachers who are sufficiently trained in the

holy scriptures and their explanation are not willing to learn

the way of the kingdom from the Initiated who are not trained

in their professional knowledge. They do not understand that

their knowledge, however clever they may be, is one of

hearing; that of the Initiated, however crude they may be,

one of seeing *).

69. By the Lord of Lords, my Lord, I conjure you, won-

derful teachers; as long as you are not converted and have

become as babes, devoid 2
) of all skill and sagacity, till then

you even know not the direction towards the kingdom
;
how

then could you dare to take the way towards it and wish to

reach it? It will happen to you. that, thinking to be near it,

you will be far from it.

70. To recognize, on account of the understanding of the

rational soul and its stimulating influence upon the body, its

riding animal 3
), the essence of the latter, is simple knowledge,

because also the irrational animals possess the two. But the

incorruptibility of the soul, nothwithstanding the corruptibility

of its riding animal, the body, on account of its being im-

material, is only to be affirmed by the subtle speculation 4
) 592

of the sages 5
).

1) Introduction, p. XLVIII sq.

2) r<'jn..»TQ0 i'i Cardahi's text only.

3) Introduction, p. LXXV1 sq. and sentence 14.

4) Introduction, p. Will.

5) All the elements of this sentence are already in the opening sentence of

14
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j i. The rational soul is a receptacle of material apper-

ceptions; but no material thing is a receptacle of intellectual

apperceptions, because the latter are indivisible, but every

material thing is divisible. And the indivisible cannot dwell

in divisible things.

72. Not a single rational soul is material; but all that is

corruptible is material. Because there necessarily must be in

it something like an idea which will decay; and something

like matter, which is the receptacle of the decay of the idea ').

73. To recognize from the creatures their creator, as from

the building its builder, is common and simple knowledge, for

it is also found in the possession of the simple. But the subtle

speculation of the sages possesses a different, peculiar know-

ledge, by which from the being he whose being is necessary 2
)

is recognized 3
). In the same way, if he that is, is necessarily

being, this is what is requisited. If he is potentially being,

he wants a necessarily being; so there is a necessarily being.

74. The Initiated possess another, more peculiar knowledge,

which is acquired by purity of deliberations 4
), by subjecting

the body to asceticism, by shutting the senses 5
), and by

cutting the bonds. And when the tabernacle of their heart

is illuminated °) by it, the kingdom of God is represented in

them, and it becomes existing within them ; and it is not sought

on this mountain,' nor in Jerusalem ').

75. When the mind that is enfiamed by the love of its Lord,

the section ,On the Soul' in the Theology of Aristoteles, p. 4 : ^ j\ •
\

JlVJA la^liM ^jj\ \la> J <->j\^J>
J.£ ^_, XJu Sj CjjX °$ V^Vj *j£ ,ju~u)

J>\ ai V-, ^Jk>\ ^- *5\jS Cf. further p. 30, 120 sqq.

1) Cf. with this sentence the Theology of Aristoteles, p. 120 sqq.

2)= ^J\ _^.
3) Cf. Ill, 8 and Ethikon IV, 15, 10.

4) Introduction, p. LXXVII.

5) Introduction, p. LXXX sq.

6) Introduction, p. LXXXI sq.

7) Cf. John 4, 21.
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is directed under Him as it were by the plummet, its flame

will quickly become straight; and being set to flame in a 593

moment it will be enlightened, as an extinguished torch is

kindled by one that burns.

76. Above and beneath, before and behind belong to the

peculiar qualities of bodily things, not of not-bodily things.

But on account of the inevitability of names and the necessity

of words, he who speaks must necessarily use these secon-

dary things.

77. He who is guided by the light of his lamp, will dwell

in nightly darkness and walk in obscurity, without knowing

where he goes to. But he whose lamp is outshone by his sun,

will walk in daylight, without stumbling.

78. How quick is the time and how fast passes the duration

of this light, how short are its days, how few are its hours.

And some only, the very few, have been deemed worthy of

it. I, at least, have seen it in my present darkness as the

sun at the beginning of day-break at the horizon, and as a

flash of lightning that passes away ').

79. My sun is in relation to me still in the sign of Caper

only, even more to the South than Caper, and its ascension

has not yet reached my horizon. And I desire and beseech

that somewhat of the true light of the Beautiful one a
) may

dawn for me; in order that I ma}- no longer adore Him that

I know not, but Him, that I know in spirit and truth.

80. A blessed Initiated told me, saying: When I was a

novice, it happened to me that I imagined that I was in the

inaccessible light 3
). My limbs relaxed, my mind vanished,

and I resembled a man who is riding a skittish stallion, that

is running as fast as it can, and flies through the air, without 594

knowing whether he is in his body or without it. When this

1) Introduction, p. XC1V.

2) Introduction, j>. XI. IV sq.

3) Introduction, p. 1.XXXIV
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emotion ') abated, my wits came back to me and my tongue

began to stammer, saying: there has passed what passed, but

I do not say what has passed. Hear me, hear me and be

silent. But say not to me : explain and describe 2
).

8 1. The same told: When I became stronger, the love of

my Lord burned more vehemently in me. And often it did

not let me finish my service. But as dead I would fall on my
face 3

), while my body burned and my sighs were multiplied.

And my heart said to me : Till how long will this folly

and torment of my spirit [last] ? What does the remembrance

of the Beloved 4
)

profit, while the lover is in the cage of

separation ?

82. The same said further: When I had reached the stage

of perfection, there went out a decree from the highest king,

whose power is everlasting, and whose kingdom is unto gene-

rations, that it should be permitted to me to enter. And at

once the eagle, the mind, broke its cage as if being mad

and flew to its former nest and stood before the king of kings,

the God of Gods, the Lord of Lords and it was with Him

in freedom of speech 5
).

83. Be cautious, that your youth G
) may not deceive you

and you should think that these words give you the possession

of the [corresponding] insight. No my brother, no my brother.

If you wish to be master of hidden mysteries, you must hate

595 the two worlds 7
). Let the dead bury their dead, and seek

the ever living alone. And if you have wearied yourself for

ever with seeking Him, you will live for ever and ever.

1) Kli»-OI Introduction, p. LXXI sqq.

2) Introduction, p. XXVII. These words go back to an Arabic verse quoted

by Ghazall in his Munkidh p. IT, cf. Barbier de Meynard, Journal Asiatique

VII, 9, P- 63: 'jg\ j^ jLi % U*. J& •_fi\ 1J C* O^* cXv
3) Cf. above, p. 48.

4) Introduction, p. XLIV.

5) Introduction, p. CII.

6) Spiritual youth -

, cf. Barhebraeus' ,On the youth of the mind'.

7) Introduction, p. XXXVI.
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84- Those who are low seek this world ; and those who are

high the world to come. But those who are still higher, their

Lord, not themselves, viz. Him, not what belongs to Him ').

And from His love neither things present, nor things to

come, nor other creatures can separate him. The more they

are scorned on account of the love of I lis beauty 2
), the more

they thirst after it.

85. Every clear soul 3
) seeks its original country, and

directs itself towards it
4

) on the straight way, which is the

nearest. The righteous pass as it were a bridge of fire, be-

cause fire burns upwards in a straight line, without impediment.

86. The unstained mind') psalmodies on the way: Cause

me to know the way wherein I should walk '1
; and .save me

in Thy ways'. And when it has reached the goal it beseeches

its Lord : Keep me as the apple of Thy eye and hide me

under the shadow of Thy wings °), against the forces of the

body, those sinners that have plundered me, and against im-

pure passions, the enemies of my soul, that have risen against me.

87. The understanding of the eye is sometimes true, as for

instance, when it observes the sea to be greater than a po

sometimes however, false, as for instance, when it sees the

sun as a shield and a star as a dareikos ;

) ; and this is becau

it sees them at a distance, not near.

88. The knowledge of the mind is sometimes true: as for

instance, that God is one, and necessarily being '1 and the

eternal creator; sometimes however false, as for instance, that

the mind, if freed from the yoke of the body, will see th

adorable highest as He is.

1) Introduction, p. XXXVI.

2) Introduction, p. XLIV sq.

3) Introduction, p. I \\\ II sqq.

4) Introduction, p. LX1V.

5) Psalm 143,8. 6) Psalm 17. 8.

7) This example- is also given by Qhaz&ll as a proof of the senses being

untrustworthy, Munkiilli. p. Y.

I", sentence 73.
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89. As the bat does not see the sun at all, and man, though

he sees it, does not see it as it is, so he hears theories con-

cerning the highest one, but he does not see Him. The Ini-

tiated, however, sees, but only some of His beauties; not all

of them, for they are unlimited ').

90. Accustom your soul to believe what you hear from

the true one 2
). And if you recognize not His true essence,

do not search after His cause by syllogisms 3
). For by this

belief it will be apt for the gift 4
)
[which will be given] by

the Paraclet, the spirit of truth, which will come to you and

guide you into all truth 5
)

; he will bring all things to your

remembrance and teech you all things c
).

91. The resurrection of the body takes place by the second

unification with the soul. The resurrection of the soul 7
) by

the dissolution of the unification with the body. And the one

as well as the other takes place after much trouble. Sun and

moon — the eyes — will be obscurated ; the stars — the

senses — will fall from the sky — the head. The forces which

move the body will be moved themselves and all the families—
the limbs — will dance. And the pious soul, which has risen

from its fall will be conducted by the light of the sign of

the son of God, towards the apartment which it has been

promised, in heaven.

92 8
). From the bodies of the horse, the bull, the ape and man

the differences of their souls are recognized. The Initiated

recognize from the inclinations °) of every human soul the

apartment for which it is apt. They discern between that of

1) Introduction, p. LI sq.

3) Introduction, p. XLI.

4) So Cardahi's text 5 Bedjan: ardour.

5) John 16,13. °) Jonn 14,26.

7) Scala, Gradus XXX.
8) Cf. with this sentence the Theology of Aristoteles, p. 156 sq.; De Boer,

Geschichte der Philosophic im Islam, p. 85.

9) Introduction, p. LXXI sqq.
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which the room will be the inner holy of holies, and that of 597

which the apartment will be far beyond the cloud '). They

also recognize those in the middle and the other, low ones

which are wholly devoid of light and who will be miserable

with the miserable, in places not visited by the Lord.

93. When, after the conjunct labours of soul and body, a

simeonitic simplicity, natural or resembling to nature, will have

happened to you, o brother 2
), then know that your night is

over, and your lamentation has passed; your dawn has come,

and your morning is near; and your Lord will send you light

and faith and console you by His revelations

94. By that which I have said, and say and shall say, 1

do not reject speculation 4
). How should this be, since esoteric

teachers and exoteric sages, by their intricate ways of thought,

have ascended to astonishing heights of knowledge ? But when

I see that some of them have dared to weigh all in their

scale, their boast does not appear beautiful to me. For their

scale is just and right, but it does not bear nor contain the

multitude of things of the world to come. These are only to

be partially understood by vision 5
) acquired by revelation.

95. When you wish to give rest to your mind from attaining

profound questions by syllogistic intricacies °), and you will

acquire solitude and silence with steady labours, then be patient,

and be not dejected on your way. Ere long your sun will

rise and illuminate your evening and show you your beauty r

)

and liberate you from the slavery of time and place.

96. When the sun of the Beloved rises for the lover, on

1) Introduction, p. OIL
2) Litterally: our brother.

3) Introduction, p. XCVI1I.

4) Introduction, p. Will sqq.

5) Introduction, p. Ml.

6) Introduction, p. LXIV sqq.

7) Cf. Plotinus, Enneades V, 5 $S: $10 ou xp*i *'*>*"?, **/

Uv $av$j 7?x{.zTy.eux7XvTX exvrov bexr^v elvxi ^cTTif . . <.xt;>.x;

7repi(/.evei, 6 $2 V7rep^xve'it; too i
(j

mkcxvov ^

5SX7X7ZXI TC'i; CIJ.fJ.X71V.
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598 the day without day, and he looks at the Solomonic bride in

her splendour, while she shows herself to him without a cover,

introducing him into her house with sevenfold columns, she

will inform the beloved concerning all things and tame with

him the beasts of wings and of prey, because they scent from

him the odour of their creator; for even those beings which

are not endowed with senses, perceive Him, so that the

demons are subjected and the angels minister unto him ').

97. When the blessed has reached this stage he will no

longer drink from a rock or a fountain, but from the water

his Lord will give him and he shall not be thirsty any more.

But it shall be in him a well of water springing up into

everlasting life
2
).

98. Now these sentences are only profitable for him who

is trained in the knowledge of divine and human practice,

longing to see in revelations 3
) those things which his specu-

lation 4
) has reached. But who is devoid of this longing, shall

reiterate his meditation upon this book ; with attentive intel-

ligence however, not by brutish recitation
;
perhaps in this way

it will make warm his heart.

99. The causes which abate the love unto the Beautiful one

are many. To enumerate all of them is above my power and

1) The dominion of the Initiated over other beings is expressed by Ibn

c
Ata'allah (II, 68) in this way: Jj^ \>\j> ^£\\ j^J

J
\, ^>^<Y\ ^ ^>\

d\™ &\J> V\ iz^v..
And his commentator relates : _„ ^jf \\l j&W ^.jl \

tf>\

'IS"' (i^ o°-J&* \^j W^ j*^" "^ Jp V'-
>

'

W^^ w^^c^ may ke compared the

other stories he tells.

The subject goes back to Christian and neo-Pythagorean examples. Jamblichus,

Vita Pythagorae, p. 46 and Porphyry in his biography of the master, p. 31,

relate that a bear which was of constant harm to the inhabitants of the place,

was tamed by Pythagoras who stroked her and conjured her not to touch living

beings any more; then she vanished in the mountains and was never seen again.

2) John 4, 14.

3) Introduction, p. XCVIII.

4) Introduction, p. XXIII sqq.



too lengthy for my time. Speech already wearies me, while

my heart tends towards that which is more expedient; there-

fore: who is able to stand on his feet in the struggle of love.

let him stand. But who docs not possess this strength, let him

make his food according to his strength, and let him stretch

his foot according to [the length of] his mantle.

IOO. For this seed, though it be small as a mustard seed, 599

if it does not fall by the way side, or upon a stone, or air.

thorns, but it be sown on good ground '), it will, when it is

grown up, become a large tree, so that the birds of the air

come, viz. the heavenly guests, and make their nests in the

branches thereof 2
). And further: A man can receive nothing,

except it be given him from heaven ").

Here ends the Book of the Dove.

1) Matth. 13,4 sqq.

2) Matth. 13,32. 3) John 3. 27.
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BOOK IV, CHAPTER XV

ON THE LOVE OF GOD

SECTION THE FIRST

Sayings of the Fathers concerning the Love
unto God

Aba Anion of Nitria went to Aba Antonius and said to

him: I see, that my labour is more than yours, how is it that 474

your name has more splendour among men than miner Aba

Antonius answered: This is because I love our Lord more

than you.

The holy Basilius: The love of benefactors is more than

natural love. This is not only the case with men, but also with

all animals. For the ox knoweth his owner and the ass his

master's crib '). If we strive strenuously to repay love, which

has not been taught us, to our benefactors, what word can

repay the bounties of God unto us, as they deserve r They

are innumerable and in their multitude so praiseworthy, that

one of them is sufficient to claim all remunerations which we

are able to give. Sunrise namely, the circumambulation of the

moon, the mixture of the air, the variation of the times, the

water of the clouds, all that comes forth from the earth and

the sea, all sorts of animals which are appointed to serve our

1) Is. 1,3.
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life, — to be silent on all these would be absolutely impossible,

even if we were willing to be so. And to utter our thanks-

givings, as it would be truly becoming, is beyond our power.

But He is so good as not even to expect from us any reward,

but it is sufficient for Him, if in view of all these bounties

we only love Him.

475 Aba Euagrius: If anyone is accomplished in the love of

God, he is a drunken l

) man. He is constantly captivated by

the love of his Lord, so that he does not see this world,

but his thoughts abide continually in heaven. Blessed he who

has been deemed worthy of this.

The same : If a man is gifted with grace or with the gift

of prophecy, or works forces or signs, but has not reached

the complete love of God — if he will sleep a little, Satan

will quickly throw him down, for he is still a child and

living with fear.

John de Dalyata: Those in whom has shone Thy love,

puerile, not as in the Initiated, have rejected and cast away

family and race and all bodily love, and have alienated them-

selves from all, in order to run, naked, to attain Thy holy

love. And they have turned away their faces from what they

possessed, without seeing that which they were going to possess.

But what they search, they know not yet. For they are not

acquainted .with Him they are running to attain. They are

still seeking what belongs to Him, without being aware that

He will give Himself to them.

Mar Isaac : The soul that loves God, has its rest in Him

only. First loosen from yourself the outward bonds, then strive

to tie your heart to God. When the child has been weaned

476 from milk, bread is given it as food. A man, who wishes to excel

in [knowledge of] divine things, first weans himself from the

world, as a babe is weaned from its mother's breasts.

1) Introduction, p. XC.
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SECTION THE SECOND

The Definition of Love, its Divisions and
its Causes

Love is the tendency of the soul towards communion with

some object which it understands; for who does not understand

the nature of some tiling or its character, will not long after

establishing communion with it or after being in communion

with it ').

The object loved is either to be attained with the sense

of the eye, as outward beauty; or with the smell, as perfumes;

or with the ear, as sweet melodies;. or with taste, as delicious

food or drink; or with touch as touching soft objects 2
). Or

it is to be attained with the rational power in us, as the

delight which happens to us by the knowledge of what was

unknown to us 3
).

That the love of this latter enjoyment is natural, appears

from the fact, that every man is inclined to listen to novel

tales, and desirous to scrutinize the rumours concerning

other people.

Wisdom 4
) knows five causes of love. The first is the

continuation of being and the existence of the self. For all beii

naturally long after maintaining their self. Therefore man 1«

his own person more than what is outside it. He occupies

himself with the health of his limbs and the opulence of his

possessions, because his maintenance depends upon them. I le

loves also his children, because they are the seed that has

grown in his earth, also his sprout brought forth by his trunk.

i) This is also GhazSll's definition (Ihyfi' IV, p. 25a . II also d elates that

love is only possible on account of knowledge: il\.i\« Jiyu> ^^ j -.-•£ .0.- ->

.

Further love is jj^\ » *i\ J\ pjAah Jj* j£- ij^

2) This passage is in Ihya' IV. p. 253.

3) Cf. Ihya IV, P . 253.

4) Cf. Book of the Dove, III. 5.
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The second is that of doing well. As it has been said:

By the water of the love of those who do well, souls are

modelled '). So, by the natural power which has been implanted

in us, we form, by our will, a beautiful thought unto our

benefactors.

The third is that of outward beauty. That it is loved for

its own sake and not for any other's 2
), is known from the

fact, that by the sight alone of glorious trees and beautiful

flowers, and a current of clear and pure water, the soul is

gladdened and we exult with joy, the senses rejoice and the

limbs leap up, though no food or drink is to be acquired from

these things 3
).

The fourth is that of inward beauty. That the beautiful

is not attained by the eyes only, is known from the fact, that

a voice is also called beautiful 4
), though it is clear that sight

has no part in it. So the beauty of a thing is its intrinsic

perfection when this happens to it by any influence. Therefore,

when it acquires perfection in all points, the more beautiful

it will be, and so it is said to be. If it acquires only partial

perfection, its beauty is measured by it. And on account of

this sort of beauty, teachings are liked, and character 5
) and

excellent customs °) are loved. On account of it, further, we

love prophets and apostles, Fathers and teachers, true and

exquisite philosophers G
), because their perfections are not

hidden from us, though invisible to us and without connection

with us.

47 8 The fifth is that of a hidden consanguinity and a secret

resemblance, which is the peculiar bond between some men,

as we have shown in the chapter on the love of the brethren.

i) A verse of 12 syllables.

2) This is Ghazali's definition of the third cause (IV, p. 254).

3) This example is given and explained by Ghazali in the same way IV, p. 254.

4) Also one of Ghazali's examples (IV, p. 255).

5) Ihya' IV, p. 255.

6) Ibidem.
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SECTION THE THIRD ')

On the Love of God as b ei ng j us t i fied in view
of all Causes mentioned

When we scrutinize the five causes of love which we have
enumerated in our foregoing section, we find that God alone
possesses them all; what is outside Him, only a part of them,
not the whole. And on account of this question and its affir-

mative answer the thoughts of those are to be reprehended,
who are not able to love God, because they are not acquainted
with His name.

The first cause (love of man, his maintenance and his

person) is known to justify the love of God, because every
man who is acquainted with his own nature and with the

power of Him, who has created him, will know that without

his God he has no strength to remain standing during one
moment. Therefore, if the love of his self is necessary to him,

the love of Him, in whose hand his self is, must be even

more necessary to him 2
).

The second cause, doing well, justifies all creatures, endowed
with mind, in loving nothing excepted the creator, because

He alone is their natural benefactor; and all that is besides

Him, is only an intermediary and a mediator, by whom good
is conducted from the Good one.

He, for instance, who gives alms and makes a meal and the 470

like, spends his wealth in view of the remuneration he will

acquire here or there, so he does well to others in order to

acquire good for himself. And because his benefactor and that

of the man mentioned is really God, who does not expect

i) Cf. the Book of the Dove III, 5.

2) The thoughts of this passage are expressed also in two sentence- of [bn

<AtS>allah I, 71: >\&\ <v3 l^ f> j£j x ^ l^ >y»r ^j. \, .

»5
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any remuneration, the Initiated will not hesitate to love Him

alone, with all his heart, with all his soul and with all his strength.

The third cause, that of outward beauty, though only

found with corporeal beings, not with incorporeal, still, to the

saints, pure in heart '), who have not yet been loosened from

the bonds of the body, the Good one will show Himself, when

He appears with majesty in such a form that His beauty

excells all other beauty: in a habit shining like snow, with

hair like pure wool, on a flaming throne with radiating wheels,

the chariot with four sides on which He is pompously borne;

a thousand thousands of powers, and ten thousand myriads

of angels stand before Him, repeating three times and redoubling

the sanctifications which are becoming to Him, though not

sufficient. Therefore he who has been deemed worthy to cast

a short glance on such things, looking through the crevice of

the gate, will resecate and reject all race and family and be-

come a stranger to all other love, that, on swift wings, he

may fly to reach the love of the amazing beauty. Also the

use of food is estimated superfluous by him, because the sight

of his Lord fulfills his need.

The fourth cause, that of inward beauty, is that which

480 is found with the blessed prophets, apostles and the other

perfect. We see that a beauty like this has three causes, on

account of which it is loved 2
). The first is their profound

knowledge of the divine mysteries. The second is their

having power to show the way, without erring, to the common
people. The third is their being adorned with the property

of accepting excellent qualities and of pushing away bad ones.

And as the knowledge of all creatures is ignorance with God,

and their wisdom folly, and their strength exhaustion as

compared with His and all their righteousness is as the cloth

of an unclean woman before Him, according to the opinion

1) Introduction, p. LXXVII sqq.

2) Litterally : its beauties are loved.
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of Isaiah — how should not the Initiated love Him more than

them ? And if this is the case with the beautiful, what love

can be attributed by the intelligent to those who are not

beautiful ?

The fifth cause, that of a hidden consanguinity and a

secret likeness between God and mankind, is found to be a more

intrinsic one, as is justified by the divine word, which shows

man to have been created in the image of God. Therefore,

if the nature of all beings, animated and inanimated, longs

after what resembles Him, wretched is the man who, in love

of his Lord who has honoured him with His image, is inferior

to inanimate and irrational beinss.

SECTION THE FOURTH

On the Delight of the Knowledge of God being

greater than any other Delight')

It is clear that delight is caused by attaining a delicious

thing 2
). That the living possess such powers of attaining in 481

multitude, is likewise known 3
). Therefore they get peculiar

delight according to the power of attainment they possess 4
).

And since the adorable creator has raised the nature of poor

man above the dunghill of the irrational beings "'), and by the

recognizing G
) soul, with which He has endowed him, has made

him sit among the grandees of spiritual people, He has made

1) Ihya' IV, p. 263.

2) Cf. Ihya' IV, p. 263: o£\,i")U *«> ^M \ J^-

3) Ihya', ib.: jS\_/i^ gj^ o- «Ui ^W O^V\,.

4) Ihya', ib.
:

a! ^At> &SW \^> ^&\ ^—^ <j VA? °^ L>~V*J h* jKv
5) Isaac of Ninive, p. 32 speaks of bodily man, who has left his dunghill

and seeks heavenly things: jAlK'.T rdii.^^\ *-»V« *^ Vyp ^»"icn<J>C\

6) &Vk3&V^_O.V» .
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him, by the delight of this exalted knowledge, a fellow and

colleague of the angels. And because, in accordance with the

greatness of the beauty of the recognized, knowledge becomes

more opulent and delight more abundant, anyone who knows

that among all beings there is none more admirable and

amazing, more exalted and wonderful, more complete and

perfect than the Lord and the God of the beings, it is not

possible to deny that the knowledge of the greatness of the

Highest, is higher than all other knowledge, and that the

delight, caused by the knowledge of the mysteries of His

wisdom, is more desirable and exalted than any other delight.

As Euagrius the Great says: If among things to be tasted,

there is none sweeter than honey and honeycomb and the

knowledge of God is much sweeter than these, it is clear

that nothing among all things on the earth gives a delight

to the soul as the knowledge of God does.

And another Initiated has said: If any one's mind has been

captivated by the beauty of the lord of the universe, it is

impossible that it should be captivated anymore by the love

of anything in the world. If anyone's mind has been bound

482 by care for God, it never will be bound by passing care. There

is nobody who has found God and become acquainted with

Him, without having forgotten the world wholly. Another has

said : When the mind has been salted in the sea of God's

love, it will not be troubled after having reached the harbour

of life. If it has stripped off the habit of the servants of the

desire of matter, it has acquired its warrant of liberty, which

never will be rent asunder '). The same has said: When my
lips serve Thy honoured name when reciting, it begins to show

to the mind, Thy captive, the wonder of my reciting Psalms.

My lords have become my servants, since Thou hast become

my lord ; and since they know this, they have absolutely not

further attacked me.

1) Verses of 12 syllables, like the following.
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SECTION THE FIFTH

On the Deli g h t oft li e K n o w 1 e d ge of God w Inch

h a p p e n s after rat h e r t h a n before 1 ) e p a r t u r e

Things to be attained arc of two kinds, sensual and intel-

lectual '). Sensual things are again of two classes; the first is

that of things, which, being far off, become sensual by secon-

dary imagination; the second is that of things, which, being

near, become really sensual by sight, hearing and the other

senses. In the same way intellectual things are of two class

the first is that of things, which, being far off, become intel-

lectual in this world, but dimly; the other is that of thii

which, being near, become realiy intellectual in the spiritual

world. As 2
), by shutting the eyelids, the seeing is shut off

from the seen, in the same way, the soul, as long as it is

included within the body, is precluded from beholding intel-

lectual things in their essence; as God said to Moses: Thou 4S3

cannot not see my face : for there shall no man see me and

live
;t

). This means: when thou hast departed this body, then

thou wilt see [me]. The same is expressed by the divine apostle

Paul, saying: For now we sec as through a glass, darkly,

but then face to face: now I know in part, but then I shall

know even as also I am known 4
). And the holy Gregorius

Theologus says: I am convinced of the words of the sages:

1) With the following passage is to be compared Ihya' IV. p,

2) lhya
J

IV, p. 267: ^JU&\ -U ^ pit J\i.r\\ J^k? ^\i ijW .uj\ U- ^\ $_?

I \'J> *iJL^ d^ **^ C^J & ^ VJ
J J-Ak J*$ ^ \fc *£* ** •

"* ^ JU jVi dIUj $j£\ & i^JJi] oU>Jil j

ci^y Cr* • ' [ ' s c^ear
i

tn-U l ' ,c whole passage in Bar Hebraeus was taken from

the Ihya, inclusive the example of W - e Introduction, p. I II sqq.

3) Ex. 33, 20. 4) 1 Cor. 13, 12.
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Every good and God-loving soul, as soon as it will have been

loosened from the body to which it was bound and have been

liberated from this world, will be abiding at once in the apper-

ception and the contemplation of the good which awaited it;

because that which obscured its vision, has been purified

away and put aside. Else I should not know that it is be-

coming to say : this amazing delight is delicious and ex-

uberating ').

SECTION THE SIXTH

On the Causes corroborating the Love of God 2
)

It must be known, that 119 single believing heart is devoid

of the root of the love of God. But as to the growth of the

tree of the love of God, the splendour of its flowers and the

burden of its fruits, of these things many faithful are devoid.

According to the Initiated, there are two causes by which

the root of love sprouts from the heart of the righteous as

a palm and its sprigs and twigs shoot forth as the cedars of

Lebanon. The first is
3
), that man turns his face away from

484 all that is on the earth, and hates all desire, seeking and

desiring the One only, growing in hope and belief, becoming

strong in abstention and patience. So, while his inner being 4
)

is cleansed, his mind is purified, he becomes one of the

pure in heart 5
), that see God. And by this sight, the fire of

love is kindled. The second is °), that man proceeds on and

becomes strong in the knowledge of God T
), being illuminated 8

)

1) Ghazall speaks in nearly the same terms; but he maintains that this clear

sight of the soul will only be reached after resurrection (Ihya' IV, p. 268, 10 sqq.).

Cf. with the whole passage Plotinus, Enneades VI, 9 § 9 and 10.

2) Ihya' IV, p. 70.

3) Also Ghazali's first cause, Ihya' IV, p. 270.

4) r<&"ir<& .

5) Introduction, p. LXXVII sqq.

6) Also Ghazali's second cause, (Ihya' IV, p. 271).

7) Introduction, p. XXXIX.

8) Introduction, p. LXXXI sqq.
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and instructed by it, after the purification of the heart from

impure passions '). For the knowledge of God in a pure soul

resembles the pure seed thrown on good ground. And fi

the seed of knowledge love is born and up.

The knowledge of God is acquired in a twofold wise; either

the creator is known first, then, through Him the creatui

Or the creatures are recognized first, then, from them, the

mind is exalted towards Him 2
). Though the first way is difficult

and steep and even the athletes <»f the known, scarcely

able to go it, it is more essential, high and exalted. On
the Initiated has described it with these words: Through my
God I have known my God; and, but for mj aid

not have known my God :

. Another has said: I kn<

before the worlds. For His knowledge, which has called the

worlds into existence, has dawned in my mind, and has

founded my knowledge, before the universe came into exis-

tence. The same has said: I knew Christ before I knew my- 485

self. The knowledge of Him has preceded in me the km
ledge of what has come into existence by His spirit.

The truth of this is mysteriously affirmed by the divine

David, in this word: With Thee is the fountain of life: in Thy
light we see light 4

).

It is clear, that the second way is easy ami everyone who

is zealous will be able to use it, even if he be weak and dark

of mind. It is described by the same Psalmist with the words:

The heavens declare the glory of God ' etc.

1) lliy;\' IV. p. 271: ._' j^y, £j* ^ .

.

2) With the following impare the Book "f the Dove III.

3) Even tliis sentence is in the IhyS [V, - ,

J>.j -V- - k> Vj m J.j ^*J- J^ ^'.j ^J- *• * •

'•

ascribes it to I >hu '1-NOn.

4) Psalm 36,9.

5) Psalm i<>, 1.
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SECTION THE SEVENTH

On the different Ranks of those who love God 1

)

It has already been shown that the knowledge of God fs

the cause of His love 2
). Therefore, in accordance with know-

ledge being more or less, love is more or less 3
). And because

men have set up opinions contrary to truth, concerning the

denominations of God they found in the holy scriptures, some

of them have believed in these denominations as they have

accepted them from their teachers, in the way of simple

tradition, without their distinction. But others, though few, have

been deemed worthy of mastering the height of essential know-

ledge, through the good gift, with which they have been

endowed in fulness from above, by the father of lights 4
).

There are found three ranks of those who love God.

The first, the lowest, is that of heretics who do not glorify

the truth in truth. They are those of the left hand 5
).

486 The second, the middle one, is that of the simple faithful.

Though they belong to the lambs, those of the right hand,

yet, in accordance with their simple knowledge, their love is

superficial. And because it has no firm root in their heart,

they are in danger of becoming rotten ).

The third, the highest, is that of the Initiated, who are

even higher than those of the right hand. Because they know

the good one as He is, and they are not stained with con-

flicting thoughts and they are really elevated above traditional

blindness, neither fire nor sword is able to separate them

from the love of their Lord 7
).

1) Cf. Ihya' IV, p. 274.

2) Section VI.

3) Introduction, p. XLII.

4) James I, 17. The above passage concords almost litterally with Ihya' IV, p. 274.

5) This class is mentioned by Ghazall in less strong terms IV, p. 274.

6) Ibidem.

7) Ibidem.
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SECTION THE EIGHTH

Why the C r e a tares do not k n o w the Creator'

That the adorable God is more manifest and clear than

any of the existing things'-), is known from the fact
3
) that

there is no part of the world that does not hear a sign of its

maker. This is mysteriously denoted by David the harpist

when he says: There is no speech nor language where their

voice is not heard 4
). This proves that the knowledge of God

is necessary and natural to us like the other kinds of neces-

sary knowledge 3
). As all that is unknown to us, is either

hidden from us on account of its deep darkness, or because

our mind shrinks from observing it on account of its being

too manifest °) — as our eye shrinks from looking at the sun —
so the last reason hinders us from knowing God, as has been 48 7

taught by the great Dionysius the Areopagite, who says: The

divine cloud is the inaccessible light, wherein God is said to

abide 7
). And though He is, He is invisible because of His

being illuminated to a high degree. This proves that our mind,

as compared with essential light
s
), is like the bat as compared

i) Ihya' IV, p. 275.

2) Ihya' IV, P . 275: JU a\1\ y> WiU, J^l jjA \ \c\ . Ibn
:

AtS'all£h

*J> j£> j~tti£\ ^jVi 'J- ^3, \j>\b <&AJ "J- y J and II, 99: ^
:^>\l\ ^j;\ *j\j^^

f
\^ ^i\j #t

3) Cf. Book of the Dove 111,8.

4) Psalm 19,3.

5) ihya' iv, P. 275: j\ L^L-b ^UU JV **j* o£ o ] J&.

6) Ihya' IN', p. 275: <_l j »Vi>. [t>j.e>\ oW- <^* \^y*- *WV u^ j&

7) Introduction, p. i'III sqq.

8) Introduction, p. LXXXIV.
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with this eradiated light. Therefore, just as the bat would be

able to look into eradiated light, if it possessed the visual

power of man, so man would be able to look towards essen-

tial light, if he possessed the mind of an angel. Concerning
the fact that psychic eye is blinded by the manifestation of

God '), when it is illuminated by it, the poet says: Thou art

manifest and clear, o my Lord, much more than the sun at

midday
j Thou art not hidden but from the blind who do not

see the moon. At Thy splendour the mind of every intelligent

being is astonished and amazed , whereas the eye that is not

blinded by Thee, has no light 2
). And in the same metre: If

light makes manifest all visible things, detecting the veil that

is spread over their faces, how should it be becoming for the

eye, which is accustomed to matter, to see Him, who is con-

cealed and withheld from the eyes by light? 3
).

i) Cf. Ibn 'Ata'aUah, I, 18: ^ jT >\ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J^ ^f
yj> 'J" *r*4 u^ Jj^k «-*•>

P^ J£J j£ iS^\ y>j *J> v*4 C^ jj-*1' *-*£

• "J" $ U* J^ yj \s* V*4 u^ jj^k ^f 'J- S & J^^
And I, 28: A±YJb$\ ^ ^j\ ^^ ^ ^^J ^J j^\. And Abu Talib II,

2) Verses of 12 syllables. The original is in the Ihya' IV, p. 277:

3) Cf. Ibn c

Ata'allah II, 9:

apparently the original of Bar Hebraeus' verses.
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SECTION THE NINTH

On the Manners in which the Soul longs after God

It is known that longing necessarily follows love. Everyone,

therefore, who loves God, will necessarily desire to see Him '). 488

Among bodily friends the lover longs after his beloved

in a twofold wise. When the beloved is absent and the image

of his beauty is recollected, the lover desires to see him, that

his joy may be complete by meeting the beloved -). Or, when

the beloved is near, but his face is only visible to his friend,

while his other inward beauties, which are shown in inter-

course, are hidden, the lover longs after being consoled also

by the sight of what is hidden ;,

j. In the same way the Initia-

ted are necessarily acquainted with these two sorts of longing,

in view of the love of their Lord 4
j. With the first, because

that which they see here of the beauty of the Lord in reve-

lations and visions, shows its magnificence as it were from

behind an outspread veil "'). Therefore they long after seeing

Him eye to eye and with David they sing: My soul thirstcth

for Thee, the living God ; when shall I come and appear before

1) Cf. Abu TSlib II, 51: j _^\ U\ jp _^\ Ai _^ UJ
r
%i j.j

J^ji\ u_A,J *^ ^ *-
;V
J ^JA £\ jW^ jr-^i ^>Jh J*\? f'-

}~' J*

2) lhya' IV, p. 277: J$lj J\ jViioi «1U- Ui j jij <iy.~ *&> ^>L ^

3) Ibidem : jVii^i -u_W j\~*
v
Jj

vAu b/im \Sj.
n
J_? *».^ *=*.? tSjt u" J

4) Ibidem: j3 t*A/^V u^J^ l» Ji ci^ <ui^ J* J C^j^* Wf u»Wt ) !

. Ov»j » I

5) Ibidem: ^Ci 7>*jM *t^ l3 O^" O^j St)*^ J>*^ O* 0>»jUi £<ai\ I. ^\i
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Thee ')? With the second manner of longing, because the ways

of divine perfection are indefinite and endless 2
). And it is

not unknown to the Initiated that what he has attained in

respect of them, is much less than what he has not attained.

Therefore he longs constantly after acquiring what he has

not acquired 3
). And so a right spirit is frequently renewed 4

)

within them. It is becoming to know that the former kind of

longing is accomplished and vanishing in the spiritual world

;

489 because there the Initiated meets his beloved r>

). The second

kind cannot be imagined as reaching perfection because the

exalted and glorious beauties of the Lord of the universe are

indefinite °). Therefore, every desire which reaches its aim, is

succeeded anew by another one ; and every longing which

comes to perfection is followed by a new one at its heels.

Therefore the Initiated call such a longing ,heel'; and those

who stand aloof call it concatenation.

SECTION THE TENTH

On the distinctive Marks of those who love God 7

)

There are ten distinctive marks which are symptoms of the

Initiated's love of God.

i) Ps. 42, 2.

2) ihys' iv, P . 277: \\, iV^ S UY^V^ \ iiU\.

3) Ibidem: \jy_i* A\j, % ^J*>- \^ j£\ oUjl«U ^ <lo ^c- .--Ac U q\ Uj^

. %>\ \tfj*i } J\ cA*>U £. J, I- J^ } U iijA) ^\ aJ ^ \ J\

4) Ps. 51, 10.

5) Jhya' IV, P . 277: i^ ^^i g&S ^A\j 5>V\j\i J ^. JjVl J>ii\j

. 5 Aft w^» * ** \ii •

6) Ihya' IV, p. 278: ^ \j±\\ J ^ k,\, A ^ri ^\ <uiui JliW ^tl\ U^

<ulxiL "U^Xs-j <cVko_j <UJi (J^t? ."/' e/»"V\ (3 A*.«i)j _ii£^ |j\ 4.-A'
(
- ^1 o^^l (J

7) Ihya' IV, p. 283.
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The first') is, that he longs after seeing his Lord. And
because essential seeing takes place only after departure from

this life, it is necessary for him who seeks his Lord, to resemble

Paul and like him to desire to depart, in order to be with

Christ 2
). The second 1

') is, that he does not fulfill his own

will, but that of his Lord, as the true one has said : If ye

love me, keep my commandments 4
). The third is, that

he hates the whole world in order to possess the One only:

as we have found in some Hebrew-") book: When Joseph had

become ruler in Egypt, the wife of his lord, who had slandered

him, believed in God. And when her husband was dead,

Joseph sought to marry her; but she would not. When her

kindred asked her: where is now all your love of him, she

answered: the love of him burned in me, before I knew his

Lord. But now that I know Him, the love of Him burns in

me, and I care no longer for the love of His servant '"'). The

fourth-7

)
is that the lips constantly administer the name of 49°

his Lord. For every one who loves something, often thinks

of it and his tongue does not cease to mention it; as David

who loved the law of his Lord meditated upon it the whole

day. The f i ft h
s
) is, that he finds consolation in solitude and

the abode in the small cell, rejecting the sight of the world,

and hating intercourse and speech. Because, as Mar Isaac says,

the consummation of excellency is lonely intercourse , and

1) Ihya' IV, p. 283.

2) Philippians 1,23. Ibn 'Ata'allah II, 66: ij^jT, O.U L£ «\S \1& -^ .

J_jU '\ii <_^ \jy, LjM j *\l]\ . Introduction, p. LII sqq.

3) Ihya' IV, p. 285.

4) John 4, 15.

5) Perhaps; but the story is also to be found in the corresponding chapter of

the Ihya' IV, p. 284. And it occurs already in Abu Talih II. 52, who introduces

it with the words: iilV_}\ _,U-V\ J <Sjji*-

6 ) Above, p. 54.

7) Ihya' IV, p. 285.

8) Ihya' IV, p. 286.
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the quiet dwelling of the mind upon God. The sixth 1

)
is

that he is not spiteful on account of the worldly things which

escape him, but that he regrets, on the contrary, every hour

he passes in idleness. The seventh 2
)

is that he finds enjoy-

ment in the labours of asceticism, though they be heavy and

wearying; as that brother, concerning whom the excellent

Master 3

)
John de Dalyata tells, that he, in the time of the

first heat of love, when grace kindled his heart with the love

of God, was nightly standing naked, during four years, also

in wintertime, in snow, rain and ice. In the first year the

blood dried up in his limbs and life vanished from his body;

then he no longer perceived the cold even when he buried

himself naked in the snow; because his body was like fire.

The eighth 4
)

is that he is full of mercy towards the good,

and scornful and severe against the bad 5
)

; as also his Lord

is just and loving justness and His face looks towards upright-

49 1 ness, but His soul hates the unjust and those who love unjust-

ness. The ninth is that he prays constantly, that his love

may not abate and his gifts may not diminish. For, as an

Initiated °) has said : he whose yesterday that has passed, is

better than to-day which is present, he is cursed. And he

whose days are equal, he is devoid of excellency. But he whose

end is better than his beginnings, he is wise. The tenth 7

)

is that he conceals his love as much as he can, though the

siens thereof are not concealed in him.

i) Ihya' IV, p. 286.

2) Ihya' IV, p. 287.

3) Saba.

4) Ihya' IV, p. 287.

5) Cf. section XIV; and Book of the Dove III, 9, fifth state.

6) Ihya' IV, p. 288 : jC ^^ ^ ^ °l^, gjiA « ^ J^ j\$ d)J Ji_.

(j ,*L j£? \~*\ q* \*J, <u> v . The third part of the sentence is not in the Ihya'

;

so there seems to be a common source.

7) Ihya' IV, p. 290. Cf. Abu Talib II, 67: sJJ &\g ^ o*J
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It has been said: Two brethren had fallen into a severe

illness in the desert. When the fellow brethren asked the

former: what do you think of yourself, he answered: he who

is aware of his plague does not love Him. When they asked

the latter: how are you? he answered: he who does not find

enjoyment in his plague, does not love Him. When their

master heard their words he said: but 1 say: he who shows

his love, does not love Him '). And from that time the brethren

began to conceal their excellence.

SECTION THE ELEVENTH

On Consolation in God and Freedom of Speech
with Hi m 2

)

The joy and the gladness which happen to the Initiated

on account of the multitude of divine revelations 3
) and the

frequency of spiritual visions, is called consolation in God. When

this consolation has taken hold of the enviable, the friend of

God, he is only content with quiet solitude 4
) and he cannot 492

bear even the sound of a leaf 1
). Such solitude is called by

the teachers a solitude which makes gods G
) ; for through it'

the mind acquires complete unification and perfect mingling

with God, and vision and knowledge of Him, whose glory is

exalted over the world, without visible vision and without

knowable knowledge. Therefore, he who has been deemed

worthy of this grace, will shut his eyes before all the beauties

of the creatures and close his ears before every human sound

1) This anecdote is already in Abu Talib II, 67 and Una' IV. p. 290 where

the master is Dhu 'I-Nun.

2) Cf. Ihya1 IV, p. 292 and Introduction, p. CII sq.

3) Introduction, p. XCVIll sqq.

4 )
ihy-i' iv, p. 292: ij£\j i\>V^ j,

f
r- *#$ jCi

}
,j-;V\ j'o Jc *-Al o*jv

5) Cf. section XIV, first state; and Book of the Dove HI. 6 first Mate.

6) = Biotoioi; Dionysius Areopagita, Opera, p. z8l.
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and restrain his senses from all cares of passions. And he will

be on his guard that evil may not assail him, and God may

not pass him. And he will not desist nor take rest from caring

for God. From the so called consolation freedom of speech is

born. Though it is bad, because of the boldness which accom-

panies it, and, by the sages, called a scorching wind, still,

when it is practised by those who are experienced in paracletic

consolations in God, it is not to be rejected. This freedom of

speech is further made complete when God sends the spirit

of His son into the hearts of the perfect, the spirit that calls

Aba, Our Father, as Paul, the blessed, says. When the spirit

of the son dwells in the perfect, it speaks through him, as

through the son of God, to the father. And here is no human

weakness, nor prayer, nor beseeching, nor recollection of things

of this world or of things to come. But the son of God knows

himself in a divine way, and as the son with his father, so

493 he speaks freely with God. And then he becomes as receiving

all prayers, not as one who prays, as answering all questions,

not as one who asks !

), because the rich one, his Father, has

given him power over His riches and he has become the same

as the person who dwells within him. And while he neither

knows himself nor any thing 2
), he cries many times: Aba, my

father, and other bold utterances, which it is not allowed to

write down and to embody in paper 3
). Some Initiated, for

instance, have used even trials, in bold freedom of speech.

As the excellent Job, who disputed with his Lord as a man

with his fellow-man, saying : Am I a sea, or a whale, that Thou

settest a watch over me 4
) ? Wilt Thou break a leaf driven to

and fro? and wilt Thou pursue the dry stubble 5
)? When I

say : Thou shalt comfort me, then Thou terrifiest me through

i) Cf. Book of the Dove, III, 9, tenth state.

2) Introduction, p. CVI sqq.

3) Introduction, p. XXVII.

4) Job 7, 12.

5) Job 13,25.
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visions '). If there were an umpire between us, that might lay

his hand on our mouth -) ! with other sayings of the same kind.

Some have escaped danger by them; for grace does not bear

everyman in the same way 3
). Saul, for instance, was rejected

from the royal rank and the flame of prophecy, being hated

because he had shown mercy towards Agag the king of the

Amalekites and he had not slain him; and he had spared the

beauty of the oxen and lambs and he had not destroyed them.

Whereas David had stained himself with bad adultery and
spilt the innocent blood of Uriya the Hittite ; but as soon

as he said: I have sinned before the Lord, through Nathan it

was said to him: The Lord also hath put away thy sin, thou

shalt not die 4
).

SECTION THE TWELFTH 494

On the Troubles the Initiated bear through
the Love of God 5

)

The exoteric sages define philosophy as meditation upon

death. With this the esoteric Initiated concord, saying: Excel-

lence is meditation upon death, for the sake of the love of God
;

namely: this is excellence, to bear troubles for the sake of the love

of God. And with words, broad and long, they have proved

this, saying: He who is clad with zeal on the way of excel-

lence, does not know that he is invested with a body, but

he seems to be incorporeal in view of all the difficulties. Even

to renunciate life will be light to him and not too burdensome.

So the deliberations of him, whose soul has received the taste

of divine consolation, will be borne by love of Him at all

times, and his heart will constantly be elevated '

i by recol-

i) Cf. Job 7,13 sq. 2) Cf. Job 9,33.

3) Ihya' IV, p. 294: J^ O o :>.-*' J^ y> ^^ J\o . . I

4) 2 Sam. 12, 13.

5) Cf. Ihya" IV, p. 298. 6) Litterally: fly.

16
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lection of Him. And he is already, as it were, in the kingdom

of heaven, and it is as if he does not abide on the earth.

And continually the word of the apostle is vivid in his heart

:

Wat shall separate me from the love of Christ ? shall tribulations

or persecutions, or sword, or nakedness 1

)? And he thinks also

further, with Paul : For I am persuaded that neither death,

nor life, nor things present with their terrors, nor things to

come with their glory, nor any other creature shall be able

to separate us from the love of my Lord 2
). The Initiated bear

oppressions for two reasons 3
) : either they do not perceive

them, because they burn with love of their Lord. As Aba

Benjamin, who healed many who were swollen and hydropsic,

without thinking of his being swollen and hydropsic himself.

When he was asked concerning this, he said : my brother,

the blow from the beloved one gives no pain. Or they bear

them because they are complying with the will of their be-

loved, when He will put them to trial. As in the case of the

excellent Job, who endured innumerable blows without mur-

muring. It is also said, that one of the faithful, during the

persecution of the pagan emperor Maximinos was beaten with

a thousand blows without crying or weeping. When some one

said to him: Why have you not cried? he answered: I saw

Christ, for whose sake I was beaten, standing before me and

looking at me, while he admonished me not to weep.

Though this strenuous patient one was great, yet he was

not so great as Stephanus, the first deacon. For this firstborn

of martyrs did not only refrain from shrieking, but when

dying he prayed for those who stoned him, who were the cause

of his being crowned with martyrdom.

i) Cf. Rom. 8,35. 2) Cf. Rom. 8,37 sq.

3) This is also in the Ihya' IV, p. 298.
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SECTION THE THIRTEENTH

On the Stages of the Initiated concerning
their Love

The holy solitaries teach that there are three measures,

namely states of the Initiated concerning the growth of their

love: the first, the middle, and the third, the last one being 496

that of accomplishment. And as they have found that

at any of the three there are peculiar experiences, they have

taught us concerning them. Therefore, borrowing their words,

we give concerning any of them a passage as short as pos-

sible. The first state '). When, in the beginning, grace casts

a small spark of the love of the Lord in the heart of the novice,

it sows in him great humbleness, so that he thinks himself

dust and ash, and remembering his trespasses he sheds tears

of sorrow and joy, of sorrow, because of his stains; of joy,

because grace has born and sustained him like a compassionate

mother. Then it makes reciting of Psalms and frequent bending

of the knees sweet to his heart and it gives him delight during

his long service; and it makes him to remember the saints

and incites him to imitate their labours. Then it incites him

to love deeds which serve to give rest to his brethren, and

pity towards the oppressed, and serving the sick. It gives him

silence and solitude in order to cut off the passionate incli-

nations 2
) in his heart. Some solitaries are, on account of their

care, made perfect by grace in all these things, others in some

only. But from time to time it withdraws from the solitary

its workings, in order that he may be chastised by trials and

become exercised; then troubles and evil passions direct their

power against him. But if he be cautious against trespassing,

grace will visit him anew with consolations, much more pro-

i) Cf. Book of the Dove III. i.

2) Introduction, p, LXXI sqq.
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497 fitable and elevated than the former ones, because it exercises

him and does not withdraw from him. In this state the novice

is in great need of a leader, because many are brought to

fall by this trial and stray away from the place they occupy.

The middle state '). After its workings of the former kind,

grace changes its influences upon the soul, purifies and sanc-

tifies it and makes it apt for spiritual sight and the receiving

of revelations. In the first place it enlightens the intellect by

distinction of the creatures. Then the mind will be brought

to giving up the distraction of deliberations and be fascinated

by the creator only. And the intellect of the Initiated will

meditate upon the highest one, to such a degree that, when

being awake he will seem to be asleep, and, when sleeping he

will be thought to be awake 2
).

And when he has passed a space of time with such medi-

tations, his Lord will show Himself to him. But only as a flash

of lightning 3
) which bursts forth and disappears ; or as a star

which of a sudden is covered by a cloud. This happens espe-

cially during prayer; so that sight often breaks off his service

and stupefies him. Then his spirit is tormented continually 4
)

by hot inclinations 5
) and the love of his Lord burns in his

heart as the fire in a furnace seven times fiercer than it is

wont °), so that his soul is enfiamed, his limbs are relaxed and

he falls on the ground. Then he rises again and prepares him-

self for vision and it is not withheld from him ; but he begins

to lengthen the duration [of this state] from day to day, and

his mind is enlightened 7
) so as to see hidden things and

gradually he becomes familiar s
) with hidden mysteries and

i) Cf. Book of the Dove III, 2.

2) Introduction, p. XCI.

3) Introduction, p. XCIV.

4) rf-n,A2t,<^ .

5) Introduction, p. LXXI sqq.

6) Daniel 3, 19.

7) Introduction, p. LXXXI sqq.

8) Introduction, p. C.
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unspeakable visions. And the feverish inclination of the first 498

state is changing into calmness and accomplished love.

The state of accomplishm e n t '). From here, then, begins

the entrance into the bridechamber 2
), and abiding in the

apartment and lying down in the room and intercourse with

Him 3
), who appeared to the eye like a flash of lightning, but

at whom the mind is gazing now peacefully 4
). The inhabitants

of that place are enlightened by the sight of the beauty of

the king, with a light not mingled with a reminiscence of

darkness. There to the soul its natural beauty s
) is revealed

and it sees itself as it is, namely in the likeness of its creator.

And from sight to sight it is changed, and by the essential

light c
), with which the universe is clad and which penetrates

the universe T
), it beholds without impediment all the ends

of the creation and farther, and is elevated above all heavens ").

And as the bodily eye, by the created light, sees the bodily

objects, so the eye of the mind, by the uncreated light, sees

the angels in their nature. And when the soul is established

in the sight of the glory of their classes and their beauties,

their harmony and joy, it becomes with them like them. And

in a moment it passes towards the cloud of inaccessible light,

where God is said to dwell 9
). And while the face of its Lord

is detected before it, it becomes stupefied and is made

1) Book of the Dove III, 3.

2) Plotinus, Enneades VI, 9 § n, compares this moment with entering the

adytum of a temple.

3) Cf section XIV.

4) Introduction, p. XCIV.

5) Introduction, p. I. XIV sqq.

6) Introduction, p. LXXXIV.

7) The idea is already expressed by Jamblichus, I »e mysteriis, p. 31: cvtu

y.xt twv Seoii/ to <P&q eAA*^t£< %ctipi>TTUc;, sv ietvr& n (zovi'ij..-

Six tuv ovtuv ti&uv.

8) Book of the Dove III, 7. How familiar such ideas arc to neo-IMatonic

philosophers may appear from the following quotation from Ibn Gabirol's Source

of Life (ed. Munk. Melanges I. 4): V~'-' ~- ~-Z r '~- "JOT B^TTl tNl

.nymno "lnr nrpnoa z-:- -— -—
: psjj room mi«

9) Introduction, p. CIII.
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radiant by the rays of His beauty. And there takes place

transition '), which is described by our holy Fathers, so that

it is impossible for the soul to return from its delight. And
499 if its Lord loosened it not from union, it would forget its

partner, the body. And when it returns to it, it imparts to

the limbs some of the divine fire, which has remained in it,

so that they also participate in the enjoyment of the spirit.

And when the mind returns again [to the Lord] the body is

almost borne along with it, and the soul can scarcely shake it

off when it is elevated. And so it ascends 2
) from glory to

glory through the Lord, the spirit, and it forgets not only

what is here, but also its self. And because of the divine light

with which it is clad, it sees itself in the likeness of God 3
).

And it does not shun saying, in freedom of speech 4
): I am

in my Father and my Father is in me, and I and the Father

are one, together with other things which
(

5 perhaps Master

Hierotheos and the like-venture to interpret 5
). But concerning

these things the Holy Ghost says : There is mystery between

me and my housemates, and it warns them to hide such

things and not to divulge them, and it does not permit them

to scrutinize them, except in personal intercourse c
) with the

housemates '). And this last stage is called by the exoteric

sages ,likeness with God as much as this is possible for man'.

SECTION THE FOURTEENTH

On the varying States the Perfect have
to go through 8

)

When the perfect have reached the state of perfection,

i) Introduction, p. CV.

2) Book of the Dove III, 4.

3) Introduction, p. CVIII sqq. 4) Introduction, p. C1I.

(5— 5) This is the reading of some Mss. The text has: ,the soul dares to

utter in such a drunkenness ; and perhaps they will disdain Master Hierotheos

and the like who venture to interpret.'

6) Litterally : a living word. 7) Cf. Section XL
8) Cf. Book of the Uove III, 9. Introduction, p. XCV.
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grace works in them twelve varying states caused by its

amazing influence, from their first reaching the apartment till

their definite entering the bride-room and their lying with

the beloved in the room ').

These varying states are the following. The first is that 500

of the baptism of the mind. For as soon as transition 2
) takes

place, the mind is baptized in the heart, and deliberation

stands motionless, even without stammering glorifications, but

silence dominates the inclinations 3
) of the soul and the body.

And by the food the mind receives from within, the body is

sustained too. With this same baptism Moses has been baptized

on the top of the mountain. Being in this state, the perfect

is not only not able to meet any creature, but he can even

not bear the sound of a bird 4
). The second is that of the

influence of distinctions. When the mind has acquired purity

of deliberations, it recognizes itself and it distinguishes the

height of its rank and the loftiness of its race. And here too

it guards silence and it does not permit itself to divagate

upon distinctions without it. And when it is overwhelmed by

divagation, it forces itself to the reciting of the scriptures and

the Psalms and obeisance before the cross. And when it has

been strengthened thus, it binds itself within the inner gate

of the heart. The third is that of the love of reciting

Psalms 5
). This love burns so strongly in the heart, that even

at the time of the meals the mind is occupied with the Psalms.

The fourth is that of outbursts of tears. These tears are

not caused by compulsion, and the will has no dominion

over them. But when the fire of love burns the soul within,

the body sheds tears without. The f i ft h is that of the

knowledge of Judgment and of care. And from this under-

1) Cf. the previous section.

2) Introduction, p. CV.

3) Introduction, p. LXXI sqq.

4) Cf. Section XI.

5) Read r^'icvSTOV^.t cf. Book "I the Dove III. 9, third state.
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501 standing there is born in the soul the love of mankind and

constant prayer in behalf of their conversion, because he sees

them all as his equals and like himself. In this state there is

no righteous and no sinner, no slave and no free man, no

circumcision and no foreskin, no man and no woman, but Christ

appears to be all and in every man. The sixth is that of the

emotions of the heart, in which the mind is made radiant by

the angelic rays, which are composed of light and fire. Then

it burns with desire to be united with the spiritual hosts and

it is ardent to be mingled with the orders of fiery beings.

The seventh is that of simple 1

) apperception. Here the

mind hears the voice of the spiritual beings who glorify with

subtle sounds, sounds which cannot be embodied in composed

spoken 2
) words and are only to be denoted in intellectual,

simple sounds. Of these sounds the new glorification in the new

world is made up, and with this glorification the spirit prays,

as Paul says, for the saints 3
). The eighth is that of like-

ness 4
). In this state the mind is brought to silence; when it

sees the True one 5
) eye to eye and it is illuminated by His

light and is changed into His likeness. And as the elegant

and dense cloud, when it is near the sun receives its light and

its form and appears like it, so the pure mind °), even though

tied in the dense body, will become like essential light 7
), when

502 it has become familiar with it. The ninth is that of be-

coming like fire. In this state man is kindled by fire, from the

sole of his foot to his brain arid his body is made glowing

like iron in fire. The blessed Palladius says concerning Aba
Arsenius, that while he stood praying in his cell, a brother,

1) Here used in the sense of direct, immediate.

2) Litterally: breated forth.

3) Cf. Romans 8, 26.

4) Introduction, p. CVIII.

5) = J^-
6) Introduction, p. LXXVII.

7) Introduction, p. LXXXIV.
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looking through the window, saw him being wholly like fire.

The tenth is that of unification '). This state is called unde-

scribable by the Initiated. They say that the sign thereof is,

that there are no longer two or three, but one is solved and

two is subtilized and the sustenance of the two becomes one 2
).

The eleventh is that of joy which also knows tears. Its

cause is unknown to the Initiated ; he knows only that he

rejoices, but not why. The twelfth is that of outbursts of

speech and prominence of the scrutinizing of things to come

and explaining of things hidden, those which are written in

the archbook, which is the book of the knowledge of God.

And to the mind, when reading them, they are here revealed.

SECTION THE FIFTEENTH

A Collection of scattered Sayings
concerning Love 3

)

One of the Initiated, being asked what love is, answered

:

Love is the divine fire which burns in the elect and banishes

and destroys from their hearts every other desire which is impure.

An other has said: Love is fulfilling the will of the beloved.

Another: Love is the power which springs from nature and

superates the will. The mind cannot attain it, nor can the

tongue explain it.

Another wept till he had become blind, stood till he was 503

bent, fasted till he was wholly abstinent, and prayed till he-

was exhausted. During all this he did not become weary nor

tedious, but he said: I swear by Thee, Lord of Lords, if there

were a stream of fire between me and Thee, I would pass

through it towards Thee as if it were water. The same said:

1) Introduction, p. CVIlL

2) Cf. Ibn cAtaDallah I, 32:

3) GJiazall's chapter also ends with a collection of sayings concerning love.
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The love of my Lord has alienated me to mankind and

human things.

The same said : At the banquet of Love I have drunk goblets

as it were from a flood ; and as wine was not exhausted and

I did not get drunk, I was overwhelmed by ecstasy !

). From

desire of Thee I watched the whole night until twilight. And if I

had looked at anything besides Thee, I would have been blinded.

An other has said : When the love of God is awake in the

heart, it is wholly filled with burning fire, and in an insup-

portable way it is kindled with joy, and it longs after the

sight of the hidden things.

A certain brother said : When paternal mercy 2
) dawned

unto me and took 3
) my mind from me, it was, before being

swallowed up in ecstasy and stupefaction, swimming in a sea

of light and plunging into and emerging from its waves, as-

cending and lying down, rejoicing and exalting at the floods

of its greatness. It beheld there radiating angels who were

praising and it became familiar with them and said : Holy,

holy, holy is the Lord Zebaoth 4
). And again the mind was

504 taken 5
) and penetrated into the light of many rays and was

stupefied by the sight of the Beautiful °) and captivated by

the love of the High one and all, even itself, became as not

existing 7
). This state of the mind, namely the entrance without

1) Cf. Ibn
cAta

D
allah II, 81 : PygP ^bj\i X~~j£\ J^f^J.j^ rj> and Kushairl,

P- 45 '• ^ojj ^Jjj ^\jlA\ Mi \i ^.V J*i LV >-J.\ ^>ji and Abu Talib I, 235 :

•Ji ^JyC\ r^aL ^ Jjt1 ^ V\ v^\ ^ft "LJl\ J^o ^ Introduction, p. XC.

2) Psalm 103, 13.

3) . «QvV t« 5 Introduction, p. XCVI sqq.

4) Cf. Corpus Hermeticum, p. 336.

5) 3&qubtt .

6) Introduction, p. XLIV.

7) Cf. Kushairl, p. 39 who quotes the following verses

:

*~i3 \c A.Z \ Us.*^ Jk> \ ) *J_j& V .^—)\^ i^i ^_j>- ^4& *tf
^

And cf. Introduction, p. CVII sqq.
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knowledge and the absence of impulses ') will sometimes last

a short moment, sometimes one hour, or a whole day, according

to the will of the spirit. Also after its return from that state

it will remain without inclinations during nearly a whole week.

And now the mind will be dark, and then it will be radiant.

At first there will dawn in the heart something like a star

with many rays and of wonderful beauty, then it will appear

as a column of light and thereupon the mind will ascend and

enter and be hidden in the cloud '-). And from that time gifts

consisting in revelations 3
) and visions, prophecy and power

of healing, are given to it.

Another has said: Morning dawns and gives joy, light radi-

ates and gladdens, the friend speaks and enflames, the good

incites and exalts and shows Himself and what is His, in joy.

Another has said : The fire of love does not permit him

who burns with it, to accomplish his service. For as soon as

he is standing to pray, his heart will begin to glow till it

burns and enflames the whole body, so that he is not able to

stand upon his feet but falls on the earth as dead ; and his

cither is broken and he lives only in madness 4
); he thinks

himself and what environs him to be in a fire, because of

the living fire which is blown in him by Him who lives eternally. 5°5

For the Lord is my witness, that several times I have heard

one of the brethren crying, when he was in the drunkenness ')

of the love of Christ, so that he could not restrain himself

because of the divine fire that burned in him: O, how burning

is Thy love, my Lord and my God, my life perishes from

love of Thee, I cannot bear it ! O, for Thy unspeakable beaut

let me enter Thy chamber, o king, that I may rejoice ami

exult with Thee ! — with other things which are not to be

i) Introduction, p. LXXI.

2) Introduction, p. CIII.

3) Introduction, p. XCVIIL

4) Introduction, p. X*'.

5) Introduction, I.e.

6) Introduction, p. XI. V.
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described. Further it has been said : Love makes the body

and the senses silent, it elevates the mind so as to gaze on

the inaccessible light of the beauty of the Desired. Mercy

dawns unto it and takes it to the place without place, the

world without denomination, the nature without beginning.

And when the solitary reaches the divine cloud ') and enters

the harbour of all service, and sees with his mind, face to

face, the glory of the Lord and is made radiating by it, and

is transformed into His likeness — then his mercy is poured

out over all, like that of God. And the beloved above all

shows him love, and the beasts of prey, cattle, the birds and

obnoxious reptiles do not harm him, because they smell from

him the scent of their creator 2
). Even stones and wood and

all inanimate beings are dominated by him. Even rebellious

demons show themselves obsequious unto him, because of the

fear which is laid upon them. Wonderful is also the love shown

506 unto him by the angels and the cry they utter unto him : Now let

the heart rejoice of those who have sought the Lord in distress.

It has further been said: Look at the fire which becomes

one with the iron in the furnace. The iron alone is not to

be recognized there, because it has assumed the likeness of the

fire, by their union. So you see not two images but one, no

discrimination being possible, though the two substances

remain separated. In the same way 3
) the children of God see

themselves as the image of God; so they become, all of them,

gods, by the grace of their creator. And when their nature

grows in glory, they are not aware of increase, even as those

who grow up are not aware of the growth of their bodily

stature ; but they observe only that the glory of their person

has become greater. And as it proceeds on, love increases.

It has further been said 4
) : If anyone writes the mysteries

1) Introduction, p. CIII.

2) Cf. Book of the Dove, Sentence 96.

3) Introduction, p. CVIII sqq.

4) Book of the Dove, Sentences 54 and 55.
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of the spirit, without the spirit's dictating them to him, it will

not mix its sweetness into his words and therefore they will

not be loved by those who read them nor L;ive delight to

those who hear them. But if anyone learns the mysteries of

the spirit from the spirit, writing what it dictates to him,

then the spirit will mix itself into all his words and all those

who hear him will smell its odours and their hearts will be

filled by these words with life and their sound will eradicate

the passions from them. And this is the pen of the ready

writer ') with which he writes his holy book.

i) Ps. 45,1.



BOOK I, CHAPTER V

ON MUSIC 1

)

SECTION THE FIRST

On the Views of those Solitaries who reject

Music 2
)

They say, that every bodily delight, which does not serve

unto the necessary maintenance of the body, is from the evil

one. And that music belongs to the kinds of delight which

are not necessary, is known from the fact, that continual

deprivation of it, does not harm the body in any way. And
59 when the divine word has permitted the ancients the use of

songs, this has not been done on account of the spiritual profit

to be gained from them, but on account of the heathen leaven

with which they were leavened. For he who is accustomed to

a thing is difficult to be changed and he does not comply

with a sudden transition. Therefore God has for instance

permitted the children of Israel to make use of every kind of

offerings, on account of their imperfection and their inclination

towards the fear of the idols caused by their long abode in

Egypt. For He knew that if He absolutely forbade them offerings

they would not have obeyed. Therefore He commanded, that

they should offer to Him alone and thereby He restrained the

unbridled impulses towards polytheism. Till, when they had

reached the accomplished view, He said to them, as it were,

i) Ihya' II, p. 219 sqq.; Kushairi, p. 177 sqq.

2) Ghazall also opens his chapter with the views of those who reject music.
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by the mouth of David : I will take no bullock out of thy

folds '). And further : I will not eat the flesh of bulls, nor

drink the blood of goats. Offer unto God thanksgiving 2
). And

further: For Thou desirest not sacrifice: Thou delightest not

in burnt offering. The sacrifices of God are a humble spirit 3
).

Likewise God allowed them musical performances with

cymbals, harps, cithers and other musical instruments, because

they had been brought up with songs and banquets, with

demoniacal insanity, with feasts and festivals and dances. At

last however He had proclaimed by the prophet openly: I will

cause the sound of thy songs to cease; and the sound of thy 60

harps shall be no more heard 4
).

And from all these things it appears, according to them,

that musical performances and songs are not allowed, and

that we have to praise without any songs, as our Lord has

taught his disciples and as also Moses cried to God in silence,

and as it is becoming to make comparisons with unspeakable

words and with those groanings with which the spirit prays

on behalf of the saints 3
), as the divine apostle denotes it

mysteriously. On account of this, they say, those monks are

reprehensible, which descend into the world because of the

impure sign of desolation which is love of money, a phenomenon

which is to be seen in all holy places. But because they are

accustomed to boisterous music from their youth onward and

have splendid voices, they do not care much about blessed

mourning, but they are only anxious to celebrate common

festivals and feasts. They know not that, on the contrary, it

is becoming for us to worship God in spirit and truth and in

holy silence, of which sanctifications are stronger than all voices.

Therefore, if it is allowed to speak frankly, we advise them

not to indulge indecently in musical outbursts, but to strive

after occupying their mind with mystic understanding, which

1) Ps. 50,9. 2) Ps. 50,13.

3) Ps. 51, 16 sq. 4) Ezekiel 26, 13.

5) Rom. 8, 26.
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directs them towards being insatiate with the teachings of the

Saviour and towards heavenly praises which are more to the

good pleasure of Christ.

61 SECTION THE SECOND

On the worldly 1

)
View of those who, along with

Music, also declare musical Instruments
and Dance allowed

These people say, that every class of rejected things, is

rejected either on account of deliberation, or on account of

the scriptures 2
). That deliberation 3

) does not reject music is

known from the fact, that the relation between sound and

ear is the same as that between colour and eye, or between

odour and smell. Therefore, as the sight of a superb colour

and the smell of a delicious odour does not bring guilt upon

the seeing and the smelling, so hearing agreeable sounds does

not bring guilt upon the hearer.

They further say 4
) : Every sort of music proceeds either

from the throat of irrational birds, or from that of rational

man, or it is caused by playing musical instruments. Now it

is manifest that to hear the voice of a bird does note guilt;

so the same holds true in the case of the human voice and

the musical instrument.

That the scriptures do not reject music either, appears,

according to their opinion, from the fact, that in Hebrew tradi-

tions it is written, that David, the elect, appointed four singers,

skilled in various sorts of music, and that he caused every

one of them to join with himself seventy two singers in order

to praise with glorifications.

i) Reading of P. The text has: puerile.

2) This passage is parallel to the opening passage of Ghazali's section on

music being allowed (Ihya' II, p. 221).

3) This is what Ghazall calls jAjlW ;
the following passage reproduces exactly

Ghazali's view Ihya' II, p. 221.

4) Parallel to Ihya' II, p. 222.
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Concerning instrumental music they say, that if it were

impure, the holy Fathers would not have made use of it, and

that they have made use of it, is manifest. For Miriam, the

prophetess, the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her hand

and all the women went out after her with timbrels and with 62

drums. And Miriam sang to them 1

). And David says : The

chiefs advanced, holding harps, among maidens which beat

timbrels, namely those Hebrew women which sang: Saul has

slain thousands, and David tens of thousands -). And further

he says: Praise Him with the sound of the trumpet: praise

Him with the psaltery and harp. Praise Him with the timbrel

and cymbal: praise Him with the sweet stringed instruments.

Praise Him upon the loud cymbals: praise Him with the loud

voice ;i

). And many other utterances.

Concerning dance they further say: How should we reject it?

For he who is more excellent than we, has danced : David,

who has been surnamed the heart of God, when he went

before the ark of the -Lord and played 4
). And because of the

words 1
): We have piped unto you, and ye have not danced;

we have mourned unto you, and ye have not lamented 5
),

which are spoken reprehensively in the Gospel, they say : these

words prove, that it is becoming to accompany the song with

dance, and the bewailing of the dead with lamentation.

SECTION THE THIRD

On the true View of those who declare Music

partly allowed, partly forbidden

These people say: Not every kind o( music is apt lor the

divine sheepfolds; neither is the church to be alienated from

1) Exodus 15,20 sq. 2) I Sam. iS, 7.

3) Ps. 150,3 sqq. 4) 2 Sam. 6, 5.

5) These words are also quoted by Ghazall, Ihyfi' II, p. 230 in favour of 'music'.

6 Mattli. 11. 17.

«7
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every song. For some melodies are spiritual, and these are

apt for the church. Others have only artistic value and these

are not apt for the church, but alien. Spiritual musical texts

are demur, mournful and causing sadness and afterwards a

63 chaste desire, while the soul washes away with tears the stains

of sin. Sometimes however they even cause encouragement

and raise the deliberations unto fortitude. In this way Jeremiah

sang sadly and lamented over the devastation of Jerusalem,

mysteriously denoting thereby the intellectual struggle of souls.

The same holds true for every one of the prophets, which have

sung spiritually.

Artistic melodies are effeminate and voluptuous and the

passion of lasciviousness is lurking and hidden in them, till it

lays a net for the soul in which it becomes luxuriant and

effeminate. As a doctor has said : Till the present day I never

saw an artist who repented from the depth of his heart or

beat his breast or, on account of a plague, upbraided the in-

ward inclinations which make impure, or bent his knees and

moistened the earth with his tears; on the contrary: they

stand upright, move their head, turn their neck in all direc-

tions, gesticulate, beat and clap their fingers one at the other

and often stamp the ground with their foot. And those who

listen to them or sing with them, being inwardly effeminate,

look upwards with a yawning palate, and are transported with

a false and foreign delight, without showing any of the

fruits of a repentant heart.

Euagrius the great has further said, distinguishing between

demoniac songs and the canticles of the church: Demoniac

songs excite our desire and throw the soul into impure ima-

ginations. But Psalms and glorifications and spiritual songs

direct our intellect towards the recollection of excellent things,

64 quench the fire of xour anger and extinguish the desires. There-

fore it is not becoming to mix together things which are not

to be mixed, but we have to sing our glorifications chastely,

like that great man Moses, and the children of Israel who



sang a wonderful song of praise, saying: We will praise the

majestic Lord, for He is to be praised gloriously'). Further

from that great song of praise in which he says: I will publish

the name of the Lord 2
), while he shows that Enosh, who

the first to call upon the name of the Lord and to sing praif

assumed and made songs of praise — the church has

been taught to make use of spiritual songs. Proceeding with

the history of Moses one will further find a small song entitled:

On the well :l

). Reading it, one will understand clearly, that

they sang not only accompanied by the timbrel, .is it

played by Miriam, but also with a plain song, which beautifully

ascends unto the godhead, encouraging and exhorting one

another, singing: Spring up, well!

Concerning musical instruments it is to be acknowledged,

that the holy ghost inspired David, his servant, when he

the youngest among his brothers and a boy in the house of

his father, so that his hands made a flute and his lingers played

the harp harmoniously, as he says l

). Hut because they are

used nowadays at voluptuous festivals and drinkingbouts, it

is not becoming to use them. Perhaps it is no cause of guilt

if one rarely makes use of that pipe-organ, which is sometimes

found in Roman churches.

And that dance in a circle, which is performed by the Greel

the Romans, the Syrians and the inhabitants of Tagrit, is

allowed to boys, but only to those who belong to the lay-people.

Not however always, but only on feastdays, ^n which joy

is wanted.

( )f the women only those who belong to the clergy

ordered by the canons to sing songs and hymns among them-

selves in the church.

i) Cf. Ex. 15, t.

1 Ex. 32,3.

3 1
Numbers 1 1 17

1
!• 151,1 iq.
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SECTION THE EOURTH
Since when and by whom singing has been

introduced into the Syriac Church

Since the time of the holy synod which assembled at Nicea,

the holy Mar Ephraim, our compatriote, began to produce

holy musical songs and homilies against the heresies of his

days '). And also other doctors, as Isaac 2
) and a certain Balai 3

),

composed a multitude of hymns based on texts taken from

David. And also in the time of the synod of Ephesus, some

potters, who were exquisitely pious, burned spiritually and

produced a multitude of songs. Then, after the synod which

assembled at Chalcedon, our Master Severus, that exquisite

dogmatic, composed from all his Greek hymns which had been

translated into Syriac, the responses to be sung, after he had

corrected them and endowed them with sound views.

66 And in the time of the pious Jacob of Edessa and of the

elect George, the bishop of the Arab tribes, originated those

glorifications, which are called the Greek canons, from a

Damascene author, called Cyrene bar Mansur, and from a monk,

who among monks was surnamed Aba Kusma, who was the

inventor of the cyclic hymns, hymns which are more delightful

than those by the former. And because Cyrene, though be-

longing to the party of Chalcedon, was not minded to mention

the points of dispute which have given rise to the schism,

in his songs, his canons have gradually found their way into

our church, into its Eastern and Western section, as we learn

from the pious Eleazar bar Sabta 4
).

How it may be, the accomplished, who possess the spirit

of Christ, do not want any kind of boisterous music, because

1

)

Cf. Ephraim's Biography, in his Opera, ed. Benedictus and Assemani III, p. LII.

2) Of Antioch

3) Cf. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri, Rabulae, Balaei . . . opera and Zettersteen,

Beitrage zur Kenntnis der religiosen Dichtung Balai's.

4) Flourished 829 A.D.
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they constantly cry unto their Lord only with unspeakable,

namely intellectual words, and so have intercourse with Him. But

to those among us who are in the puerile stage, being still

somewhat material ') and partly sick, and in want i I -ory

musical clamour, — the holy Fathers have allowed music,

the condition that the)- should prai . that Christ might

he preached, be it under a pretext or in truth.

sec rn »\ i id. i hi ii

On the Causes through which Music ha- been

introduced into the Church

There are known to me two causes on account of which

the hol>- Fathers have permitted spiritual glorifications to be

performed with musical accompaniment in the holy churches.

The first is, that music, by the delight it causes, makes light

and easy the burden of the labours of asceticism; because it

occupies the senses so as not to be aware of time and incli-

nation. And when man is not aware of time and inclination,

he is not aware of trouble itself either. This conclusion can

be promptly observed in the case of troublesome babes v.

when crying <>n account of annoying pain, cease t<> cry am!

become quiet by the soft undo.' by their mother. And,

as regards the irrational animals, we see manifestly that camels,

d with heavy burdens, accompanied by the regulai

of their Midianitc drivers, travel over vast plains without per-

ceiving the trouble of the way'). The second cause is this, that

music is very profitable unto understanding the word

spiritual glorifications. And this on account of two i

The first is, thai a 'anon, while the text is utl vly

and the enuntiation is prolonged, not being mm mured suj

ficially and hastily, gives the intellect the opportunity of

•tcr.illy: thick.

I vcm the examplei of the babe tod I

.•.•:
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understanding the spirit of the text and of grasping its

meaning. The second is, that the text, being pronounced with

the delight inherent to it, is more easily accepted by the soul

68 and so becomes an object of love. On account of this the

soul will not shrink from scrutinizing the sense of the text,

it will be zealous to examine it, being unsatiable in contem-

plating its tenor.

SECTION THE SIXTH

On the Cause of the Delight springing from Music

Concerning the cause of the delight springing from harmo-

nious music, the sages say, that every delight happens by

sensual apperception to him that receives sensual impressions and

is akin to the delight. Akin as a master is he who is in the

possession of all his accomplishments. But if anyone does not

possess all, but only a part of them, the delight he is able

to grasp will be greater or lesser according to the accom-

plishments being greater or lesser.

The delight gathered from harmonious music will be attained

in a higher degree by the souls which are trained and exer-

cised in subtle distinctions than by those rude and fool ones,

which are material, because an increased delight is caused by

the returning of the delightful after the pain of separation.

Therefore, when a sweet melody touches the senses and vanishes,

another, similar one takes its place and drives away the pain

caused by the vanishing of the former. And when the latter

disappears also, the companion which follows it, consoles him

that has been bereft of it. So every pain is followed by a

consolator, and after every trouble delight will be corroborated.

So the trained souls, which have been subtilized by their

essential attaining the departure and return of the delightful

thing, will grasp the delight effused by music. But the troubled

69 souls which are material, being devoid of apperception, will

neither groan over that which departs, nor be calmed by that

which returns.
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SECTION THE SEVENTH

On the natural Foundation of Music

The ancients, who were the inventors of the musical art,

have founded it upon four elements, according to the number

of the four qualities: heat, cold, humidity and drought '). Now

none of these can occur in simplicity, without being mixed

up with another one, as is to be seen in the physical and

chemical elements. For that which is hot, is either humid, as

air and blood, or hot 2
), as fire and brown gall. And again, that

which is cold, is either humid, as water and phlegm, or dry,

as earth and black gall. So the kinds of music are necessarily

limited within the number of twelve. For music which is akin

to heat and humidity, will be either composed of the two

equally, or it will possess moderate heat and plentiful humidity,

or vice versa. And that which is cognate with heat and drought,

will either be abundant with the two equally, or it will

possess moderate heat and much of drought, or vice versa.

And that further, which participates of cold and humidity,

will be akin to both of them equally, or to cold moderately

and to humidity plentifully, or vice versa. And that further,

which is composed of cold and drought, imparts equal strength

to both of them, or to cold in a moderate measure, to drought 70

in a large measure or vice versa. And so Persian musical

artists have discovered twelve sorts of music, which it is

however not apt to mention and to enumerate with their

designations, in this place. The churchmen however, Greeks,

Syrians and others, have hated and rejected those sorts which

contain two of the qualities without moderation of strength.

as being unchaste and voluptuous excitements. They have

given their sanction only to eight sorts of music and called

them akadias 9
) and have tried them practically.

1) Cf. Zeller 111. I, 186.

2) read: dry. 3) From (.'.reck k%n*.
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The first and the fifth give a large place to heat and humi-

dity. But in the first, humidity, weak and soft, which is very

delightful and exhilarating, is found. And therefore the canon

of Christmas is composed in it, because it is a feast of joy,

of which the gladness is abundant and exultation is plentiful,

and in it the joy which is imparted to the whole world, is

proclaimed. Likewise the canon of Easter, because on it the

women have proclaimed [the resurrection of Christ] to the

disciples. And because mournful heat is strong in the fifth sort,

the canon of Ascension is composed in it; for when the Lord

had been separated from His disciples and had been taken

up into heaven, they burned with the fire of longing and blazed

with desire of Him and glowed with love. But for the

burden of their body they would have been elevated in the

air with Him.

The second and the sixth have a strong mixture of cold

and humidity. But the cold, which makes humble in a mode-

rate measure, is found to a larger degree in the second. And
71 therefore the canon of Baptism is composed in it. For though

on this occasion the Lord condescended to be baptized by a

servant, the height of His greatness was attested through the

ghost of God which came upon Him and through the voice

which was heard, saying: This is my beloved son. And because

humidity, which is more tending towards sorrow, and more

weak and tearful, is stronger in the sixth, the canon of the

holy Pentad is tuned in it, likewise that of Good Friday and

the Saturday following it; because they are days of sorrow.

In the third and the seventh heat and drought are abundant.

But harsh and angry drought is strong in the third. And
therefore the canon of our Lord's entrance into the temple

is composed in it, because on that occasion old Simeon spoke

with the virgin with words which were very harsh, as for in-

stance : A lance shall pierce through thy own soul. And because

fiery heat, urging forth with force, is strong in the seventh

the canon of Whitsuntide is set in it. For on this occasion
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the holy ghost manifested himself unto the disciples in the

likeness of tongues of fire, and took possession of them.

The fourth and the eighth have strong elements of cold

and drought. But cold akin to fear is prevalent in the fourth.

Therefore the canon of Annunciation is composed in it. For

on it the virgin who had never experienced marriage was

frightened by hearing of pregnancy and birth, fearing that

the serpent which had seduced her mother should also seduce her.

For, said she to the angel of the annunciation, as the

serpent has taken possession of my mother between the trees,

so I fear that you speak words of seduction to me. Like- 7 2

wise the canon of Hosanna. For on it the king who was wont

to ride pompously on Cherubs, rode in his humiliation on a

miserable colt.

And because benumbing and harsh drought is prevalent in

the eighth, the canons of the Martyrs, who despised torments

and showed heroism of soul, have been tuned in it.

These are the foundations upon which have been built the

sorts of music by the ancient sages. But those who came

after them and who had not mastered the height of knowledge

of their predecessors, have been zealous to be abundant and

broad in this art and so they have composed for every sort

of tune a canon, haphazardly, without asking whether it was

akin to the tune.

SECTION THE EIGHTH

On the Ranks of Intelligence concerning the

reciting of Psalms and their Sentences')

Three are the ranks of intelligence concerning the reciting

of Psalms. The first is that of plain people, those whose

simple soul is only delighted at the text which is sung without

I) Ihya' 11, p. 235 sqq.
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intending to fix its intelligence on any of the sentences. The

like will not gain the least profit nor in any way be damaged

by a change of the tendency of the texts. The second rank

is that of those who enjoy the text in the same measure as

the harmonious music. If they are youths who are ensnared

in bodily desires, they will apply the words of love which

are sung, not to divine love and the longing of the soul after

73 its Lord, but to the human passions which lurk in their heart;

especially when their ears are struck by those hymns, taken

from David and Solomon, which in a symbolic way describe

the beauty of women, and are composed in view of the church

and the soul, such as: ,the daughter of the king which rose

in glory, and her maiden companions which followed her with

offerings'. And ,the beauty of the cheeks, as beds of spices' ').

And ,locks like the king's purple'. And ,the elevated neck,

like a tower' 2
). And ,hair, like a flock of goats and teeth like

a flock of shorn sheep, which go up from the washing, whereof

every one beareth twins, and there is not one barren among

them' 3
). And ,eyes like the pools of Heshbon' 4

). And ,the

roof of the mouth like the best wine' r>

). And ,return, return,

O Shulamite, that we may look upon thee' G
). And ,thou

hast encouraged me with the look of one of thy eyes, which

have frightened me'') and so on, — they apply them to a

peculiar person; and thus desire becomes mighty in them and

the spirit of voluptuousness rages in them. So, instead of

profit, they gather no small loss from hearing music.

The third rank 8
) is that of accomplished and perfect people,

such as possess the spirit of Christ and whose thoughts are

1) Cf. Cant. 5, 13.

2) Cant. 7, 4; cf. 4, 4.

3) Cant. 6, 5 sq. 4) Cant. 7, 4.

5) Cant. 7,9. 6) Cant. 6,13.

7) Cf. Cant. 4, 9.

8) Ihya' II, p. 235 concords nearly laterally with the following sentences,

save only that they are applied by Ghazall chiefly on the novices^
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girded with the love of God. These persons apply every word

of love they hear, to the love of the soul unto its Lord and

to that of the church unto its Saviour. Therefore the words

,the maidens love thee' are understood by them in con-

nection with the praised souls which love Christ; and ,1 am

black' ') in connection with the stains caused to the soul by 74

passions. ,1 am beautiful' 2
) in connection with its elevated

nature, being offspring of God as appears from : ,Let us make

man in our image, after our likeness' s
). And in ,they brought

me to the wine-house, they fixed over me love' 4
), they find

mysteriously denoted the drunkenness of the soul of the Ini-
'

tiated. And by ,behold, he standeth behind our wall' they

are taught, that the body is a veil between the soul and its

Lord; by ,he looketh forth through the windows, bending

through the lattice' 5
), that divine revelations and visions take

place by clarifying the heaviness °) of the body. By ,the

watchmen that went about the city found me, they smote me,

they wounded me' 7
), they understand the demons which ob-

serve the heel of the soul and bereave it of its glory; by the

, little foxes that spoil the vines 8)' the excitations of the body.

So every word they meet, they connect and explain by some

spiritual distinction, though he who spoke these words did not

intend such a connection. As Aba Macarius did : when he

passed through the streets of Kairo, he heard a boy saying

to his mother: A rich one loves me, but I hate him; and a

poor one hates me, but I love him. Then he said to the

disciples with him : Indeed ; for God is the rich one, and He

loves us, but we are not willing to listen to Him. And Satan

is poor and he hates us, but we love his evil deeds. And a

certain excellent brother, who heard a boy murmuring the 75

sentence: ,Return, o my soul, to thy rest' sighed, saying: How

i) Cant. I, 5. 2) Ibidem.

3) Gen. 1,26. 4) Cant. 2,4.

5) Cant. 2, 9. 6) Litterally : thickness.

7) Cant. 5, 7. 8) Cant. 2, 15.
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often I say to it: Return, but it returns not. And when a

certain Initiated heard the song: ,To the moon which changes

constantly, and whose light varies from day to day, resemble

the beautiful beauties of my friend, the superb of splendour' —
he said : The beautiful beauties of Christ are without change,

nor is there any variation in the splendour of His images;

but in the change of the intellects which receive Him there

arise changes by His revelations. And all along with the varia-

tions of those who see Him, change the images in His visions.

SECTION THE NINTH

On the Influence of Music on the Souls

Apart from the delight caused to the soul by hearing music

and understanding the words on which it is composed, various

• workings appear in it, workings which vary all along with

the preparation and the aptitudes the soul possesses. For in-

stance: encouragement and intimidation, joy and exaltation,

sorrow and distress, repentance and consolation, dilatation and

contraction ') and other painful qualities and pains. And so

strong are these workings in it, that it compels the limbs of

the body to participate in its emotions. Thus man enters a

state which resembles madness; as the holy Fathers say, that

at times of ecstasy, in which the heart is transported with

76 the divine love which unites it to Christ, man leaves his state,

so that he cannot restrain his soul, which is ardent to fly

away, from the supernatural delight and heat, in its ardour

to abide in that glorious vision towards which it is striving.

So it also draws along with it the limbs of the body: the

flesh, the bones, the joints, so that they are also plunged into

that sweetness. It is clear that this same love influenced David

to order all peoples and tribes of Israel to clap their hands

1) KifiO^DO rf.jLx^ , cf. List of technical terms.
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and to rejoice and to exult and to play before the ark of the

Lord on the wood of cedar and cypress, on cithers and harps,

on timbrels and drums and cymbals.

Rut, because moving the limbs is a token of madness, though

it be not an impure one, as the love of the Lord is its effi-

cient, and their being in rest is a token of the mind [being

sane], he who exults with joy has the duty to keep his

limbs quiet as much as it is possible for him, especially if he

belongs to the priestly rank ').

That dancing makes those who practise it , foolish and

voluptuous, and bereaves and deprives them of their honour,

is known from the fact that Mikal, the daughter of Saul,

when she looked from the window and saw David rejoicing

and playing before the ark of the Lord, despised him and

ridiculed him saying: How glorious was the king of Israel

to-day, who uncovered himself in the eyes of the handmaids

of his servants, as one of the vain fellows. And because she

spoke the truth, he did not accuse her of lying, but he

inculpated her in another way saying: It was before the Lord,

which chose me before thy father, and before all his house,

to appoint me ruler over the people of the Lord, over Israel : 77

therefore I have made mirth before the Lord. And I have

been still more vile than thus and I have been base in mine

own sight : and with the maidservants which thou hast spoken

of I shall be had in honour 2
). And from these things it ap-

pears, that play and dance are tokens of want of honour and

of voluptuousness.

l)Ihya' II, p. 249: u->jViiJ^ ^Uull j& VWa
^i\J^\ £$.>U jJbA\ ^L. of:

2) 2 Sam. 6, 20— 22.
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LIST OF TECHNICAL TERMS IN SYRIAC,

ARABIC AND GREEK

i. K&c\A\*rc', essence, Jawna, p. 567 '); sentence 24. Usually,

like ^,Ui\ = God , sentences 24, 29, 30, 34, 38, 39,

44— 49> 70.

rx&o^urV t ^\r^> sentences Ji, 88 = .iy^ ^r-T^ •

2. K&ct»^\*=, jAvxa^K', familiarity, to become familiar, Jawna,

p. 563 ; sentence 16.

= ,u)l ^V^, i-jV^-', Ihya' I, pp. 274, 278; II, pp. 183,

204; IV, 286, 292 sq. ; Kushairl, p. 39; Ibn
c
Ata'allah

I, 67; II, 96.

= TJ'jovviz, Plotinus, Enneads VI, 9 § 7 ; Scala, p. 429.

3- r£aia, lightning, Ethikon, pp. 20, 232, 497 sq.
;
Jawna,

pp. 564, 566, 579, 593.

= £y, ^y, jJJjU, Kushain, p. 47; Ihya' IV, p. 374.

4. r£.iA\, revelation, Ethikon, pp. 488, 491, 497 etc.
;
Jawna,

sentences 93 sq. etc.

= ^JJ^\ Jsi, il^C, S^W:, b^U.-, Ihya' I, pp. 63, 279;

Kushairl, p. 45 ; Ibn
c
Ata'allah I, 43.

= tz7TCK%?,v"<liz , Scala, p. 218; Trxccvvix ( = e^aVi^, I.JA^)

Plotinus, Enneads VI, 9 § 4.

5- rc'-ii^a^, the perfect, Ethikon, pp. 59, 80, 108 etc.

= Jj£S\, Ibn
c
Ata'allah II, 25;

cAbd al-Kaiim al-DjilI's

= Ts/.£ioi, Scala, pp. 175, 205, 315, 331, 445; Euagrius,

ed. Frankenberg, p. 460.

1) The pages of Ethikon and Jawna refer to Bedjan's text.

iS
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6. rdacxi^ , bride-room, Ethikon, pp. 498 sq.

= vvf^Cpuv, Euagrius, Nonnenspiegel $ 42 ; Dieterich, Mi-

thrasliturgie, p. 128.

7- k&cusm
, >a.i

,
purity, purification, to purify. Ethikon,

p. 484; Jawna, sentences 1, 25, 36, 58, 62, 74 etc.;

Isaac of Ninive, pp. 8, 16, 27, 29.

= u_A«3\ ~*-?y-) (j~*^ *Sji v«>Vk\\ SJbM ^-i^, Ihya' I, pp.

64, 109, 287; Theology of Aristoteles, pp. 6, 15, 21
;

Abu Talib I, 80.

= xocSrupa ^pv%vi, ycxphlx; vovc xpiSrapdg , Plotinus, Enneads I,

2 § 4 sq.; Ill, (5^5; Scala, pp. 304, 454; Euagrius,

ed. Frankenberg, pp. 152, 460 ; Monchsspiegel §§ 8, 44,

107, 133 etc.; Corpus Hermeticum XIV § 7; Porphy-

rius, Vita Plotini $ 22; Dieterich, Mithrasliturgie, p. 210.

8. r<dtcusa.l , likeness, Ethikon, pp. 478, 480, 499, 501 ;

Jawna, pp. 567, 574.

= ofioioMrig, cf/.cicTyc, Corpus Hermeticum I § 26; Plotinus,

Enneads VI, 7 $ 34; VI, 9 § 4.

9. r«lifc.o\ ,
inclinations, emotions, impulses, Ethikon, pp. 3,

10 q., 46, 55 etc.; Jawna, pp. 537, 564—566 etc.; Isaac

of Ninive, passim; Euagrius, ed. Frankenberg, pp.

462, 464.

= vi>\^>5 Ihya' IV, p. 4; Kushairl, p. 166; Abu Talib I,

84, 236 ; Ibn al-'Arabi, Kunh ma la budda li'1-murld, p.

45 ; Theology of Aristoteles, p. 44.

=zx!vvi<rig, Plotinus, Enneads VI, 1 §§ 16, 18; Dionysius

Areopagita, p. 194.

10- r^.T»cu», rtf^c\».T*» ,
unification, union, Ethikon, pp. 492,

498; Jawna, pp. 567 sq., 575; Isaac of Ninive, p. 8.

= Ju>.J
J
:>W\,Ibn c

Ata'allah I, 3, 40.

= hmi:, Scala, p. 429; Dionysius Areopagita, pp. 234,

272; Reitzenstein, Mysterienreligionen, p. 18; Historia

Monachorum, p. 97.

1
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ii- rtfk.v-M.'so > mirror, Ethikon, p. 211; Jawna, pp. 545, 554:

sentences 36, 58; Isaac of Ninive, p. 455.

= S\^., Ihya' III, p. 67; IV, p. 268; Ibn c
Ata'allah I,

16; II, 65.

= £<ro7TTpov, Corpus Hermeticum XVIII; Scala, p. 455.

12. ^cv^w ,
transition, Ethikon, pp. 498, 500, 503 sq.

;

Isaac of Ninive, pp. 171, 220.

= *_jJo-, »\j, Ibn c
Ata'allah I, 18; Ku-hani, [>. 43 etc.

= xzttx^c , Plotinus, Enneads VI, 9 $ 11.

13- Kl^Uiat. ,
varying states, Ethikon, p. 498; Jawna, p. ?;},;

sentences 43, 53; Isaac of Ninive, pp. 108, 112,4

= cj^W
,
j\J-\ ,

Ibn c
Ata'allah I, 104; II, 45, 74.

Jyusliairl, p. 48.

H- r*f.xn
}
affections, Jawna, sentences 24, 55 etc.

k&cvx.c\xu rd\ ,
Ethikon, pp. 20, 253; Isaac of Ninive,

p. 494 ; Euagrius, ed. Frankenberg
; pp. 326, 332, 566, ^J2.

= 7r<k§vi, xirxSfc, xrrx-jiix, Jamblichus, Vita l'ythagorae,

p. 7; Scala, pp. 319, 321 ; Euagrius, Monchsspiegel $$

6, 31, 66—68; 105, 118, 119; Nonnenspiegel s 51.

15. rela.V , the Good one (God), Ethikon, pp. 478 sq., 486, 504.

= 6 xyxS::, Plotinus, Enneads, passim; Dionysius Areo-

pagita, passim.

16. r^li^Ufc-O.-v* ; the Initiated, Ethikon, pp. 28— 30, 34 etc.;

Isaac of Ninive, pp. 162, 361, 391, 470, $y-,, 627.

= OyjU\, Ihya' I, pp. 54, 278; II, p. 184; IV, pp. 1

355 etc.; Abu Talib I, 37, 81. 84; Kusliain. p.

Ibn cAta'allah I, 18, 39, 61—63, 67.

= yvuimKoi, Scala, p. 225; Euagrius, ed. Frankenberg, p.

546; Monchsspiegel S 121 ; Reitzenstein, Historia M*>-

nachorum, p. 113 sq.

17- rtfklAsn (p^t^M- the rational soul, sentences 33, ~o— ji.

= ZjhajW ^riii^ iii»U\ ^s-i^, Theology of Aristoteles, pp.

6, 32, 68, 120 sqq.
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= -lu-zh ?.oyi%yh Plotinus, Enneads V, 9 § 7 ; Porphyrius,

De abstinentia IV $ 20.

18. rCxiisa > veracious, essential, Ethikon, pp. 3, 79; Jawna,

PP- 5 2 3> S 28 . 537; sentence 29.

— "jCj, Ibn
c

Ata'allah I, 42.

= xvplcog, Scala, pp. 292, 464.

19. r^icncu , Tenure', light, illumination, Ethikon, pp. 484,

487, 497 sqq., etc.; Jawna, pp. 545, 564 etc.; Isaac of

Ninive, pp. 6, 8, 17, 22, 52 etc.

~jyi ii\r^3 -^ku" T^hb I, 99, 119, 133, 245; Ibn
c
Ata'-

allah I, 16 sq., 104; II, 95, 72; Ihya' I, pp. 64, 108;

II, pp. 197, 274; III, p. 6j etc.

= Cpwg, QuTi<r(iog t eXXupipig , Plotinus, Enneads I, 2 § 4;

VI, 7 §§ 22, 24; 9 § 9; Corpus Hermeticum, I §§ 21,

32; XIII (XIV) S§ 9, 18 sq., 21; Scala, pp. 309, 336,

438, 456; Euagrius, Nonnenspiegel, § 53; Porphyrius,

Ad Marcellam § XIII; Dieterich, Abraxas, pp. 4, 48

sq. ; Mithrasliturgie, p. 8 ; Dionysius Areopagita, pp. 2,

190 ; Reitzenstein, Mysterienreligionen, pp. 29 sq.
; 38,

106, 113, 119; Goldziher, Ma c
ani al-Nafs, p. 44* ; Wetter,

(pcog
,
passim.

20. K&cvicvs».a>
,
practice, Ethikon, p. i; Jawna, p. 529; Isaac

of Ninive, p. 7; Euagrius, ed. Frankenberg, p. 546.

= aLA*«, Ihya' I, pp. 278 sq. ; II, p. 184; IV, pp. 3,69, 373

= irpotKTUcog , Euagrius, Monchsspiegel §§ 31, 64, 109, 118

121, 132; Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum, pp. 20, 96

21. rdV^iiw ,
the cloud, Ethikon, pp. 487, 498, 504 sq.

;
Jawna

p. 522; sentences 17, 26, 92 etc.; Isaac of Ninive, pp

193, 217.

= *\&, Asin Palacios, Abenmasarra, p. 112, note 2.

= -<yvd(pog , Dionysius Areopagita, p. 283 and De mystica

theologia, Chapter I.

22. rdaxTjia , freedom of speech, Ethikon, pp. 45, 53, 499-
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Jawna, p. 566; sentence 82; Isaac of Ninive, pp. 14,

151 ; Euagrius, ed. Frankenberg, p. 564.

= JaLa'.Y\, Ihya' IV, p. 293; Ibn c
Ata'allah I, 63.

23. ^x^ and QQ^a, Ethikon, pp. 43, 75 ; Jawna, p. 565; Isaac

of Ninive, p. 319.

== -^7 u^aSj Ibn c
Ata'aliah I, 62, 101— 103; Kushairl,

p. 38.

24. cq£l£) ,
vid. n" 23.

25. K&c\.ix\i^j rc'A , Isaac of Ninive, pp. 155, 174, 391.

= 4>aP, Kushairl, p. 43.

= x'jxkt^Ix, Scala, Gradus XVIII; Reitzenstein , Mys-
terienreligionen, p. 116.

26. r<&o.*o.i, drunkenness, Ethikon, pp. 74, 475, 49^ 505;

Jawna, p. 567; Isaac of Ninive, pp. 59, 174, 202, 220,

333, 337, 504-

—jC, Ihya' IV, pp. 289, 301 ; Kushairl, pp. 44 sq. ; Ibn
c
Ata'allah II, 80.

= [t£$U£iv, psSv&eiq, Plotinus, Enneads VI, 7 S 35; Dio-

nysius Areopagita, p. 310.

27- r&Lc, solitude, Ethikon, p. 500; Jawna, pp. 529, 537 sq.,

565, 572; Isaac of Ninive, pp. 566 sqq.

= 5ju>, <\jp, Ihya' II, p. 6; IV, p. 4; Ibn L

Ata'allah I,

14; II, 63.

28. rc"ua.x- , K'iacvx., the beautiful, beauty, Ethikon, pp.253,

479, 481 etc.; Jawna, p. 558; sentences 15. fg, 84 etc.

= y,x/.:^ 7; kxKov, yJ//.?.::, Plotinus, Enneads V, 8 55 6S
;

9 S 2.

29. rdfl^vr. ,
silence, Jawna, pp. 529, 533, 565; Isaac of Ni-

nive, pp. 450, 470.

= c^\, Kusliain. p. 67; Ihya' IV. p. 4.

= <riyvi, Jamblichus, \
T

ita Pythagorae, p. [3; Dieterich,

Mithrasliturgie, p. 6 sqq.
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30. K*ToK^ , contemplation, speculation, Ethikon, pp. 93 sqq.

;

Jawna, p. 529; sentence 70 ; Isaac of Ninive, pp. 7, 17,

128, 260 etc.; Euagrius, ed. Frankenberg, p. 218.

= 4.LilC, Ihya' I, p. 278; IV, p. 369 and passim.

= £r£ccp!z, Euagrius, Monchsspiegel §§ 109, 118 sqq.; Jam-

blichus, Vita Pythagorae, pp. 11, 18; Dionysius Areo-

pagita pp. 3, 197; Plotinus, Enneads IV, 4 § 44.

31. ptScn^, rc'criso&x, ecstasy, Ethikon, pp. 503 sq. etc.;

Isaac of Ninive, pp. 18, 43, 125, 155, 174, 259, 471.

= iijo, ^J, 5^?-, Kushairi, pp. 170, 172.

= sxtTTXTMc:, l^ivTayLevcq, Jamblichus, De mysteriis, p. 117;

Dionysius Areopagita, p. 199.

32. r^icn^, vid. n° 31.
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Abiding abroad, pp. CXXIX, 19,

30').

Abraham ibn Da'ud, p. 63. note 3.

Abu Sa'ld ibn al-A'rabl, p.CVII.

Abu Sulaiman al-DSranl, p. 53,

note 1.

Abu Talib al-Makki. pp. XVI,

XLV, L, I. XXIII, I. XXIX. I. XXXII.

X< II. CXIII : 6, notes 2, 3: 7, note 2 :

9, note 3: 10, note 2; 21, note 5;

28, note 2: 33, note 3; 41, note 5;

42, notes 3, 65 43, notes 2, 4; 50,

note 5; 55, note 1; 64, note 1; 68,

note 2; 98, note 1: 99, note 1: 101.

note 5: 102, note 7; 103, note 1:

114, note 1.

A i 111 of the habitation of the cell, p. 19.
L A 1 i b. Abi Talib, p. XVII.

Affections, pp. l.XVI sq., LXIX sqq.,

I.XX III sq, See also list of technical

terms, n~. 14.

A 1 i e n a t io n from the vorld, pp. 5, 114.

Aim 5, p. 43.

A neb rites, p. XX \ I.

.\n U'er, pp. CXXX sq., 19, 34, 122.

Annihilation anil renovation.

tences 47— 49.

A pathy, pp. XXVI, I XIX sq.

Appearance (false), p. 20.

Apperceptions (material ami intel-

lectual), sentence 71: simple apper-

ception, p. 1 1 j.

Ascension of the soul, p. 49.

. pp. XXII sq., LXIX,

I..XXVIII. I. XXX. 9, 10. 22, I

46,54.57.102: sentence 74.

al-Ash'arl, p. I.IV.

Askin :. pp. < XXX V, 43.

Atomis in. p. 70. note 1.

Attitude (deceitful, pp. ('XXXII.

38.

Authorities quoted by bar He-

braeus, pp. XIX sqq.

Backbiting, pp. 14. 21.

Balai, p. 1 24.

Baptizing of the min 1 1 1

.

liar Hebraeus as a mystic, p. XIII:

his mystic works, p. XIV; scarcity

of mystic experience, p, XV: depen-

dence upon • ihazali. p. XVIII, CXI

sqq. and different notes to the trans-

lation; further pp. 30, DO- -6a

tence -

Basilius, pp. XX. ("XXXVI: p. 11.

oote 4: p. iS. note 1 : ; .

5; p. 40. not.

bat. pp. : sentences 40, 89.

u 1 y. pp. XLV, LI, 10, 51 sq., 87

90, 99, p, 115, 132; entences

1 5, 84, 89, 95. S» lis! f tcch-

nu.il terras, d

bo .1

,

:. pp. ( XXXIII, 20

Bodj and soul, pp. LXXVI, 40.110:

sentei 1 1 ; :

. vide s. v. II

tin

I) The Roman figures refer to the introduction; the Arab:

translation.
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Book of the Dove, its date, p. XIV;

relation to the Ethikon, pp. XIV,

XVIII sq. ; its aim, p. XIX.

Brethren (love of the), pp. CXIX, 10.

Bride-chamber, brideroom, pp. 109,

in. See also list of technical terms,

n°. 6.

Cause of all causes, p. 48.

Cell, pp. 19 sqq., 30, 32. 54, 101.

(battering, p. 12.

Church, p. 31.

Cloud, pp. LI, CI11, 3, 49, 62, 97, 109,

115 sq.: sentences 7, 12— 15,17,26,

92. See also list of technical terms,

n°. 21.

Coenobites, p. XXVI.
Cold, p. 127 sq.

Concatenation, p. 100.

Concentration, pp. 23, 56; sen-

tence 65.

Confidence, p. (.'XXX V, 20, 43 sq.

Consolation in God, pp.CII, 103 sqq.

Contemplatio n, pp. XXVI, XXXIII
sq., XLVIII—L, 10. See also list of

technical terms, n°. 30.

C o r p us Hermetic u m, pp. XXX Y,

LXXX, XCII, CVIII, 19, 49, note 1
;

p. .53, note 6; p. 63, note 4; p. 64,

note 2: p. 68, note 2; 114, note 4.

Co vet ou sness, pp.
( 'XXXII, 20,34,

36 sq.

Crucifixion, its esoteric meaning,

p. XXXV.
Curse, p. 12.

Cyrene bar Mansur, p. 124.

Dance, pp. 120 sq., 123, 133.

Dealing (double), p. 14.

Death, pp. LII sqq., 53, 93, 101 ; sen-

tence 88. Remembrance of death,

pp. CXXXVI, 20, 45, 105.

Dejectedness, pp. 19, 26,29,32.

Deliberations. Purity of delibera-

tions, pp. XXXVI, 20, 34, 44 sq., 56,

1 1
1 ; sentence 74. Complicated delibe-

rations, sentence 12; evil deliberations,

p. 58; disturbed deliberations, p. 20;

passionate deliberations, pp. LXXII,
CIV.

Desires, pp. CXIX, 9, 16, 20,33,36,

40, 122, 130; sentence 60.

Detraction, p. 13.

Dhu '1-Niin, p. 95, note 35 p. 103.

note 1.

Dilatation and contraction, p. 132.

See also list of technical terms, n° 2$.

Dionysius the Areopagite, pp. XX,
XXVII sq., XXXI, XLIV, LXXXVI,
XCI, CV, 50, 97, 103, note 6.

Direction, the tokens of good direc-

tion, p. 18.

Disdain, p. 37 sq.

Distinction, pp. 26, 32, 56, III. See

also s.v. Intelligence.

Distraction, pp. 56, 108. See also

s.v. Divagation.

Divagation, pp. 23, 1 1
1

; sentence 65.

See also s.v. Distraction.

Djunaid, p. XXXI.
Dress, p. 7. See also s.v. Garments.

Drought, pp. 127 sq.

Drunken n ess, pp. XC sq., 50,86, 115.

See also list of technical terms, n°. 26.

Duties of the faithful, p. CXXI ; of a

teacher, p. CXXXXIV.
Dwelling-place, pp. CXVII, 7.

Ecstasy, pp. XXXIV, LXVI, XC,

XCVI sqq., CV sq., 24, 1 14. See also

list of technical terms, n°. 31.

Eleazar bar Sabta, p. 124.

Emotions, pp. LXXI sqq., 18, 112,

115; sentence 80. See also s.v. Incli-

nations.

Enjoyment (spiritual), pp. 20, 41.

Envy, pp. 20, 35 sq., 39.

Ephraim Syrus, p. 124.

Erotic terms, p. XLIV.

Esoteric character of mysticism, p.

XXIX ; sentences 2, 94.

Essence. (God's), sentences 29 sq.,

38 sq. Annihilation and renovation

of the essences, sentences 47—49.

Cf. list of technical terms, n°. 1.

Ethikon, its date, p. XIV; relation to

the Book of the Dove, ib., XVIII sq.

Euagrius Ponticus, pp. XVII, XIX
sq., XX VI, XXXIV, XXXVIII, XLIII,
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XI. \ II, XI. IX. I. VIII. I. XV. I. XVIII

. I. XXI. LXXV] ; . I XXIX.

LXXXII, X' All. i II. jo, .

35,' 36, note 3; 3s. 44. oote

86. 92, 122,

Faith, 1 meaning, pp. XXXI,
41: sentence-. 17—20.

I ehood, p. 13.

Familiarity with God, pp. XXXVI,

;
. 4 1, 48, 108. Witli the members

of the kingdom, sentence [6. Cf. list

"I technical terms, n°. 2.

I sting, pp. XXXII, CXX\ III.

27 sq.

Fathers of S c e t e, p. XXI.

I'ea r of < k>d, p]>. 20, 42.

1 ii e, pp. XC, 57. 110 sqq., us sq.

Flattery, p. 14.

1 1- PP. CXVI, 7, 33, 90.

I irgetting one's self, pp. CVI, 50.

114.

Fornication, p. 53.

1 reedom of speech, pp. CI1 sq., 48,

103 sq., 110: sentence 82. Se<

technical terms, D . 22.

F r i e nd s, pp. < XX. 10

1- 11 r 11 i t u re, pp. CXVII, 7.

Garments, i>.
< \\ I.

George (Bishop), p, 1 2 t.

Gerizi m, p. XXXIV.

Qhazfill, pp. XVI sq., X\ 111. XXIV,
XXVI Bq . XIII - ;.. XI IN sq., Ill

. I XI sq [., I. XVII. I XIX. I XXV
1 XXXI sq., I 1,1 111. « XI. < XII.

CXIV sqq., < XIX sqq., I \\l\ .

CXX\ I CXXXVI. Se

1 h '

Glory
I
vain), pp. • XX XI II. 5, 20, ; ;.

37-

dge.

; . Will.

G001I (the I \ see list of

technical terms, Q°. 1 ;.

Grace, pp. < XXXV, 41.

G r e g o r i N . p. XX.

u - rheologus, pp. X
<

. n i il e, sentem es 57

• her.

Hangh tines -.Will. $

'
•'

VI.

II .: 1 t ll Of l! . LXVIII

\l.\lll. 5j

1 1
.

24. W 11

1

1

p. 100.

Hellenism . MI

;

H.

]i. I . XVII :

and asceticism, p. I X \ \ ! 1 1. .

and

p. XCII; and im

X < 111: III

H i e r o 1

1

CXI,

XX\ III. XI V. no.

. X.

. 20. 42.

II u XXXIV, XLI.

1 1 u rn ble

Humid 1

[ bn
nut

II. 1. XW11I.

XXXVII, XI . L1V, I X\\ I.

I XXXVII, X< I. x. in . « I

CVII; p.

1

101, 1

[14, 1

I

the I

'

XVII.
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Illness of the soul, p. LXVIII sq.

Illumination, pp. XLVIII, LXXXI
sqq., 19. 46 sq., 49, 57, 94, 97, 108 sq.,

in; sentences 11, 16, 43 sq., 74 sq.

See also list of technical terms, n°. 19.

'•I mad al-Din al-Umawi, p. LXIII.

LXXIH.
Imi t a t io Chris t

i, pp. XIX, 5, note 15

8, notes 3, 4: 10, note 2; n, notes

4, 5 ; 45, note 1 ; 64, note 4. See also

s.v. Thomas a Kempis.

Impulses, see s.v. Emotions.

Inclinations, pp. XXXII, 46 sqq.,

56, 108 sq., in, 115, 122 ; sentence

92. See also s.v. Emotions and list

of technical terms, n°. 9.

Initiated, pp. XXXI, XXXV sq.,

XXXVIII sq., XLVIII, LI, LXVIII,

3, 9, 13, 16, 20, 28, 32, 42 sq., 50, 55,

57, 61, 86, 90 sq., 92, 94 sq., 96, 99
sq., 102— 104, 105 sqq., 113 ; senten-

ces 7, 48, 5 6 sq-i 6 3, 6 5 sq.,68, 74,

80, 92. See also list of technical

terms, n°. 16.

Instruments (musical), pp. 120, 123.

Intelligence, sentences 21 sq. See

also s.v. Distinction.

Intercourse, pp. XXIV, 21, 101.

Investigation (vain), p. 15.

I n v o ca ti on, pp. XCIII, CVII, CXXX,
19, 22, 25, 31.

Iron. Forging cold iron, sentence 10.

Iron and the magnet, sentence 24.

Isaac of Antioch, p. 124.

Isaac of Ninive, pp. XVI, XXI,

XXXI, XXXIII—XL, XLIII, XLVIII,

L, LXV, LXVIII, LXX, LXXII sq..

LXXVIII, LXXXI, LXXXVIII, XC,

XCII, XCVII sqq., CIV, CVT sq., 8,

19, 29, note 1; 89, 91 note 5 ; 101.

Jacob of Edessa, p. 124.

Jamblichus, pp. XLVI, LV, LXVII
sqq., XCII, 11, note 4; 18, note 1;

25, notes 3, 5; 27, notes; 5 6 ,
not e

1 ; 80, note 1 ; p. 109, note 7.

Jehu da Chasld, p. CXII.

Jerusalem, pp. XXXIV, LXXXII, 32
;

sentence 74.

Jest, p. 13.

Johannes Climacus, pp. XVI, XX,

XLVII, LXVII sq., LXXIX, LXXXVI,
XCII, C, CII, CIX, CXIV; p. 5, note

1; 6, notes 1, 2; 7, note 2; 8 and

notes 3, 4 ;
p. 9, note 1 ; 12, note 1; 13,

notes 6, 7, 9, 11; 17, note 3 ; 20 note

3: 25, note 4: 30, notes 1,5,6531,

note 4 ; 32, note 2; 34, note 1; 36, note

5; 37, notes 5, 6, 8, 10540, note 6;

42, note 8; 43, note 1 ; 45 ; 78, note 7.

John bar Pinkaye, p. XXI.

John de Dalyata, pp. XXI, LXXIII,

CIV, 86, 102.

John Saba, pp. XXI, LXXXV.
Joseph and the Egyptian woman,

pp. 54, 101.

Kairo, p. 131.

Kastallani, p. LIX.

Kingdom of God, pp. XXXVI, 106;

sentences 37 sq., 41, 56, 58, 68 sq., 74.

Knowledge, practical and theoretical,

pp. XVIII, XXIV, XXXIX. Specula-

tive knowledge and revelation, p.

XXV. Gnosis, p. XXVII. Esoteric

knowledge of God, p. XXXV. Know-

ledge founded on revelations, p.

XXXIX. Knowledge as a designation

of the mystic system, ib. Non-intel-

lectual character of knowledge, p.

XLI. Knowledge and love, pp. XLII,

XLV, LIII, 95 sq. Knowledge and

illumination, p. LXXXII, XCVIII.

Knowledge of one's self, p. 9; of the

divine nature, p. 20; of God, p. 54

sqq., 91— 95, 97; of the perfect,

sentences 50, 51. Books of initiated

knowledge, p. 40; God's knowledge,

p.p. 52, 58; sentence 8. Delight of

knowledge, p. 52 sq. Peculiar know-

ledge, sentences 73 sq. Heights of

knowledge, sentence 94.

Kor'an, pp. LXXXV, 26, note 2.

Kusma, p. 124.

Kushairl, pp. XVI, XXXVII, L1V,

LXII, XC, XCIII sq., XCVI, XCVIII,

C; 6, note 3; 7, note 2; 8, notes;

15. note 3; 30, note 1; 31, note 6;
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$3, note '
;

i 14. notes 1. 7: 1 iS, note I.

Labour (manual;, p. 1 .

I. a mp, sentence 47.

Lasci viousness, pp. 19, ; ;.

Laughing, pp. 13, 18.

Leader, \>p. XIX, 10S. See akv

< roide and Teacher.

Life. Word and life in God, sent

29— 31. True life, sentence 64.

Ligfa t. pp. LXXXsqq., 1 10 sq. Light

and life, p. I WW. I lod as light,

p. LXXXIV. Inaccessible light, pp.

< III. CV, 49, 97. 100: sentence 80.

Light without quality, p. CVIII, 57,

61. Essentia] light, pp. 56. 97 sq.,

109, 112. Uncreated light, p. 109,

light of many rays. p. 114. Eradiated

light, p. <|N. Sec also list of technical

terms, ne. 19.

Lightning, pp. XCI\ 54,

'i 1 . : sentence 7

:

also list of technical term-, a . 3.

Likeness, with God, j <i >. CIV, < VI,

CVIII sq., 50. 52. 91. 109 sq., 112,

116: with the angels, pp. .:

See also list of technical term .

Litigation, p. 12.

Longi n g after < Sod, pp. 99

Love, pp. Mil -XLVIII, 1.1. jo. 46

Bqq., 50 ., sentences

23, 53, 75- s
'

Madness, pp. XC, 115

Malediction, p. 12.

M a d, p. I IX sqq.

Manifest (God's being), p. 55.

Marriage, pp. 15 sqq., 33, note 6.

Mecca, p. WW.
Medicine, pp. 3. 20: senten

Meditati n, pp. 1

Melodies, pp. 122, 120.

Mesa lleyl ne", pp. I VIII, XCV.
M i n (1, p. I X I

Mirror of the soul, pp. X W. I WIV
sqq., 27. ;i sentences |

technical terms, n°. 11.

Modesty of mystic-, p. XV.

IS te 1 y, pp. 15. 1 S, 21.

Monej . V, 7.

M < 11. sent<

Mubammed ibn al-Fadl, p. XXXV.
Ma ii-

M una / i : MX.
M

J
XXII. XXIX.

I X X X \ 1

1

the

p. 90.

Mysticism \ XII.

IX XX. ' Irigio

pp. XXII. I. XXX.

. XXIII. XI VI.

I.W II. 1 XXI. I XXVI.

X< I. « 1

[XIII,

Noa h. p. 4.

Novices, pp. XXXIX. 15 iv

dienc e, pp. y

Offences of the . XXI.

1 1

Paradisi I II sq..

:• 44-

1' ai ad isus Pa 1 1 u m. pp. < XL

J

note 2: 10. 1 1.

I exxx
sq., 32. 107. Impure pa

tenet

Patience, pp. ' \\ II.

Per fee WWII. I XX

S 104.

til ; sen) |
.

-

' technical ten

1' e 1 f e Ction, pp. 1 X X
'

1'
i 1 g 1

•
i in XXXIV.

Pirke A 1> t. p. 9,

kXlX,

XI VI, I A 1. I XXIV, I XXIX.

I WW I, C, CII, CVU
: i

XVII XIX. I XXX.
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Practice, pp. XXII I, XXV—XXVIII,

10. See also list of technical terms,

n°. 20.

Praise, pp. 37 sq.

Prayer, pp. XXXII, XC, XCVII, CIV,

19, 22—26, 31, 48.

Psalms (reciting of), pp. CXXVII,

25, 32,4°, 46, 56, 107, in, 129 sq.

Pure (the), sentence 62; p. 90. The

pure soul, sentences 1, 24.

Purification of the mind, heart, soul,

eye, pp. XXX sq., XLIII, LI, LXXI,

LXXVII sqq., 23, 33, 36, 42, 46,

54, 58, 94 sq. ; sentences 2, 25, 58, 62.

See also list of technical terms, 11°. 7.

Purity of deliberations, p. 44 sq.

Pythagoras, pp. 11, note 4; 80,

note 1.

Qualities (good), pp. CXXXIV, 20,

40.

Quarreling, pp. 12, 34.

Rabiya, pp. XXXVII, CI.

Radiance, see s.v. Illumination.

Rainbow, sentence 5.

Raitun, p. XX.

Rancour, pp. 19, 35, 39.

Recitation, pp. 19, 22 sq., 25, 32,

46, 56, ill.

Reclusion, pp. 15, 21.

Relaxation of the limbs, pp.

LXXXIX, 108.

Renovation and annihilation, sen-

tences 47—49.

Renunciation, pp. XXXVI, CXIV
sqq., 7 sq.

Repentance, pp. CXI sq., 6 sq.

Reprehension, pp. 20 sq., 39.

Rest, pp. 9, 46 sqq.

Resurrection of the soul, sentence 9 1

.

Revelation, pp. XVII, XXV, XXXIV,
XXXIX, X J.VIII, XCVIII sqq., 3,

47, 58, 60, 99, 103, 108, 115, 132;

sentences 19 sq., 33, 48, 50, 52,93
sq., 98. See also list of technical

terms, n°. 4.

Ridicule, p. 13.

al-Rondi, p. XXXVII.
Room (the lightened), sentence II.

Rudeness of speech, p. 14.

Sea la, see s.v. Johannes Climacus.

Scarcity of mystic leaders, pp. XVI, 3.

Scorn, p. 12.

Scriptures, (reading of the), pp.

XXX sq.,

Secrets (mystic), pp. XXVI II sq., 50,

1 10.

Sefer Chesidim, pp. 6, note 3; 35,

note 2.

Senses, pp. XXXII, LXVI, 46, 104;

sentences 11, 14, 74.

Sentences, pp. XVIII, XXV, 62 sqq.

Servant, p. 53..

Sever us, p. 124.

al-Shibll, p. XC.

Sight, pp. XLVIII—LIX, LXXXIX,

54, 99, 101, 108; sentences 1 1, 15, 41,

68, 88—90.

Silence, pp. CVI, CXXIII; 11, note

5; 47, 56, 107, in sq., 116, ng;sen-

tence 95. See also list of technical

terms, n°. 29.

Singing, p, 13..

Sins, pp. CXI sq., 6, 23.

Sleep, p. 25 sq.

Sleeping and being awake, pp.

XCI, 48, 108.

Solitude, pp. XXIV, LXXIII, CXXVI;

11, note 5; 19 sqq.; 27, 47,54,56,

101, 103, 107; sentence 95. See also

list of technical terms, n°. 27.

Soul and body, pp. LIII sq., LXXVI
sq. ; and the forms of the body, sen-

tence 92. Definitions of the soul, pp.

LX, LXII. The pure soul, p. XLII;

sentences 1, 24; the clear soul, sen-

tence 85. The Stpa and the soul, pp.

LXIII sq. Ethical nature of the soul,

pp. LXIV sqq. ; its treasures, p. LXV

;

health and illness of the soul, pp.

XLIII, LXVII sqq.; mirror of the

soul, p. LXXIV
;

purification of the

soul, p. LXXVII ; incorruptibility of

the soul, sentence 70; beauty of the

soul, p. 109. The rational soul, sen-

tences 33, 70—72. See also list of

technical terms, n°. 17.
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Speculation, pp. XXIII. XXV
XXV! I, XX XVIII: sentences

Sec also list of technical terms,

n°. 30.

Speech (vain), p. II. Outbursts of

speech, pp. 58, 113. Speech which

is indirectly sinful, p. 12.

Spirit, pp. I.X. I. XII.

Spittle, p. 28.

States (varying), pp. XCV, 56 sqq.,

no sqq. I sentences 43 sq. Sec also

list of technical terms, 11 . 13.

Steadfastness of the novice, p. 18.

Stoa, pp. LXII, I. XVIII sq.

Stupe fa c t i on, ]>. 49.

Sun, sentences 5, <>. $5, 42

77—79, 89, 95-

Sycophancy, p. 14.

Syncretism, p. XXIII.

Tag r it, p. 123.

Taming of the beasts, sentence 96;

p. 116.

Taunt, p. 13.

Teacher, his duties and qualities, pp.

(XXXIV Bq., 36, 40. See a!

Guide and Leader.

Teachings, pp. 20, 31, 36. 40.

Tear>, pp. 57, 107, 111. 113, 122.

See also s.v. Weeping.

Temptations, p. 9.

Thanksgivings, pp. 20, 41.

Theodosius, commentator of the

. of Hierotheos, p. XIV.

Theology of A r i s t o t el es, pp. L1V
sq., I. XVII. I.XXXIV. I. XXXVI. CX;

48, note 9: 50, note 2: 51.

1 : 74, note 1

:

V
Thoma> a K e m] I.X XIV:

20, :
•.• 4 : 3 7 . :

v. Imita'.

I :. j u r. p. XX.

Transit
. 1 I .

-

list of technical terms, n . 12.

Travellers (rules for), p. < XXIX.

; the heart, the soul,

LXV sq., 24.

Trinit y (esol

XXXV : 28—3X.

Unconsciousness, p. X' II.

Unification, I" n i n. pp. I

[., 57. 103. 1 10. 11 \ -

list of technical ti 10.

Vigils, pp. ( XXVII. 19, 24

Virginity, pp. 16 sq.

Vision, pp. 48, 99, 103. io8 .,115

sentence 94.

Wantonness, pp. 19, 33.

Wealth,
1
p. CXXXII, 36.

W eep i 11 g, pp. 19, 26. -

Tears.

Windows of the heart, sentence 41.

Shutting of the windows, sentence 1 1.

Word and Life, sentences 20— 31.

Wo r k (manw XXVIII, 24

28

W or 1,1, Man and the 9

CXXXI, 36,

Youth, sentcne

/ a ma khsh a rl, p. XVII.



CORRECTIONS

p. xxvill in stead of Ibn 'Ata'llah read: Ibn 'Ata'allah.

p. XCIV, note 3 in stead of 489 read : 498.

p. XCVII in stead of exellent, read : excellent.

p. 15, note 2 read: Cf. beneath, p. 21.

p. 61 in stead of to describe read: in describing.

p. 64 in stead of lighted read : lightened.

p. 70 in stead of. herold read : herald.

p. 71 in stead of from mouth read: from his mouth.

p. 80 in stead of make warm his heart, read : make his

heart warm,

p. 89 in stead of excepted read : except,

p. 90 in stead of thousands of read : thousand,

p. 107 in stead of ash read: ashes.
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